


colorized version of a black and white Schlieren photograph of a mixing zone between

air (top, red color) and sulphur hexafluonde (sF6, bottom,blue) induced by the RichtrnYer-

Meshkov instability in the Vauiours vertical shock tube (horizontal scale 7.5cm). The inci-

dent shock in SF6 (Mach 1.45)has accelerated upward a 1.7 cm wide molecular diffu-

sion zone with a weak embedded perturbation due to the retraction (from right to left) of

a separating blade. The picture shows the amplification of these perturbations, 3.15 ms

aher the initial interaction, and about the time of passage of the second shock refld from

the end plate of the shock tube (located 54.4 cm above the blade). On ihe original schlieren

picture (printed upside down on page 25 in CHOCS 2,CEA DAM scientific and technical

iournal) the fine scales visible on the SF6 side are the signature of turbulent mixing in the

boundary layers, but the more puzzling smoothness of the edges of the interpenetrating

air bubble (center) and SF6 spikes (on its sides) may be due to an optical effect. These

details are somewhat erased by the colonization process which was performed by the laser

experiments group at Limeil.

Q reprographic CEA-CESTA
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/nterfaces dynamics is of wideninginterest.let us quote for instance the study of
targets for hsion by inertial confinement,which leads to necessarily forecast the

evolutionof MOphases regarding thermonuclearand inert medium. The normal
process willinduce the mixing of these two media, and then the extinctionof the
wishedthermonuclearreactions.

For this seemingly limited problem at firstsight, one mustuse the most sophisticated
tools for turbulence, and dynamics systems studies, non linear equations and
numericalmethods.

Thereader will find an up to date repot-t on those subjects in this book.

We are grateful to Mrs WILKE, and her team for the excepfionna//y efficienf
organization.She devotedherselftirelesslyand kindlyto every step of the intellectual
and material event. We owe her a fruitful scientific meeting and thank her

warmheati4y

(PW
Robert DAUTRAY

Member of Academy of Sciences
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FOREWORD

We are happy to fiially issue the Proceedings of the Royaumont Workshop on

Compressible Turbulent Mixing, the third of a series initiated in Princeton in November 1988

and in Pleasanton in October 1989. The next workshop will be organized at the end of March

1993 in Cambridge (UK) by Paul Linden and David Youngs. For the Royaumont proceedings,

we have attempted to be fast and decided to simply duplicate the texts as provided by the

authors, almost without any editing or reformatting. We are nevertheless late: the deadline for

submitting papers was postponed from July to October but the Organizing Committee takes full

responsibility for the subsequent delay, mostly due to the preparation of our reports on the

roundtable activities.

The proceedings include the papers of most oral or poster presentations at the workshop

(three papers are missing) but we have added nine papers by prospective russian participants

who unfortunately could not make it to Royaumont. To the 25 papers and 24 posters, we have

added qualitative summaries and overviews of the experimental, numerical and theoretical

roundtables, and a somewhat lengthy yet uncompletedcompilation of some of the numerical test

problems results. Clearly a lot more could be done in terms of precise, quantitative

comparisons among models, calculations and experiments. Some progress will certainly made

on this account fcx the next workshop.

The Organizing Committee
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NON - STATIONARY FLOWS IN THE PROXIMITY
OF ANGULARPOINTSOF GAS ACCELERATED

LIQUIDLAYER

V.Rogatchov, I.Zhidov, B.K1oPov, E.Meshkov, A.Tolshrnyakov
All - Union Experimenta-l Physics Institute, Arzamas-16, USSR

ABSTRACT

Acceleration of a fractured fluid layer by gas is being
experimentally (on gel models) and theoretically investigated. In
the proximityof angularpoints the anomalous picture of fluid
surface deformation and turbulent mixing layer evolution is
observed.Dependingon the anglevalueeitherfast growing cavern
or new angularpeculiarityis formedin its vertex.

Investigationof turbulentmixingdynamicsis normallyconduc-
ted accordingto the classic scheme, i.e. when unstable
interfacebetweentwo differentdensityfluids has a flat form
(e.g.1,2$3). ln thiscase initialperturbationsare insignificant
as a rule,and have occasionalnature.

To betterunderstandthe natureof a mixingprocess a series
of investigationsassociated with different controlled initial
perturbations’spectrahas been carried out. The simplest among
thoseis a sinusoidal one, the evolution of which leads to
characteristicdynam:c5s&uctureformation,consistingof “bubbles”
and “spikes” (e.g.‘ ‘ ). The experimental data helped to
understandin more detailthe role of individualharmonics in the
general turbulent mixing picture and served as a basis for
theoreticalmodeling7’8.

We have experimentallyinvestigatedgthe picture of fluid
and gas mixing,large initial perturbationsat the accelerated
surfacebeingpresent.

The purposeof thisreport is to investigateevolution of
perturbationsat the interfacebetween fluid and gas , angular
peculiaritiesbeingpresent.Disturbancepropagationtogether with
the naturallypresentoccasionaldisturbancespropagationresultin
the complexmixing picture, characterizedby hydrodynamicflow
specialregularstructurespringingup.

Typicalflowsof this kind spring up, for instance, when
platesand shellscontainingsurfacefracturesat the initialstage
are acceleratedby high explosives.One of the specialflows’embo-
dementsis a cumulativejet,formedby the obliqueplatecollision.

EXPERIMENTAL

Speciallydevelopedjellytechnologyiohave been used in our
experimentalprocedures.Due to its relativestrengthgel is pretty
suitablefor complexstructuresmanufacturing.However under the
pressuredrop of severalatmospheresit acts like a fluid, its

1
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strength properties becoming insignificant. It has been
experimentallyverified (by gel cub squashing) that its
characteristiccollapsingpressureequalsto 0.05atm. Due to gel
transparencyphotographictechniquesfor flowregistrationcan be
applied.

Figure1 comprisesthe experimentaldevice scheme. Flat gel
model (1)was disposedbetweentwo 20mm thick plates (2), (3), made
from plexiglas. The distance between the lates was restricted

~by 10mm high side walls (4). The gel ( 6 cm of gelatin, 100 cm3
of water ) at the ambienttemperaturewas pouredinto the form.The
form was kept in the fridgeuntilgel thickening. Experimental
device with the upperplateremovedservedas the form.The inner
volumeof the model (5)was formedby the contouring foil, fixed
inside the experimentaldevice before gel pouring. Aftergel

,c2~+z.502

Fig. 1. Experimental
devicescheme.

Tt?

thickeningthe foilwas removed;the
outermodelcontour was cut out by a
scalpel;the excess materialwas re-
moved.Gel was poured into the devi-
ce with a smallmeniscus,overflowing
the upperedge of the sidewalls (4).
Thus a reliable contactof gel body
with the upperplate (2)was provided
when the lastwas mounted intothe
model.To avoidsignificantmodelde-
formationpapergaskets(6)adjusting
the distance betweenplates were
used.The outersurfaceof one of the
plateswas providedwith a reference
meshworkwith 2 cm pitch.

The devicewas bolted(7)and
displacedhorizontally,in its opera-
tingcondition.

The volume (5) was filled with
‘gaseous high explosive (C2H2+ 2.5 02)

at the ambientpressurethroughgas -
inlettube (9)and throughthe capil-
lariesboredin electrodes(8).

HE puritywas guaranteedby the
multipleexcessof the blown through
gas volume over the inner model
volume.

HE was detonated by an elect-
ricaldischarge in a sparkgap (10),
wherehigh - voltagepulsefrom con-
denser(11)was transmitted.

The discharge was initiatedby
a breakthroughof the controlleddis-

charger(12).Thus,pressureof 15 atm was createdin volume (5),
whichwas decreasingfurtheron due to cavity expansion and gas
leakagethroughthe capillaries.Modelwalls’motionwas registered
with a high-speedcamerain transmittedlight.

2
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Investigations were conducted on gel models, containing plane
10 mm thick layers with an angle of surface fracture P = 120°, 90°,
and 0° (j9<5°). Layer motion pictures are shown on fig.2. - fig.4.

. ...... .

4- caven-i, 5- new”

1-
4-

Fig. 3. Experimental photocronogramm, j3=90°.
acceleratedlayer,2- explosionproducts,3- air,
cavern,5- new peculiarities,6- turbulentlayer.
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Fig. 4. Experimentalphotocronogramm,@O”.
1- acceleratedlayer, 2- explosionproducts, 3-”air, 4- cavern,
5- new peculiarities,6- turbulentlayer,7- cumulativejet embryo.

The observed hydrodynamic flows has the following
distinguishingfeatures.

At the proximityof the innerangularpoint (A) the interface
betweengel (1) and explosionproducts(2) is deformed with the
anomalous rapidness. At that,cavern(4) formation occurs, the
caverndimensionsincreasing faster than the plane layer part
shiftingat the remotefromthe anglevertexpoints.At the initial
evolutionstagethe cavernform is thatof a cylinder,transforming
furtherinto the ellipticalone. At the proximity of the newly
formingcavernangularpoints(5) vortex flows springing up is
tracedat the laterevolutionstages.

The layertendsto breakthrough in the direction of rays
comingfrom the innervertex(A) perpendicularlyto the innerangle
sides.Breakthroughtakesplace, when the distance, the remote
partsof the acceleratedlayerhave shiftedto, is lesserthan its
thickness.

At the proximityof vertex(B) flowsof anothercharacter can
be observed.When fK1800,anglevertexpracticallydo not shiftfor
a longperiodof time.The anglegrows and at the later stages
equalsto 180°.Thus,the surfaceis smoothed. When @180°, the
characterof hydrodynamicflows at its proximity qualitatively
changes.Angularpeculiarlydoes not smooth.On the contrary,rapid
formatioj,. (w:.:flow peculiarir; (the enkmyo of a cumulative jet
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(7))takesplace (Fig.4.).
Againstthe abovementionedbackground,i.e.regular material

motion,turbulentmixingevolutionoccurs.At the unstable inner
interfaceturbulent mixing between gel and explosion products
springsup due to occasionaldisturbancespreading.As a result of
mixingthe opaquezone [6) is formed,contoursof whichare clearly
seenon photographs.At the remotefromangularpoints region its
form is practicallyplane. Up to the moment of the layer
breakthroughby the explosionproductsthe smallerportion of its
thicknessturnsto be involvedinto turbulentmixingat the remote
from fractureregions.Spreadingof a large-scaledstructure of
turbulentmixinglayer can be traced on the photographs.The
spatialpulsationscalegrows with time. It should further be
noted, that unlike the case of infinite layer acceleration,
presenceof rigidrestrictingplatesurfaces (2),(3) (Fig.l.) in
our experimentsresultin growthrate limitationof the largest
turbulentpulsations.

An interestingpeculiarityin mixinglayer evolution can be
observedat the growingcavernsurfaceat the proximity of vertex
(A)at ~<180°.This layerthicknessis lesser than that of the
innerflat layersurface.Note,thatcharacteristicpulsationssuch
as ones at the plane region of accelerated shell, are absent
(cavernsurfaceis even).Sucha conclusioncan be referred from
the experimentaldata,although model walls’ distortion hampers
precisedeterminationof mixing layer thickness at the cavern
surface.

It can be referredfrom the shots of Fig.2. through Fig.4.
that the outerinterfaceof the acceleratedlayeris even,i.e. no
mixingbetweenair (3) and gel (1) is present. This can be
accountedfor the flowstability(heaviermaterialaccelerates the
lightone).

THEORETICAL

Let us considergel to be the idealincompressiblefluid, not
takingintoaccountsuch effectsas strength,viscosityand surface
tension.Flow of sucha fluidcan be describedby Laplace equation
for velocitypotential@

(1)

Velocityvectoris determinedby ~ = %$ correlation.
PressurePI is givenfor the innerlayer interface, pressure

P2 - for the outer one. Cauchy-Lagrange condition

(2)

for surfacepointsis the equation,determining surface potential
vs time.Here:u, w - tangentialand normal components of fluid
velocityat its surface;q=O for the outer layer interface; and
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q=-(Pl-Pz)/pfor the innerlayerinterface;derivat~vewith respect
to time is calculatedfor the fixedsurfacepoint r, velocity of
which is always parallelto its normal~ ; p - fluiddensity.The
equationfor thesepointsmotionis as follows

-)

%=
(%$3)8 ,

(3)

When the interfaceshiftingis insignificantif compared to
the layerthicknessh (whichhappensonly at the earlystages) and
valuesu, w are small,equation(2)can be integratedas @qt.

In thiscase surfacedeformationcan be calculatedas follows.

Fig.5. Accelerated fluid
layerform.

By settingthe initial layer form
at t=O as it is shownon Fig.5.and
usingboundaryvalues of potential
@qt, equation(1) can be solvedby
the conformmapping method (by
transformingthe regionoccupiedby
the fluid to the strip at the
complex potential plane). By
differentiationof the calculated
spatialpotentialdistributiono(?)
velocity vector ? can be
determined.To crown it all, by in-
tegratingwith respectto timeequ-
ation (3) shiftingof the innerand
outer layer pointsof interestcan
be determined.To be more definite,

let us consider that F<180”.
Boundary points shifting for

the outersurfaceof the accelera-
ted shellcan be describedas

P1-P2
@J =—

L 2ph

wherex valuecan be determinedby

‘2=+B&’Olv “=+’
o

J
x-1

‘here ‘u(x’o)= +dz - incompletebeta-function;rz -

0

(4)

the distancebetweenvertex (B) and the designated point at the
outer surface. When rz + co (I + CO) then IA;zI + (pl-pz)t2/2ph
which, as it has been expected,corresponds to the plane layer
motionwith accelerationg=(pl-pz)/ph.In the small proximity of
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the outer vertex at rz + O (X + O)

P1-P2 ~2
IA?21 +—

2ph

That is, in the observed proximity,

we have the following equation

~r2 (n-p)/p

[)
+0.

2h

the outeranglevertexdoes not
shift,whichcoordinateswith our experimentalresults.

The innersurfacepoints’shiftcan be describedas follows

wherep
and the

As is
lA~ll +

()
-(n-p)/27c

pl-P2~z ,LIA?ll=— 9 (5)
2ph 1+/,,f

can be expressedby rl - the distance between vertex (A)
designatedsurfacepointfrom the correlation

in the abovementioned case, at+m (~+co), we have
(pl-pZ)t2/2ph.In the small proximity of vertex (A) at

rl + O (p + O) pointsshiftingcan be expressedby

Limit infinity in thiscase signifiesthat the above mentioned
approximationsat the inneranglevertex proxim~ty doe not work.

P,=l, ~=o. p=l, h=i

t=o.05

Fig.6.The innerboundary
format the proximityof (A)
(calculation).

Such values as u’ and w’ mast not
be neglected in (2) as well as
deformationmust not be considered
insignificantat any t value. Our
experimentalresults do confirm
this.

To more correctly describe
hydrodynamic flows, mathematical
problem(l), (2)$ (3) should be
solved in full set-up, i.e. in
accordance with all conditions,
withoutmakingsimplifyingsupposi-
tions. Numerical solution of
such a problem was conductedin
accordance with boundaryintegral
equationmethodllat p=90°. It was
assumed thatP1=l,P2=0,0=1, h=l.

Fig.6.comprisesthe pictureof
innersurfaceformevolution,

obtainedat the initialstages.It can be clearlyseen there that
at the proximityof vertex(A) ( as is in the experiment)a rapidly
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growingcavernis formed,assuming cylindrical shape. Two newly
formedangularpeculiaritiesspringup at the surface.The distance
betweenthe pointsat the cavernsurfacegrowsconsiderablyfaster
than the distancebetweenthe pointsat the remainderinnersurface
part.That is, the cavernis *’swelling”out the point initially
disposedat vertex(A).

Correlation(6), valid at IA?I<<rl << h, points to the
existence of intermediateself-similarityasymptotic of two
dimensionalproblem (l), (2), (3). At that, self- similarity
index a ( in expression l?!= Const ta ) is equal to
2(2T@?)/(3n-2p).For f3=n/2 a=l.5,beingapproximatelycoordinated
with the numericalcalculationresults.

Of interestare the analyticalinvestigationsof the flows in
the proximityof newlyformingpeculiarsurfacepoints, hypothesis
on self-similaritybeingtakenintoaccount.

We expressour gratitudeto O.I.Volchenko,who took part in
the technologydevelopmentand in experimentalactivities.
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INTERFACE INSTABILITIES OCCURING DURING AN
EXPLOSIVE DRIVEN IMPLOSION

M. LEGRAND , N.TOQUE
Centre dEtudes de Vaujours - Moronvilliers
B.P. 7,77181 COURTRY, FRANCE

l)mmmKnQN
Rayleigh-Taylorl and Richtmyer-Meshkov2 instabilities are

of current interest because of their effect on the performance of inertially
confiied Ilusion capsules.

In the spherical configuration of an ICF capsule, direct
observation of the interfaces is very difilcu.lt. On the contrary, an
axisymmetric cylindrical geometry can also undergo a concentration
phase3 but allows an easy radiographic observation along the axis of the
cylinder. Thus we have developed an experimental device with
a cylindrical geometry.

Some of the experiments we have carried out gave us a
first insight of the pre-turbulent flow induced by the RM
and RT instabilities during a cylindrical implosion.

2 ) PRINCIPLE OF THE EXPERIMENT<
Implosion is initiated by four cylindrical wave lenses which

generate the converging detonation in the cylindrical explosive (fig. 1).
The defect is machined on the inner face of the metallic shell
(diamete~100 mrn,thickness: 2.5/4mm) and is a combination of sinusoidal
waves (R(e) = ~=n cos ne). Unless otherwise stated, an = 0.5 mm (n
is the mode order).

We aimed at obtaining a long phase during which the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability could develop. This phase, which is correlated
to the deceleration of the metallic cylinder, is produced by the rarefaction
wave following the detonation and by the counter-pressure coming from
the low density inner medium.

These experiments are used to validate the codes which
compute the growth of defects respectively in the linear and non linear
phases.

3 ) RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
3-1 Fit of the implosion parameters
A preliminary experiment carried out with electronic pin

diagnostics gave the position of the shock in the inner medium (without
defect) as a function of time. This provides the data necessary to adjust
the numerical conditions and equations of state of the materials. It is
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important to determine by calculation the velocity of the projected
cylinder in order to get an accurate evaluation of the Rayleigh-Taylor
phase and to make the best choice for the timing of the radiographic
observations.

The radiographic facility allows us to make three X-ray
snapshots over a fifteen microseconds time period which covers well the
implosion phase we want to obstxve. With a one dimensional
hydrodynamic code we thus obtained for the central section of the
cylinder the interface velocity history shown on fig. 2.

We can notice that the shell is at first set into motion by a
shock. This induces a Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (here with a
reversal of the defect as shown on fig. 4).

3-2 Perturbation with single wave number
The experiments performed with a lead cylinder show,

as expected, that the growth rate of the perturbation is higher for mode
number 16 than for mode number 8 (see for instance 1).

These results are close to numerical evaluations obtained with
the twodimensional eulerian code EAD4 as shown on fig. 3.

Another experiment carried out with tin and n = 16 leads to
similar results.

Our experiment is 3D because of the edge effect. This causes
two difficulties:

- The hydrodynamical behaviour of the central section of the
cylinder is quite different from the one near the edge. This generates
fuzziness around the perturbation on radiographs.

- A 2D code is unable to simulate precisely the behaviour of
the cylinder after the maximum density of the inner medium.

Afterwards, we adjusted the thickness of the cylinder in
order to obtain a more or less cylindrical geometry during the implosion.
However, this does not solve the problem of the lateral rarefaction wave
which is the main origin of differences with respect to the ideal case of an
infinite cylinder geometry.

We are studying a 2 1/2 D solution to this problem.
3-3 Toward a pre-turbulent stage: wave number combination
After having studied the growth of a single wave number

defect, we tried to veri& the coupling behaviour as the initial
perturbation is no longer a single mode but a combination of several
modes. In the case of two modes nl and n2, the spectrum is then widened
primarily by the creation of the sum and diffenmce modes nl + n2 and
nl - n2. IiI the case of a more complicated initial spectrum (3 modes), the
flow become very intricate.

3-3-1 Two modes
Numerical simulations were carried out with many pairs of

mode numbers, among which we chose for
29).

experimentation t.liepair (13,
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The harmonic analysis (Fourier series) of the calculated
tin/RTV interface (fig. 4) shows:

- a higher growth rate for the largest wave number,
- the creation of modes sum and difference and of the higher

harmonics of the initial modes,
- that the creation of new modes in the non linear phase

reduces the growth rate of the mode 29 compared with its behaviour as a
pure mode.

The experimental results are very close to numerical
evaluations and the last snapshot exhibits a complicated pattern which is
very different from a one mode interface.

3-3-2 Three modes
During a two mode implosiou the interface becomes much

more complicated than in the case of a one mode implosion. However, the
interface region is not exactly a mixing zone. Therefore, our aim will be
to generate a pre-turbulent flow by using a more complex initial
spectrum of the defect..

It has been shown5 that for a plane geometry, a ~al mixing
zone is obtained with a 12 modes spectrum, the amplitudes of which have
been chosen at random from a gaussian distribution. Unfortunately, this
spectrum corresponds to a very complicated initial interface which
cannnot be machined at the inner face of the metallic shell.

Therefore, our experiment involves only three modes. We
chose for experimentation the combination (13, 21, 29) to evaluate the
influence of a third mode on the bimodal flow above mentioned

The experimental results are very close to numerical
evaluations shown on fig. 5. However the interface region is not a mixing
zone.

It is the reason why we tried to modify the spectrum of the
initial interface.

We were not able to use a greater number of spectral
components: We had to lower the corresponding amplitudes to obtain a
resulting defect smaller than the shell thickness. With five modes, the
flow is not more complex than in the 3-mode case.

We can only modify the amplitude and the order of the
modes.

When these parameters increase, the linear phase is shorter
and the growth rate of the defect is higher. The vorticity of the flow in
the interface region is also higher (pre-turbulent stage).

We have chosen to use a 1 mm amplitude for the three
modes. The mode numbers were equal to 26, 42 and 58. Naturally, the
meshes used in this computation had to be smaller than in the preceding
one.

Numerical results are shown in fig. 5. The flow becomes
very intricate much mom rapidly than for the preceding case
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(13, 21,29). For t =51 w there is a real mixing zone in the interface
region.This experiment will be soon carried out.

4)~
The experimental device we have chosen has shown the

development of various initially sinusoidal perturbations in the linear and
non linear phases. The growth is well evaluated by 2D eulerian numerical
simulation for single and multiple mode numbers.

, The very intricate pattern obtained at the end of a 3-mode
experiment is very close to numerical evaluations. This leads to the
concept of a multimode experiment using higher order modes, in order to
reach a fd pre-turbulent stage.

As far as these experiments do validate our codes in the
linear, non linear and pre-turbulent stage of the flow, they give a
sense to a tict simulation of the very intricate flow generated by
a randomly defined interface, which is not experimentally accessible
for technological reasons.
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CHAOTIC MIXING AT UNSTABLE INTERFACES
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ABSTRACT

The computation and analysis of both shock and gravity accelerated inter-
faces is considered. The chaotic structure produced by the mixing of two fluids
can be analyzed using a combination of renormalization analysis and compu-
tational simulation. For shock accelerated interfaces the microphysics of the
difbction patterns produced by the shock-fluid interface interaction is of in-
terest. Methods for including an analysis of such diffractions in front tracking
simulations are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Unstable interface problems occur in several areas of mathematical physics.
Here we are interested in studying the behavior of the mixing zone between
two fluids that is driven either impulsively by a shock wave, or continuously
by gravity. In the case of small or vanishing viscosity and surface tension, the
mixing state is critical in the sense that there are a large or infinite number of
small length scale active unstable modes per unit volume. We see that there are
two levels of description of this state: the microphysics of statistical ensembles
of mixing modes and the microphysics of continuum equations satisfied by the
state. Effective mixing rates is an example of a quantity successfully predicted
by this theory.

Our approach to studying the phenomena is a combination of full scale
computational modeling of fluid mixing, together with a statistical analysis of

* Supported in part by the U. S. Army Research Office, grant no. DAAL03-
89-K-0017.

t Supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant no. DMS-8901884.
$ Supported in part by the Applied Mathematical Sciences subprogram of

the Office of Energy Research, U. S. Department of Energy, under contract
DE-FG02-90ER25084

$ Supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant no. DMS-9057429.
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Figure 1: Resultsfrom a front tracking simulation of a

Rayleigh-Taylor unstable interlace. The figures show the intial
and later time position of the fluid interface.

the data produced by these simulations. Front tracking has played a crucial role

in this process, since it provides the most accurate available description of the

interface between the two fluids.

RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR UNSTABLE INTERFACES

In previous work, 14 the microphysics of the boundary between the gravi-
tationally accelerated mixing zone and the heavy fluid was studied. The growth
rate of this side of the mixing zone is known to be h(t) = .06Agt2, where A
is the Atwood ratio and g is the gravity, on the basis of the Read and Youngs
experiments. The coefficient, .06, is universal, but does not follow horn simple
scaling laws such as dimensional analysis. In3, the same result was obtained
for first principles numerical simulation, through the time of bubble merger, for
a range of Atwood numbers. In addition, a microphysics model was proposed,
as a modification of the Sharp-Wheeler mode15 and shown to have a renormal-
ization group &ced point 1 which also gave the same mixing law, with the same
coefficient .064.

Here we take the opposite approach and consider the macroscopic equa-
tions describing the fluid in the mixing zone. Our approach is to perform exact
numerical simulations (i.e. based on the complete two fluid euler equations), as
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Figure 2: Plots of representative statistics for a Rayleigh-
Taylor unstable interface.

illustrated in Fig. 1, and use this computation to generate a data base of sta-

tistical measures of the mixing zone. We refer to the approach of Harlow et al.6

for example, in whi& averaged equations are constructed via closure hypotheses

for the averaged fluid quantities and low order moments, such as the Reynolds

stress.

We examine our data base from these points of view: Are the closure re-

lations valid as am approximate identity in this data set? Does the data set

have any surprising features which are potentially at variance with solutions of
the averaged equations? Does the data set display self-similarity which would

support the idea that it is described by a renormalization group fixed point?

The answers are: tentatively yes, tentatively yes, and at present unknown.

In more detail, we consider the compressible Reynolds stress,

Ri,j ‘< pViVj > – <(Wi><pVj>/cp~, (1]

where the averages are horizontal as well as ensemble average. The dominant
component of this tensor is R1l, is plotted as a function of height at fixed time
in Fig. 2a. Triple correlations, such as

Xij ‘< 6p6Vi6Vj >, (2)
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are suppressed 6. In Fig. 2b, we plot 11X1I/l IR]I as a function of height at fixed
time.

These quantities are tentatively reassuring from the point of view of con-
structing averaged equations. Less reassuring is a blip in the density < p >
considered as a fimction of height at fixed time, see Fig. 2c. On Fig. 2d, we
plot < (6p)2 > vs. height.

RICHTMYER-MESHKOV UNSTABLE INTERFACES

The success in applying front tracking methods to simulations of Rayleigh-
Taylor unstable interfaces has been reproduced in shock accelerated, or
Richtmyer-Meshkov, unstable problems. However a difficulty presents itself here
since the shock wave-fluid interface interaction is complicated and only partially
understood. Previous work7 showed that for highly supersonic (low amplitude)
interactions, the combination of front tracking with shock polar analysis pro-
vides an accurate method for computing the interaction. Indeed, it was just
this idea that was at the basis of Richtmyer’s original analysis of this problem8.
The method consists of using solutions to Riemann problems for the supersonic
steady state Euler equations to describe the flow near points of collision be-
tween the two waves in reference frsmes that move with the interactions. For
sufEciently supersonic interactions, the solution consists of a self-similar wave
pattern containing a transmitted shock wave and a reflected wave that is either
a shock or Prandtl-Meyer wave. The complication occurs for transonic flows
where the steady flow approximation breaks down. Such interactions are called
irregular, as compared to the self-similar regular interaction for supersonic flows.

For Richtmyer-Meshkov problems, we note that since the initizd fiuid inter-
face is smooth, the refractions produced as the shock first reaches the interface
are regular. Indeed the local Mach number is inversely proportional to the sine
of the angle between the incident shock and the fluid interface. This means that
we need only consider the transition problem of regular to irregular refraction.
When such a transition occurs, the point of interaction (or node) scatters into a
set of discrete or sernidiscrete nodes that propagate away from each other. These
scattered nodesg are formed by shock-shock interactions (crossings or overtakes),
shock refractions at a cent act discontinuity (difl%action nodes), or one of three
classes of transonic nodes; Mach reflection, shock transmission, or total inter-
nal reflection. Semidiscrete interactions li~ a refiected rarefaction overtaking
an incident shock (anomalous reflection) are also possible. Each discrete
node can be modeled using a local shock polar analysis, while the semidiscrete
interactions are approximated by sets of nearly discrete nodes. Of course subse-
quent scattering of the individual nodes can also occur. Such transitions include
the bifurcation of a cross node into a pair of Mach reflections. However these
additional transitions are local to the the aEected nodes and can be treated
independently, considerably simplifying the scattering problem.
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Figure 3: A detail from a full scale Richtmyer-Meshkov simu-
lation showing an anomalous reflection produced by a fast-slow
refraction with reflected rarefaction. The wave interaction oc-
curs on the scale of one mesh block as indicated above.

Regular to irregular refraction transitions can be divided into five cases de-

pending on whether the reflected wave is a shock or rarefaction, and on whether
11712 Fast-slow interactions are char-the interaction is fast-slow or slow-fast .

acterized by an overtaking of the incident shock by the reflected wave, while

slow-fast interactions lead to the precursion of the transmitted wave ahead of

the incident shock. The tith case occurs for refractions with reflected shocks at

the mechzmical equilibrium point where the reflected, incident, and transmitted

shock polars intersect at a common point. This transition leads to the forma-

tion of a Mach reflection between the incident and reflected waves, with a shock
transmission at the base of the Mach stem on the fluid interface.

Currently two of these five cases has been implemented in our front track-
ing code. Fig. 3 shows a detail from a simulation with a fast-slow transition

with a reflected rarefaction. When the incident shock becomes transonic, the

reflected wave overtakes it, forming a two dimensional version of a rarefaction

overtaking a shock. The rarefaction expands out onto the incident shock un-
til the flow behind the shock becomes supersonic. This interaction, which we
call anomalous reflection, commonly occurs for shocks propagating from a dense
nearly incompressible liquid into a gas.
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~lgure 4: Precursor shock configuration produced by a slow-
fsst refraction with reflected rarefaction. The figure is taken
horn a detail of a full scale simulation of a shock colliding with
a rippled interface. The scale of the interaction here is about
one third of a mesh block. Note that at the cross node, only the
reflected shock directed towards the fluid interface is tracked.

Another case is indicated in Fig. 4 for a slow-fast interaction with a re-
flected rarefaction. The transmitted wave becomes transonic and forms a pre-
cursor shock at the interface as it moves ahead of the incident shock. The
refraction of the precursor through the interface in turn leads to a cascade of
wave interactions.

SURFACE TENSION AND CONVERGENCE OF UNSTABLE INTERFACES

Surface tension on a fluid interface exerts a stabilizing influence on its
growth. Without surface tension, the Euler equations are ill-posed for unstable
interfaces and numerical simulations converge only for large scaled structures
on the interface and exhibit fractal type structures as the computational mesh
is refined. Surface tension provides a cut-off length scale that eliminates this
fractal structure. Fig. 5, illustrates this by showing the results of two otherwise
identical simulations, one with and the other without surface tension.

Neglecting viscosity, the dispersion relation for the Rayleigh-Taylor insta-
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5 (left): Rayleigh-Taylor simulations illustrat-
ing the efFect of su.rikce tension on the computation.

Figure 6 (right): Single bubble velocities vs. time for differ-
ent values of surface tension. As the normalized surface tension
5 increases, the bubble takes longer to reach terminal velocity.
Note that the termin al velocity increases with the surface ten-
sion in our range of simulation. The explanation is that surface
tension makes the bubble more streamlined, therefore reducing
its drag.

bility in the linear regime is given by 13:

20
a2(k) = gAk – ek3,

P
(3)

where a is the growth rate, k the wavenumber, a the surface tension, and P
the average of the densities of the two fluids. For c = O this relation diverges
for large wave numbers, and hence the Euler equations are considered to be
ill-posed. Viscosity decreases the growth rate for large wave numbers, but the
net growth rate remains nonzero. For u # O, the situation changes qualitatively,
with a finite cut-off wave number kg = gAp/u and wavelength AC= 2z/ kc, such
that modes with wavelength smaller than J= are stablized.

In the nonlinear regime, the perturbations grow into bubbles and spikes
and the dispersion relation (3) is no longer valid. Further zumlysis requires the
solution of the full Euler equations, and generally involves the use of numerical
methods. However the unstable behavior of arbitrarily small modes causes con-
vergence problems for numerical methods under mesh refinement. Although the
large sczde structure of the interface may remain relatively stable under mesh
refinement, the detailed structure does not converge, but rather shows
like behavior as the mesh is refined. Errors in the computation, such as
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and truncation error cause small perturbations in the fluid interface that grow
and induce the secondary instabilities. Since these perturbations are randomly
distributed, the secondary instabilities are nonunique for different mesh sizes.

Surface tension adds a restoring force to the fluid interface, that is pro-
portional to the local curvature. It can be thought of as a pressure gradient
opposite to the direction of curvature at a point. Iu the small amplitude linear
regime this force will stablize modes with wavelength less than &. This eflxt
will continue for large amplitudes x well. It should be noted that for materi-
als, such as gases, whose physical surface tension is small, nonconvergence of
the fluid interface represents the &t that mixing occurs at the molecular level.
Here only the large scale structures such as the bubble envelope have physical
meaning.

Fig. 6 shows that the time needed for the bubble to accelerate from ini-
tial velocity to termin al velocity increases horn 6.5 to 9 as the surface tension
increase9 *m 0.088 to 0.35.
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RESULTS FROM THE VAUJOURS VERTICAL SHOCK TUBE

C. CavailleP, H.Croso*,P. GandeboeuF, J.F. Haasb and G. Rodriguezb
Commissariatsii l’Energie Atomique

a Cenrre d’Etudes de Vaujours-Moronvilliers, BP7,77181 Courtry, Fmnce
b Centre d’Etudes de IAneil-Valenton, 94195 Villeneuve St Georges a$dex, France

Abstract We describeshocktubeexperimentsonthebehaviorofgasinterfacessubmittedto
accelerationbyashockwaveanddecelerationbyreflectedwaves.ThegaspairsareeitherSF6-airor
air-heliumandtheirnominallyplaneinterfacescanbediscontinuous,Le.withmembraneor
diflkive.We extractfromtheschlierenphotographsthepositionandthicknessoftheshock-induced
turbulentmixingzonesandcomparethemtonumericalcalculationsperformedusingak-eturbulent
modelembeddedinaonedimensionaltlnitedifferenceshydrodynamicscode/1/.Thelimitationsof
optical dia$yK)stics and lD CkllkU.iOnSare @nted OUt.

1 Introduction

Theobservationsareperformedonanupwardfiringverticalshocktube/2,3/allowing
horizontalcontinuousinterfaceswithalightgasaboveaheavieroneaswellasdiscontinuous
interfaceswithathinmembraneinitiallyseparatingthegases.Thecontinuousintmfacesareobtsincd

bymoleculardifTusionafterretractionofadiaphragm.Theseinterfacesaresubjecttotheimpulsive
Rayleigh-Taylorinstability(R~,orRichtmyer-Meshkovinstability(RI@whicharisesfromthe
vorticity created by the misalignment of the vertical pressme gradientoftheshockandthedensity
gradientoftheinterfacecausedbyunavoidablethreedimensionalperturbationsonitsnominally
planargeometry.Inthecaseofdiscontinuousinterfaces,themembranecanbebulgedduetoaslight
pressureunbalanceleadingtolargescaledeformationswhileitsfi’agmentationproducessmallscale
perturbationsleadingtoathinturbulentmixingzonesoonaftertheincidentshock.Themolecular
diffusioninterfaces contain large scale gravity waves due to the retracting blade, which are slowly

amplitied by shock interaction /4, 5/ but additional initial small scale perturbations, which are

possibly presentj could not be observed in our expdments. The experimental program canied out so

far on our shock tube /2, 3/ with a square 8 by 8 cm section, equipped with schlieren flow

viswJization and piezoelectric gages, covers the interaction of Mach 1.45 incident shock with sulphur

hexafluoride (SF6) - air interfaces (density ratio 5) and Mach 1.3 incident shock with air-helium

interfaces (density ratio 7). A movable endplate allows the variation of the length of the downstream

gas (up to 50 cm). This program therefore corresponds to the conditions agreed upon at the time of

the Princeton symposium fm simple, i.e. low Mach number, benchmark experiments.

2 Experiments

In the case of continuous interfaces, the initial diHusion thickness is 1.7 cm for SF6-air and

2.5 cm for air-helium. A slow diaphragm retraction speed (2.5 s) ensures that large scale

perturbations rue not observable until 1.3 to 2 ms a.tier initial interaction, which is well after the

deceleration by the first reflected wave. Shorter retraction times (down to 0.5 s) hasten the apparition
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of large structures by about 0.5 ms which prevents us from comparing the corresponding

experiments with calculations performed using the turbulence model imbdded in a ID code.

The thickness of the mixing zone, either initially or just after compression by the incident

shock can be measured from the schlieren photographs and compared with a theoretical value. The

thickness of a laminar diffusion zone can be calculated with the ditl%sion equation /&
&&c

-D—
z- 8X2

(1)

where c is the mass concentration of one of the components and D the diffusion coefficient of the gas

pair. The solution for the concentradon on one half (c < 0.5) of the diffusion zone ix

( )c(x,t) = ~ l-erf * (2)

and the total diffision thicknes$ defined so that c is equal to 0.5105 at the edge? is L = 12 (Dt)05.

For the diffusion coefficients of the gas pairs SF6/air (0.097 c&s) and air/helium (0.8 cm2/s) and a

diffusion time of 0.9 s between the end of the blade retraction and the shock wave arrival, this

diffusion thickness in both cases is 3.5 cm and 10.2 cm respectively. As we measured from the

sch.lieren photographs initial thicknesses equal to 1.7 cm in the SF6/air case (resp, 2.5 cm in the

aidhelium case), we find, using equation 2, that the concentrationattheobsemdedgesofthe
mixingzoneshouldbe2% (reap.15%).Thisgivesanideaonthesensitivityoftheschlierensystem
fordiffusiveinteri%cesbetweendifferentgaspairs.

In the initial experiment (SF6-air) described in /2,3/ the blade was retracted in a direction

peq.xndicularto theschlienm system optical axis, the initial diffusion zone could be observed and the

length of the air was shore 13.2 cm The mixing zone was observed to be compressed to 1.5 cm by

the incident shock and then to widen, because of the R.MI, to about 4 cm before large structures

eventually appeared (after the second reflected shock). In the experiments described here, the initial

interface region is concealed by the metallic structure of the new test section (5 cm wide). The blade

is now remcted in the direction of the optical axis, thus the late time waves do not appear in the same

way as in the original test section.

A ~ical schlieren photograph of a continuous air-helium interface shortly after interaction

with the reflected wave is shown on figure 1. From top to bottom, one distinguishes pure helium, a

dark layer with smooth edges which is the twice shocked diffusion zone, a granular region which is

the turbulent mixture of air and helium in the shocked boundary layer, the reflected shock in air and

pure air at the bottom. Figme 2 illustrates the apparition of large structures in the diffusion zone after

interaction with the second reflected shock. The peculiar circular patterns seen above the dark band

are reminiscent of the plumes observed in incompressible simulations of the RMI for a stratified

interface D/. This remark may apply as well to the large suuctures observed earlier/2, 3/.
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3 Calculations

We use a k-e model irnbedded in a ID Lagrangian code /1, 2,3, 10/. The results of the model

in such an unsteady situation are not only dependent on the adjustment of the coefficients of the

Rayleigh-Taylor source term in the k and Eequations, but they are also sensitive to the initialization

procedure and to a lesser extenq to the mesh size.

In order to mimic Iaminar diffusion in the code, we initialize the turbulence model before the

shock induced-acceleration in such away that the computed turbulent diffusion thickness is equal to

the measmed Iaminar one at the time of shock arrival. There is a wide choice in the value of initial

turbulence level and time before shock acceleration which achieve that goal, and in the absence of

theoretical estimates of the level of shock-induced turbulence in a diffusive intexface with random

scales, our choice is arbiuwy. The results of the code, however, do depend on that initial amount. In

earlier calculations /2, 10/, we initialized a aiangle of turbulent kinetic energy l@ crn%z high and

0.8 cm wide about 5.5 ms before shock anival to obtain the initial diffusion zone thickness. In the

present calculations, we used 1~ erg/cm2 over 1.3 enL 0.1 ms before the passage of the incident

shock. For most of our calculations, we have used the k-c model with a concentration threshold of

2% or 5% in the definition of the nummkal mixing zone thickness.

In the case of the discontinuous interfaces, the initialization of the initial thickness is given by

~= 2 a (1+~) At AUi & whexe a = 0.06 * 0.W6, ~ =
(:T’’’ At=(R) ‘3)

where a and ~ are obtained from the Foulness rocket rig experiments/8/dealing with the Rayleigh-

Taylor instability of incompressible fluids and transposed to the case of the Richtmyer-Meshkov

Instability, At is the Atwood number, AUi is the velocity jump of the interface and & is the time

interval since the instant of shock-intexface interaction.

For the initialization of turbulence intensity, we use the ratio of turbulent kinetic energy to the

kinetic energy of the mixing zone given by Mikaelisn PL

~ = 0.093 At2 (4)

A moditkd expression for ~ taking in account the asymmetry ~ of the mixing zone can also be used

in the case of the discontinuous interface/10/.

In the SF6-air case (resp. air-helium case), the initial triangle of turbulent kinetic energy, 0.1

ms after shock passage (resp.0,05 ins), was 0.0134 (AUi)z wide (resp. 0.01635) and 0.246 cm

wide (resp. O.116).

Most of the constants in the model have been obtained from theliteratureexceptfor 6P and

ca-jwhichappearin theRayleigh-Taylorsourcetams in thek and&equationsrespectively.These
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} T.M.Z ?

F@re 1: T=798 vs, Ms=l.3

Continuous interface Air/He L=40 cm

Figure 2: T=1390 ~S, Ms=l.3

Continuous interfaee AidHe L=40 cm

Figure 3 illustrates the tridimensional mixing zone obtained with a bulged 0.5 ym

nitroeellulose membrane separating SF6 and air. The initial upward bulge, created by a slight

pressure di&rence between the gases, has been reversed due the effect of the incident shock RML

Just after the interaction with the first reflected wave, we distinguish from top to bottom the pattern

of shocks reflected from the bowl shaped interface, the tidimensional interface region with an

amplitude of 28 mm and local thickness less than 10 muL turbulent jets on its square sides and at the

bottom, the reflected shock propagating into the SF6.

+Reflectedshock 1’

} T.M.Z ~

-Transmitted shock $

Figure 3: T=1390 ps, Ms=l.45

Discontinuous interface with initial bulge SF@lir L=31 cm
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Thewidening of a turbulent mixing zone obtained from experiments performed with planar
membranes SF6-air (3lcm) is described on figures 4, 5 and 6. Just before the interaction with the

first reflected wave (figure 4) and after (figure 5) the planar mixing zone displays a thin dark layer

where the film remnants are located with turbulent structures appearing above and below. While the

upper limit of these structures appears clearly, it is very difficult to distinguish the boundary between

the turbulence in the interfaced mixing zone fkom that in the shocked boundary layer. The

perturbations seen on the reflected shock system above the interface on figure 5 are due to the

corrugations of the interface. At late time, after the interaction with the second nflected wave, figure

6 shows a thick mixing zone with dark patches due to membrane fragments. These 3 photographs

show that the average ID thickness can only be measured with a large erxur bar.

Rdlected
+ shock $

+ Shockt

1 T.M.Z ?’

@3hock $

Figures 4 and 5: Discontinuous interface SF6/Air L=31 ~ Ms=l.45, T=l 194 VSand 1292 ys

T.M.Z

-Second

‘r

reflected wave J.

Figure 6: Discontinuous interface SF6/Air L=31 cm, Ms=l.45, T=2142 VS

Experiments performed with planar air-helium (31cm) interfaces are illustrated by figures 7,8

and 9. On figure 7 recorded before the return of the reflected shock one sees that most of the
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apparently 1.5-2 cm wide turbulent layer is in fact associated with a wall structure which appears to

entrain the membrane (dark layer). Subsequent pictures (fig. 8, after interaction with the fmt

reflected shock and fig. 9, after interaction with the second reflected shock) again show the

difficulties encountered for extracdng an unambiguous mixing zone thickness.

Figure 7: T=487 I.Ls,Ms=l.3 Figure 8: T=669 ~S, Ms=l.3

Discontinuous interface Air/He L=31 cm Discontinuous interface Air/He I-=31 cm

} T.MZ ~

Figure 9: T=909 ps, Ms=l.3

Discontinuous interface Air/He L=31 cm
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two constants, which are interdependent /2, 3, 10/, can be obtained from the calibration of the model

in the case of Rayleigh-Taylor experiments 181or shock tube experiments such as shown here /3, 4/.

The calculations @ormed earlier in the diffusive interface case show that the mixing zone

thickness for our two SF6-air experiments (13.2 and 31 cm) can be predicted by the k-e model using

the same coetWients for the Rayleigh-Taylor source term as for the discontinuous air-helium (10.5

cm) experiment of Brouillette /4/ but the model overpredicts our continuous air-helium (40 cm)

experiment /3/. This was obtained for 6P = 1.625 and ce.o= 1 + 0.2 6P= 1.325 (our preliminary

couplinglaw/2, 10/).

We presentheretheresultsobtainedwithcoefficientscrp= 1.614andceo = 0.81 (fromthe

new couplinglaw/10/) allowingtherestitutionof Rayleigh-Taylorexperiments/8, 10/.Figures10

(diffusiveSF6-air),11 (discontinuousSF6-air)and 12 (discontinuousair-helium)arex-t diagrams

andthicknessplots showingcalculatedlines and measuredpoints.Figure 10, with a reasonably

smallscatterof experimentalpoints,indicatesan approximateagreementbetweenthecontinuous

SF6-airexperimentandits calculation.This agreementwas, however,only obtainedthroughour

choice of initialization.Datafrom thetwo discontinuousinterfaceexperiments,withtwo extreme

interpmadonsof mixingzoneedges,arestilltoo few andscmeredto allowameaningfulcomparison

attbistime themostthatcanbeseenonfigures lland12isthat thecalculationisclosertothelower

experimentalvalue,whichexcludesthewall structures.We willcollect moreexperimentaldataby

canying moresinglepicturetestsunderreproducibleshockconditionsaswell by usinghighspeed

t4Ac H t.bs, SF6. AIR OIFFIJSION ZONE, L.3tcM
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continuous interface, Ms=l.45, L=31 cm discontinuous intiace
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Figure 12:

Air/Helium discontinuousinterface

Ms=l.3, L=31 cm

crossesandlozengesrepesentupperbound

(%@ SU’UCtURS)and lower bound of

measurement of mixing zone thickness

(same for figure 11).

4 Conclusion

This vertical shock tube enables us to camy out a number of experiments with continuous and

discontinuous (planar or tridimensional) gas interfaces. In the case of the continuous interfaces, the

schlieren system is not equally sensitive for the two gas pairs while turbulent scales cannot be seen.

The comparison between predictions by the model and the experiments with discontinuous interfaces

is hampexed by the lack of diwrimimi on of the schlieren flow visualization between wall and contact

surface turbulence and suffers from shot to shot vmiations. High speed cinematography and X-ray

densitornetry of air-xenon interfaces are in prepamdon in * to overcome these deficiencies.
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A TWO-DIMENSIONAL DYNAMIC MIX MODEL
IN FREE LAGRANGE HYDRODYNAMICS

AlanK HarrisonandDonaldE. Burton
CenterforCompressibleTurbulence

LawrenceLivennoreNationalLaboratory
L-18,P. O. Box 808

Livermore,California 94551,U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

We aredevelopinga setof dynamicmixalgorithmscompatiblewithtwo-
dimensionalh Lagrangelhydrodynamics.Thehydrodynamicsalgorithmshave
conservationpropertiesdesirableto minimizenumericalnoisethatmightotheiwise
unacceptablydegradethe secondoder momenttermscouplingturbulenceto the
underlyingflow. Themixmodelwillconsistof a K-s modelzof isotropicturbulence,
anda set of instabilitymodelsbasedon mukiphasehydrodynamics.TheK-emodel
hasbeentestedandhasgivenqualitativelycorrectresults. Theinstabilitymodelis
intendedto accountfor subgrid-scaleflowswhicharenot yetfullyturbulentor well
mixedand thusdo not conformto the assumptionsof the turbulencemodel. By basing
thesealgorithmson thevariablesof mukiphasehydrodynamics,wewillmodelthe
g$ectsof subgrid-scaleinterfaceandmixinglayerstructureonvariablesrelevantto
mixing,withoutmodelingthe subgrid-scalestructureexplicitly.

1. INTRODUCTION

We are developing a set of dynamic mix algorithms for use in twd.irnensional
flee Lagrangel hydrodynamics. The completed set will include both a subgrid-scale
turbulence model and an instability model based on multiphase hydrodynamics. Both
processes will have the capability to mix matterbetween materialregions. The modeled
hydrodynamic instabilitieswill be driven by velocities and accelerations in the
underlying flow, and will in turn provide source tams to the turbulence equations.

The turbulence capability has now been tested. Pending completion of the
instability model, turbulence is driven by sources taken directly tim the underlying
velocity and acceleration fields. Early resultsappear qualitatively ccmect.

In Section 2 below we introduce the fkee Lagrange method. In particular, we
point out conservation features which we believe make this approach a particularly
good environment for a turbulence modeL We also recommend data storage features
which would allow for the description of a broad variety of mixing events. In Section
3 we define the K-e turbulence mode12 and its free Lagrange implementation, including
results of sample calculations. Finally, in the last section we motivate and explain our
use of a muhiphase flow model of hydrodynamic instabilities, and relate it to the
turbulence model.

2. CODING ENVIRONMENT CONSIDERATIONS

ThemixmodelisbeingdevelopedinthecontextoffreeLagrange
hydrodynamics.Theproblemmesh,whichmaycontainbothquadrilateraland
triangularzones,isautomaticallyrezonedasnecessarytomaintainacceptablezone
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shapesand timestep. This approachis morerobustthanordinaryLagrangemethods
andsuperiorin accuracyto Eukxianmethods. Thehydrodynamicdifferencing
consexvesmomen~ energyandangularmomentumexactly. Thismethodhas
recentlybeenusedto calculatea shocktubetestproblemwitha degreeof fidelity
comparableto a goodEukrian Calculations

Sincethe leadingtermsin a descriptionof turbulentfloware secondmomentsof
the basicfieldvariables,thatdescriptionis moresensitiveto calcuhtionalinaccuracy
thanarethefieldvariablesthemselves(suchas theaveragefluidvelocity). It is quite
possiblethata levelof numericalnoiseandspuriousmodesthatwouldbe tolerablein a
simulationof overallfluidvelocitywouldbe unacceptablylargein a turbulence
calculation,Wethereforebelievethattheaccuracyandconservationproperdes
describedaboveshouldbepresentin anyimplementationof ourmixmodelin a code.

Werecommenddesigningthedatabaseof anymixingcodesoas not to constrain
thephysics. For example,onecould”defineconstituentsas materialentitiessharinga
zonewhichare treatedas beingdistinguishable&meachother. Theymaybe distinct
materials,or similarmaterialswithdi&rent mixinghistories,or evenidenticalmaterials
whichtheuserdesiresto distinguishfromeachother. Eachconstituentin a zonemay
then haveits own setof physicsvariables(e. g., density),so that the comxponding
zonevariablesaresumsor averagesof theconstituentvalues. Thishas several
advantages,to witi Differentmaterialscoexistingwithinthe samezonecanbe either
well (“atomically”)or poorly(“chunk”)mix@ anynumberof constituentsmaybe
tidktie mmn~mdtidtid my b-=anew, separate
constituen~so it canbe subsequentlymixedwithsomethingelsewithoutrequiringthe
samecharacteristicsof bothmixingprocesses. (Forexample,it shouldbe possibleto
mixchunksof onematerialintoa preexistingatomicallymixedphase.)

3. MODELING OF TURBULENT MIXING

We depict schematically in Figure 1 the mlaaonship between internalenergy and a
fewoftheotherphysicsvariablesofhydrodynamics.Theevolutionequationrefereed
toisanequationfm internalenergy containinga worktam. TheK-eequationswe use
to modelturbulenceembodyanalogousrelationshipsfm turbulentenergyK and
turbulentdissipatione as wellas internalenergyM;wediagramthosethreeequations
in F@ure2. The turbulencesourcesin theequationsrepresentRayleigh-Taylor(RT),
Richtmyer-Meshkov@M)andKelvin-Helmholtz(KII)instabilities.

TheK-eequationsare

D

‘Ee = ‘w-
-p(s -s)

[)

+V. ?&
0 e

~K W=—
p Dt

+p(s -&)

[)

+V. ~vK (1)
OK

D
= <Ida w - Cl,a W,z +Pa(ccls

‘EtE
[1

- C’#) +Vo :Vs11 E
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constitutive
relation

(equation
of state)

Evolution equation
work

~~

Pressure
force

Figure 1.Schematicdepictionofrelationshipsamongafewofthe
variablesofhydrodynamics.

Figure 2. Schematic depiction of relationships among variables in our turbulence
model, including all the terms in the K-e equations.
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in whichtheconvectivederivativeis

-L~+u”v
Dt t3t

(2)

andthespecificenthalpyis

(3)

Intheseequationsthepressure-andturbulence-basedworktermsareexactly
analogousexceptfortheabsenceofoffdiagonal(viscous)termsinthestresstensor@.

Wtl =pTv. u w =-G: E=pV”upm (4)
,2=-R*:Ew w =Wtl+W =-R:E

t2

in whichtheReynoldsstresstensorR, strainratetensorE andtheirdeviatorsR*and
E* are

R= R*–pTl E=~(Vu+uVt)
(5)

R*= 2p~E ● E*=@t+u~)-~(V-zJ)l

andthe turbulentkinematicviscosity,viscosity,pressureandchamcteristicdissipation
ratearedefinedas

CPK2
vT=—

E

PT = ~pK

PT = PVT

&

a=F

(6)

The work terms (4) are spatially difference in anenergy-conservingwayas described
in refenmce5.

WehavedefinedtheRT sourceterm

‘=m{%p”(=l$o} (7)

where&is theturbulentforceconsistentwiththeReynoldsstressR. We will soon
addKH andRM sowcesas well.

Following Leith’s nxornmendations2, we use the following values for the
dimensionlessadjustableparametersinthemodek

Cld= 2.0 c .2= L8333 CrK=o.715

Cl*= 1.4 Cp =0.09 GE=L3

C.l = 0.85 CTe=0.9 om= 0.7

(8)
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problem time ------ ----+

execution ~ -1 n‘+ n n++ n+l
sequence 1 I 1

Figure 3. Burton’stemporaldifferencingscheme.We
diffenmce K and &in the same way as internal energy e in
the fi~, thentheturbulentpressureandviscosityplaythe
sameroleaspressurehere.

Basedontheobviousanalogyamongthethreequantities,we differenceK ande
temporallyinthesamewayasBurtondifferencesenergyeinhisconservative
staggered-gridhydrodynamics.5Burtonhasobservedthatsincethevelocitiesu and
hencethekineticenergyofthemeshareknownonlyonthehalfdrnestep(seeFigure
3), the work done W“ isknownexactlyovertheinternalfromn-1/2 to n+l/2.
Therefore the internal energy shouldalsobecalculatedonthehalfdme stepinorderto
maintainstrictenergyconservation.Althoughtheinternalenergymustbeextrapolated
tothenextlimestep(n+l in the fi~) in order to get a new pressure P“+l from the
equation of state, that estimate i?”+should then be discarded. Since we model the
exchange ofenergybetweeneandK,andtheevolutionofsinstrictanalogytoK,we
mustdifferenceallthreequantitiesinthesameway.Thuswe calculateturbulent
pressureandtheotherquantities in (5) and (6) at cycle n (except that F is based on
U“-*).We thenuse (4) tofindtheforcesat n and the work doneiiom n-1/2 to n+l/2.
The worlGsource and estimated dissipation (E)texmsat n are used according to (1) to
advance e, K and & Subsequently the diffusion terms in (1) are adde~ by using an
advection scheme and the obsemation that each diffusion term can be written as an
advection teMXfor instance

[1v“. ~VK =- V. (pKvK)
crK

in whichtheadvectionvelocityis

VTVK
VK= -——

OK K

(9)

(lo)

Finally, we estimate new values of K and &at cycle n+l based on the work, source and
dissipationtexms.
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4. MODELING OF HYDRODYNAMIC INSTABILITIES

Wemustrecognizethatturbulenceis onlyoneof severalstagesin instability-
driven mixing. For example, Birkho@ has described the following stages which
follow fimn an infinitesimal sinusoidalperturbation of the interface:

(1) exponential increase in amplitude,
(2) transition to asymmetrical spike-and-bubbleconfiguration,
(3) constant mte of increase of bubble penetration depth,
(4) deformation of shesring interface along bubble sides due to KH instability

and the growth of wxticity, and
(5) turbulentmotion

We should not expect to model all the physical processes in steps (l)-(4) with a simple
model of step (5).

A moderately sophisticatedpicture of subgrid-scalehydrodynamics ought to
describe at least two distinct processes, which we will refer to as instability growth and
turbulence. The former refm to structures in the flow which are characterized by a
small range of length scales and maybe anisotropic. If they occur at an interface
between different materials, they do not produce a “well-mixed”phastz in fac~ there
rnaybea macroscopic relative velocity between the materials and what mixing or
interpenetration takes place may beat least partly reversible, as shown in the
“demixing”observed by Smeeton and Youngs7. Turbulence, by contras~is often
modeledas anisotropicsuperpositionof flowson a widerangeof lengthscales. It
mixesmaterialwellandirreversibly.OurK-emodelof turbulenceis consistentwith
theseidealizations.

Webelievethata plausiblesubgrid-scalemodelofmaterialmixoughtto include
bothprocesses,becauseit is notpossibleto saya pn”ori which is more effective at
mixing. Although turbulence mixes on many length scales, resulting in a well-mixed
system locally, it is modeled as transporting matter in a diffusive way, with
displacement increasing asymptotically as the squsre root of the elapsed time.
Instability growth transports matter by convection (streaming), with displacement
~tio~ to time. ll~for’e we needtoaddtoourturbulence model a model of
instability growth with the characteristics listed above.

We intend to model instabilities by multiphase hydrodynamics. By allowing each
constituent to have its own velocity fiel~ we hope to model segregation of materials,
anisotropy, partial reversibility and mass transport by streaming without explicitly
modeling the subgrid-scale structure of the interface and mixing region. The physical
quantities which must be tracked in order to model mixing (e. g., rate of growth of the
mixed region thickness and measures of its degree of segregation) will be defined as
functions of the velocity separations of constituents at the same point in space, and
other variables such as Atwood numbers and accelerations.

In a single-phaseimplementation of the mix model, the hydrodynamics and
turbulence packages would have to exchange information on strain rates and turbulent
stress, dissipation and diffusion. The hydrodynamic velocities and accelerations must
also be used to compute the turbulent source terms. In a multiphase implementation,
the turbulencepaclmge would have to receive suain rate information horn and pass
turbulent stress, dissipation and diffusion to the hydrodynamic variables pertinent to
each of the constituents. In addition, the hydrodynamics of the constituents should
interact with each other via drag fomes, and the dmg forces can also provide the source
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terms to the turbulencepackage. This last feature is suggested by considerations such
as Birkhoff’s point (4) above.

It remains for us to define the variables and equations necessary to model the
physics of subgrid-scale instabilities and their coupling to turbulence, e. g., the rate of
growth of mixing layers, concentration profiles, driving forces and drag forces. This
scheme must incorporate the results of experimental and themetical instability studies
implicitly in the form of the equations used Put another way, we want to model the
@ects of subgrid-scale interface and mixing layer structure on the variables of interest
to us, without modeling that structure explicitly. We regard this approach as a
promising balance between the need to model complex phenomena and the pmctical
necessity to minimize the memory and processing requirements for a given problem.

Aside from the instability modeling, there are a number of potential improvements
which we hope to make to the models, such as theoretical extensions to the K-E
turbulence model and normalization of model adjustableparameters.
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PLIF FLOWVISUALIZATION OF SHOCKACCELERATEDLIGHT AND
HEAVYGAS CYLINDERS

J. W. Jacobs*
Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91125

ABSTRACT

Experiments have been carried out in which a
cylindrical volume of a gas that is either lighter or
heavier than its surroundings is impulsively accelerated by
a weak shock wave. Laminar jets of helium or sulphur
hexafluoride (SFG) are used to produce the cylinders, and
planar laser induced fluorescence i.s used to visualize the
flow. It is found that the vorticity deposited on the
boundary of the SFG cylinder by the interaction with the
shock wave, separates from the heavy gas to form a pair of
vortices, which subsequently wrap the SFG around them.
This process is quite different from what is observed in
the light gas experiments, which showed a small amount
helium to rmain with the vorticity, eventually becoming
part of the vortex cores.

INTRODUCTION

When a shock wave passes through a region of gas with
density or sound speed that differs from its surroundings,
a rich variety of scattered waves are generated at the
boundaries of the region. However, the interaction of a
shock wave with a density inhomogeneity produces more than
an assortment of reflected and refracted waves. The
experiments of Haas & Sturtevantl and the computational
studies of Cowperthwaite2 andPicone & Boris3 have yielded
r~rkable images revealing that this interaction also
produces a flow field which subsequently distorts the
inhomogeneity, and which persists long after the scattered
waves have left the vicinity.

The present investigation focuses on the flow produced
by the interaction of a weak shock wave with a cylindrical
region of a gas that is either lighter or heavier than its
surroundings. Previous experimental investigationsl~4 have
utilized shadowgraph visualization, and were limited by the
integrating nature of this method to effectively visualize
three-dimensional flows. The shortcomings of shadowgraph
are overcome in the present study by using planar laser
induced fluorescence (PLIF) . In the present experiments
helium or SFG is seeded with a small amount of the

* Present address: Department of Aerospace and Mechanical
Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.
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biacetyls, and then made to fluoresce with a sheet of laser
light. l?hus, cross-sectional views of the three-
dimensional density field are obtained. The visualization
of Haas & Sturtevantl was further complicated by
interference from the nitrocellulose membrane they used to
encapsulate their cylinders. In the present experiments,
this effect is removed @ employing a laminar jet to
produce the cylinders, thus eliminating the need for a
membrane to contain the light or heavy gas. Not only does
this technique improve the quality of visualization, but it
also removes the possibility of the membrane affecting the
flow on a larger scale.

EXPERIMENTALAPPARATUS

The experiments were perfoxmed in a 26.67 cm square
test section mounted with a 152 cm long ‘cookie cutter” to
the Galcit 17 inch shock tube. A pair of 15.24 cm diameter
round windows provided visual access to the test section,
and 0.152 mm thick aluminum diaphragms were used to produce
a shock Mach number, M9 = 1.095. A round laminar jet was
introduced into the test section through a section of
copper tubing that entered the shock tube through the side
wall of the test section, and temninated in the central
portion of the test section, directly above the lower
window. The jet issued from a 0.794 cm diameter opening,
oriented vertically upward in the light gas experiments,
and vertically downward in the heavy gas experiments. A
larger 1.9 cm opening, was situated 8.9 cm directly
opposite the jet exit, to collect the light or heavy gas
and remove i.tfrom the shock tube. Helium and SF6were
supplied from high pressure bottles and flowed through
rotameters and needle valves to monitor and control the
flow rate. Portions of these streams were diverted and
bubbled through liquid bi.acetyl,then merged again to seed
the flow. A ratio of 10 parts pure helium to 1 part
bi.acetylladen helium, with a total flow rate of 65.1 cc/s,
was used in the light gas experiments, whereas a ratio of 6
parts pure SF6 to 1 part biacetyl laden SF6, with a total
flow rate of 11.6 cc/s, was used in the heavy gas
experiments. The PLIF system utilized a flashlamp pumped
dye laser providing 100 mJ 0.7 us pulses of 430 nm laser
light. The 18 nundiameter beam was focused using a set of
lenses to provide a sheet of laser light that bisected the
biacetyl seeded jet, illuminating a 1 mm thick cross
section. The resulting fluorescent image was captured
using an intensified solid state video camera, positioned
so that it viewed upward through the window in the bottom
of the test section. The camera output was sent to a frame
grabber housed in a laboratory microcomputer. The laser,
camera and frame grabber were triggered by digital delay
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generators, which used signals from pressure transducers
mounted flush in the test section walls as inputs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1 and 2 are series of fluorescent images (each
compiled from 7 separate runs) showing the evolution of the
helium and SF6 cylinders after having been traversed by a
M==l.095 shock wave. Figure 1 illustrates how the
initially circular helium cylinder is distorted by the
effects of the passing shock wave, eventually becoming a
vortx pair. Figure lb, taken 0.151 ms after the passage
of the shock, shows an initial flattening of the cylinder
caused by the compression of the shock wave, and the
beginning of the formation of two lobes. Figure lc, taken
at t =0.319 ma, shows further development of these lobes,
and the start of their separation. In figure Id, the thin
strand that connects the two halves in lC is stretched and
nearly disappears. In figure le, the nearly separated
upper and lower halves begin to split into front and back
lobes. Figures If-h show the di.sappearanee of the reamrard
portions resulting from that split.

Figure 2 illustrates the evolution process of an
cylinder. Figure 2b, taken 0.217 ms after the passage of
the shock, again shows an initial flattening of the SF6
cylinder, along with the beginning of the formation of a
crescent shape. The protrusion near the center of the
downstream edge of the heavy gas volume in figure 2b and c
is caused by a jet of fluid that is produced by the
focusing of the transmitted shock wave. Figure 2c, taken
at t=0.374 ms, shows further spreading of the crescent
shape. In figure 2d, the vorticity that initially resides
on the boundary of the cylinder, appears to be shed from
the heavy gas and collect in the wake of the inhomogeneity
to form a vortex pair. In figures 2e-h the heavy gas is
then wrapped around these vortices by their induced
velocity, forming a heavy gas strip. Figure 2e shows the
begiming of the formation of waves on this strip. In
figure 2f these waves continue to grow as the gas is swept
to the rear of the vortices. In figure 2g, similar waves
can be observed in the thin filaments of heavy gas that
spiral into the vortex cores. Finally, as the heavy gas
accumulates at the rearward stagnation point, the waves
have grown to a point where they dominate the flow and
further help dissipate the gas.

Vorticity is produced in these experiments by the
interaction of the pressure gradient from a plane shock
wave with the density gradient at the boundary of a
circular cylinder. The magnitude of this vorticity is
proportional to the product of the density and pressure
gradients as well as to the degree of their misalignment.
Thus, the vorticity produced is localized at the cylinder
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boundary and is distributed with maxima at the top and
bottom edges of the cylinder, and is zero at the front and
back edges. This distribution is similar to that of two
semicircular vortex sheets of opposite sign, with a vortex
strength distribution that is maximum at the center of the
sheets, and decays towards the ends. Since very little
vorticity is produced after the shock wave passes the jet,
the evolution of figures 1 and 2 can be described by the
dynamics of these two vortex sheets. In the light gas
experiments displayed in figure 1, the vortex sheets are
observed to roll up onto themselves, slicing through the
helium, and chopping the cylinder into first two and then
four pieces as the vorticity spirals inward to form a
vortex pair.

The initial vorticity distribution for light and heavy
gas cylinders is identical, differing only in the sign of
the vorticity. Therefore, to first approximation, one
might expect the evolution processes for these two cases to
be similar, except with reversed flow direction. The
images of figures 1 and 2, however, reveal completely
different processes. In the later stages of the light gas
experiments, a small amount of helium is incorporated with
the vorticity, and eventually becomes part of the vortex
cores. While, in the heavy gas experiments shown in figure
2, the bulk of the vortici.tyseparates from the heavy gas
to form line vortices which are free of SF6.

In these experiments, circular regions of light or
heavy gas have vorti.citywhich i.sdistributed on their
boundaries in such a way that it is concentrated on
opposite sides of the cylinders. This configuration may be
reasonably approximated by the simpler model of a vortex
located at the vertex of a wedge shaped region of a gas
that is either lighter or heavier than its surroundings.
This model is illustrated in figure 3a for a heavy gas
wedge, and in figure 3C for a light gas wedge. In this
configuration the vortex will induce a circular motion
about its center, causing the wedge to wrap around its
vertex. The resulting centripetal acceleration, caused by
the circular motion of the fluid, will produce a radial
pressure gradient (b/ar = pv#/r), which will depend on

the local gas density, p. When the density is larger
inside the wedge, the resulting pressure gradient will be
larger inside the wedge as well. If pressure is assumed to
be uniform at infinity (where there is no motion), then
near the vortex, the pressure inside the wedge will be
lower than it is outside, resulting in a pressure
difference across the interface separating the two gases.
This pressure difference will produce a secondary motion
causing the interface to move inward, and pinch off the
vertex of the wedge as shown in figure 3b. Now, if the
wedge shaped region contains gas that is lighter than its
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surroundings, the process is reversed. The pressure
gradient will be smaller inside the wedge, resulting in
higher pressure inside than out. This will produce a
secondary flow causing the interface to move outward, and
the wedge to swell as shown in figure 3d. Thus with a
heavy gas wedge, the vortex is pinched-off from the hea~
gas, promoting separation; while with a light gas, the
wedge swells, encompassing the vortex.

This process is further enhanced by the difference in
the rates of the diffusion of vorticity in the two gases.
Suppose that a uniform distribution of vorticity were
deposited on the boundary separating two quiescent gases
with different kinematic viscosities. Since the rate at
which vorticity diffuses in a fluid is governed by its
kinematic viscosity, the deposited vorticity will diffuse
much more readily into the more viscous gas; and after a
period of time, more of the original vorticity will reside
in the more viscous gas than in the less viscous one. The
kinematic viscosity of a gas is closely linked to its
density. Heavy gases usually have lower kinematic
viscosities than lighter ones. Thus, in situations where
vorticity lies on the boundary separating two gases with
different density, it will tend to diffuse into the li@ter
gas and away from the heavier one.

Therefore, the action of centrifugal forces coupled
with the tendency of vorticity to diffuse into regions of
higher kinematic viscosity, causes the Vorticity deposited
on the boundary of a density inhomogeneity to migrate into
the lighter of the two gases. As a result, the interaction
of a shock wave with a light gas cylinder produces a vortex
pair with light gas contained within the cores of the
vortices, as shown in figure lh. Conversely, the shock
interaction with a heavy gas cylinder results in a vortex
pair which is completely devoid of heavy gas, as shown in
figure 2h.

This research was supported by the Air Force Office of
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r2< r,
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(c) (d)

Figure3.Astiple mdelmugMyappmtifig onesideofashak accelemt~bghtorhtivygas
cylider. a)‘l%eheavygascotdigurationandb)theresuldngmotion.c)Thelightgasconfigumtionand
d)theresultingmotion.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR AND RICHTMYER-
MESHKOV INSTABIIJTIES
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V. Demchenko
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ABSTRACT

‘1’heresultsofinvesdgationsofR-MandR-TinsaWtiesincondmtottsanddiswrtdnuousdisturbcdirtterfaxs arepresented.
TheexperimentalinvesdgadonofW hasbeencarriedoutona shocktube.For the investigationof RTIa verdcalchannel
hasbeenuse4 whemawntpression waveinducesartwdemtedmodononawnimmuairrteri2tce. Tlwcontinuousinterface
restdtsfromtheremovalofslidingplate thatinidallysepamtdthegases ofdiffaetttdeasity. l’heexpaimentsl andnumerkd
investigationof the influenceof thecurvatureof theinitialdismbed interfaceontheRMI developmenthasbeencarriedout.
~e_*tiR~fmti~ati-k_b~&_d

INTRODUCTION

The recent years have yielded a great numberof inveadgadonsstudyingthe hydmdynarrticinstab@ developedat the
~of~mt4~titinti= w@ltimtin.~wblem isofparamountimportancesinceitpIays
a key role irtimplemetim of a numberof technicalprojects,e.g. iwrtial wrtfmement fusion.Withtheaimof building
adequatemodelsfortkcriii thiaphenomcmn, wehavesmmftdl y usedexpetirmmtscarriedout in shocktube-s.These’
facilities enable us to investigate all the stages of the instabilitydevelopmentfor a wide range of dwsity ratios and
accelemtionawithawelldevekpdarserud ofquantitadvemethodsforrewrdingurtstablegasdynamicprocesaes(sAlieren
merho&inteaferomemy,etc). In addition to shock wavesgiving impulsiveaccelerationto the interfaw, compressionor
rarefactionwavesmaybe usedin facilitiesof this type.Appliwdon of thelattermakesit possibleto bring theinterfaceinto
motionwithanaccelerationg (t) condnwus intime.g(r)obtainedbyapplicationof unsteadycompressionwavesmayreach
extremevalues suchthat the positionof shockwave formationmaybe broughtcloser to the interface.

Theexperimerttalinvestigationof shockwavepassagethmughacurveddiscontinuousinterfacewitharatherstnallcurvature
a} c 1 (a, arnplitiandkwaverttunberofrheinitialdiscontinwusinterfaceK,Jwasmale in IFX.Thevalidityof theratio
obtainedinreP was confirmedfor the variadortof interfaceamplitude~(t) afterpresage of the shockwave from the light
gas to the heavyone. It was foundthathxespedve of dimctiortof shockwavemotion,i.e. fromthe light gas into the heavy
one or vice v- @) inmwes. “this is specificm the Richrmyez+leshkovinstability(RMI).This papa @tribes the
experimentalandnunmical rnvestigadonof RMIfor4/ changingfnnn 0.9 to 8.0. It is shownthatchangesof ctnvatureof
the initial interfaceK6altemthequantitativec&aaa@cs“ “ of RML

Thesecondpart of thepaper is an investigationof theevolutionof the interfaceemained into theacceleratedmotionbyan
unsteadycompressionwave thusit dealswiththe Rayleigh-Taylorinstability(RTI).It is shownthat theamplitudegrowth
rate for the intmfacewith an initirdcontinuousdensity variationappears to be less than the one for an interface with a
discondnuousdensityproffle,providedthe ratiosof densi~ and acceleradonare the same.
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RICHTMYER-ME8HKOV INSTABILITY

1.Theexperimentswa carriedout in a shocktube.Thelow-pnxsurechamber (cross-section 7.2x 7.2 cnf) is ffled with
inertgiiwswhicharesepamedbyathin filmofpresetshape.Thegaspmasure(O.5arm)wasexactlythesameon bothsides.
Thefilmsweremadeof Lavsan(2 micronthick).Theprocesswasrecded by schlierenmethod.The It&h numberMoof
the incidentshockwaveSOmngedfrom2.5 to3.5 andthe AtwoodmmtberA= (pZ- p,)/(p,+ pJ rangedfrom0.1 to 0.92.
2. MathematicalmodeLTo simulatethe passageof a planar shock front thougha sinusoidalrhscontinuousinterface,we
solved a systemofEukrian equationsin two-dimensionalspace.The numericalschemewas foundwith the helpof one of
aversionof the mesh-charactexkticsmetho&.
3. Influenceof thecurvatttreof inidrd&continuous interfaceK. on theRML‘lheexperimentalset-upand theusedsystem
ofmcdmzea aregivenin fig.h. Sctdierenpicturesof tk passageof the incidentshockwaveSOfromAr intoXe (A= 0.45)
throughKOfor differentcmatures (ampl.bdk ~ = 1cmand wavelengthsk = 7.%3.6,2.4 and 0.8 cm) are givenin fig. lb
whichpresentsall the sragesof the evolutionof tie interhx K afterdiffiztion of SOon KO.
i. Thelinearstage is characterized by simikmityof shapesof K and K. whereasthe changeof is arnptitu& a~t) may be
satisfaxorily describedby theRichtmyermJatio# (2.= 7.2 cm, fig. lb)

=0*- ~p~~ of KO~ tie mo~t of thecompletionof difhcdon (for the -e of the shock Wve from the lightLW
to the heavyone] u velocitygiven to the discontinuous interfice by the shockwave.
ii. The non-linearstage is ctiterised by formationof “spikes”and “bubbles”(%= 3.6 cm, fig. lb).

a)

ki!i$!l/If u.

:. . .:1 ..., ,...

. . . . . . . .. .. .
..-, .“. -.

7.2 Ylt Y, o

0 b)

x

7.2 3.6 2.4 0.8 cm

iii.l’ltelransidom dstageisckxtumd by the &M+On OfVOKteXstmctumatthe tipofthespikes whichgrowinsize
astimegoe-son(k=2.4cnt, tig. lb)
iv. Thefinalturbulentstagematdts&omthe interacdonof neighboringvortexsmcturw (%=0.8 cm, fig. 1b).

‘fhespeedofpenetradonofonemediumintotheotlxxisdetennindby thevalueofda@. Thevaluesof&@ for twovalues
ofAtitiO~~titifig.2. h—nmtic~ ofKO,thechamctaofRMI dependsupontheAtwoodnumber
A of the mediam contactand the intensityof the shockwave SO.The analysisof the schken picturesmade it possibleto
revealthe fohvings akattfeamresoftiq: fmbO>03tiA >03ae~~e a~~ofwo~ma Cd
Q in the flowbetweemK andS (seefig.3).LinesC tmvelIatemllyalongthe shockcompressedgas enclosedbetweenK and
S.LinesQ am fixed(“frozen”)in mspectto thisflow.Thepointof intersecdcnof Cwith the shock frontS (pointj fig.3)is
a triplepoint.This te$tik to the tit thatC is a secondaryshockwaveand Q is a slip line. Interactionof C withS reduces
theamplitudeoftheamplitttdeajt) ofSandincreasestheamplimde~(t) of thediscontinuousinterfaceK.Thedescribedmode
is referred to hereinafteras “tough”.Fcr these modes “spikes”aud “bubbles”start qpearing already in the process of
diffracdonof SOonK,. Therefore,dqklt isappoximatdy onehalfof thevaluedefinedby theRichunyerratio (ref. Imes2.1
andR2, fig.2).For smallctuwattnesofKO(kaOCCl)thereareno secondaryshockwavesin flwflowsuucmre betweenSand
Kan&consequently,notriplepointonS. Theseare@d “soft”modeaforwhichthevahteof&@emains initiallyconstant
snd equal to the value givenby Richonyerratio (line 1.1andRl, fig. 2).

Fig.4 pmaentsisobarsandastabieconcemtrationIii desaibirtg thediacontinuousinterf~eanangement. Theyare thereault
ofa oumericalcalculationof theshockwavepassagefnrn He intoXe throughK. @ = 3.6 cm, ~ = 1cm) (“tough”mode).
As it maybe seen, thecurvedtxansmitredwaveS (aIongcross-sectionYJ andreflectedwaveR (alongcross-sectionyJ are
followedby high-pressureareasP~and P~(fig.4).
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Fig. 5 @?.S maximum pmsttre WthMS behind S and R in cross-sectionsy,
Sltdy, :P, = P, (Ly~~ andP~=PE (LY,)~ ~tionof Y,~dy~ isshown
in fig.4). P is pressme obtainedby solvingone-dimensionalconservation

machittgtheirmaximutnvtduetheabove locakedhigh-preasme areasstatt
“ruoning”.In doingso, secondary shock wavea sped alongthe layer of
*<a_@ &*-RdKmdS@K(mf. @.&~d).~e
applied method of calculation “smears”the fiortta of these waves. Their
intrmtction wirhfiontsofRattd S (mates tiplepointat their fmtttwhich
kaetiym_mti@titf,fig.*dd).

Fig. 5. The maximum pressure behii R
(*~yJ-Gml; Mti S(*~yJ-Em Z
behii R (aieng y, )
Leeathofy~andyRisshewnintig.4.

shockwave tin~ compmaion wave and interf~ with the rmdts of
schlbn pictures pceasing. As it is seem the calculadon nxstdtsare in
WMactmyagreementwitlt theexpeaimentaIdata.Thismatchingisobsen’ed
until genuaticm of vortex Stmctums slam in the vicinity of the spike
(transidonalstage).

RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY

1. ‘Theexperimattd kiIitiea include a verticalchannel with a 7.2 x 7.2 cttPcross-section(fig. 6). The bottompart of the

with a m~y growing velociw ~kzatitm g(t) = 107ca@. lle process was ~cm&d with the help of Mach-
*ltn&rinterferotneter. Tltepsrtofthechannel -5cmcx C5cmisvisualizedwith theextx@ionofasection-O.l5cmc

xc 0.15 cm which acmttmodatea a sealinggasket.
2. Properdesof theinterfwe gtmaaWi*-Zding plate retwtion. llte slidingplate relrwzionleads to theformationof an
interfacebetween “pure”gases in the top and bottom pans of the cbatmeLBy chattginginitial pressure, gas combinadons
d~ofptimtionom~ d~ti~ofti~~ti~At@oW nmh Re=uWe W
(u@rethertmac@tspe.edandpla@thkhemndvisthekinez@c “ vicosity),theftotttsX sepamdngtheinterfaceKOfrom

“pure”gaseaare monotonouslines whereas the density distributionalong

%
thechannelcenterlinedependsonmolectdardiffusion (fig.7a).At40 c Re
<100, the imerfam Iintiig tints X featme curveddkhubances (fig. 7b).

LJ For Re>la)the interEtce Wurbanm have rhe Chamcterof vortex
structures(fig. 7C).

1+,+~, x ~

X8
3. Ex@mental mstdts. Fig. 8 ptescms intezfemgramsof the interface
ti=n~+O, (titi~)d*(titietimm) ~50ms*

T , cunpletion of the slidingplate remaiort. ‘Iltemixture did not ignite. ‘he

v
~ o~-timoftihE~k_ by R~tid~bytie

gmvityfield.lltesubseqmttignitionof themixmreandemminmentof the
~:

2
~h~~mtionktiektinfim tih~~~~+
0~ to the light gas (H@testdts in instabilitystabilization(fig. 8b, c).

R’Hwasstudiedwith h pamageof rhecompressionwavehorn ~ + 0,)
tire&m X&W*tig*ztim tia-dtint Xoftie

. intdace. For the combination~+ 0,)-@r), L = 1.5* 0.2 cm. For ~ +..” . .
. . Oz)-(Xc),k = 0.9 * 0.2 cm. Tlte dkturtmce amplitude ~ on the front

. . . ~4 chsnges timtt one -dmtdmce to theotherwithinone experimentand from
x’ f oneexperimenttothe other, while the wavelength k is constant for the

Fig.6. Ex@nvMtd~-lJp.
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b)

Fig.7. Oiffan3nttyPs of continuous intarfaoes.

selected combinationof gases.Dependingon the ratio a@ at the arrivalof the compressionwave, differentevolutionsof
~ were observedin the course of time.

On fig.9 sre 4 interferogams (takenout of a seriesof 8 nxaded) showingthe developmentof RTI for an interfacesection
containingNvod&Wbamm.Forthefirst “dssmhnce, ~ < Ule-fton fig.9).At thefmfourmmrdedphotos thisdismbance
increasesits smplitudewiththeshapebeiigsmchsnged (se fig.9b,x=4.5mm),whert?asthefifthandsubsequemtphotosbring
forwardsomechrtngeofthefrontsltapeandtheformationof a mushroomvortexstructureon the I-$+ 0, sideof themixture
(seefigs. !%snd !3&X=8 and 24.5mm).Ar@tudea ~ of this W ~W vem ~vel @ x is @venin fig. 10wi~
the8measuredpoints.Forfheisddalstage~ inmases exponendaUytith dme.FOrtJte_d -sWuhnce,~>O.6Ldready
at the rorivalof the comprmion wav%hence the first and most intensivesfageof gmwfltis not observed

Fig. 8 The evduka of continuousinterke wifh cmttinuouachange of daneily a) in SOms after siiolngplate retmetion from the ohartnel,
immadiitely befwa beginningoftha rrmament eausad byoeinprasdon wavq b) in 170 P affarbeghnhgof tttemovement c) in27Sw after
beginningof the movement

lxeta=21, tb=22, ts=25
1.Sms.

ms.

In this psper sn attemptwas made to define the intluemceof the intezfacethicknessAon the growthrafeof the disturbance
amplitudeas undercondition~(t) c 0.6L(linearstage).13g.11presenfstheexpeximenfalvaluesof fheinverseof thegrowth
rate~* of~(t) normalkd bythegrowthmtefordiscontinuousinterfaceyOversusinterfacethicknessAwith theattenuation
factor Wobtainedin ref’.
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CONCLUSIONS

nledifhcmn“ of a shockwaveSOincidenton the tidal discondnuousinterfaceK. re.udts in the fonnadon of curvihnear
transmittedSand reflectedlf shockwaves (pI c p~ or reflectedmr&xion wave (pi > pz).Tbe curvame and intensityof
the above wavesdetemtine the chamxer of subsequentprocessdevelopment.Gas flows behind the refracted shock wave
convergetowardeachotherin thevicinityofccmterliney=(ref.fig. l),thusforminga high-presaweamPr Atcomparadvely
low Vttlueaof the refiiwtedfront curvammarisingat a~ <1, the relativespeedof these flows is small and the expansion
(“running”)oftieg~h@~~titi~ titiouttitinofm~ shockwavea.lEisis the “soft”
tnodeandits initials~issadsfscmrily descriiby theRichtmyerratio.Athigh vsluesofthecuwatumof S,theexpansion
of thehigh-pmstueareaP#axotnpaniedby secondaryshockwave.sformatiott.‘fhi@rhe “tough”mode.Withthepassage
ofttteshockwaveftont theheavygasinto thdightone (pI>p) thediscontinuousinterkeshapcatthe monteattofdiffraction
completionmayhave thephase similar oroppodta tothatoftbe *discOndnuousin_ oritntaybeflat. RMI
developmentinthiacasewillbequditadvely similartothecme of sttockwave~ livtn the lightgas intotheheavycme,
sincethefmmtion of Itighqmssureareas is&4camittedbythecwvatumsndamplitudeof them.fmtedandreflected waves.
= fmadescripdonof theinidalstageit ispsticable togmedisethaltichtmyermtioby using inplaceofa*O some
functionof the tmnsmittedshockwaveamplitudeU*Sat the momentof di&actiat eontpletion.

Dtierew timeevolttdtmof thehigh-pressumateasinIightandheavygases,cattsedbydiffemmcesofsoundvelocities,
results in the asymmetricinfluenceof Wse ateas on thediscminuous interface.A a teatdr.a charac@isdc formof K. is

-Of RMIdeve-LThisisexpmssedbyadeaeaseofthe tmmidtmtimebetweenstages. In doingso, the rate of
PemHrsfionof one mediuminto theodterntonotonottslygoesdownreachingitsminimumvalueat tie ri turbulentstage.
Tle comparisonof themes ofpeaeuationof onemediumintotiteotherfoundin theexpeaimentswithcurveddiscontinuous
titi~~titi ti@~kti_aKwb~fi wmti(fig.2)tim mme_fflLh&U
of flattiltns themdtanismofgemmdon ofixttexfhceturbtthattstage is evidentlydiffen’mtfmtn the one whichis involved
in the evolutknt of ctuved disccmtittuottsinterfaces. ‘llte above agreement confhms the independence of the process
development(at the turbuknt stage) from the initialcdidotw

Thereplacementof rbedkondmm us interfacewitha layerof ftite thickss and a continuouslychangingdensity
mtiWkti~60nofti R~_~. An~wltiofqtim wm@-k Swtih=WR~&
a IayenvithcondnuoW_ti@.Itm@Mti~tietiWm@,ti~ amplitudegrowsexponentially

dculatdbyextmpolationofwforourexperitnentalwitharatey.(A~~, wh=V=V(&@.Fig. 11giv~tb@=OfY
conditions.The m-suitsof this paper reveal that the repketnent of the discontinuousdensity change at the interface of
different-densitymediawithacontinuous otte~ly halvestheRTfgrowthrote.The solutionsfoundins agreequalitatively
withthematdtsof thisexpuiment but theexpmitnencdvaluesof the gmwfbrate provedtobe approximately30 % loweras
comparedto the calculatedones.
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Numerical Simulation of Accelerated Interfaces*
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ABSTRACT

We describe two numerical methods that have been designed to model the dynamics of accel-
erated interfaces. One method ia based on the numerical approximation of the incompressible,
variable-density Navier-Stokea equationa while the other is based on a numerical approximation
of the compressible Euler equationa. One feature that these methods share is that the numeri-
cal approximation to the governing fluid flow equationa is accomplished in part by means of a
second order extension of Godunov’s method. We present the results of computations to model
Rayleigh-Taylor instability and Richtmyer-Meshkov instability.

INTRODUCTION

Fluid interfaces that are accelerated by impulsive loading (Richtmyer-Meshkov instability),
body forces (Rayleigh-Taylor inatabfity), or an underlying velocity field occur in a wide variety
of physics aud engineering contexts. Common to all these flows is the baroclinic generation of
vorticit y along the interface that occurs when density and pressure gradients are non-parallel.
Thus, if the dynamics are to be understood, it is essential that the interface be well-resolved.
The numerical simulation of such flows poses several challenges. Some of the criteria that the
methodology chcsen for such a task should satis& are (LeVeque [14]):

- at least second-order accuracy (without spurious oscillations) in smooth regions

- sharp resolution of d~continuities without smearing

- consistency with the weak form of the conservation laws, along with a discrete form of the
entropy condition so that the solution converges to the physically correct one.

It is beyond the scope of this article to present a complete account of numerical methods
for the simulation of interracial flows. (See, for example, Hyman [13], for a survey of such
methods.) Rather, we will confine our attention two such approaches, and the description of
calculations performed with each. “Front tracking” is a generic description of those methods
that, along with the solution of the field equations, explicitly follow a distinguished interface

* The work of the firat three authora was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department
of Energy at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-
ENG48 and partially supported by the Applied Mathematical Sciences Program of the Office
of Energy Research under contract number W-740& Eng-48 and by the Defense Nuclear Agency
under contract number IARCO 90-824.

Applied Mathematics Group, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94551
Dept. of Mathematics and Institute of Theoretical Dynamics, U. C. Davis, Davis, CA 95616.
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM
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(effectively supplementing the solution of the discrete equations with numerical approximations
of jump conditions). The difficulty with such an approach is that, particularly in two and three
dimensions, the geometry of the interface can become extremely complicated. The goal of %ont
capturing” methods is to solve the field equations with sufhcient accuracy so that discontinuities
are resolved “automatically.” One major drawback of this approach is that it limits us to single-
fluid approximations of multi-fluid systems. In what follows we will describe the application of
two methods - one of each of type - to the problem of computing the dynamics of an accelerated
interface.

First, we will describe a numerical method for the solution of the variabl~density, incompress-
ible Navier-Stokes equations [2], and present calculations of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and
the collision of a vortex ring with a weak density interface. The methodology uses a second-order
upwind differencing procedure for the nonlinear advective terms, first introduced for gas dynam-
ics calculations [7], that captures the interface in the course of solving the mass conservation
equations. Next, a multi-fluid algorithm for the compressible Euler equations will be described
that uses adaptive mesh refinement [3] together with a volume-of-fluid front-tracking procedure
[19] based on a least-squares procedure for reconstructing a piecewiselinear approximation to
the interface. Examples of Richtmyer-Meshkov calculations will be presented.

PROJECTION METHODS FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE, STRATIFIED FLOW

The incompressible, variable-density Navier-Stokes equations are:

tq+(u. v)u= –p-lVp + cAU + G(p) (1)

V.u=o (2)

p,+(u. v)p=o (3)

where c is the viscosity and G(p) is a gravitational forcing term.

We solve this system of equations by means of a second-order projection method. The method
is an extension of Chorin’s [45] projection algorithm in which advection-diffusion equations are
first advauced without enforcing the incompressibility condition, and the resulting intermediate
velocity field is projected onto the space of discretely divergence-free vectors. The algorithm is
extended to second-order by lagging the pressure from the previous time step and using second-
order Godunov methods for the nonlinear advective terms [1]. The generalization to density-
stratified flows is made by allowing the density variation to occur in the vector decomposition
in a “natural” way; the projection is expressed in a density-weighted inner product space [2].

Two computational examples are presented. The first is a tw~dimensional simulation of a
Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The conditions are those of test problem 1 in the suite of problems
suggested for the Numerical Round Table at the Royaumont. Figure 1 shows vorticity (left)
and density contours (right) at 1 ms intervals beginning with t = 1 ms. The growth of the
initial perturbation enhances the baroclinic generation of vorticity, which in turn accelerates the
deformation of the interface, resulting in the growth of a well-mixed central region. The familiar
fingering phenomena and mushroom structures are present. It should be noted that neither the
density jump at the interface nor the spatial density variation in the far field pose a problem for
the method.

In Figures 2 through 6, we present the diagnostics suggested for the Numerical Round Table.
Figures 2 and 3 show, respectively, the growth of the mixed region and the fluctuating kinetic
energy averaged over the entire mixed region vs. time. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the z-averaged
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kinetic energy fluctuations, volume fraction, and density as functions of y for t = 1, 2, and 3
ma. Of interest are the “blips” in the density and volume fraction, correspondhg to spatial
inhomogeneities (e.g. mushroom caps) in the mixed region. Both the contour plots and the
diagnostics show excellent agreement with the calculations of J. Glimm and D. Youngs which
appear in this volume.

The second computational example is a three-dimensional simulation of the interaction of a
vortex ring with a weak density interface (Figure 7). This can be seen in the interaction of
vorticity with a flame front, the collision of a buoyant thermal with a temperature inversion, or
the interaction of a chip or submarine wake with a thermocline of the free surface of the ocean,
and has been discussed by Linden [15], Dahm et al. [11], and Bell and Marcus [16]. In this
calculation, the Reynolds number is 5000, the Atwood number is 0.05, and the Froude number
is 0.5. The ring is canted at an angle of 20 degrees fkom the vertical and propelled upward from
beneath the interface. The ridge of fluid that develops is due to the formation of a secondary,
cross-axial pair of vortices that wrap themselves around the primary ring, squeezing a sheet
of heavy fluid between them and injecting it into the light fluid above. ThM is the primary
mechanism responsible for the “striations” observed in vortex-surface interactions [20].

A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR COMPRESSIBLE, MULTI-FLUID FLOW

We model the Euler equations for two dimensional, compressible fluid flow

U,+ VOF(U)=O (4)

where

U = (P, PU, PV,PE)T ,

p is the density, (u, v) is the velocity, E the total energy per unit msss, and F = (F, G)T with

F = (P%Pu2 +P, PUV>PUE+ uP)T,

G = (Pv, PWW2 +P, PvE+ vP)T.

We assume a gamma-law equation of state. We solve these equations on a rectangular mesh
with gid spacing Az and Ay impcsing Dirichlet boundary conditions on the right hand wall of
the computational domain and reflecting boundary conditions on the other three walls.

Our numerical method incorporates four features which are important to the accurate com-
putation of the shock refraction problem. First, we approximate equations (4) with a second
order Godunov method of the type described in Colella [6] and Colella & Glaz [8]. Second, we
employ a local, adaptive gridding strategy as described in Berger and Colella [3]. Third, we use
a volume-of-fluid approach (e.g. see Noh and Woodward [17]) to track the fluid interface. At
each time step we reconstruct a piecewise linear representation of the interface from the volume
fraction information using an algorithm due to Puckett [19]. Similar ideas have been used by
Puckett and Saltzman [18] and Youngs [21-22]. Finally, our numerical method incorporates au
algorithm for accurately modeling the disparate thermodynamic properties of the two gases on
a subgrid scale due to Colella, Ferguson, and Glaz [9]. Since in the work presented here 7 = 1.67
for both gases this poses no particular difficulty for mixed fluid cells. However, in general the
numerical method has been designed so that we may use a different 7 for each each gss - even
on a subgrid scale.

We used the numerical method just described to model test problems 8-11. In all four
computations the shock tube was 80 cm long and 8 cm high. The shock started at 50 cm from
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the left end wall and traveled from right to left. The gas interface was initially positioned at
37 cm and the time was arranged so that the incident shock reaches the position 37 cm at time
t = O. In each computation we used an initial coarse grid of Az = Ay = 0.4 cm. In addition, we
employed one finer level of grid with Ax = A~ = 0.1 cm in important regions - notably about
the fluid interface and the incident shock. This is a relatively coarse gridding scheme which took
a very modest amount of computer time. The computations for test problems 8 & 9 took less
than 43 minutes of CPU time each while those for test problems 10 & 11 took less than 80 CPU
minutes each. All runs were made on a CRAY 2.

For the purposes of displaying our results we plotted contours of volume fractions at each of
three times. We find that this is the best method for observing the dynamics of the interface
before substantial mixing has occurred. (Once the gases are well mixed in some region - say once
most cells in that region contain fractions of both gases - it is probably desirable to plot color
graphics of volume fraction instead.) In Figure 8 we display the interface between argon and
helium after it has been struck by a Mach 3.45 shock from the argon side. The interface shown
in the left hand column had an initiaI perturbation which consisted of one cosine mode with
wave length 8 cm and amplitude 0.24 cm while the interface shown in the right hand column
had an initial perturbation which consisted of five cosine modes with varying wave lengths snd
amplitudes. In Figure 9 we display an interface between helium and argon after it has been
struck by a Mach 2.77 shock from the helium side. As in Figure 8 the interface shown in the
left hand column had an initial perturbation of one cosine mode with wave length 8 cm and
amplitude 0.24 cm while the interface shown in the right hand column had an initial perturbation
consisting of five cosine modes with varying wave lengths and amplitudes.

Itisapparent from both Figures 8 & 9 that the dynamics of the interface depend substantially
on the initial perturbation. It appears from Figure 8 that in the single mode computation the
helium has been entrained by the argon more effectively than in the multi-mode computation.
However it is difiicult to draw any definite conclusions from these pictures with regards to the
rate or efficiency of mixing.

In Figures 10 & 11 we display graphs of the fluctuating kinetic energy (FKE) (averaged over
the mixing region) versus time for test problems 8 & 9 and 10& 11. In both graphs there appear
two sharp spikes. Each spike is caused by the passing of a shock through the mixing layer. The
first spike occurs when the incident shock first strikes the interface while the second spike occurs
when th~ shock has reflected off the left end wall and once again passes through the interface.
For the times considered here there appears to be little difference in the FKE between the single
and multi-mode problems. The only apparent difference is that in test problems 8 & 9 the
multi-mode FKE is less than the single mode FKE after the reshock We don’t see this when we
compare the results of test problems 10 & 11. We have no explanation for this phenomenon and
are of the opinion that further study is required before any definite conclusions can be drawn.

CONCLUSION

We have presented two methods for the numerical simulation of flows with accelerated inter-
faces. Between them, the methods can accommodate a broad range of flow conditions, from high
Mach number regimes with strong shocks to the M ~ O limit. The compressible methodology
uses a second-order Godunov scheme and a sophisticated front-tracking procedure embedded
within an adaptive mesh refinement shell to achieve high resolution at a minimal cost. The
incompressible methodology is considerably younger; while it uses Godunov methodolo~ for
the nonlinear advective terms, the variable density formulation has not yet been implemented in
an adaptive context, or with true multi-tluid capability. Nevertheless, it represents an important
step in the development of a high-resolution capability for incompressible flows. Future work in
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this area includes high-resolution three-dimensional Richtmyer-Meshkov calculations and merger
of the front-tracking procedure described above and the variable-density projection method into
a true incompressible multi-fluid algorithm.
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List of Figures

Figure 1. Contours of vorticity (left) and density (right)
t= 1 ma for test problem 1.

at 1 ms intervals beginning with

Figure 2. Graph of the width of the mixed region versus time in test problem 1.

Figure 3. Graph of the fluctuating kinetic energy versus time versus time in test problem 1.

Figure 4. Graph of the z-averaged fluctuating kinetic energy versus y at times t = 1, 2, 3 ma
in test problem 1.

Figure 5. Graph of the z-averaged volume fraction versus y at times t = 1, 2, 3 ma in test
problem 1.

Figure 6. Graph of the z-averaged density versus y at times t= 1, 2, 3 ms in test problem 1.

Figure 7. Surface of constant density depicting a vortex ring interacting with a free surface in
three dimensions. The surface shown here is determined by those cells for which p = (pl +p2)/2.

Figure 8. Contours of volume fraction for test problems 8 and 9 at 230, 300, and 400 ma.

Figure 9. Contours of volume fkaction for Test problems 10 and 11 at 340, 380, and 500 ms.

Figure 10. Graph of fluctuating kinetic energy versus time in test problems 8 & 9.

Figure 11. Graph of fluctuating kinetic energy versus time in test problems 10 & 11.
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Abstract: We present here a short review of some of the results presented during
numerical roundtable held during the “RT and RM mixing” workshop, Pleasanton,
November 1989.

1-INTRODUCTION

Understanding instability induced turbulent mixtures is at the heart of the series of
workshops, of which this one is the third. To support theoretical and experimental
efforts, codes must have a predictive capability. Apart horn determining what kind of
physics must be used for a given application, a basic question is up to what point can we
trust our numerical results, even under such simple circumstances as the interpenetration
of two inviscid immiscible fluids, especially for the late time stage of well developed
instabilities. This implies that codes must be calibrated against realistic flow
configurations. As a first step, a collaborative testing of 2D codes having a muhimaterial
capability (without turbulence model) was thus proposed.

In the second workshop on Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
induced mixing, test cases for 2D simulations were proposed, coming horn current
experiments, and provided stimulating discussions with experimentalists.

One of the goal of this workshop was to compam several hydrodynamic codes on
realistic 2D muhimaterial flow test cases. This idea was to go beyond well-known lD test
cases, very useful for tesdng numerical schemes, but of little interest for muhifluid cases.
Because experimental results of mixing in shcek tubes are available, it makes such flows
good candidates for numerical simulations.

Testcaseswerebasedon experimentsof contact surface instabilitiesin shock-
tubes.A planarshockwave acceleratesa contactsurfaceandlaterbringsit to restbecause
of its reflection(s) on the shock-tube end wall. Two types of experimentalresults are
available

-the membrane is shaped as a single sinusoidalwavq thecorrespondingtestproblemsare
T’Pl (air/helium,Mach 1.24) and TP3 (air/SF6,Mach 1.32). They areroughly based on
experimentsby Benjamin/1/and BrouilletteandSturtevant/3,4L

-themembraneis nominallyflat.Becauseof theacceleration,thenominallyflat interface
(usually a membrane thinner than lp,m) breaks in an uncontrollable fashion, thus
imposing on the gaseous interface some random scales which are thenamplified due to
theshock-inducedRichtmyer-Meshkovinstabili~ /2,3/. It was not attemptedto simulate
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the details of the rupture of the membrane; what was rather treated was the shock-induced
deformation of a contact surface defined by five modes, in order to test mode coupling.
The corresponding test problems am TP2 and 4, respectively identical to 1 and 3.

Thesefinelymeshedexperimentalsimulationswereperformedinorderto obtain
quantitiessuchasthefluctuationskineticenergy@’KE)of themixingprocess,whichare
difficult to get from laboratoryexperiments.One-dimensionalprofiles of pressure,
density,concentration,andcomponentsof velocityfluctuationsstresstensoramobtained
througha stripaveraginginthedirectiontransverseto themeanflow.Mompecisely, we
concentrateonthelocalvelocityfluctuationskineticenergydefinedas

— — —

P k=(pukuk - )p iiktik , (1)

where

.

Ptik= Puk’.

—
We then integrate~ p k along the mean flow direction, over the extent of the mixing

zone, to obtainthekineticenergy(perunitarea)of thefluctuatingvelocityfield.lts time
evolution,aswellasof themixingzonethickness(X4ZT)areobtainedandthelattercan
be comparedwithexperimentalresults(mostexperimentsreportonly themixingzone
thickness;more recently,concentrationand densityprofiles were obtained/2,3/.
However,noexperimentalresultwasobtainedregardingthemixingzoneenergetic.

2-TESTPROBLEMS

Thetest casesdescribetheinteractionofaMach1.24(resp.1.32)shockwitha
singlemodeair/helium(resp.air/SF6)interface.Intheair/SF6case,thephysical
quantitiesarebasedonrecentCaltechshock-tubeexperiments/4/with10cm ofSF6
betweentheinterfaceandtheendplateandachannelheightof11.3cm intheairihelium
case,theyarebasedonLANL experiments,with8.5cmofheliumandachannelheigth
of7.5cm Thedetailsofthesimulationsaxegivenbelow.

-TestProblem1

x=O,meanpositionof theinterfacq W, squareshock tubewidth

region 1: Helium at rest (8.5 cm), left of interface, density = 0.0001694 glcm3,

presslue = 1.013106 baries, y = 1.67;

region 2: air at rest, density = 0.001225 g./cm3, pressure = 1.013106 baries, y =
1.4

region 3 : shocked air, velocity = 12.29 cm/ms, Mach = 1.24, density =

0.0017285 g/cm3, pressure = 1.6482, y = 1.4.

Initial interface: singlewavelength perturbation x = 0.24 cos 2Z 2ylW, where W
=7.5 cm.

For comparison use t=o when the incident shock reaches x=O; Outputs close to
0.12,0.22,0.32 ms; Boundary conditions: at Xmax, applied pressure = 1.6482 bar, at
Xmin, Ymin, Ymax rigid wall (zero normal velocity); Suggested initial mesh: square
cells, size 0.25 mm in the mixing zone.
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-TestProblem 2

same as for TPl, except for initial interface perturbation.

initial interfaceperturbation at x=O multiple wavelength perturbation x = z an cos

27c ny/W , (n,an) = (0.5,0.05), (1.5,0.10), (2.,0.07), (3.5,0.11), (5.5,0.09).

-Test Roblem 3

region 1: SF6 at rest (10 cm), density = 0.006187 g/cm3, pressure = 1.013 106

baries, y = l.Od

region 2: air at rest, density= 0.001225 g/cm3, pressure = 1.013 bar, y = 1.4,
region 3 : shocked air, velocity = 15.95 crrdms, Mach = 1.32, density =

0.001900 g/cm3, pressure= 1.8993106 baries, y = 1.4.

Initial interface perturbation at x=O single wavelength perturbation x = 0.24 cos

27C2y/w , W=ll.3 cm.
For comparison use t=O when the incident shock reaches x=O; Outputs close to

0.70, 1.10, 1.65 ms; Boundary conditions: at Xmax, applied pressure = 1.8993 bar, at
Xmin, Ymin, Ymax rigid wall (zero normal velocity); Suggested initial mesh: square
cells, size 0.25 mm in the mixing zone.

-Testproblem 4

same as for TP3, except for initialconditions.

initial interface perturbation at x=O multiple wavelength perturbation x = Z an cos

2X nyJW , (n,an) = (0.5,0.05), (1.5,0.10), (2.,0.07), (3.5,0.1 1), (5.5,0.09).

The numerical diagnostics that were asked to participants were 2D maps, lD
profdes (through strip averaging in the direction orthogonal to the mean flow), and time
history of fluctuations energy and mixing zone thickness. More precisely, the following
figures were asked foc .

-a plotof they averaged density versus x, for each time (indicated in the initial problem
definition);
-same for the volume ffaction of He (or SF6);
-a plot of the mixed layer width versus time, where the layer is defined as the distance
over which the y averaged volume fraction varies from 5% to 95%;—.

()-the value of the fluctuating part of the kinetic energy defined as puz - pu 2/~ ,

where the bar indicates an average over y, then integrated over x, and and p is the
density, and u is the x directed velocity, calculated over the mixed region (defined above);
this expression is equivalent to equation (l);
-a plot of the fluctuating energy, where the average is taken over y only, as a function of
x, for each tire%
-a 2D plot of density for each tire%
-a 2D plot of vordcity for each timq
-a 2D plot of the divergence of velocity for each dnxy
-a 2D plot of pressure for each time.

One of the difficulties in the comparison between codes is that all these codes
solve Euler equations and not Navier-Stokes equations. Thismeansthat,in thecaseof
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numerical simulations of instability development, there is no physical upper bound for
wavenumbers above which energy dissipates directly into heaq only cell size acts as such
a bound. The more the mesh is refinedj the more scales appear. One should not expect
convergence with mesh size, apart from large structures in the flow. This implies that a
precise compmison of patterns at cell size is not relevant (Note here that Kolmogorov
scale, in air/helium test problems, is 0.008 cm for helium, and 0.01 for air). Even if
mesh size is chosen to be of the order of Kolmogorov length scale, small scales are not
dissipated through numerical schemes as they would be through physical viscosity. This
shows the advantages of a Navier-Stokes solver over an Euler solver. However, the
problem of multi-material flow in the context of Navier-Stokes equations is much more
diftlclllt to address.

3-CODES

Most of the codes used to simulate the experiments described in the previous
Section am second-order in space, and have a mukimaterial capability. Results reported at
the numerical roundtable involved the following codes:

-w which is based on the work by Collela /5/. It is 2D, eulerian, second order, and
has a mukifluid capability. The early version considered here uses SLIC for @eating
mixed cells, generalized to the case of oblique interfaces. It also allows for mesh
retinemen~

-EAD, developed at CEL-V /6/. It uses SLIC, and a F(X-like algorithm

-PETRA, developed by D. Youngs at AWE /7/. It uses a Van Leer method for the
projection phase, and the lagrangian phase can be divided in several sub-time steps. The
mixed cell algorithm is close to SLIC,

-CAVEAT, developed by T-3 Group at LANL /8/, It is an ALE code, used here in its
eulerian version. The mixed cell ueatment is SLIC, and its scheme is based on an
approximateRiemannsolveq

-The code developed by J. Glimm et al /9/ at SUNY. It is based on a front-tracking
algorithm and a Riernann solver. It is denoted hem as I?I’hL

Other results are available in the Pleasanton proceedings. However, only those
results of the actual participants to the mundtable are compiled here.

4-RESULTS

Table 1 shows the number of square cells used in TP3. Note that in the case of
AMR, the number shown is the number of cells (on a heigth of 11.3 cm) at output time
(the initial number is given in brackets); this code having a capability of mesh refinement,
more cells are created along the simulation to account for small scale deformations.

TABLE 1: Mesh size, TP3-4

EAD PETRA CAVEAT FINI

number of cells 226 200 100 100 200
(160)

cell size, cm 0.0441 .0565 .113 .113 .0565
(.07065)
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The most appropriate diagnostic, that can be compared with experimental results
is the interpenetration zone thickness. It is defined as the limits (5% to 95%) of the
helium volumernc &action (in the case of EAD code, mass fraction is used). Here again,
mesh size can change the results /11/, and more so if the Atwood number is close to 1.
(its value here is .75). Figure 1 gives the Mixing Zone Thickness (MZT) as a function of
time for test problems 1 (codes AMR, CAVEAT, EAD) and 2 (AMR, PETRA,
CAVEAT, EAD), which confirms the generally good agreement obtained in these
calculations. The differences are more important in the case of test problems 3 and 4
(Figure 2). Compared to a turnover time of the eddies created by shock-interface
interaction, these simulations (air/SF6) are longer. Angular conservation momentum
conservation is a difficult problem for eulerian codes, and shows differently depending of
the codes (which include various levels of numerical dissipation). The impact is a
spreading of the results. A more precise comparison is made here for TP4 (air/SF6, 5
modes simulation), at two times: firsk when the initial shock has reflected onto the end
wall, and secon~ well in the nonlinear regime of the interface development. Results are
given in Table Z note that FTM results are only preliminary, the code being still under
development for shock-intexface interaction.

TABLE2:MixingZoneThickness(cm),air/SF6,5modes(73?4)

AMR EAD PETRA CAVEAT FTM

First return shock 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 1.7

(700 ~s)

nonlinear regime 5.3 4.8 5. 4.7 4.4

(1500 ~s)

It is interesting to note both the excellent agreement of the measures at frost return
shock time and their spreading (about 1590) at late time. This is signature of the level of
numerical dissipation of the codes (once mesh size effects have been taken into account).
The shock that passes through the interface generates eddies that induce in turn
imerpeneuation of the two fluids. Numerical dissipation impedes eddy rotation, and can
be interpreted as drag of one material acting on the other one. The level of numerical

dissipation determines the departure of MZT from its exact value. At 700 us (which
corresponds to a fkiction of an eddy rotation time) dissipation did not have time to ac~ at

1500 ps, it definitely did.

This shows also on the energies. The only available data are those of CAVEAT
and EAD; there is a good agreement for the fluctuations energies created by the initial
shocking of the interface and the first return shock, however, a much lower value is
attained at third shocking time by CAVEAT code. The above explanation holds here:
CAVEAT mesh is coarser by a factor of 2, and therefore the small scales dissipate faster
in CAVEAT simulation, these small scales do not exist at earlier time (the initial intetiace
shape is composed of only five modes), and therefore results diverge only at late time
(with respect to an eddy turn-overtime). This is exemplified in Figure 3.

Regarding Mixing Zone Thiclmess growth rate, experiments by R. Benjamin /1/
indicate a value of about 40 m/s. This measure is far below sirnultation results (see Table
3). During experimental roundtable, this point was discussed, but no strong conclusion
was obtained. However, strong evidence of membrane effect were shown in other
experiments /10/, indicating that differences observed between experiments and
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simulations were due in part to the mechanics of the membrane rupture (which is of
course not taken into account in the simulations).

TABLE 3:MixingZoneThicknessinitialgrowthrate(TPI;air/heliuasinglemode)

Experiment AMREADFTM

growth rate, rnfs 37.8 76. 74. 62.

lD profiles were also compare~ but only two codes could offer figures, namely——
EAD and AMR,. For masons of availability, we compared the quantity TN = pu2 - p

:2, which is sligthly different from the velocity fluctuations Idnetic energy, as defined
in Introduction. In particulsx, this quantity is not always positive deffite, which shows
in rare cases. This is exampliiled in Figure (6a), in test problem 1 (air/helium), rather
different from F@ure (6d), because the time difference between the numerical diagnostics
involves the passage of the fmt return shock in the interface region. As shown in Figures
4 and 6, there is otherwise a good agreement between AMR and EAD regarding ID
turbulent kinetic energy profiles. This shows in the shape of the profdes, as well as in
their extensions, and the peaks. Let us emphasize this trough an example: Table 4 gives,
for test problem 4 (air/SF6, 5 modes), the extension of the Mixing Zone, and the peak of
energy in the zone. However, some differences appear between CAVEAT and EAD,
which am probably related to the diffenmces in numerical dissipation discussed above.

TABLE4 MixingZone extension and peak energy, air/SF6, 5 modes (TP4)

1100 ms 1700 ms

extension peak extension peak

-5,-9 cm 3. 105erg/cm2 -9,-2.3 cm 9.ltierg/cm2

-5,-9 cm 2.9.105er#cm2 -9,-2.3 cm 9. 104er~cm2

5-CONCLUSION

This comparison between codes somewhat similar, on complex multimaterial
flows, seemed extremely useful, even if incomplete, and not formalized enough. It was
detailed enough to suggest a few interrogations:
-What is the degree of confidence we can have regarding our codes? This question is
extremely important, not so much for code developers, than for users, applying them to
engineering problems.
For a given code, this is of course intimately related to quality of the numerical scheme,
and the mesh size. However, this comptison shows that, in this particular case
(multifluid Euler equations), one obtains differences in MZT of about 10-15%; this
number is in fact a function of the turnover time of the energy containing eddies existing
in the flow. It seems therefore crucial to try, as much as possible, to estimate error bars in
numerical experiments, as well as in physical experiments.
-Should additional physical processes added to Euler equations? One of the main question
is to know if much effort should be put in dealing with Navier-Stokes equations instead
of Euler equations. One answer is that numerical viscosity acts as a sort of physical
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viscosity, though totally uncontrolled. It is not necessarily isotropic, and depends on
mesh size; however, to introduce a Navier-Stokes solver is an additional complexity,
especially regarding mixed cells treatment. Moreover, in flows driven by strong
accelerations and shocks, it is not clear that it is a crucial piece of physics, at least
regarding the simulation of energy containing eddies. This problems pertains to smaller
scales, which emphasizes the above comments regarding mixed cells; one must even
envision additional phenomena, such as surface tension, or diffusivity, that might have a
more important impact on the results, such as those obtained experimentally by A.
Roshko in shear layers (private communication), with slightly miscible fluids.
-Do we learn anything about initialization of turbulence models in non-stationnary
circumstances with these simulations? A large fkaction of the velocity fluctuations kinetic
energy is transferred to turbulence if transition takes place, i.e. if the flow Reynolds
number is large enough. For now, calctdations described above give a very rough
estimate of the amount of large scale energy that might feed turbulence; however, an
approach might be to include in these code either a sub-grid scale model (or even a
transport model, such as the model already implemented in CAVEAT, which deals with a
larger part of the turbulence spectrum than the sub-grid scale model). A crucial point in
this respect is the modeling of source terms for turbulence. In this respect, the models
discussed during the Pleasanton workshop are an interesting step in this direction.
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Figure 1: Mix width (in cm) versus time (in ps) for test problems 1 and 2 (air/helium)

-single mode interface (1L line B) m (lb) CAVEAT, (lc) EAD.

-multimode interface: (la line C)_ (Id) PETRA; (le) CAVEAT, (If) EAD.
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Figure 5: Velocity fluctuations kinetic energy——
ID profile versus space ( pu2 - p ~2)
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Figme 6 Velocity fluctuations kinetic energy ID profile versus space ( pu2 - p :2)
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= 1100 us, (6f, curve B) AMR t = 1650 W;
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Double Shock-Induced Turbulence

Jeff D. Colvin
Los Alamos National Laboratory

&
U.S. Department of Energy

ABSTRACT

Following an analytical treatment by Mikaelian (1985) I
derive the Richtmyer-Meshkov turbulence energy density at an
interface transited by two shocks in succession, and show that, for a
given final velocity of the interface, when the two shocks are
approximately of equal strength only about half the turbulent energy
is generated than when one shock is much stronger than the other.

INTRODUCTION

When the interface between two fluids is impulsively

accelerated by the passage of a shock, perturbations on the interface

become unstable, grow with time, and a turbulent mixing layer

1 developed an analytical description of thedevelops. Richtmyer

instability growth by treating the shock as an instantaneous

acceleration. Subsequent experiments by Meshkov2 support

Richtmyer’s treatment. For Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instabilities

the fundamental questions are how the mix layer evolves in time,

how much turbulent energy is generated, and how large the

turbulent eddies are at the shocked interface.

There is also interest in these same questions for the situation

where several shocks in succession pass through the same interface,

i.e., how the turbulent energy grows when a shock passes through a

region of pre-existing turbulence. This question is of particular

interest in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) because an ICF capsule

requires a shaped driving pressure in order to compress it efficient y

to the conditions required for fusion ignition. Thus, an ICF capsule

must first be compressed by a relatively weak shock so as to keep

the shell on a near-degenerate adiabat (to minimize the energy

required to compress the shell), and then hit with a much stronger
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shock to bring the shell up to the minimum velocity required for

ignition. A minimum velocity is required because the compressional

heating rate of the fuel, which is velocity dependent, must exceed the

energy loss rates by radiation and conduction, which are velocity
independent, for ignition to occur. The minimum energy required for

ignition is a strong function of the shell velocity. 3 Thus, RM

turbulence will develop at the shell/fuel interface and possibly

inhibit ignition by redirecting kinetic energy of the shell into

turbulence energy instead of into internal energy of the fuel.

Unfortunately, the amount of turbulent energy generated by

two shocks in succession, as shown in this paper, is about twice as

great when one shock is much stronger than the other -- which is the

desired situation for efficient fusion ignition -- than when the shocks

are about of equal strength. In this paper I first discuss the previous

work on which the present work is based, then derive the double

shock-induced turbulence energy, and finally draw conclusions about

the turbulence energy for various relative strengths of the two

shocks.

BACKGROUND

Mikaelian4’5 developed a simple analytical model for
turbulence generated by Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instabilities,

based on the rocket-rig experiments of Read and Youngs.6 In those
experiments Read and Youngs discovered that, for the case of a

constant acceleration, the
Rayleigh-Taylor unstable

h = 0.07Agt2 ,

height of the turbulent mixing layer at a
interface is given by

(1)

where A=(p2-p 1 )/(p2+p 1 ) is the Atwood number of the two fluids, g

is the constant acceleration of the interface, and t is the time.

Comparable experimental data on RM turbulence was not available at

the time of Mikaelian’s work in 1985; in the absence of such
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experimental data Mikaelian

acceleration of the interface,

~ = 0.14AAv5(t) ,

dt2

treated the shock

i.e.,

where Av is the jump velocity of the interface

and t3(t) is the Dirac delta function. Thus, for

as an impulsive

(2)

caused by the shock

RM turbulence equation

(1) becomes

h = 0.14AAvt .

Mikaelian then

(3)

infers the amount of turbulent energy per
unitareaas thepotentialenergylostduringthemixingprocess.

Assuming a lineardensityprofilein themixingregionhe findsfor

RM turbulence

Then, for the single-shock case we substitute equation (3) into

equation (4), integrate once over time, and obtain

4(%s)=@L+ ((ZM@2(&iV)3. (5)

DERIVATION OF THE DOUBLE SHOCK-INDUCED TURBULENCE

ENERGY

Let us assume that two shocks pass in succession through the
same interface at times O and t2 > 0, so that

g = AV 1 W) + Av2W2) , (6)
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and further assume that Av ~+Av2 = vs = constant. For the two-shock

case equation (3) becomes

L
0.14Av1 At , O@<~

h = (7)
0.14Av1At2 + 0.14(Av ~+Av2)(t-t2), Q~

If we substitute equations (6) and (7) into equation(4) and integrate

once over time we obtain

d () .= (a 14)%2@,)3GM = ~
~~ ‘a (8)

~ AV2(AV, +~v~)a] c

Now let us compare the turbulence energy densities for this
case with the case of a single shock with velocity jump equal to vs.

The ratio of the turbulence energy densities at any time for these

two cases is

When one shock is much stronger than the
AV2 >> AV1 orAV1 >> AV2, then R - 1. On

two shocks are of comparable strength, i.e.,

(9)

other, i.e., when either
the other hand, when the

when Av ~ - AV2 - vS/z,

(lo)
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Thus, when two shocks pass in succession through the same

interface, accelerating it to a final constant velocity, only about half

the turbulent energy is generated when the two shocks are about of

equal strength than when one of the shocks is much stronger than

the other. Indeed, as is clear from equations (5) and (8), the RM

turbulence energy is a strong function of the velocity jump, so when

there is a substantial advantage to be gained in minimizing

turbulence, as there is in ICF, then a sequence of several relatively
weak shocks generates less turbulence than does one or two strong

shocks.

Furthermore, it is seen from equation (8) that for the two-
shock case the turbulence energy for a given vs is a minimum when

Av ~ = vs/~ ; at this first-shock velocity the ratio of turbulence

energies (two-shock to one-shock) is

(11)

.

which is a little less than 5/8.
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Measurements by X-Ray Densitometry
of Shock-Excited Turbulent Mixing

at an Air-Xenon Interface

Riccardo Bonazza
Bradford Sturtevant

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena CA 91125, USA

1. Introduction

The interaction of a shock wave with a non-planar interface between fluids of different densities
leads to distortion of the interface shape and mixing of the fluids. The interface distorts due to the
baroclinic generation of vorticity resulting from misal@ment of the pressure gradient perpendicular
to the shock and the density gradient perpendicular to the interface. This is a shock-induced
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and is known as the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. The equations
describing the dynamics of the motion can be linearized aa long aa ~<< A, where q and A are the
amplitude and wavelength of the perturbation, respectively. In most applications there naturally
occurs a broad spatial spectrum of perturbations, and the largest wave-number components of the,
spectrum almost immediately grow into the nonlinear regime and, by nonlinear interaction, effect
the smaller wave-number contributions. By this route the Kelvin-Helmoltz instability develops and
induces mixing of the two gases, growth of the interface thickness, and the generation of turbulence.
Reverberating waves in the region between the interface and the end of the shock tube enhance
turbulent mixing by depositing new turbulent energy with every interaction.

Different types of interfaces have been studied both experimentally and numerically: Discon-
tinuous interfaces (see e.g. Meshkov (1969), Andronov et al. (1976), Brouillette & Sturtevant
(1989)) and continuous interfaces, consisting of diffuse layers between two gazes (see e.g. Duff et
al. (1962), Brouillette & Sturtevant, Mikaelian (1982, 1989, 1990)). The investigations have been
concerned with the growth of the perturbations of ‘quasi sinusoidal’ (or ‘single scale’) interfaces,
and the growth of the thickness of nominally flat (or randomly perturbed) interfaces. No study has
been conducted so far on the growth of the thickness of a single scale interface.

We report here the results of a new densitometry technique, based on the differential X-ray
absorption by the two gases at the interface. The interface is imaged on X-ray negative plates, which
are subsequently digitized and analyzed with a newly developed self-calibrating procedure. From
the distribution of film density, the density field of the heavy gaa (viz. xenon) throughout the test
section is reconstructed. The shape of the interface, average density profiles, and density contours
are extracted from such density distribution. To our knowledge these are the first measurements of
this kind. The technique is demonstrated in a vertical shock tube set up so that a shock of strength
M. = 1.3 interacts with an initially thick (-1 cm) air/xenon interface with a quasi-sinusoidal
shape.

2. Theory

The time-evolution of the interface between two fluids of different densities, featuring two-
dimensional perturbations and subjected to a constant acceleration g in a direction perpendicular
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to itself, waa first studied by Lord Rayleigh (1900) and Taylor (1950). Taylor’s linear theory referred
to a pair of incompressible, inviscid fluids. Linearization was based on the assumption of small-
amplitude perturbations (q/A << 1, in figure 1). The amplitude q is governed by the differential
equation:

827
~ = koAq (1)

where
A = (A - P2)

(P1 + P2)
(2)

is the Atwood number for the fluid combkation and k is the wave number of the perturbation on the
interface. If A <0 (the heavy fluid is accelerated into the light one) the solution to the differential
equation is a trigonometric function: the amplitude of the perturbations oscillates between two finite
limits, and the interface is termed ‘stable’. When A >0 (the light fluid accelerated against the
heavy one), the solution is an exponential and the amplitude grows unbounded; thus the interface
is ‘unstable’. The quantity

n=m, (3)

is the growth rate of the perturbations. The linear theory is only valid in the first stage of the
process: As q grows and becomes of the same order of A, the linear theory no longer applies.

In the case of impulsive acceleration (sa that produced by a shock wave hitting the interface)
the first theory was developed by Richtmyer ( 1960) who studied shocks weak enough that the speed
of the fluids behind them be subsonic, and compressibility effects could be neglected: Taylor’s linear
theory would then apply with the constant acceleration g replaced by

9 + [W(O, (4)

where /i(t) is Dirac’s delta-function and [u] is the velocity jump induced on the two fluids by the

shock wave. Eq. 1 can thus be integrated once with respect to time to yield

(5)

where q. is the initial amplitude of the perturbations. The solution to this equation is always a
linear function, irrespective of the sign of A. This means that idl interfaces are unstable under
impulsive acceleration: the amplitude of the perturbations on those with A <0 initially decreases
in time leadlng to the flattening of the interface, its phase reversal, and the subsequent unbounded
growth. For A >0 the amplitude of the perturbations starts to grow immediately after the passage
of the shock wave. Use of At and q! (the postshock values) in Eq. 5 waa suggested by Richtmyer,
in order for his numerical calculations to agree within 5% with the model.

The caae of interfaces of finite thickness (i.e. interfaces across which the density changes from
one uniform value to another with a finite density gradient, see figure 2) under constant acceleration
g has been examined by Duff et al. (1962), Duff proposed that the linear-theory growth rate be
given by the expression

kgA
n2 = —.

$
(6)

The differential equation for the amplitude of the perturbations on the interface then becomes

(Yq kgA

P = -V’
(7)
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showing that the physical significance of @ is that of a growth rate reduction factor for interfaces
with finite density gradients. For a discontinuous interface@ = 1 (so as to recover Taylor’s formula).
For a finite density gradient across the interface @= @(A/A, A), where A is the interface thickness
and A the wavelength of the perturbation.

Mikaelian (1982, 1983) studied an interface of finite thickness under both continuous and
impulsive acceleration, by modeling the interface as a series of M fluid layers, stacked in the direction
of the acceleration. More recently (1989a), he investigated the same problems using continuous
density profiles of different types. He found that finite density gradients reduce the growth rates
in both Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer- Meshkov configurations, and that the reduction is greater
for the case of impulsive acceleration.

For a shocked, continuous interface, following the proposal of R.ichtmyer (1960), Eq. 7 can be
used with g replaced by [u]d(t).

The other important interface feature is its t hickness, A: the non-linear stages of the Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability, and the Ifelvin-Helmoltz instability (also a non linear process) cause the for-
mation of large-scale structures from the small-scales associated with fluid motion, entrainment and
mixing of the two gaaes, and growth of the interface thickness. The analyses by Barenblatt (1983)
and Leith (1985) describe the mixing in two stages: A first,
effects are neglected, and the thickness growth is given by:

linear stage, during which viscosity

(8)

with the indices referring to the gas on each side of the interface. A nonlinear stage, characterized
by the decay of the turbulent intensity: in this case

Axta (9)

with a < 2/3.

Mikaelian ( 1989b, 1990) has studied the evolution of the mixing layer looking at the ratio
Etvr6/Edar of turbulent to directional kinetic energy within the layer. He has used different ap-
proaches to estimate the turbulent kinetic energy in the layer, including the Canuto-Goldman
analytical model for large scale turbulence, and a model of turbulent diffusion proposed by Belenkii
and Fradkin. The interfaces studied so far were both of the discontinuous and the continuous types,
initially nominally flat, with only small amplitude, small wavelength, random perturbations. The
evolution of the thickness of an interface initially featuring some large wavelength perturbations
has not been studied so far.

3. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

The experiments are performed in a vertical, square shock tube designed and fabricated spe-
cially for the study of the Richtmyer-hfeshkov instatillity. The tube is vertical to make use of the
earth’s gravity to separate two fluids of different density to prepare a continuous interface. The
cross section is square to provide the parallel walls necessary for any imaging technique to be used
in the study of the flow. In the present experiments a shock wave is launched from the top of the
shock tube towards its bottom where a gas interface has been prepared, and the interface is imaged
with an X-ray source and medical X-ray film.
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The driver section is round, of iuner diameter 16.5 cm and 1.83 m length; the driven section
is square, of side 11.4 cm and 4.91 m length; the test section has a length of 38.7 cm and its side
matches that of the driven section. The driver gas is room-temperature nitrogen in all the present
experiments. At the beginning of each run the driver section is pressurized to about 0.3 atm below
the bursting pressure of the diaphragm in use. To fire the shock tube a high-pressure (40.0 -67.0
atm) boost-tank is discharged into the driver section: this ensures the release of the shock wave
within 500 ms from the opening of the boost-tank. A schematic of the shock tube is presented in
figure 3. The test section is equipped with two square windows 11.4 cm on the side to image the full
width of the flow inside the tube. Since the present imaging technique is baaed on X-ray absorption
by one of the gases in the test section, it is necessary to minimize X-ray absorption by t he windows:
thus conventional glass windows are replaced by a pair of Narmco Rigidlte 5208/T300 carbon-fiber
plates, 1 mm thick; each plate is supported against the internal pressure of the shock-compressed
gases by an egg-crate aluminum structure.

A flash X-ray source (Hewlett-Packard Flash X-Ray Electron Beam System Model 43731A) is
mounted 1.83 m away from the rear window of the test section, with its axis perpendicular to the
planes of the windows. The source generates a 50 ns long X-ray flssh. During each run one 20x 25
cm 3M-XM X-ray negative (a type used for medical imaging), sandwiched between two 3M-T12
fluorescent screens (also used in medical diagnostics) in a film-holder mounted on the outside of
the rear window, is exposed.

A system for sliding a thin (1.2 mm), horizontrd, stainless steel plate in and out of the test
section (used to prepare a continuous gas interface) is mounted on one of the test section’s outside
walls (see figure 4). The plate travels in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the X-ray beam.
To prepare a continuous interface, the test gaa is introduced from the bottom of the shock tube,
with the plate fully inserted in the test section, and air is pushed out through a valve located just
below the plate. Prior to releasing the shock from the driver section, the plate is extracted from
the test section: air and the test gas come into intimate contact and start to diffuse into each other.
Furthermore, during its withdrawal, the plate drags along a volume of fluid, due to the no-slip
boundary condition on its surface. Once the plate completes its motion out of the test section,
this volume of fluid propagates back towards the opposite wall as a surface gravity-wave. Thus,
depending on the amount of time elapsed between the end of the plate retraction and the shock
arrival at the interface, this latter will feature different initial conditions: for a time interval not
larger than 0.5 seconds the interface has a ‘bump’ perturbation at the side where the plate exited
and is flat and diffused (with random, smaH scale perturbations) at the opposite side. If about 1.2
seconds elapse prior to shock arrival the interface is “quasi sinusoidal” all across its span. This is the
configuration studied in the present experiments. On the other hand, if the two gases are exposed
to each other for a period of the order of 4.0- 6.0 seconds, the interface is fully diffused, free of
surface waves, and thicker than in the first case, but presumably containing random perturbations
of small amplitude.

In the present experiments the test section is located at the bottom of the driven section and
the end wall of the shock tube is 1.9 cm below the lower edge of the test section windows. The
interface is initially located 11.3 cm above the end wall of the shock tube. The test gas is always
xenon, chosen becanse of its high atomic number.

An 8085 microprocessor board controls the experimental sequence which consists in: retracting
the plate from the test section; let the desired time interval elapse (so as to prepare the interface
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of interest); discharge the high-pressure boost-tank into the already pressurized driver section
to release the shock wave. As it travels towards the interface, the shock passes in front of two
piezoeIectric pressure transducers: the signal from the uppermost transducers triggers the digital
delay box that fires the X-ray flash at the desired time.

The film holder is mounted with its left, short side aligned with the left, vertical side of the
windows and it protrudes 3.4 cm to the right side of the test section. A pair of aluminum step-
wedges (of thickness ranging from 0.3 to 14.4 mm) are placed on the front of the film holder, in the
area not covered by the test section. Thus, when the X-ray flash is fired, the images of the gases
inside the test sect ion and of the aluminum step wedges on its side are recorded on the negative;
the aluminum step wedges are used for calibration, as described in the next section. A schematic of
the X-ray source, shock tube and film holder is presented in figure 5. The portion of the negatives
corresponding to the side wall of the test section is removed after developing; the remaining parts
(corresponding to the test section and aluminum wedges) are joined together and digitized.

4. Image Analysis

4.1 Calibration

After the negatives are developed they are illuminated by a Truelite DC Backlight Illumination
System, imaged with a Sony AVC-D1 CCD camera and digitized with an Epix Inc. Silicon Video
Frame Grabber (installed on an IBM AT microcomputer), yielding a field of 376 x 480 8-bit pixel
values. In processing the images it is necessary to account and correct for the items listed below:

1. Temporal fluctuations of the CCD output
2. Calibration of the CCD response
3. Spatial nonuniformity of the illuminating box
4. CCD “pixel noise” (spatial fluctuations)
5. Film response
6. Spatial nonuniformity of the X-ray beam
7. Temporal (shot-to-shot j variations of the X-ray beam
8. Calibration of aluminum thickness vs. xenon density

To reduce the noise due to fluctuations in the CCD response (item l.), 25 digitizations of
the image 1,, are averaged into one final record. The intensity distribution lVO of the backlight
illumination system wit bout any negative is also recorded. The optical density, D, of the negative
is defined as r

D=log~.
v

(lo)

The response V(z, y) of the CCD camera to light intensity IV(Z, y) is determined using a
series of commercially available neutral density filters illuminated by the backlight source. The
quantity lV/lvo is known for each filter. Measurements of both neutral density filters and X-ray
negatives with our system must be corrected for spatial nonuniformity y oft he CCD response and of
the backlight source. This is accomplished by correcting the response V(z, y) of the CCD camera
recorded by the frame grabber with the signal l~o(z, y) recorded without any filter or negative,

Vcorr($, 9) =
V(X,y)

Vo(z, y)/vo ‘
(11)
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where ~. is the average reference sigmd over the entire backlight source. TO obtain the CCD
response the corrected values are averaged over the area of each filter to determine VC07~(10/l.O).
A linear fit

IIC0,7= al $+az (12)
v

is shown in figure 6, where al = 399.4 and az = 28.4 are the slope and the vertical intercept,
respectively. This result is applicable to the processing of X-ray negatives if the viewing region of
the CCD camera on the backlight source is always maintained the same. The optical density of a
digitized negative follows from Eqs. 10 and 12

D(z!, y) = log
(

al

)‘corr(z> Y) – a2 “
(13)

This procedure corrects for items 1, 2, 3, and 4 above.

Experience haa “shown that it is nesessary to further correct the optical density field of each
negative for nonuniformity of the spatial distribution of the X-ray source and for shot to shot
variation of the intensity and the spectral content of the X-ray. For this purpose it is necessary to
convert from film optical density D to exposure E. A portion in the range 0.22< D <2.2 of the
relation between D and E obtained in plotted form from 3M was fitted with the function

D _ Dmin tanh(cl log E - log Eo) + 1

D ~az – Dmin = 2
(14)

and is shown in figure 7. Here c1 is a scaling factor.

The correction procedure is baaed on the observation that for the source tube presently in use
most of the spatial variation is in the horizontal dir~ction. The optical density distribution DTe~(z)
in a 25 pixel high reference strip at the top of each negative is evaluated. The strip is chosen to
be entirely in a region about 230 pixels wide occupied by air, both in the test section and above
the aluminum wedges, where X-ray absorption by xenon is always zero. The optical density is
averaged at each vaJue of z over the height of the strip. The distribution of exposure across the
strip Eref(z), is then evaluated from the film response. Next, the ‘normalized’ correction factor
AE(z) = Em.. - E,ef (z) is evaluated, where Em.=z is the exposure corresponding to the maximum
optical density Dmu= in the reference strip.. At every point in the image the measured exposure
E(z, y) (evaluated from D(z, y)) is corrected by AE(z), EcOrr(z, y) = E(z, y) + All(z). Then a
corresponding correct ed film density DcOrr(z, y) is evaluated from the film response curve. This
procedure corrects for items .5, 6 and 7 in the list above.

Next, a relation between px, and DcOrr (henceforth we drop the subscript) is derived from

1. the dependence D(tA{) of the optical density on the thickness of aluminum in each negative,
and

2. the relationship px, (t~l) between xenon density and aluminum thickness obtained once from
X-ray photographs of calibration cells.

The average optical clensity of each aluminum step in the negative from each experiment is evalu-
ated, and a function of the same form used for the film response curve (figure 7, Eq. 14) is used to
determine D(tAl ), namely

D-c3 tanh(co - clt~l) + 1—=
c? —C3 2

(15)
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where co is a shift in the horizontal direction, c1 is the scaling factor, C3is an asymptote, and where
we take cz - Dmaz evaluated from the procedure that leads to Eq. 14. The coefficients co, c1 and
cz are determined by a nonlinear least squares fitting algorithm.

If the X-ray beam were monochromatic it would be possible to determine pxe(t~l) simply
from absorption coefficients available in the literature. However, our X-ray source emits with an
unknown spectral distribution, so it is necessary to determine ~x.(tAJ)by calibration. X-ray images
of a calibration cell 12.5 mm in diameter and 11.5 cm long fitted with with carbon fiber windows and
iilled with known pressures of xenon were exposed and processed by the procedure described above.
A fit to D(tAl ) (Eq. 15) is made to each calibration negative and is used to interpolate between the
discrete values of aluminum thickness. A straight-line fit to the result yields the calibration curve
shown in figure 8. The result of this procedure is a curve pxe(D) for each experiment whose form
is

D-c3 tanh(crj- C’lpxe)+ 1—=
2

(16)
C2 - C3

where C?Iis the c1 of equation 15 multiplied by the relation px~(tAl). Figure 9 is a collection of rdl
the calibrations from a series of 11 experiments, and figure 10 shows all of the same data normalized
with respect to the fitting parameters Cj. The good collapse (670) of all of the data demonstrates
that the hyperbolic functions chosen to represent the data are appropriate and further that the
behavior of the X-ray source is sufficiently universal that it can be characterized in terms of three
empirical constants. In fact, the constants can be interpreted in terms of physicsl parameters,
namely the X-ray source intensity, the spectral content of the X-ray beam and the parameters of
the iilrn developing procedure. Assume that the exposure E is proportional to the X-ray intensity
(1=),

E= AI=, (17)

use Lambert’s law,
1= –kpxet.y.—Se
1=0 Y (18)

where 1=0 is the intensity of the incident X-ray beam, k is the absorption coefficient, and tx~ is the
thickness of xenon. Wkh Eqq. 17 and 18, the terms

logE-logEo=log~

of Eq. 14 can be replaced by
AIZII

log — – &kpXetXe
E.

(19)

(20)

Thus the coefficient coin Eq. 16 can be interpreted as a measure of the shot-to-shot variation of Izo,

the X-ray source intensity and c~ as a measure of k, i.e. of variations in the spectral content of the
X-ray beam. C3 corresponds to Dmin, which depends on the parameters of film developing.

4.2 Density Profiles, Contour Plots and Interface Distortion

For each negative a xenon density profile pxe(y) is constructed for each vertical column of
pixels in the test section region from D(z, y) and the calibration curve for that negative (Eq. 16).
See figure 11 for an example. Each density profile exhibits three horizontal spikes corresponding
to the horizontal elements of the window stiffeners; these are dlminated by linear interpolation if
they fall within an undisturbed field (like the top two in figure 11) or by a lezst squares fit of a
polynomial of fifth degree if they fall in the interface region.
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In order to describe the thickening and distortion of the interface region due to the Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability in simple and quantitative terms, a mean density profile and interface shape
are defined. The centroid of each local density profile is calculated from (see figure 12)

(21)

where Y is the height of the field of view in the test section. We call the locus of these centroids
the ‘shape’ S(Z) of the interface. The shape constructed by Eq. 21 is interrupted in three places
by the vertical elements of the stiffening grid. These gaps are filled by linear interpolation (figure
13). The spatiaf spectrum of the result is constructed by FFT and the behavior of the lower order
modes (low wave numbers) is studied. Figure 14 is a plot of the inverse transform of the first six
modes of the interface shape, obtained from the data of figure 13 without windowing.

.4 mean density profile ~(y) free of any thickening introduced by averaging over a distorted
interface is constructed by shifting the centroids of the density profiles to the same point before
averaging. A typical result is shown in figure 15. Then the interface thicknes A is constructed from
the line of minimum slope through the profile as shown in the figure.

Contour plots are made of the density field smoothed with a two-dimensional ideal low-pass
filter with cut off at the 20th mode. To accomplish this the density pxe(z, y) must be interpolated
across the vertical gaps caused by the window stiffener. An example of a contour plot at late times
is shown in figure 16. In the figure the dashed lines show the boundaries of regions where data are
lacking due to the presence of the stiffeners. Artifacts introduced by the treatment of the data at
the stiffeners are evident in the figure, especially at the bottom.

5. Results and Discussion

Figure 17 shows false color images of three of a series of eleven X-ray negatives of air/xenon
interfaces from which the results reported in this paper are taken. The interfaces are accelerated by
a M =1.32 shock wave, and the negatives are obtained at increasing times after shock interaction
with the interface. At the top of each photograph is a color bar representing the scale of optical “
density from D = O (small exposure) on the left (white) to D = 2.55 (large exposure) on the right
(yellow). The contrast of the images has been enhanced by stretching the density scale to represent
the minimum vafue measured in the xenon region on any negative D = 0.45 by D = O and the
m~simum measured value D = 1.75 by D = 2.55. The shock wave moves from top to bottom. The
interface is initially located just below the top edge of the pictures and moves downwards as the
xenon is compressed by the shock wave. The grid pattern is the image of the aluminum support
structure. To the side of the test section is the image of the aluminum step wedges. In figure 17a
(taken 0.26 ms after shock-interface interaction) the yellow-red region is shocked air, the light blue
region is shocked xenon, and the clark blue region is unshocked xenon. The interface lies between
the yellow and light blue regions. The transmitted shock wave is located at the light blue-dark blue
boundary. In figures l?b and 17c (taken 2.5LIms and 3.56 ms after shock arrival at the interface,
respectively) the reflected shock wave has propagated out of the viewing region.

In figure l?a the perturbations on the interface are imperceptible. From figure 19 below,
however, it is seen that the fourth mode dominates somewhat over the others. This is consistent
with figures 17b and 17c, when it is clear that 3-4 crests develop. At t = 2.54 ms (figure 17b)
the interface has int era.cted with the ra,refaction wave generated during the first reverberation of
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the reflected wave, which seems to induce a larger growth rate than the incident and reflected
shocks, and a compression during the second reverberation. See figure 18 for a depiction of the
wave trajectories in one dimensional space and time (y - t). At t = 3.56 ms (figure 17c) sever~
reverberations have processed the interface. In figure 17C the amplitude of the perturbations is of
the same order oft heir wavelength, indicating that the distortion process has entered its non-linear
stage.

In figure 17b and c can be seen low density (dark blue) protrusions into the xenon near the
shock, tube walls. The schlieren photographs of Brouillette & Sturtevant (1989) show clearly that
these structures are vortices. These last authors propose that they are vortices which form from
the interaction of the reflected shock wave with the boundary layer on the sidewalls of the shock
tube. The interface distortion induced by the no-slip condition at the walls is amplified by the
reflected shock. Though the image of similar vortices on the shock tube front and back windows,
with horizontal axes extending transversely across the image, were visible in the schlieren images of
Brouillette, they are not easily distinguishable in the X-ray images. However, their cross sections
are visible at the side walls and can be measured. Measured concentration distributions across the
vortex cross section can provide the basis of a correction for the effect of the vortices on the front
and back windows on the interface measurements at the center of the image.

The time evolution of the amplitude of each of the first six modes of the interface shape
is shown in figure 19. Only modes 1 - 4 grow by an appreciable amount during the duration
of the experiments. Modes 5 and higher are either strongly damped or saturate early in the
development. As the X-ray densitometry technique is developed further, the decomposition of the
interface shape into short-wave and long-wave components may provide a useful tool for studying
linear and nonlinear growth, sat uration and modal interactions.

Figure 20 shows the time evolution of the interface thickness A(t) (the two vertical lines cor-
respond to the arrival at the interface of the first reflected shock and first reflected expansion,
respectively). The decrease at early times is due to compression by the reflected shock. As already
stat ed, the subsequent growth is t bought to be initialized by reverberations of the reflected wave
fields between the interface and the shock tube end wall, and, in addition, by the resulting acoustic
field. A tentative linear least squares fit through the data at later times yields a growth rate of 1.47
m/s. Future work will be directed at filling in and extending the data set to distinguish whether
there is any decrease of growth rate with time, as suggested by figure 19.

6. Conclusions

A new technique for the measurement of gas density, based on X-ray absorption, has been
developed. The technique has been successfully applied to the study of shocked interfaces, allowing
for the first time the quantitative determination of density fields and density profiles. From the
density data the interface thickness and the modal decomposition of the interface shape have been
deduced. The time evolution of the mode amplitude suggests that, for the conditions of these
experiments, the first four modes are at all times the dominant ones in the distorted shape of the
interface. The interface thickness grows linearly at a rate of 1.47 m/s, with an apparent reduction
of the growth rate at late times. The objective of future work will be to obtain more data for
interfaces of the same type as those treated in this paper and new data for a thicker, randomly
perturbed type.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF RICHTMYER-MESHKOV INDUCED
TURBULENT MIXING OVER LONG DISTANCES

L. Houas, I. Chemouni, A. Touat and R. Brun

Universit6 de Provence, C.N.RS. URA 1168, Laboratoire S.E.T.T., Milieux Hors dliquilibre,
Faculti Saint J6r6me, 13397 Marseille cedex 13, France.

ABSTRACT

Thickness measurements,by Schlierenvisualizations,of initiallyplaneinterfacesbetweentwo
gasesof differentdensitiessubmittedto shockaccelerationanddecelerationallow to obtainthe
thicknessevolutionof theturbulentmixing zone hencecreated.The effects of viscous boundary
layerwhichsuwchoutandslowdown themixingregionon theshocktubewallsandconsequently
modify its thickening is pointed out. It is also shown that the rupture mode of the membrane,
which initially separates the two gases, is more important than its effective thickness on the
development of the mixing zone. It seems that the initial membrane has no more influence on the
turbulent mixing zone development after deceleration by the fmt reflected shock.

INTRODUCTION

The elaboration of turbulent mixing codes able to describe correctly Rayleigh-Taylor or
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability phenomena needs accurate experiments to determine and verify
constants and other hypotheses made for their conception. These instabilities occur for example in
laser implosion of deuterium-tritium fusion targets and the turbulent mixing which may occur is
quite undesirable. In these experiments, even for initially small-scale perturbations of the interface
(between deuterium-tritium and the shell material), the instability induces a rapid small scale
turbulence behavior caused by the development of vorticity induced by the micro misalignment of
pressure and density gradients.

For a better understanding of this, an important parameter to be determined is the thickness
of the mixing region originated fkom the interaction of a shock and an interface initially separating
two gases having different densities in the shock tube environment. As the turbulent energy
developed in this phenomenon is strongly dependent on the Turbulent Mixing Zone (TMZ)
thickness, the knowledge of the evolution of this parameter is of primordial impmtance.

In this experimental work we my first to confirm if, as said by most scientists working on
the subject, the evolution of the thickness of the TMZ obeys a power law, and secondly to
determine if this power law evolution is not typical of experiments in shock tubes always
influenced by viscous boundary layer effects. Furthermore, some Schliemn photograph thickness
measurements have been performed with the same initial conditions than other experimental
worksL2 and comparisons on thickness growth are made.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Experiments are carried out in a double diaphragm shock tube, 8.5 x 8.5 cm square cross
section and about 9 m total length. The test section length is variable from 70 to 140 cm long. This
allows to obtain the TMZ passage corresponding with the different possible positions of the
Schlieren visualization windows (field of view is 75 mm diameter for figures 1,3 and 7b and 85
mm square for figure 2) disposed on the shock tube lateral sides. To obtain very low Mach
numbers, the driver gas is nitrogen and the pressure ratio is small. The other gases are air
upstream, and helium, argon or carbon dioxyde downstream, which enables us to test three
different mixing zones corresponding to three different Atwood number values. These gases are
initially separated from air by one, two or four layers of a thin nitrocellulose membrane of about
0.5 ~m thick which constitutes the initial interface. In all the experiments presented in this paper
pressure on both sides of the membrane is the same and equal to 1 atmosphere. This is to eliminate
initial perturbations of the interface which amplify considerably boundary layer effects and have the
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consequence that the TMZ incident tint is never planars. Before introducing the test gases, a 10-2
torr vacuum is made on both sides of the membrane. Pumping and gas introduction without
breaking the membrane are the tedious part of the experimental procedure.

When the shock wave breaks the membrane and accelerates the interface, a mixing zone
between the two gases is rapidly created and thickens with time. Then, after a certain time, this
shock reflects at the end of the shock tube and decelerates the mixing zone whiciL after a relatively
short compression phase, thickens again with time. The study of this phenomenon is the aim of the
present work.

The initial conditions of experiments presented in this work are sumarized in Table 1 where
TSL represents the test section length, Msi and Ms,t the incident and transmitted shocks in Air and
He, Ar or C02 respectively, At is Atwood number calculated just after the shock passage, the
subscripts 1 and 2 corresponding to the first and the second shock interface interactions
respectively and AU is the interface velocity jump.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Schlieren Visualizations

Figure 1 shows several photos, stages of the Air/Ar TMZ, each one taken at different run. If
we look at the good planarity of the TMZ presented on photo 1, we can say that the nitrocellulose
membrane was initially planar. However, when the TMZ is considerably deformed by a complexe
membrane rupture (see photos 2 and 3), this effect is easily observable and the TMZ thickness
value can be estimated at the thinner part. The cylindrical waves observed on photo 5, just after the
TMZ compression by the reflected shock, seem to result horn the interaction of this shock with the
TMZ wall toe shape, consequence of the viscous boundary layer in the case of a negatively bulged
TMZ front. They are very well visible perhaps because we are close to the tailorised interface
conditions with similar sound velocity on both sides of the TMZ. At las~ we can notice that the
double layer membrane is not completely destroyed by the reflected shock

Figure 2 presents the difference between the shape of the TMZ as a function of the nature of
the test gases at nearly the same abscissa and for a view including all the shock tube section. We
observe the negatively bulged Air/He interface and the weak viscous boundary layer effects in the
Air/Ar case. But the most important information that we can take out from these photos is the
complex shape of the Air/C@ TMZ comparatively with the Air/Ar one in spite of the lower
Air/C02 Atwood number value. This is perhaps due to the effect of the non monoatomicity of C@
andits influence on the viscous boundaty layer development.

Figure 3a illustrates the difference on the structure of the TMZ just before and after its
compression by the shock and figure 3b shows. the undertailorised interface, going to the lef~ and
the detachment of the memimtne pieces which seem to continue in the same direction, to the nghg
because of their different inerth

Turbulent Mixing Zone Thickness and Membrane Influence

Experimental results obtained for Air/He, Air/Ar and Air/C02 TMZ are presented on
figures 4, 5 and 6 respectively. First, we can say that the TMZ thickness seems to grow quite
linearly with t during a long time following its acceleration, even if, taking into account our error
bars, one can fit the the accelerated TMZ thickness curves by a @.7to tog power law. But in the
deceleration phase (see fig. 4b and 6b) the TMZ thickness power law is mom clearly observed. We
can also see on figure 4 that it seems that, as previously observed by Brouillette et sI.2, Andronov
measurements have been aiTected by wall effects. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to obtain
more information on the Air/C@ TMZ evolution after interaction with the reflected shock (see
figure 5) because of the complex three dimensional interaction occuring between tb TMZ, the
reflected shock and the boundary layer which is important in this case. Comparatively, the change
in the TMZ thickening rate only appears for the decelerated Air/Ar TMZ (figure 6) in spite of very
similar Atwood numbers. Thus, the Air/Ar couple of gases seems to be more interesting for the
TMZ thickness study than the Air/C02 one for almost the same Atwood number.

Tostudy the influence of the membrane, two other experiments have been undertaken:
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- first, an Air/Air test which is presented in figure 7. We can observe on the (x,t) diagram that the
“interface” is well tailorised as expected. The aspect of the nitrocellulose membrane illustrated on
figure 7b, shows that our membrane rupture mode is not as clear as Brouillettt#’s one because at
x=298 mm the perturbation of the membrane is about 3.5 mm (2.5 mm for Brouillette) which is
still not negligible.
- second, we have tested again Air/Ar TMZ but with two and four nitrocellulose film layers.
Results are presented on figure 8 showing no significant difference in the thickness. We than
believe that the membrane rupture mode has more influence on the TMZ thickening than its
effective initial thickness (one layer membrane is less flat than two or four). Furthermore, after
deceleration by the reflected shock, we see that there is no more influence of the initial membrane
in spite of the presence of membrane pieces still visible on the photographs. So, it seems that for
the second impact of the shock, the development of the TMZ becomes independent of the initial
conditions of the membrane. However, as we can see on figure 3, we are in this case close to the
tailorisation phase and the membrane particles, due to their different inerti% are separated tbm the
TMZ which changes its dinxtion of propagation.

Frevious experiments made with higher Mach numbers and lower initial pressures, that
corresponds to the presence of an important viscous boundary layer, have shown that the

evolution of the TMZ thickness can be fitted by a ta (O.I<a<l ) power law. Furthermore, it is
known6.7 that in the absence of viscosity, the TMZ thickness evolution is propornonal to t~. In
the low Mach numbers experiments presented in this paper, the evolution of the accelerated TMZ
thickness is more rapid than a tzfl law. This may indicate that viscous boundary layer effects me
still important for these both high pressure and low Mach number experiments.

Turbulent Mixing Zone Thickness Growth Rates

Table 2 presents a comparison between TMZ thicknt!ss growth rates of present work and

Andronov, zaitsev8 (from empirical fommlae) and Brouillette results. We observe that if the TMZ
thickness growth rate is calculated with average values for long time observations, our results are
in good agreement with Brouillette’s ones. Furthermore, if we have the opportunity to observe the
TMZ development just after its compression by the reflected shock, and calculate its thickness
growth rate for a short time afterwards (less than one hundred microseconds), we measure a very
important TMZ thickness growth rate about 12 instead of 1.6. But these observations have tobe
confined by future work.

CONCLUSION

Shock tube experiments on Richtrnyer-Meshkov mixing over long distances with low Mach
number and high initial pressure, performed in order to decrease boundary layer effects, have been
undertaken. They have indicated that the evolution of the thickness of a turbulent mixing region,
originated Ilom the shock-interaction interface between two gases having different densities, seems
to be quite linear with time during an important phase after the passage of the incident shock and
than obeys a power law. However viscous boundary layer effects can slow down the thickening
of the TMZ as observed earlier, in high Mach number and low pressure experiments. One of the
reasons of this growth rate thickness decrease is that viscous boundary layer, always present in
shock tube experiments, conrnbutes to stretch out the TMZ and thus its thickening increases less
rapidly. But this explanation is not avalaible when the flow velocity is too small. About the
membrane, we have shown that its effect seems to become negligible after the first reflected shock
TMZ deceleration and that the same behaviour can be obtained for several layers.
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Table 1: Initial conditions of present experiments

Test Gas Air/He Air/Ar Airlcm

TSL (mm)
Pressure (Aan)
MS,i
MS,t
Atl
At2
AU1(m/s)
AU2(m/s)

1238
1
1.28
1.08
-0.76
0.77
177
69

955
1
1.30

1.31
0.13
-0.10
129
135.7

955
1
1.30

1.31
0.17
-0.14
134
124

Table 2: Turbulent Mixing Zone Growth Rate

I.mexke Experiments

Awe PresentStudy
Brouillette
Zahev
Andronov

AirlAr Resent work
Zaitsev

Air/CG2 Present work
Brouillette
Zaitsev

MS.i Atl

1.28 -0.76
1.32 -0.76

-0.76
1.30 -0.76
1.30 0.13

0.13
1.30 0.17
1.32 0.17

0.17

At2

0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
-0.1
-0.1
-0.14

-0.14
-0.14

dL1/dt(m/s) dL2/dt(m/s)

4.5 10
3.3 9.2
12.9 64.5
11.4 77.0
3.6 1.6C <12
25.7 3.7
8.6 ?

6.5
32.9 3.7

TSL( mm)

1238
1090
370
169
955
370
955
169
370
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DESIGN CALCULATIONS FOR
Karnig O.

Lawrence Livermore
Livermore,

This i.s a summary of code

A NOVA MIX EXPERIMENT*
Mi.kaelian

National Laboratory
California

calculations we carried out to
design a mix experim~nt with a radi.atively driven target on
Livermore’s NOVA laser. The target is a double layer pill

about 1 mm in di,ameter and 300 )1.m thick: 100 ~ of Be on 200

~m of Si02 aerogel. The drive generates a Mach 25 shock in

the Be ablator whose i.ni.tial density i.s about 2 g/cc. The
shock reaches the Be/Si02 interface in about 4 ns and

compresses the low density (p=O.2 g/cc) aerogel by a factor

of about 6. This ID motion, calculated with a Lagrangi-an
code, is shown in Fig. la as position vs. time. The density
profile is sketched in Fig. lb where we see the ablation
surface, the rarefacti.on moving back into Be, the shocked
BelSi02 interface, and the shock itself proceeding thru the

aerogel. It breaks thru the backside of aerogel in 6 ns, so
that the total time for the laser drive is about 10 ns.

2D calculations with the same Lagrangi.an code are shown

in Fig. 2 where we plot 1~1/fi or the rms deviation from a

planar interface for perturbations of wavelength ~=50 pm at

the Be/Si02 interface (’n denotes’ the amplitude of the cosine

wave perturbations) . The three curves correspond to ~0=1, 4

and 8 ~m. They are compressed as the shock crosses the
interface, they change phase and grow. The growth will be
measured by “face-on” X-ray radiography with a backlighter as
a source and a 22x microscope focusing the transmitted X-rays
onto a streak camera. We also expect to field a “side-on”
diagnostic to measure the bulk motion of the target and
perhaps the extent of the perturbations (or, more
ambitiously, the width of the mixing layer) across the
Be/Si02 interface.

The Lagrangian code bowties when the perturbations grow
too large and therefore we switched to the
Lagrangian/Eulerian hydrocode we have used in the past to
simulate CalTech shock tube experiments. For the present NOVA
experiment we have considered a variety of initial
perturbations; examples are shown in Fig. 3. The vertical

scale i.n Figures 3-6 is 100 ~; the horizontal scale changes

depending on the type of the perturbation.
------ ------ ------ ------ ______ ______ _

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under
contract W-7405-Eng-48.
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We expect our 2D code to be adequate for relatively
large scale perturbations like the first five examples shown
in Fig. 3. The last one showing very small random
perturbations at the interface cannot possibly remain 2D,
although we have carried out several such simulations to test
their sensitivity to zoning, to initial conditions, etc. We
found a very weak dependence on initial conditions. These
results were presented at the Workshop along with isodensity
contours showing the feed-thru of long wavelength
perturbations from the interface to the ablation surface. For

lack of space here we will show only the ~=50 ~m, ?10=8 pm

case (Fig. 4); the 1=50 ~, qo=7 w next to k=100 pm, ‘110=14 p

case (Fig. 5); and the case of a k=50 pm, qO=7 ~m

perturbation separated by a flat region from a two-wavelength

composite perturbation of i=50 ~m, ~0=7 ~m plus i=20 ~m,

no=- 7 w (Fig. 6).

The times indicated above each frame in Figs. 4-6 refer
to the times in nanoseconds after the shock hits the
interface. In Fig. 4 the extra line (initially at 5.01 cm) is
an imaginary tracer interface i.n the middle of the aerogel.
The backside of the aerogel, on the other hand, comes into
view in the last Snapshop (t=6 ns) in all cases. In Fig. 5

note that the backside under the h=50 ~m section of the

interface is smooth while the backside under the ~=100 ~m

perturbation is itself perturbed, revealing how long
wavelength perturbations feed thru from the interface in both
directions: towards the ablation surface as well as towards
the backside.

Another effect seen in Fig. 5 is the saturation of the

50 jlm wavelengths. The linear growth depends only on ~/~

which is the same left and right: 7~/50~m=14~/100~m. Note

that the perturbations are about the same at t=2, 3 and 4 ns

but subsequently the 1=50 #m perturbations on the left side

saturate while the ~=100 w perturbations on the right side

keep growing. There is some “nearest neighbor” interaction in

the middle section of the target where the 1=50 j.lm and the

1=100 ym components meet. The flat middle section in Fig. 6
is intended to suppress .suCh nearest neighbor interactions:
compare the evolution of single wavelength perturbations on

the lhs of Fig. 6 with that of a two-wavelength (50 ~m+20 P)

perturbation on the rhs.
Assuming that the backlighter is uniform across the

whole 1 mm diameter of the target we believe that such “left-
right” comparisons in each shot are most promising. We hope

that the experimental data will be available by the
qth

Workshop in 1993.
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A NUMERICAL STUDY OF RICHTMYERMESHKOV INSTABILITY
IN CONTINUOUSLY STRATIFIED FLUIDS

ThuPhamandDanMeiron
AppliedMathematics

CahforniaInstituteofTechnology,Pasaden%CA 91125

ABSTRACT

TheoryandcalculationsarepresentedfortheevolutionofB,ichtmyer-Meshkovinstability
incontinuouslystratifiedfluidlayers.Theinitialaccelerationandsubsequentinstabilityof
thefluidlayerareinducedbymeansofanimpulsivepressuredistribution.We calculate
thesubsequentdynamicsofthefluidlayernumericallyusingtheincompressibleequationa
ofmotion.Bothinitialconditionshavingsinglescaleperturbationaandmultiplescale
randomperturbationaareconsidered.ItisfoundthatthegrowthratesforRichtmyer-
Me#dcovinstabilityofstratifiedfluidlayeraaresubstantiallylowerthanthosepredicted
byRichtmyerfor a sharpfluidinterfacewithanequivalentjumpindensity.Theinitial
behaviorislinearoveratimeequivalenttothetraversalofseverallayerthicknesses.Itis
observedthatthenonlineardevelopmentoftheinstabilityresultsintheformationofplumes
ofpenetratingfluid.Lateintheprocess,theinitialmomentumdepositedbytheincoming
shockisprimarilyusedintheinternalmixingofthelayerratherthanintheoverallgrowth
ofthestratifiedlayer. At intermediatetime, there is some evidence for scaling behavior
in the width of the mixing layer for the multiple scale random perturbations, but not for
the single scale perturbations. The time variation of the layer thickness differs from a
sdng hypothesis based on the self-similarity ideas of Barenblatt even at low Atwood ratio,
presumably because of the inhomogeneity and anisotropy due to the excitation of vertical
plumes.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this study, we hope ta gain some insighta into the long time behavior as well as
the effect of the density gradient on the growth rate of Richtmyerl-Meshkov2 instability
in stratified fluids. Our approach is to carry out a full 2-D numerical simulation of the
time dependent incompressible equations. We model the initial effect of compressibility by
approximating the action of an incoming shock as an impulsive pressure using an incom-
pressible impuKlve theory. This idea was used by SatTman and Meiron3 to study the kinetic
energy deposited by an impulse at a layer of stratified fluid with a weak density perturbation
in the transverse direction to the flow. This incompressible approximation is a reasonable
one for an impulsive acceleration induced by a weak shock, since the induced velocity is
subsonic. Moreover, one expects that for such weak shocks, the effect of the compressibility
is limited to some initial rnodkation of the density distribution, since the residence time
of the shock in the nonuniform region is very small compared to the characteristic time for
the evolution of the instability. A justification for the use of the incompressible impulsive
approximation as well as an assessment of its range of validity is made by examining the
solution of a planar shock passing a region of non-uniform density distribution using one-
dimensional gas dynamics. Details of this study are presented in the thesis of Pham4. In
this section, we will only summarize the relevant theory governing the instability.

SaiTman and Meiron3 modeled the motion of a perturbed planar interface undergoing
a shock-induced acceleration as one generated by the impulsive motion of the fluid with
a velocity V directed parallel to the undisturbed density gradient. Since the fluid is in-
compressible, this motion induces instantaneously a pressure field P(s, y)6(t), where 6(t) is
the delta function, and there exists a balance between only the pressure gradient and the
acceleration (viscous and inertial terms are negligible). Note that the function P(z, y) has
unita of pressure times time.
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F- 1. Time evolution of the density contours for the single scale profile with L = 1.0,
A = -0.5, ‘f = 0.5. Shownherearetimest = 32,40,48,52. The contours are at p =
0.26, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.74 in that order from top to bottom of each figure.

Let v be the vertical axis parallel to the undisturbed density gradient, and z be the
horizontal axis. The upper fluid has density p+, and the lower fluid hss density p. ss y -
● OOrespectively. Integrating the momentum equations, one obtains the equations for the
induced initial velocities,

u = --Q%(t),
pil &

u = -:* H(t), (1)

where If(t) is the Heaviside function, and POis the density distribution at the time t = 0-.
Using the continuity equation, the impulsive pressure is determined by

The boundary conditions are

8P
%-–p+v’ as ‘-+m’

8P
—~–p-V, as y~–co.
ay

(3)
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Table 1

Ratio of the initial Richtmyer growth rate over that of numerical simulation.

A

k 0.2

* 0.5

+ 0.8

b

0.01
0.1
1.0
10.0

0.01
0.1
1.0
10.0

0.01
0.1
1.0
10.0

10.0 1.0 0.1 0.01 0.001 I
15.026 2.1280 1.1023 1.0283 1.0187
15.027 2.1304 1.1052 1.0163 1.0125
15.118 2.3657 1.3626 1.1503 1.0971
19.359 10.519 7.5656 7.5863 7.6016

14.363 2.0371 1.0886 1.0266 1.0187
14.364 2.0365 1.0915 1.0147 1.0127
15.066 2.2155 L3451 1.3329 L3326
18.505 9.9856 6.9315 6.9807 6.9815

12.776 1.8298 1.0580 1.0228 1.0187
12.776 1.8294 1.0608 1.0153 1.0590
12.842 2.0520 1.3040 1.2310 1.1956
16.554 8.8304 5.6359 6.0836 6.0445

In th~ study, the solution of the incompressible irnpukive model ia used as the initial
condition for a fully nonlinear simulation of the finite-amplitude stage of the instability. In
the subsequent motion, the flow ia governed by the two dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes
equations,

ap
~+u. vp=o, (4)

p~+pu. vu = -VP+ pv%l, (5)

V.u=o, (6)

where p is the viscosity of the fluid. The above equations are solved subject to the boundary
conditions,

u+(O, V) as ~~+co, (7)

P+P* as y + *co, (8)

and u, and p are periodic in Z, with period 2r/k. Since we are interested in the inviscid
regime, the magnitude of the viscosity used is very small. We scale the above equations
using the following characteristic quantities

u.= Ivl, /.= L, p.= p.~:,

L
Pc =P++p., and tc=~. (9)

Here L ia a characteristic layer thickness. In both cases, the equations have the same forms
aa shown in equations (4)-(6), except that in the non-dimensional momentum equation the
viscosity p in equation (5) is replaced by the factor Re - 1, where Re = pcuclc /p is the
Reynolds number. In the actual simulations, we choose V = – 1, k = 1, and p = 10-6.
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Figure 2. Time evolution of the average quantities for the single scale profile with L = 1,
A = -0.5, c = 0.5,0,t <40. The solid linea correspond to the numerical computation;
the dashedlinescorrespondtotheprdlctionofliieartheory.Shownherearetheaverage
amplitude, and the width of the density layer vs t.

NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

Due to the sharp gradient of the initial density profile in some parts of the flow domain,
we use a non-uniform grid in a moving frame in order to resolve this region. We use a
iinite difference discretization with a staggered grid and with the primitive variables aa the
unknowns. The system of equationa is d~cretized in time with an implicit Crank-Nicolson
scheme applied to all terms. Central differencing is used to compute spatial derivatives.
Theresultingnonlinearsetofequationaiasolvedbyaniterativetechniqueknownasthe
artificialcompressibilitymethod.To solvetheresultingnonlinearequationswe usean
iterativeschemeproposedbySohandGoodrich5withamodificationtoincludethedensity
equation.

RESULTS FOR SINGLE SCALE PERTURBATIONS

In order to characterize our results, we consider two kinds of density averages quantities
for the density, one in the y-direction, and the other in the z-direction. The average in the
y-direction is defined aa follows,

2Yp+ - J:y P(% IW _ y
py (z)= 1

P+ – $J-
(10)

where Y is the maximum value of y used in the calculation, and p+, p- are the uniform
densities as y - 4mo respectively.

Equation (10) is a kind of area average of the density. The expression (10) for pv(z)
defines an average interface for the stratified layer. It gives the exact functional form of a
sharp interface y = ~(z) which separates two regions of uniform density p+, and p_. Hence,
this definition is convenient for the comparison of the numerical results to those predicted
by the Richtmyer theoryl, since an average amplitude based on ~y (z) can be defined as,

Thegrowthoftheinstabilityischaracterizedbythetimederivativeofa.
Theseconddensityaverageisdefinedssfollows,

(11)

(12)
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Figure 3. Time evolution of the density contours for a random initial condition with A =
-0.2. Shown here are t= 64,68,72,75.The contours are at p = 0.41,0.45,0.50,0.55, 0.59.

which is the standard area average. From p=(y), we can define a width 6 of the stratified
layer. Let y+ be the position of P=(y) such that,

y+ 5 rnin(llp=(y) - p+ll < dllp+ - p-l]),

where d is some specified percentage. Similarly, let y- be such that,

Then the width of the density layer is defined as,

C5=y +-y-. (13)

In order to understand the growth of the instability, we consider two different kinds of
initial density distributions. The first one which we term the single scale perturbation is
given by

p(zy’=i[l+Atanh(+(y-’cosz))l (14)

where A is the Atwood number, and L is the characteristic thickness of the density layer. For

L >0, equation (14) describes a continuously stratified interface. As L approaches zero, the
layer reduces to a sharp interface with e as the amplitude of the perturbation. Rlchtmyerl
considered the instability of a sharp interface with an infinitesimal perturbation subject
to an impulsive acceleration. With the density profile (14), we can justify our numerical
results when L, and c are taken to zero, in that order, for a sharp interface with infinitesimal
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perturbations. Besides this consistency check, this profilek convenientforthestudyofthe
nonlineareffectsinthegrowthoftheinstabilityofahighlyperturbedinterface.

Inviewofamorerealisticperturbationwhichoccursinexperimentalstudies,wewould
liketohavesomerandomnessaawellasa rangeofwavenumberspresentinourinitial
distribution.Toaccomplishthis,wereplaceCOS(Z)inequation(14)bythesum,

or

N

x ~-c(k-l)~

()

i
~ - m Cos(kz) ,

k=l

s’-<(k-’)a{(rkr)c)(~~)+(i(r-)sfi(~~)}~

(15)

(16)

where k is the wave number, rkl, rk’ are random numbers withO< rk1,r&?< 1,andcisa
controllingparameterforthespreadofthewavenumberdistribution.

ShowninFigure1arethedensitycontoursforatypicalsinglescalerun.Depictions
oftherelevantaveragequantitiesmaybefoundinthethesisofPham4.Ourresultsare
quaMativelysimilartothoseseeninnumericalsimulationbyMikaelianGandYoungs7which
includeeffectsofcompressibility.Ingeneral,forsmallA, andt,thespeeds of the bubble
and the spike are equal and opposite. The light fluid penetrates the heavier fluid at the same
speed as the heavy fluid falls into the lighter one. As time incresses, the speeds decrease
at roughly the same rate. For higher A, and c, initially, the spikes and the bubbles have
approximately the same speeds. The nonlinearity, however, causes the bubbles to decelerate
much faster than the spikes. For small e, the roll-up is delayed in time. For larger c, the
nonlinearity sets in faster, and the rolling up of the heavy fluid causes the pocket of the
light fluid to widen horizontally.

In Table 1 we compare the Richtmyer expression for the growth rate of a discrete
interface with the growth rate obtained from our simulation at various values of A,c,and
L. We tabulate the ratio of the Richtmyer result to the observed growth rate. In general,
since less kinetic energy is generated when the layer is thick the ratios have a lower bound
of one3. In calculating the equivalent Rlchtrnyer growth rate for a continuous interface,

da
a — = kvoaoA,

= ao’ dt
(17)

we use the initial average amplitude defined in equation (2) as a., the velocity V of the

flow at infinity as the jump velocity V. of the interface after the impulsive acceleration, and
k=l.

For a given Atwood ratio, A, as L approaches zero, i.e., a sharp interface, the ratios
approach the lower bound of 1 except for the cases with A = –0.8, and e = 10.0, in which
there ia a minimum around L = 0.1. This latter case is, of course a large deformation.
For small perturbation amplitude c, the limit approaches 1.0 from above as L ~ O. For
L <0.1,the ratios of the growth rate do not vary significantly. A more significant incresse
is seen for L >0.1 For a thicker interface L = 1.0 to L = 10.0, the ratios continue to grow
to 0(10). Thus our numerical results are consistent with the predictions of the Richtmyer
theory for a sharp interface. They also confirm the fact that by decreasing the density
gradient, one can reduce the growth of the Rlchtnlyer-Meshkov instability as predicted by
the linear theory of Saffman and Meiron 3. The results also agree qualitatively with the
experiments of Brouillettes in which he observes a tenfold reduction in the growth rate
for a ratio of wavelength to thickness of roughly 3. Thus, for a continuous interface, the
Richtmyer formula (17) overpredicts the growth rate.
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Figure 4. Time evolution of the vorticity contours for a random initial condition with
A= -0.2. Shown here are t = 64,68,72,75. The minimum and maximum vorticities are
respectively (t= 64) -0.6 to 0.3, (t= 68) -0.65 to 0.4,(t = 72) –0.6 to 0.6,(t = 64) -0.6
to 0.7. Negative values are indicated by dashed lines.

The only source of energy for the flow is due to the initial impulsive acceleration, and
since we have a small kinematic viscosity p = 10-6 in the simulation, energy is approximately
conserved. Due to this constancy of the total kinetic energy, and its dependence on the initial
wavelength in the case of a sharp interface, it has been argued by Brouillette and Sturtevantg
that the Richtmyer-Meshlcov instability will not approach a self-similar asymptotic limit.
Indeed, we see no evidence for any universality in the behavior of various quantities such
the layer width at late times The time asymptotic limits of a and 6 depend on both A and
c in some complicated way.

Since the instability is weak, it can be modeled by fixing the initial flow field after the
impulsive acceleration, and then using this flow field to evolve the density. This essentially
corresponds to the use of linear theory. A comparison of the full simulation with the predic-
tions of linear theory are shown in Figure 2. Linear theory accurately describes the growth
of the layer at early times For example, up to time t = 15 for the case shown, the differences
in the predicted average amplitude a, and the layer width 6 relative to the actual calculation
are small, 4.43Y0,and 0.62% respectively. This agreement holds over a time interval which is
equivalent to travel of the layer over a distance comparable to 2~ to 3 layer widths. At lower
Atwood ratio, this agreement extends for even longer times. The roll-up is more compact
and symmetric for the linear case. This results in a more symmetric form for the average
quantities p=(y). The widening of the light fluid globule is not seen and thus a sharper lower
peak of jig(z) is observed.
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Figure 5 (a) Average amplitude and width of fluid layer vs. time for the initial condition
described in Figure 3. (b) Surface plot of F=(Y,t).

RESULTS FOR MULTIPLE SCALE PERTURBATIONBS

In most experimental studies, and realistic applications, the interface is composed of
many random modes of perturbation. In this section, we study the instability of a continuous
interface having a random initial density distribution as given in equations (16) with L = 1.0,
and e = 0.2.

In Figure 3 we display density contours at late times for a simulation with a random
disturbance of the type given by equation (16). We note the emergence of vertical plumes
which at late times dominate the dynamics of the layer. This is more clearly seen in Figure
4 which displays the associated vorticity at each time. The plumes correspond to dipolar
vortex structures. As in the case of a single scale perturbation, there exist dipolar regions of
vorticity consisting of elongated vortices of equal and opposite strength. Until the emergence
of the globules, the growth is in the linear regime. Hence it is proportional to the initial
strength of circulation, which is in turn proportional to the density gradient. The average
densities for the run depicted in Figure 4 are shown in Figure 5. Note that the average
amplitude which is an average of the density in the y-direction eventually stalls while the
layer thickness continues to increase. This is a reflection of the fact that internal mixing
dominates the fluid motion at late times.

An important issue in this study is the development of a self-similar asymptotic behavior
independent of the initial random distribution. Barenblatt1° proposed that the evolution of
a uniform turbulent layer initially deposited in an inviscid homogeneous fluid is self-similar
in time. From a dimensional argument, he found a time exponent of around 2/3 for the
thickness of the layer. Due to the presence of large structures in our problem, there may not
exist a scaling behavior governing late time growth. Even if there exists a limit, the value
of ‘2/3 for the time exponent is questionable. In an attempt to answer this issue, we plot in
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F@e 6 the time evolution of the width 6 of the stratified layer. The late time behavior of 6
seems to follow a power law in time with an exponent close to 1/4 but which varies slightly
with the Atwood ratio. Longer simulations wit h enhanced resolution should provide more

definitive information regarding this scaling behavior.
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shockwave Considerations for Sub-grid C1osure
Modeling in Turbulent Large Eddy Simulations

A&d C Buckingham

Center for Compmssible Turbulence
University of Califbrn@ Lawrence LivexmoreNational Labommy

Livermm Califimnia94550

SUMMARY
This work continues the development of sub-grid closure procedures

tailoredspec&dly for largeeddy simulations(US) in stronglycompmsible
turbulentflow. A time-explicittinite differencecalculationis used to simuhue
theresolvablelargescale~ Theinfluenceof the non-resolvablesub-gxid
-ontie~,~e-m~=~ti~~~mofa
grid scale dependen~nonlinear eddy viscosity of the classical Smagorins&
f- vtv = (Csk)2& but modifiedfor dynamicviscoelasticity. Heres is the

=yd-=oiv~le-=moftimb-~,ih
agridrelated length xand~is thea.- SmagorinskyconstanL
&tendedforshmdadngdynamicvko&mcq ,thesub-gridmodelmimics the
well-established (and physically subsmntial) viscoeiastic response of a turbubt
field to the influence of an ~ interacdn g shock wave. The model
viscoelastic parameters are developed separately fkom statistical rdizations
obtained independently from stochastic numerical simulations of shock-
turbdence interactions.

1. INTRODUCI’XON
Physically, when a shock interacts with an upstream turbulent fiel~ a

substantialenhancement of the turbulent intensity and a simuhaneous distmtion
and realignment of the turbulent strain field and resulting turbulent stress field
occurs. Associated turbukmt tmsport and mixing of phase components and
species Consdtllents are simikwiy ampiitied our ability to P1’edim to measure
and to model a diversity of signifkam flow processes is severely inhibited by
lack of undemanding about shockkurbulence intemctions Discomfoning
levels of uncertainty develop concerningpredictions of supersonic heat and
massUansf= mixingleadingto supersoniccombustion initiadonof detonation
and subsequent@uct evohxio~ and associatedenergy mmsport processes
suchas thOSOdmmlimng hypemnk thermal and elemmagmk radiation.

To compound the difhxky, developing information on the crucial details
of shock-turbulence interacdon presents a daunting e “Xpmmemlandtheomical
problem For exampl%exphend Separation isoiatio% and evaluadon of the
concomitant influences of entropy, velocity, and temperature fluctuations is
fmbiddingly dif&ulL This is particularlyevident in the presence of strong
shocks. Here the classical analytical proceduresfor linearized isolation and
s..qqxxition cf these influences is inval.@ except fix vq mxsbhock, xl
OfmlPmducs .%.kading~~ in~=
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Theoretical analysis, assisted by computer model studies and numerical
simulations have provided assistance and @dance, in design of expats,
refiement of diagnostics and in experimental interpretation. However, even
with the enhanced resolution obtained by use of adaptive grid techniques,
nmhigrid pmcedum and/or spectral methods (where the shock discontinui~
can be isolatd by analytical shock fitting schemes), the results are usually
severely under resolved for all but the lowest Reynolds Number scale flow
situations.[11

Large eddy simulation (MS) procedures which explicitly follow the
largest scale motions while providing, at their be% a carefullpartition fkom
directinfluencewhile”~g he eq~ a- ~~ Ofthenon-
resolvablescakzx appearto beanin temdate (andperhapslongterm)answer
tothisdikmna.

This paperpresents a report on progress in developokga successful LES
technique. Particuk attentionhas been given to ~ test applications
where the presence and intemcdon of strong shocks with comprdble turbulent
fields is of paramount importance. A _ f- at this stage, is on the
sub-grid~b+ Asconcisdy stated inarecentstudy bykitkinsub-grid
scale mndemmm , the turbulence problem is reduced to treating, as well as
one cam the effect of the unresolved subgrid scales on those which are
explicitly computeci.[zl ‘Rds also sems to place in proper peqective, the
subgrid problem in relation to the encompassingprobem of ES dcveloptnem

2. TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
AS demonstmted in the recent work by Mti[21 the unresolvable subgrid

scales have at least two distinct influences on the resolvable gtid scale motions.
tiektieweUh- *~a_moftiqti tie_@le
scaies. The other, lesser rem-is the specual range stochastic influence
of non-linear intermions between the small scales which feed back into the
large scale motiou While less recognize4 this other influence has been well
established fm two decades or more For exampie, in a 1976paper, Kraichnan
i~oti~ontipha~~ti~mti~~~~
afirtnthemetical spectml anaiysis basis foritaswell as forthec kactemdc
viscoelastic response of a turbulent field to an imposition of variations in mean
stfain.[41

Fmtie-m~~n*-=ctiontie~d_t&
the turbulent fiek$ prior to shock amivai. We elect to avoid mntinuing the
stochastic kkatterinfiuence of theseedthmughoutthe dcuMiom Apartial
-tfmtiw-=xbkq=byuh Heobsexvesthat
wxthm his own LES examination of a developing free shear layer,.
appmmady25 explidcyclesofthe stochastic seedptentialinfluence onthe
veloci~ field am s@icient to both initiate grid scale turbulence and to impart
about 95% of the fluctuating energy into the resolvable scaIes[21 Hence the
seedciQineffm betumedoffafreridiatkm without signiikantly altezingthe
evolution or statisdcal stmcmml content of the tmbdent field
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For compacmess, we will here reserve our outline as a focus on the sub-
grid scale developmen~ The process is illustratedwith the help of some sample
resultsfrom numdcal tests.

In the basic Smagorinsky model[31a non-linear.coupling relates the eddy
viscosity, vtv, to the mean local strain rate magnitude&

Vtv= (Csws
The symbols have been identikl previously.

developed fmm the devimric strain rate tensor, S&

(1)

The mean strain is

(2)

(3)

Ineqns.2 & 3 repeatingsubscriptedtensorindicesareusedwith
~ Xi, SpatialCkiWtive COmpOIletltSOf tk RSOIVed SCde velocity Vector

comPonm&Ui,W~&jktik**

The viscoeiastic property is defined as that theological non-Newtonian
transient state of the stress modulus, v~ which may either&crease (thixotmpic)

or inmease (rheopectric) with applied shears- ‘I’ii and then _remm
(relax)to a former state.

In our work asimple,Iinearviscoelasricformis~

(4)

Here the excursion rnetastable state, vtP, has been determinc& fkom
nnmeriml experimmm to be a function of both interacdve shock Mach No, M,
and relative intensity of the fluctuating velocity in the xesolved scales, iu. The

symbol, t, represents the real time of application and 7* is the transient

relaxation parameter. Both vtP and Z* are developed ffom independen~
stmhmic shockmbukmce intemcdon simuladons,previously described and
discussed later on with respect to their applicationheze.[8$1

Neglecting body race, the flow relations for consewation of -

momentum and energy in a non-viscous, mrbdm Caloricallyperfect (y= 7/5)
fluid may bewrittenas follows. The&unewmkis atwodimemional artedan
frame of reference, with coordinates, x~ i = 1,2. The flow field solution

describes the unsteady evolution of density, p(x~ t), velocitY, ui(xi> t),

pre~, p(x~t), ad ~- -, e(xi, t).
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Convohnion averaging over the non-moivablc motions below the scale of

the @d eces ~ effective SUbgrid tddent S* sucw Tic, which must
be modeled with the viscociastic pmcedme intmduccd in Eqns. (~ through (4).

Conservation equationsfor mass momentum SndencrgyaTc written inthis
system as follows.

p,~ + (puj~j),i = Q m

m

(p/pY)* = 0. (8)

The sub-grid influence on the turbulent shear slress, Tij,andthe
dissipation associated with that turhuient shear SUCS%0, arc written in

~ gradimt f-

Tij = pvtv(u~ + uj$ - ~@ij, (9)

@ = (TijUj&j),i. (lo)

As inRotman’s Simdations[q an initial spccWation of space-time
white noise vciocity potential as a S- gcnexatcsa homogeneous isouopic
turbulent field throughout the computionai domain following shout 100
computational cycles Flow through boundaIyconditions are applied at the
horizontalemc!nawhilc siipflowcondhhs appiyattop andbottomofthetwo
dimensional rectangular domain. Following the transient turbulence
devciopmentai@@ a planeshockwaveof specifiedstrengthis inmducd
the light boundaly andpropagatesthroughthe grid-gcnemtcdturbulence. m:
shockinteracts with the turbulenceduring passa~ ~ysis is made of the
flowfield immcdmd“ yahcadofandthmughoutthcregionbehindtheadvmciug
shock

3. RESULTS
A major concernhereis the developmentof an ~ pmccdme for flows

in which both shockwaves and turbulencemust be smdated with consistent
accmacy and mmpatibili~. The sub-gid prescription ideally must k to all
intents and purpo~ nearly a- ~ g~~ ~u~ ~ Pm@Y * he
energy rcdimibution between the dynamically immctive shock wave and the
thrcecolkctivcmodesof~fitionsha~k=
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A weak danar shock however, does not remain uIan& It distmts and
oscillateswhehexposedto a sufficientlystrongturbulent-fielcLThe shocktube
experimentsof Hesselink in which weak shocks were propagated into a test
chamber filled with a randomturbukmtdensity disaibution of two gases vividly
illusuated these effects.ra

These experimental resultsihmated the di@action and breakup of very
weak shocks and the distortionof slightly stronger she respecdvely, as they
move into an intensely fluctuating density field. They also illustrate the
intensifbtion of the turbulenceby the shockwave as Micated by the increase
in population of fine scale ~~ disturbances in the density and density
mts ob-edin the fiowmuahzadcm behindthe advancingshock.

k~smm~ti=ti- dmohdondtititie
indicatedsub-gridviscoelasticresponseclosuremodeL Rotman’searlierwork
made use of a two-dimensional, explicit second-orderGodunov method
ti_by OIWdWdtid~ @tiletid Gkdby
Rotman[q to simdate theHesselinkexperiments These earliercaldations
were solutions of Euler’sequations. There was no sub-gridmodeL The
-onof~-tibdq dtibmti-eb~tiktie
@nciple conaibutionof thepresenteffox%

l“hecurren ttestcomputationsmakeuseofa nexplicktw “Odmensional
ALE(arbiuaryeukrianlagrangian)computerpmcdure. Forthepresent tests

this isruninthe strictlyeulerianmode.[lol Aspedicwxsiono fthiscodeis
usedwhichincludestensor%coekmy“ “ convenientforourworkhcze.[~11

Review of the difficulty in simuhing and resolving the influence of the
statistically random shock distortions during interactions suggested the
necessity of obtaining results of some stochastic shock turbulence imemction
simulations on which to base funk development of the sub-gxidprocedure.
Attention was given to some compdlkg themedcal studies on the necessary
imposition of two dimensional non-steady boundary conditions for pmperiy
imposition of the shochvave evolution process in realistically inhomogeneous
flow.[71

The twodinens “onalMonte-Carloshockintemcdon simuladons and the
statistical results which form a basis for the present analysis have been
described eIsewhere.[8$1 Here the descriptionis focused on how use is made
of this infmmationindeveloping andtcstingthe std@dnmdeL

Figs. 1 and 2 show wadstid rdizations of the random v@Xity field
during shock intemctionandprobabiliq densitydistributionsof randomintcmal
energy,veloci~ and density.

The results of the shock-turbulence stochastic interaction simukuions
includetheimponantpdicted amplifimdm ofrheiniti~ -~
the asmciated enhancement of mixing as a function of Mach Number and low
initialnxbulenceimemity (<1.0%). TheearlierRotman mqmadod_
with a vmiab~ but me=initiai ti~.mce intensity are shown together with a
collectionof experim: I: :i results in I!3g.3.
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Fig. 1 Individual realizations of random velocities
at discrete (q) levels from Monte-Carlo shock
interaction simulations at indicated Mach NOS

Mma

P --

Fig. 2 Ensemble Averaged pdf% of individual
realizations for internal energy (E), velocity
(U), and density (p) fluctuations from a
M = 3 stochastic simulation of shock-
turbuience interactioxm

The prdictd stochmic variationof the apparentshockhnt distordons
orrandommotions during shock front turbulence interaction arc illusuatcd in
Fig. 4. The zone of interactionis seen to contractsignifkantlyas shockMach
No. increases, and the shock steepens non-lineariy with the added
~tioa ‘ilu - ~~~ in nominalfluctuations lengthscale
(b@)~mk<a~-h*ti~i’dtiKg.4. These
lwoscalessrc uscdinth(; mcntanalysistodevclopt!!e %coehmc“ rclsxadon
parsrnctrxsof Eqm (1) tk .’-* (4).
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Fig. 3 Amplification of intitiai turbulence kinetic
energy by passage of an interactive shock
front as a function of Mach No. Shown are
experimental and numerically predicted vaiu~
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Fig. 4 Variation in stochastic model predictions
of anuarent shock interaction zone thickness
and ‘;orticity correlation length scales as a
function of shock Mach No. All values are
ratioed to interaction zone thicknessat M = 2.
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fig. 5 ~~tCS the predicted dominance of the velochy (u’)and density

(P’) flucm~ons on developing grid scale motion in comparison to the near-
negligible influences of the acoustic (p’) fluctuations. This is somewhat
misleading however since the mean and low ftequency acoustic disturbances are
very sign.iiicant in modulating the pressme dkmibutionsof the backgnmndflow
duringboth incidentand reflectedphasesof their radiation from the source.
This subtle influencecan be tracedin the computation. However,the rapid
propagationto the boundariesis evidentlyimperfectlyresolved in the exulicit.
gmscakrenlks.

=e 45=:

%
=
&9 30
%

o

ModalEnergy PanMon

2 4 6

Mach No.

Fig. 5 Velocity (u’), density (entropy, p‘) and
acoustic (p’) modal ffuctuationaienergy partition
predicted .by stochastic numerical simulations as
a function of Mach No.

Leith[2] has obsemed that a randomly deforming, unsteady shock
interaction may produce an imperfection in obtaining all of the mntent of the
predicted stationary Hugoniot limits on shock transition variables. The
suggestion is that this is particularly true for weak shocks which may distort or
move randomly when subjected to the influence of an intense turbulent field.
This imperfection may be expressed as the degree of adiabatic energy change
that is encountered in comparison to the diabatic ideal Hugoniot change
predimd for the stationarytit.

The ratio of adiabatic to diabatic energy change through the shock
interadon is illusuated in F@.6. A limited number of qerimental results are
also shown. llese experiments were run at relatively low Mach No.
(2~M0~) whue the influence could b expemt 5 be mae notkeabldla]
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Fig. 6 Ratio of adiabatic to diabatic shock transitional
energy imperfection predicted by stochastic
numerical simulation and oscillating shock wave
experiments.

Insome cases (for low shock Mach Number and strong turbulence) this
transitional energy deficit may be responsible for a small pan of the enhanced
turbulent field energy developed during shock interactioIL This remains to be
proved however, since the enczgytransferred during such interactions is much
more substantial than what WOUMbe predicted by this kind of balance. The
stochastic @nndatio* at least qualitatively,predict the appm@ue trends.

F@res 7 and 8 show the distribution behind the advancing shock of the

ratio of shock-wave enhanced to free stream turbulent tietic energy, tiKo

The results ofthebasicSrnagorins@closuremodelarecomparedwiththe
viscoeiasticresponsemodeluptothepointofasymptoticmatching(identified
by thelimitdesignationonthefigures).The disrnbutionsaregivenasa
function of units of tme rnokcular shock thickness at these flow conditions.
hploafmti~fitie -ofti~bti~~nm
used for computations without a sub-grid modeL This is inactive in these
calculations since the sul@d scale diffixdve effects on @d scale motions
domiMte.

4. CONCLUSIONS

n A sub-grid scale model has been tested for consistency in application
to shock turbulence interam“on flow situations at modest Mach No. (<6.0).
Based on a limited number of experimental results and some previous
computationaltes&thed~of~_~~~ =mrnisein qualitatively
modelingthe subgrid scaleinfluences.
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Fig. 7 Predicted intensification and relaxation of

average turbulence kinetic energy, IGrelative to

that upstream of an interacting shock fron~ IcO,
at M=2.

O Contraction of length and time scales with incmascs in interactive
shock Mach Numberaredeveloped in sepamte stochastic calculations of the
shock intemcdon dynamics. These resulrs were used to help establish some test
metastalie shear modulus and temporal relaxation parameters for the sub-scale
viscoelastic model.

O Test results from the demonstration calculations have been obtained
which provide support for continuing the viscoelastic closure model efforts in
simulation of two-dimensional shock turbulence interaction influences. The
present results are limited to two spatial dimensions and to reladveIy low Mach
Number. Hence, it needs to be stated that these results represent only an initial
phase of a much more extensive study and development of usefid LES
procedures for compressible high Reynolds number turbulent flow simulation
applications.
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Fig. 8 Predieted intensification and relaxation of
average turbulence kinetic energy, K relative to

that upstream of interacting shock fron~ K(),

at M = 3S.
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*LARGE EDDY S1MULATION AND COHERENT STRUCTURES DOWN
A BACRWARD FACING STEP FLOW

A. Silveira Neto and D. Grand
C.E.A./Departement de Thermohydraulique et Physique

85X- 38041 GRENOBLE CEDEX

ABSTRACT

A statistical and topological study of a complex
turbulent flow over a backward-facing step is realized
by means of large-eddy simulations. The subgrid-scale
model is a local adaptation to the physical space of the
spectral eddy-viscosity concept introduced by Kraichnan
and implemented for isotropic turbulence by Chollet and
Lesieur. The statistics of turbulence are in good agree-
ment with the experimental data, corresponding to an
aspect ratio of 2.5 (small step). Furthermore, calcula-
tions at a lower aspect ratio of 1.25 (higher step) show
the the eddy structure of the flow presents striking
analogies with the plane shear layers, with large
billows shed behing the step, and longitudinal vortices
strained between these billows.

INTRODUCTION

For many years, the only practical approach to the
computation of industrial flows was through the
time-averaged equations in one point and the use of semi
empirical turbulence models.

An alternative a preach is the development of
22large-eddy simulation , , in which the temporal evolu-

tion of the large-scale structures is obtained directly
from the numerical simulation. The motions of wave-
lengths smaller than the computational grid
(subgrid-scales) have to be represented by a proper
statistical model.

These large scale structures play an important role
in the physical characteristics of technological pro-
blems : thermo-hydrauli.csin nuclear reactors, environ-
mental studies, acoustics, vibrations, aerodynamics,
combustion, etc... Comprehension of the dynamics of this
organized large-scale movement is necessary for the
,mechanical control of their production.

We report on the results of a three-dimensional
(3D) large-eddy simulation of a complex inhomogeneous
shear flow : the flow downstream of a backward-facing
step in a plane channel (Figure 1). The results of the
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“numerical simulation are compared to the experiment of
. Eaton and Johnston3. In this experiment, the aspect

ratio defined as the height W of the channel downstream
of the step over the height of the step H is 2.5. The
Reynolds number based upon the upstream bulk velocity U.
and Ifis 38 000. These are the velocity and length
scales used afterwards in the presentation of the
results.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We solve the Navier-Stokes equations for an incom-
pressible fluid, relating the filtered velocity vector
ui and pressure p :

t+ui = o (1)

.

(2)

Here, ?i ‘
A

is the subgrid-stress tensor. The boundary
conditlo s are : at the inlet, U1 = Uo+~r where U. i.s
the bulk velocity and ~ a white noise of amplitude
10-* Uo, modeling the residual turbulence within the
upstream flow.

The subgrid model is based on the gradient trans-
port hypothesis :

(3)

where Si .=(l/2)(aiU,+aju~)

4
is the local strain, 6“ o the

‘Aunit ten or and KS ?he subgrid turbulent kinetic e ergy.
The eddy-viscosity ~t is borrowed from Krai.chnanlsspec-
tral eddy-viscosity4, developed by Chollet and Lesieur5
for isotropic turbulence and generalized to
highly-intermittent and non-homogeneous situations in

6. The eddy diffu-physical space by M&tais and Lesieur
si.vityis obtained under the assumption that the energy
spectrum follows Kolmogorovls law above the cutoff. It
is found :

vt(2,A,t)=O.1O4C: J==
(4)

where Ax is the mesh size uniform in the three spatial
directions. The quantity F2 is the second Order velOCitY
structure function deduced from the filtered velocity
field and defined by :

F2(?’,t)= < \l?l(?+i’,t)- iz(F,t)112> (5)
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where <“> is the spatial average over the shell of
radius IIi?ll . The development of this model is presented
by Lesieur7.

The transport equation, completed by the subgrid
model, are solved numerically with the aid of a software
used for 3D computations of industrial flows : the TRIO
code, developed at Commissariats& lfEnergie Atomique.
The finite-volume version of the code derived from SOLA
method8 is used hereafter, with a third-order discre-
tization scheme for the convective terms (SMART
scheme)g.

RESULTS OF LARGE-EDDY SIMULATION

The first calculations correspond to an aspect
ratio W/Ii= 2.5, on a grid with, respectively, 200, 30
and 30 grid points in the longitudinal, transverse and
spanwise directions.

Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the transverse profiles
of the mean longitudinal velocity and of the turbulent
kinetic energy. The profiles are located in the reatta-
chment region (x/I?=8)in the middle of the channel. The
turbulent kinetic energy, evaluated at each point by an
integration over a time interval 400 H/Uo, consists of
two parts : a contribution u“uI/2 corresponding to the
fluctuations ui with respec ~~othetime averageui of
the instantaneous filtered field ui on the one hand, and
a subgrid energy Ksl on the other hand. The latter is
estimated by a proper extrapolation of the local kinetic
energy spectrum, derived from the local structure func-
tion. Results are compared with a laboratory experi-
ment. The agreement between numerical and experimental
results is satisfactory, the maximum discrepancy beeing
less than 10 %.

On Figure 2 (a) and (b), are also shown the resul-
tats given by the standard X-e statistical model imple-
mented in the TRIO code : the position of the peak of K
is not well predicted, neither is the mean velocity
profile.

The large-eddy simulation improves also the predic-
tion of the reattachment distance x~/H, as shown by the
following results :

Experiment XR/H=7.8
Large-eddy simulation (fine grid) XR/H=8.1
K- E model (grid independent result) XR/H=6.2
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A vi.suali.zationof the instantaneous flow field at
time t = 90 H/UO is now presented. Figure 3 displays the
vortex structure : a plane sheet appears just
down-stream of the step (left-hand side of the figure).
It oscillates, giving rise to large billows of spanwise
vorticity. Streamwise vortices are streched between the
primary billows. Near the reattachment region, the pre-
sence of the wall introduces an extra source of stre-”
thing, leading to a high three-dimensi.onali.zati.onof the
structures.

In the above case of a low step, the vortex struc-
tures forming downstream are strongly influenced by the
lower wall. On the other hand laboratory experiments and
numerical simulations are available which free mixing
layers (that is, a step of infinite height). We consi-
dere then another configuration with a higher step
(W/H=l.25), and compare the resulting structures with
those obtained in free shear flows. The number of grid
points is now 130 x 40 x 25. Figure 4 shows the vorti-
city field at t = 138 H/UO. Five primary rollers are
present in the channel. As compared with Figure 3, they
are much less three-dimensional, but exhibit spanwise
oscillations, as other plots show. The strain field
induced by two consecutive Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices
leads to the formation of streamwise vortices stretched
along the braids. The ratio between their spanwise
spacing and the local vorticity thickness is in good

10 (0.7 againstagreement with laboratory observation
0.8).

Additional information on these results is
presented by Silveira et al.ll

These new results concerning an inhomogeneous tur-
bulent shear flow demonstrate the potentialities of a
large-eddy simulation carried out with a finite-volume
method (TRIO code) and a recently proposed subgrid
mode 1. In the two different geometries considered, the
numerical simulations compare favorably with
experiments, even for the detailed topology of the flow.

This study shows also the similarity of the flow
downstream of a backward-facing step with the free
mixing layer.
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SHOCK ACCELERATION WITH TURBULENCE MIMMIZATION*
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P.O.Box 1663,LosAlamos,New Mexico87545,USA
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I. INTRODUCI’ION
Suppose we desire to use a series of shock waves to bring a fluid inttxface, ini-

tially at res~ to a final velocity V afterthe interfacehastraveleda distancex (Fig. 1).
The interfaceis initially “nominally smooth”, meaningit is discontinuousand has a
full spectrumof smallperturbations.The problem k to bring the interfaceto the de-
siredfinal state with as little turbulence generation as possible. The present work is an
attempt to find a prescription for doing this, in the framework of a simplitled version
of a one-point turbulence transport model developed by Besnard, Harlow, and Rauen-
zahnl.

The model equations sre transport equations for the turbulent statistical quanti-
ties E (the turbulent kinetic energy density) and a (the correlation of density and veloc-
ity fluctuations), with a prescription for b (the self-correlation of density fluctuations)
based on the local concentrations cl, C2of fluids 1 and 2, initially on either side of the
interface. The concentrations obey a diffusion equation. Thus the equations are similar
to those implemented by Rauenzahn in the CAVEAT code, although we include a dif-
fusion term in the a equation. The configurational prescription for b is the same as that
used by Besnar& Haas, and Rauenzahn in Ref. 2.

II. SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS
A. Simplification of mo&l equations. We simplify this model still further by

transforming to a flame in which the shocked interface is at res~ so thatthe mean flow
velocity ~i vanishes. We assume dissipation is unimportan~ We consider one-dimen-
sional situations, so that all quantities vary only in one coordinate. Finally, we assume
isotropic turbulence, so thatthe Reynolds tensor R= = (2/3)~E. With these approxkna-
tions,themodel equationstaketheform

(1)

ilpa =ba~ 2a~ a

-aF ().—.-E—+— #: ,
pax 3 ax ax .

(2)
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afick ()v ack
at

‘~— ,k= 1,2,
= $ ‘6cax (3)

(P1-P*)2
b = ctlaz

F“
(4)

Here ~ is the mean flow density, u is the mean flow velocity, ~ is the mean flow pres-
sure,and Vt is the turbulence diffusivity. The models mentioned above include a trans-
port equation for dissipation e, but we omit it and set e to zero in the following
analysis. The constants 6= and 6C are of order unity. The volume fractions q and Ctz
are related to the concentrations c1 and C2by alpl = cl~ and ct2p2 = c2~. Of course
a1+a2=landcl+c2=l.

B. Additional simplifying approximations. To make the problem analytically
tractable, we introduce some additional simplifying assumptions which we do not ex-
pect to alter the qualitative significance of the conclusions reached. These include (i)
assuming the density to be nearly uniform, in the sense that density gradients are insig-
nificant to the dynamics of turbulence transport, yet large enough to give finite density
self-correlation. This is equivalent to dropping the density-gmdient term in Eq. (2),
while retaining pl- p2 as non-zero in Eq. (4). Another assumption is (ii) the irnpulsive-
pressure approximation of Saffman and Meiron3, in which the turbulent velocities af-
ter shock passage are taken to be much smaller than the sound speed. This is strictly
true only for weak shocks.We have already mentioned the assumptions of (iii) no dis-
sipation and (iv) isotropic turbulence.

HI. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM.
We treat the given problem in three phases. The first phase is the initialization

of turbulence at the discontinuous interface by the first shock wave, seeded by a spec-
trum of perturbations at the interface. This sets the initial conditions for the second
phase, which is the transport of turbulence and growth of the interface’s thickness dur-
ing the period between shocks. The third phase is the arrival at the interface of the next
shock wave, generating turbulence from finite density self-correlation b and density-
velocity correlationa. We restrictattentiontothecaseoftwoshockwavesfornow.

A.Phase I: Turbulence generation byjirst shock wave. For the first phase, we
use the results of Saflinan and Meiron3 to initialize the turbulent kinetic energy and
the density-velocity correlation at the discontinuous interface. They give, for a discon-
tinuous interface with a small perturbation of wavenumber k, the following expression
for the total turbulence energy per unit cross-sectional area generated by a weak shock
wave which accelerates the interface to a velocity Vl:

[p] EE1-ot1(= ~ P)A2V;kq2 (5)

where <p> is the mean of the postshock densities on either side of the interface:<ps =
(pl + p-j/2, A is the postshock Atwood number (pl - p2)/ (pl + p2), [p]E is an E-
weighted mean density, and q is the postshock amplitude of the perturbation. From
Saffman and Meiron’s results, we evaluate the total density-velocity correlation (units
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aremomentumper unitcross-sectionalarea)as

[PI =a = (P)A2V1~2. (6)
where [p]= is an a-weightedmeandensiff! For a full spectrumof linear,non-interact-
ing perturbationsattheinterface,we sumoverall wavenumbersto obtain

where S is an

[p] #Tot,o = ~(~ P)A2vfs ~d [p] .aTot,o = (P)A2VIS, (7)

initialscaledefinedas

(8)

Consistent with these values of ETOt,Oand aT~@ we define a quantity which plays the
role of total density self-correlation, with units density x length:

~z-o,,o = (P)A2S. (9)

B. Phase II: Transport of turbdence and growth of inte~ace’s thickness. In
this phase, the turbulence quantities generated by the passage of the f~st shock wave
disperse through space in accordance with the transport terms in the governing equa-
tions (1) - (4). In this study we have modeled the transport terms as diffusive. Using
the impulsive pressure approximation, we treat the pressure gradient terms in Eqs. (1)
and (2) as delta functions in time, acting only at the instant of passage of the first
shock, so that they vanish during Phase II. We also assume that the density gradient is
dynamically negligible during Phase II, so that density-gradient creation of a vanishes
in Eq. (2). This is not really a good approximation, since the density-gradient term is
of comparable or greater magnitude than the diffusion term. However, the density-gra-
dient term has the same time dependence as the diffusion term, and so the two maybe
combined, if we are not interested in the detailed spatial distribution of a. We do so
for now, in order to employ Barenblatt’s4 similarity solution technique. Then the gov-
erning equations (1) and (2) become

(lo)

while the concentration equation is the same as before.

An exact solution to the turbulence energy equation (10) is given by Barenb-
latt4, who writes the turbulence diffusivity Vt as the product of a turbulence length
scale 1and a turbulence velocity&. He models the turbulence length scale 1as a def-
inite fixed part a of the actual-thickness of the turbulent layer,

1 = czh (t) andvl = ah (t) @, so that Eq. (10) becomes
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a~E

(

aE

T =$P
)

-ah (t) k= . (12)

/
Barenblatt considers only uniform density, so that ~cancels across the equation; hav-
ing assumed the dynamical negligibility of the density gradient, we do the same thing.
Using dimensional analysis, Barenblatt m%

h (z) = <0 (~) E~o,,o~ (12a)
and

E (X, t)

2 m ‘-W+)=+($)9
= ~oETot,*

(13)

where ~ is a positive constant. The form of @(Q need not concern us now. The con-
stant ~ is found to equal ( 135 cc2/4)lfi. The Prandtlnumber ccmust be determined ex-
perimentally since it cannot be evaluated within @e framework of this model.
Typically it is about 0.1.

Using a similar dimensional analysis, we find a solution to thea equationEq.
(11) by writing

h (t)

()

aTot,O
a (x, t) = ~r— —

h ~t) ‘2h(t)
(14)

since a has units of velocity, i.e., length/time. The form of the dimensionless function
17need not concern us here, especially since our neglect of the density-gradient term
probably gives us an incomct idea of the true distribution of a. We have added a con-
tribution due to aTO~~ by assuming that the initial a is spread out uniformly over the
turbulent layer of thickness 2h(t). The similarity solution is valid only when h171~>

aTot,&h.
In a similarway, the composition gradient must have units 1 /length, so

acl
z &i= h (t) ()$.

Integrating, with the boundary condition that cz(-h,t) = Oand cz(h,t) =1, gives

1
Cl(x, t) =-+

()
LA —

2 h(t) h ;t)
,where ~(~) = $(<A) (15)

andwe havetheboundaryconditionA(-1)=A(1)= 1/2.Again,thedetailedformofA
neednotconcernus.

Withthisrepresentationforcl,we now useEq.(4),theconfigurationalpre-
scriptionforthedensityself-correlation,toevaluateb. Since cxl = cl~/pl and ct2=

C2~/P2 =(1 - c])@p2, we find lkom2Eq. (4) that
(P1 - P’)

b (X, t) = %a2 p = p (x, t)

AJ-i%A2(al

We need to add to this shock-generated density self-correlation a term representing the
pre-existing density self-correlation bTot,O. As with a, we assume this contribution to
b is uniformlydistributedoverthelayer,sothattieexpressionforb becomes
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\
b (X, t) = p (z t) JfJ1--##(*)]+-. (16)

We evaluate the total magnitude of the turbulence quantities, integrated over
the turbulent layer, from Eqs. (13) - (16). For example,

Pwhere the constant r. denotes the inte in parentheses and ~ =X/h(t). Thusthetotal
quantityof a increaseswith time as t ‘, for times such that the fmt term dominates
the second. Likewise

h

()
bTo, (t) = ~ b (X, t)& = ~oAo ~ ~ (t)E~,,otM + b~ot,o,

-h 1–A

where 1

iM)Ao+UW)>d (1-4 C2A2(C)MC

definesa weightedmeande;;ity ~ (t),which we expect to be a slowly varying func-
tion of time, being of order c > =

b
(P1 + p2)/2. Thus the total quantity of b increases

with time approximately as for times such that the shock-generated part of b,
which grows during the inter-sh&k period, dominates the pre-existing b.

C. Phase III: Arrival of second shockwave. We treat the second shock wave in
the impulsive -pressure approximation, so that pressure gradients are modeled by delta
functions in time. All other processes like turbulent diffusion are imagined to occur on
a much longer time scale. The insignificance of the density gradient term in the a
equationmaybearguedvalidlyforthisphase.Thusthemodelequationstaketheform

(18)

while the concentrations remain constant. Solving the a equation for @3x and substi-
tuting in the E equation gives

Since the concentrations do not vary during the instant of shock passage, b remains
fixed atthevalueb2 = b(t2) and we integratetoobtain

(@2+ )2_ (pa,- )2
~E2 + =

2b2 2b2
+~E2_ . (19)

Here the second shock anives at time t2,and E2. is the turbulence energy immediately
prior to shock passage. (We are suppressing the explicit x-dependence for now.)

To evaluate a, we use Eq. (18) with the pressure gradient replaced by (87 /ax)
~(t), following Saffinan and Meiron3, where ~ is the shock impulse with units of pres-
sure x time and iii(r) has units of 1 / time as usual. The shock impulse is related to the
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interface velocity V2 after shock passage (in a reference frame traveling at velocity VI
relativeto thelab frame) by a~ /ax= ~VZ, as shown by Saffinan and Meiron. So, inte-
grating the a equation, we obtain

~Lp+ ~a2 _Pa2+ = pax = b2V2 + ~az. . (20)
Use Eq. (20) in Eq. (19):

(21)

which shows clearly the seeding of turbulence by bz, the density self-correlation at
time t2, and by a2-, the density-velocity correlation immediately prior to shock pas-
sage.

From Eq. (21) we evaluate the total turbulence kinetic energy after the second
shock by integrating over the turbulent layec

V; h b2 h h

ETots+ = ~ ~~~+V2~a2- dX+~E2_ A
-h -h -h

Substituting for aTO@ from Eq. (16a), inserting the expressions for aTO@,bTO , and
ETot,o, from Eqs. (7) and (9), defining w= = (<p>/2[p]a)1B, WE= (<P>D[P]E) ‘B, and
substituting

1/3@/3 = &j.vEA
h2 = ko%xo 2

2/3vf/3@/3#3 ;

L = Vt2; V1 =Zv, and V2= (1–z)V

leads to

EToL2+

() ()

4/3 LA8/3 ~ 2/3z2/3 ( 1 _ ~) 2 + y2A ~
— = Y~—

l’3z4/3 ( ~ _ z)

V2S 1-A2 S

[

Im
+ A2 ~(l-z)z+w:z (l–z)+w:zz 1 (23)

to
where yl= ~ WEIA and y2 = @&o. The terms in powers of L/S in

this equation represent the b and a seeds thatgrow during the inter-shock period, while
the terms in the square bracket represent pre-existing b, and a andE created immedi-
ately by the tlrst shock.
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IV. EVALUATION OF TURBULENCE ENERGY
‘We consider two limiting cases of Eq. (23) to simplify some coefilcients.

These are the cases for z = Oand z = 1, which are equivalent since they correspond to a
situation in which there is only one shock wave accelerating the interface. For z = O,
we find

while for z = 1 we find

Requiringthesecases to
tionof [p]~.

ETok2+ = w~A2V2S.

be equivalentmeans#E = 1~2, which we take as a defini-

W; proceed now to evaluate the function ETotJ+( A,S;LZZ) / V2S ~or several
j to unity.cases. In so doing, we explicitly set the coefficients 71, 71, w~~, and wa

These coefficients are products of other constants near unity, so for illustrative purpos-
es in evaluating Eq. (23) it is adequate to do this.

Figures 2 and3 show ETOt2J V2S as a function of z = V1/ V for LL$ fixed ata
value of 100 and Atwood number A = 0.99 and 0.50. The dotted Ike shows the conrn-
bution from the seeds that grow during the inter-shock period (i.e., the fmt two terms
in Eq. (23)) while the dashed line shows the conrnbution from the remaining terms,
which describe the pre-existing or immediately created seeds. For A = 0.99 and LM =
100 (Fig. 2), the first term in Eq. (23) dominates, by virtue of the denominator 1- A2
and the 2/3 power of L/S. Thus the dependence of ETot2+ on z is almost entirely giv-
en by the function #’3(1 -z)2. This function peaks at z = 1/4. We see that in this high-
Ammod-number, small-perturbation limit, the turbulence energy is maximized if the
f~st shock is somewhat weaker than the second. For accelerations in which 60% or
more of the maximum velocity is acquired in the fist shock, the turbulence energy
may be less than half what it is when only 25% of the maximum velocity is acquired in
the fmt shock. Of course, the absolute minimum values of turbulence are obtained for
z = 1 or z = O,but typically other constraints, such as entropy generation, require inter-
mediate values of z.

As the Atwood number decreases (Fig. 3), the other terms in Eq. (23) become
relatively more important, although the absolute amount of turbulence energy drops.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

I.Possible interface trajectories for the case of two shocks, such that the interface is
brought to velocity V at position x, no later than time t. There is a doubly itiite fami-
ly of such trajectories, characterized by the parameters VI (the interface velocity after
the first shock)and t2 (the anival timeofthesecond shock).

2. Scaled total turbulenceenergy (ETOt2# V2S ) after second shock, as a function of
fmt shock strength, for Atwood number A = 0.99 andscale-ratioparameterLLS = 100.
Peak value occurs at V~/ V = 1/4.

3. Similar to Fig. 2, but forA = 0.50, L/S = 100.Peakvalueoccurs atV1/ V -0.3. Dot-
ted line shows contribution horn seeds grown during Phase II, while dashed line
shows contributions ffom seeds pre-existing or created at Phase I.
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SPECTRALTRANSPORT MODEL FOR VARIABLEDENSITYTURBULENT FLOW

D.Besnard
Cenmed’EtudesdeLimeil-Valenton,94195Villeneuve-St-GeorgesCEDEXFrance

F.H. Harlow,R.M. Rauenzahn,C. Zemach
Los AlamosNationalLaboratory,GroupT-3, MS B216, Los AlamosNM 87545USA

Abstrtux The spectrum of inhomogeneous turbulence is modeled by an approach that is
not limited to regimes of Large Reynolds numbers or small mean-flow main rates. In its
simplest form and applied to incompressible flow, this one-equation model depends on
five phenomenological constants defining the strength of turbulence coupling to mean-
flow, turbulence transport in physical and wave-number space, and mixing of stress-
tensor components. When applied to variable density flow, it includes two additional
equations, that increase greatly its complexity. The implications for homogeneous
incompressible turbulence, isotropic or anisomopic,were found to correspond well to the
conclusions horn more fundamental theories. It was shown in this case that a turbulent
system described by the model relaxes over time into a state of spectral equilibrium,
permitting a reduction to a one-point model very close from the familiar “K-e” model. We
address here the problem of deriving the equations generalizing the model to variable
density flow, and present some results for homogeneous turbulence.

l-INTRODUCTION

The theoretical modeling of complex turbulent flows, after decades of efforts, is
still far from adequate. Only the relatively simple one-point transportmodels /1/ come
close to being useful for simulating flows of practical interest to the engineering
community.Among these,modelsof the “K-&”family /2,3/ are simple and robust, and
have enjoyed the favor of many researcher however, there are limitations in what such
models can describe.K-e modelsandtheirextensions/4/ can deal withflow close from
equilibrium,in a sensethatwas definedmore preciselyelsewhere/5, 6/. Starting from
Navier-Stokesequations,velocity and pressurefields are thendivided in mean and
fluctuatingparts.Themost generalsecondordercorrelationthatcanbe consideredhere
involvesvelocitiesattwo differentpointsandtwo differenttimes;to dealwith flow far
equilibrium,one hasto keepsomeinformationon fluctuationsbothin physicalspaceand
in wave numberspace. If C(xl ,x2) denotes such a correlation,the above constraint
meansthatwe mustknow thedependenceof C bothwith~gard to (xl+x2)/2, and(xl-
x2). An evolutionequationis thereforederived/5/ for a generalizedReynolds tensor
definedas Rij(xl,x2) = u’i(xl)u’j(x2) . These correlationsvanishatftite distance,of
the orderof ~e characteristicscaleof turbulence, and a Fourier transform of the equation
obtained for Rij is used to obtain a spectralmodeL For the sake of simplicity, theresulting
equation is averaged over wavevector angles, and the model describes therefore the
evolution of the turbulentkinetic energy density in physical space and wavenumber space,
defined as

Eij(x,k,t) = $
J

~k
Rij(x,k,t) k2 —

(27C)3 “

Integratingthetraceof thistensorover wavenumber,one obtainsthedensityof
turbulentkineticenergyatpointx. TheusualReynoldstensork therefore
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co

Rij(x,k,t) = 2 ‘~ Eij(x,k) dk

Obtaining an evolutionequationfor Eij relies on the formal expansion of the initial
equation in a series of differentialoperators, for which it is very difficult to prove
convergence.However,it is intuitivelyplausiblethatthetermsof ordern areproportional
to theratio (LT/Lu)n, whereLT is thecharacteristicscale of turbulenceand Lu is the
gradientlengthof theflow velocity.Therationof thesetwo quantitiesmaybe assumeto
he small,meaningthatfluctuationsvary ata smallerscale thanthoseof themeanflow.
Thishypothesissuggeststo keeponly low ordertermsin theabovementionedexpansion.
Reference /5/ retainsfirst order terms. At this point, there are still some unknown
correlationsin theequationthathaveto be modeled.Thisk doneusingknownvariables,
andthecriteriak to takethesimplestformulations,namelylinearor quadratic,thatare
dimensionally comect and have the required invmiance properties (for example,
translationalinvariance),and the spectilc propertiesof the originaj correlations.One
obtainsaneuuationwhich inits simulestform/5/, writes

whexeui is themassaveragedvelocity,E is thetraceof Eij, md theturbulentviscosity,t
is definedas

w

There are five phenomenologicalconstantsin thismodel, cB, cD, c1, c2, and
CM~Or this model to have a reasonable degree of universality, these coefficients have to
stay constant for all the flows we are interested in. They are obtained through theoretical
reasoning and comparisons with experiments. It is shown in/5/that c1 and C2are related

to the Kolmogorov constant CK throughthe relationshipc1 + ~ C2 = ~-3/2.

Moreover, the ratio cl/c2 may be takento be equal to 2 if one uses the so-called
equirepartitionof energypropertyof rnplecongelations/6/. Analysisof themodel in the
circumstancesof turbulenceundergoinghomogeneousirrotationalstrainssuggestsalso
/6/. .

-3/2, ~d CM = # CKcl=: (2K-3/’, C2 = ~ ~ ‘3/’. Each of the terms in Equation

(1) canbe associated with a well defined phys;cal process which affects the evolution of
the turbulence spectraldensity. Turbulence is transportedby mean-flow, including sheam

(EG2 Ehli
)+Enj ~ However, these terms are separatedfrom the total derivative of

n
E along the mean flow” to be interpreted as a source of energy to the mean flow. If the
flow is incompressible, it is possible to show that the correlation relating pressure and
velocity do not furnish any energy to the system, rather, they induce a relaxation of the
flow into an isotropic state. They are usually modeled through two terms; the first one is
independent of the mean flow, persisting in homogeneous circumstances; the second one
includes mean flow shear effects. In Equation (l), they are the terms respectively
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proportional to CM and CB. Viscous effects appear in the terms propornomd to v; one
notices direct dissipation into heat and diffusion in physical space. Triple comelations
arise in the derivation of Equation (1), demonstrating non-linear, non-local of the

turbulence on itself. They are modeled as diffusion in physical space

FeCD*V%)) The lasttermsthatarenotyetcommentedinEquation(1) do not

involve mea’ variab~es; they correspond therefore to a physical process which is
characteristic of homogeneous turbulence. It is the well-known nonlinear coupling between
modes in the spectrum of turbulence. Even though it is widely ?ecognized that this
transfer is non-local, it was chosen in /5/ an approximation based on and its two fiist

derivatives,- CI=&km Eij)+c2&
[

k3 ~~ a~~. It was demonstratedthatthis
.

approximationgivesexcellentresults/5/.’

It was demonstrated/5/ that,in theconstantdensitycase, our model allows for
self-similarregimes of homogeneousisotropic turbulence,as well as free shearlayer
turbulence.However, it was shownrecently/7/ thatsuch self-similarrgimes exist for
otherflows, inparticularfor Rayleigh-Taylorinstabilityinducedturbulence.We wantto
describein Section2 a generalizationof themodelderivedin/5/ thatcanbe appliedto this
otherfamilyof flows. This steptowardnon-constantdensityflow is not straightforward.
In effect, previoustheoriesandexperimentsfurnishinformationaboutthe spectrum of
homogeneous isotropic turbulence, which helps support our modeling. For variable
densi~ flows, very little is known, and what we propose hem is by no means cast into
concrete. As a guidance, we can use the fact that we should find a self-similar solution for
the model when applied to such circumstances as Rayleigh-Taylor instability induced
turbulence. Also, by taking moments of the model, we should obtain equations similar to
second order models as describe& for example, in /4/ and/8/. A third constraint is that the
limiting case of buoyancy cbiven turbulence must be tecovenxi.

2-VARIABLE DENSITY CASE

2.1-Basicnotations

Compared to the constant density case, the new ingredient is the mass
conservation equation. Even though we still assume that the divergence of the velocity
vanishes, density can vary throughout the flow. This allows us to deal with such
circumstances of the mixing of two incompressible fluids, as studied by Read and
Youngs P/. We start from the continuity equation, which reads
ap
~ + (Pun),n = 0,-.
andNavier-Stokes equation,
@li
~ + (Puiun),n = -p,i + V (Pui,n)m ,

(2)

(3)

together with the incompressibilitycondition
Un,n = O . (4)

We also define the quantities B(x1,x2) = pap’ ,

Aj(xl~2) = P’(xl)U’j(x2) ,Tij(xlA2) = U’i(xl)U’j(x2) .
Aftera sphericallyaveragedFourierTransform,thesecorrelationsaredenotedby

B(x,k), Aj(x,k), andTij(x,k), andhavedimensionsof respectivelyM2L, ML2T-1, and
L3T-2. Triplecorrelationswill alsobe considered.Amongthose,letusdefine
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xP@un(xl,x2) = (l’(Xl)U’i(Xl)U’~ (Xz) .

In terms of energy balance, Equations (2-3) imply that

shouldbe conservative.

2.2-Generic approachfor secondordercorrelations

We have to derive evolutionequationsfor secondordercorrelationsthatinvolve
thefluctuationsof two differentvariables.We thereforedevelopherea genericapproach
to this problem. Let a(x), b(x) be field variablessubject to evolution equationswith
advecdonby theveloci~ fieldu(x).We have
da
~+ Una,n=Sa,

~+unb,n=sb,

whexeSaandsb mayincludepressureandviscosityt.erms.
Separatinga andb intomeanandfluctuatingparts,we deriveanevolutionequationfor
thecross-correlation~ whichwrites

a
~ a’(xl)b’(x2) — —( a’(xOb’(x2) ) - =(x2)%( a’(xOb’(x2) )= - un (xl) ~xln

(5)

a;(xl) aT(x2)
./

-~ U’n(Xl)b’(Xz) - ~ a’(xl)U’n(x2)

- %(“(xl)u’n(xl)b’(xz))
a- —( a’(xl)u’n(x2)b’(x2) ) + Sac’ + Fi’(Xl)sb(X2)
ilxzn

The rigth handside of Equation (5) has four different_ypes o~erms:
(1) advections terms, (2) mean gradient coupling to a and b , (3) divergences of rnple

correlations of type XaUII-b,Xa-~b, (4) Sa and Sb terms. Note that in the limit of XI

+x and x2 +x, terms (1) take the conservative form - & ( ‘)
~(x) a’b’ , term(2) is a

a~ —__ a% —..—.
coupling term ~ u’nb’ - ~ a’u’n ,

and terms (3) take the conservative form *( a’u’nb’ ) .

2.3-Fourier Transform

Considernow theFourierTransformto (xX) space.It is definedas
FI’ {4)(x1,x2)} = +(x,k),

@(x,k) = ~ e-ik”(xl-x2) f(xl,x2) d(xl-x2) .
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Inversely,

f(xl,xz) =
J

eik. (xl-x2) @(x,k) ~
(2X)3 “

Thesphericalaverageink-spaceis definedas

$(X*) = s$(x,k) k2 9.
(21C)3

Then

We applya FourierTransformto Equation(5), andconsiderf~st theadvectionterms(l).
TheirFourierTransforminvolvesformalexpansionindifferentialoperators,of whichwe
k~gg~y thelowestorderterms(i.e. firstorder),asin reference/5/. We obtainthatthey

(6)

Similarly, mean-flow couplingterms(2) become

-=(-)-%=) o (7)

Thirdorderconflation terms(3) canberewrittenas

T3
~zl

( )(=-2 G+& a’(xl){u’n(xl)+u’n(x2) ]b’(x2) )

(8)
la

(

a
)(-z~-~ a’(xl){u’n(xl)-u’n(x2) }b’(x2) ) .

The fmt line in Equation (8), after Fourier Transform,becomes a term explicitly
conseamativeinphysicalspace,namely.

1 fixmdyx,k) + xa~-b(x,k)) .
‘Z Xn

Both termsin the second line vanishwhen xl goes to x2, so theirtransformsvanish
when integratedover k. Using our modeling strategy to approximate terms with the
simplest possible expression, we propose the first line to be the sum of an advection and a
diffusion term in physical space, namely

+(x*=))-@l(ab)*wt(x))n(=)yT3= ~2(a,b)a

—
wherewt(x) is a turbulentvelocity.Forexample,we mightchose An(x,x)/ p .
The second line in Equation (8) vanisheswhen integratedover k, and k therefore
modeledasa transfertermin wavenumberspace(aftersphericalaverage).As in reference
/5/, we proposeadvectionanddiffusionto be only operativein th~sapproximation.

To compute spherical averagesin wavenumberspaceof ~ %(k), we integrate

over a sphereof radiusk, to obtain
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k

[

k’z dk’
J(

d~k’ ~ Qm(k’))= ~ Qm(k).dSm) , (9)

‘mz~k.afteruse of Gauss’s theorem.For a shell of radiusk, dSm = ~ k We then

differentiateEquation(9) withrespectto lGto obtainthat

J& Qm(k) kz d~k J= & Qm(k)’~ kz d~k . (lo)

2.4-Evolution equation for comelation B

We now specialize Equation(5) to thecaseof thecorrelationB, anduseEquations
(6-10). We obtain —

ap
%=

— %2=-un~ An - cDl@) &((wt(x))n B) + CD2(B)
ti’(x)~)

4-CIT(B)~k5/2 w B) + C2T@) ~ k7/2 fiaBx)

tik a=)’
-ClA@)~k3 aB)+C2A@) a 4 aB

(11)

where T = Tm, and a = (AmA~ 1/2 /~ .

2.5-Evolution equation for the correlationAi

Similarly,we obtain an evolutionequationfor Ai. In thiscase, therek a spherical
averagingto perf~ whichwrites

(a~a ~
J kmknNjnm- Am ~k 4Z——— .

)

Aj(x,k) ~ d~k .

We thenassumethatthisintegralcanbe expressedasa linearcombinationof theavailable
vectorAi andtensor~j. We have_—

a Un
Njnm == (ql anm Aj(x,k) + qz (8mjAn + 6njAm)) . (12)

Two additionalconstraintsapplyto Equation(12). ItmustcontractintoAj itself,andthe
incompressibilitycondition,to lowestorder,impliesthatNlnl vanishes.We thusobtain

—

aAj _ _aA+ ap a~ 1 am

(

aTj a

at )- ‘n d-~Tnj-KAn-~ ~+ am akwd
——
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- CDI(A)~((wt(x))n Aj) + CD2(A) tit(x) a~)

d
-CIT(A) ~k5/2fiAj)+C2T(A) ~ k7/2fia~)

(13)

- cIA(A) ~k3 a Aj) + C2A(A) ~k’%?)- p’~) ~

wherethelasttermis modeledas thesumof a decay termanda couplingto mean-flow
pressuregradien~thatis

where P=;.

2.6-Evolutionequationfor thecorrelationTij

Thesameprocedureis appliedto Tij, to obtain

- CDI~~(wt(x))n Tij) + cD2(~ tit(x) a%)

(14)

--(
- clT~ &k5/2 dTTij) + c2T.fl) ~k k7/2 ~a~)

aT1M-WY)‘-clAfl)&k3 a ‘1’ij)+C2A~~k4 a ~)-~ u’i

where ql = -3cB+2, q3=4Q-2, andq5=KB-; .

The two last texms in Equation(14) aremodeledas
1 Ai aPpvij = ~

.(

A ap
~q

1

+4— .
p axi

(15)
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2.7-Viscosity terms

It is very easy to take viscosity into account. One obtains additionaltermsin
Equations(13) and(14). Theyrespectivelywrite

( )1V 2 Aj ad-v 2k2-t~Vx2 Tij.-vkz+~ x
( )

3-INERTIAL RANGES

To address this problem, we consider the simpler case of homogeneous
turbulence,firstwithoutdensitygradient,thenin thepresenceof a gradient.Eventhough,
ourmodelequationspresenta formidablecomplexitydefyinganyanalyticaltreatment.To
exhibit trends, we further simplify Equations (12-14) and neglect diffusion in
wavenumberspace in both equations(13) and (14), on the basis this termsareonly a
correctionto thefirst-orderderivativesin wavenumberspace.Furthermore,for thesake
of simplicity,we discardboth advectionanddiffusionin k-space thataredrivenby the
turbulentmassflux densitya.

3. l-Inertial ranges of homogeneous two-phase turbulence under acceleration

In this case, the turbulence is assumed to be driven by a constant pressure
gradient,Neglecting viscosity terms, and assuming isotropy, we obtain in thiscase

a k7/2 @a#+ago,ilE a5

4
—=-cl~k /2& E)+c2a
at )

%= cae -&k5/2 E a) + cm ~(k3 a2) + b go - ca k2 az,

$=+cbe$(k5/2~b) +cba~(k3 a b) ,

(16)

(17)

(18)

where b is non-dimensionalized using the density p, and go is the constant acceleration
acting on the flow.

We then look for inertial ranges, and assume that

E = y(t)kp, a = a(t) km, andb = ~(t)kr. (19)

Equations(16-18) thenbecome

~=:y3nQ@ ‘~)@ -~)k(p+3)’2-agOkm-p’
(20)

( )Q = ~2 yl/2 Cm (3 + 2m) k2+m + (x2Cae ~ + ~ + m k3fl+P/2 - CaCC2k2+mdt

+ ~ go kr-m , (21)

( )
~ = a~ Cba(3 + m + r) k2+m + ~ #2 Cbe ~ + \ + r k3/2+P/2 . (22)
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We want valuesof p, m, andr suchthatthetimedependentfunctionsg, a, b are
independentof k. If m is positive,theonly possiblecase is thatthepressuregradient-go
is zero. If m is negative,from equation(20), one obtainsthatp=-5/3, p=cl/c2, andp=-3.
The frostcase correspondsto free decay, the second one to equipartitioningof energy
betweensmallerandlargermodes, andthethirdone, althoughapparentlyin agreement
withso-called2D turbulence,remainsto be explained.Fromequations(21-22), we see
thatthevalue -5/3 for m andr is also possible, thisvalueputtingCaeandCbetermsto
zero,andnegatingexponentsof k in theotherterms.Thisparticulartripletof valuesis the
one observed in early resultsby Rudman/10/. Otherpossible Valuesfor m are -3/2
(puttingthefirsttermin equation(21) to zero), andm=-1, withp stillequalto -5/3 or -3.
The exponentr cantakeanyof thevaluesm, p, -(m+3).

As for the existence of such inertial ranges, equations (20-22) show that the triplet
(-5/3, -5/3, -5/3) exists, provided c=cl/c2 is larger than -5/3. The k-l inertial range for a

may exist (as well as for b, in fact) and implies at-1 behavior for ct at large t. Integrated
over lG equation (20) expresses the constraint that turbulence energy is finite, therefore

that J a dk must be convergent which in turn shows that such an inertial range would

exist only for smaller k’s than in the Kolmogorov inertial range. The same comment can
be made for the possible k-3~ inertial range for a (and for b).

3.2-Self-similarsolutions

We considerherea sl.igthlydifferentsystemof equations,consideredelsewhere
/10/. It was obtainedby balancingsourceanddecayin equation(21), andintroducingthe
obtainedexpressionfor a in equation(20) (let usemphasizethattheanalysisin $3.1 is
stillvalidhere).Thisparticularmodelingof accelerationdrivensourcetermfor turbulence
is veryclose in spiritto whatis obtainedthrougha two-fieldapproach.Forexample,one
can refer to the one-pointclosure model derivedby Youngs /9/ or Besnardet al /12/.
Equation(20) thusbecomes

Imokingfor self-similarsolutions,we assumethat

E = K(t) L(t) f(kL(t)) ,
a = w(t) L(t) g(kL(t)),
b = Z(t) L(t) h(kL(t)),

(23)

(24)

where~ = k L(t), ~f(~)d~= ~g(Qd~= ~h(t)d~ =1 .

We alsodefine~mm = 1, suchthatkmm(t) = L-l(t). Inequation(24), K is anenergy,W
a velocity,andZ is dimensionless.Equations(21-22) and(23) thenbecome

K-312~Lf+K-1/2~ ~~f)=dt d~ - c1 -&fslz) + C2q~712f lfl)
d~ d~

+ 2 CDK-3/2 W3 ~3g3, (25)

K1~ d 5/2fl/2g) -CD {2g2dtLg+w-@ dW-2SE!
dt~ W =W _$tg3g2)+ cae ~$t

+ZL
~ go h , (26)
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From Equations (25-27), we can obatin the time evolution of K, w, and Z,
enforcingtimeindependenceof thecoefficientsin theseequations.FromEquations(25-
27), we have
K-3/2 ~ L . .~,K-l/2~ =~, andK-32 W3= y, a, ~, andy being constants.

TheotherconstraintsrelatingK, L, w, andZ can be expressedas functionsof thesethree
relationships.Thisyields

()L =Lo 1 + ~ ~/(@2+~) ,

w= W() 1 + ; -M~+z3) ,
()

(28)

and

z = Z()1 + ; -(~+13)/(~2+D.
()

Initialvalues are relatedthroughtheconstraints
wo = 71/3 KOl/2,

LO= (ai2 + ~) to Ko1/2, (29)

to=
#3 ~

a/2+p= “
(note that ZOis not related to other initial values because equation (22) is linear in b).

InsertingEquations(28-29) inEquations(25-27) leadsto

a f - p J&f) - c1 ${5D.f3/2) + C2-$@fU@$ + 2 CDy gqgq = 0,(30)

;+(%) +CM ~1/3$3g2)+Cae _$~5/2flflg) - CDyl/3 ~2g2 + P h = 0,(31)

(p+a) h -p$@)+cba Y1/3-$<3g@ + cbe $G5/2fl/210 = O, (32)

whereP = u

()
$go.

IntegratingEquation(30) over~,we obtainthat

a + 2 CDy ~~3g3d~ = lim ~+~
( )

c1 gslzfqlz - C2g7/2f 11~ .
d~

(33)

In the Kolmogorov inertialrange, i.e. for large ks, we have f s ~~-5/3 , and we
thereforeobtain thefollowing relationshipbetweenc1 andc2, generalizingtheresults
presentedin/5/
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a + 2 CD y ~&3g3 d~ = (feo)312(Cl + ; C2) . (34)

Two similar relationshipscan be obt~ned from equations(31-32). Note also thatthe
integrationof Equation(32) over~ leadsto aninertialrangein -5/3 for h, confdng the
resultsof 33.1. When thetransfertermsin Equation(32) arenegligible,we obtainthat

( a2’L=LO(l‘a2’w=wO(l‘aa+@O. Thisin turnsimplies K=Ko 1 + —

andZ = Z@ Thiscorrespondsto thecaseof differentialaccelerationinducedturbulence,
~ppliedto thecaseof aninfinitemedium.An exampleis givenby aparticulategas(asin a
fluidized bed); one observesparticleclampingat largerand largerscales. Indeed,the
condition a+~=O, for small ~’s, implies thath behaves as ~-1(note thatthe rhs of
Equation(32) is indeednegligiblefor small~s). This resulthas to be analyzed in more
detail regarding its relationship to spectra of passive scalars in a turbulent field. The fact
that this solution diverges when ~ goes to zero should not be troublesome. In efect, there
is no damping mechanism on the production of turbulence, only a mere stabilization of
turbulence growth rate. Note that the time evolutions obtained above are physically
significant. In fac~ in this problem the acceleration is the only given parameteq one can
therefore build only one length scale and one velocity scale from it, respectively
prOpOItiOIldto t2and t.

3.3-Similarity analysis

Deftig thefluxFf as

Ff =
( )

c 1 g512f3/2 - Q ~7/2fl/s (35)
de ‘

we notethatEquations(30-32) areinvariantunderthechangeof variables~+~, f+L-
3f, Ff+~-2Ff, g+L-2g, ~d h+A-2h. Let us define s=(c2/~)2<3f, $=!3-l(ctiP)2~2Ff 3

G=~l/3(c2/~)2/3~2g , andH= ~-1/3(c2/~)~2h . We also define b~/~, daa=ca~c2,
dae=ca~c2, dba=cb~c2, dbe=cb~c2, m=2bdD. From Equations(30) and (35), we
deduceequationsfors, +, G, andH. Theywrite

(36)

(37)

(~+l+da~~~—-2 dae s1/2)G+~+bl/3 (daa+dD)G2 +P bl/3 H, (38)

~~(1 - 2b1/3 dba G - dbe s1/2) =

dG 1/3 dba G + dbe(a+2+bl/3dba~~-b
d@l/2
—-2dbesl/2)H.

d~
(39)

We already know the large wavenumber behavior of f, g, and h. Let us now

consider the limit of small ~s. To do so, let us consider the behavior of +(s) and s(~) near
s–4 Equations (36-37) combine to give
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[

4 + G3

do
2;+ (a-l-c) +~+ m ~

—=
ds

)
4“(3+C) s - ~

From equation (40), one can have

4~> A=constant, and @(s)=(l+c-a) s3/2 +

(40)

two possible cases when s+ O. Either

0(s2); we thusdeduce that s behavesas

~a+2. Similar reasoning leads to the conclusion that G behaves as @2+l and Has ~a+2.

We therefore deduce that f, g, and h respectively behave as ~a-l, @2-1, and ~a for ~

near O.The other case is when~~-, and$+O; we obtain that ~(s)=-@o-s+0(s3/2),

and thats, therefore G and H vanish at ~<0. Near <=~0, they behave respectively as (~-

~0)2/4~#,(<-~012go)2(N2+l*efl), and (~-~~2Qj2(a+2+dbe/2).

4- CONCLUSION

We extended in this paper a model derived /5/ for incompressible turbulence,
extending it to the case of variable density turbulence. This version includes equations for
the turbulent mass flux, as well as the &nsity self-correlation.

As a tit step, we explored the case of pressure gradient induced turbulence. As a
conclusion all three spectra f, g and h (of respectively E, a and b) offer an ~-5/3 inertial

range for large ~s, and a small wavenumber behavior with an exponent depending of a,
when extending clear to zero; the turbulence energy spectrum keeps in fact the same
features than in the incompressible case. More analysis and numerical simulations are
necessary to demonstrate that we recover the same spectra than those observed in /5/.
Early results obtained by Rudman /10/ suggest this such a conclusion.

The next step is to study homogeneous circumstances in presence of a constant
densitygradient,theneventuallyconsiderthecaseof Rayleigh-Taylorinstabilityinduced
turbulence,themainproblemof interestto us.
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TRANSITION TO TURBULENCE
IN COMPRESSIBLE SHEAR FLOWS

M. Lesieur

Institut de M6canique de Grenoble
B.P. 53 X, 38041 Grenoble-Cedex, France

ABSTRACT

We study, with the aid of 2D and 3D direct-numerical or large-eddy simulations,
the effect of compressibility on the dynamics of coherent vortices in shear layers
(mixing layer and boundary-layer on a flat plate). We develop in particular a
new subgrid model, the structure-function model, which allows to take into ac-
count the effects of interrnittency and inhomogeneity of turbulence. This model
permits us to perform a forced-transition numerical experiment in a boundary-
layer at Mach 5: a staggered mode of large breaking-down A-shaped vortices is
found.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most spectacular advances of Computational Fluid Dynamics is the
possibility of visualizing the coherent structures and their interactions within
flows which, for a long time, seemed to escape to any deterministic study. The
Direct-Numerical Simulations (DNS) or Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) allow
both to understand the fundamental physical mechanisms which control transi-
tion to developed turbulence, and can also serve as a reference for the modelling
of industrial flows.

This DNS or LES-based approach is of interest, in particular, to study the
influence of strong density differences or compressibilityy on transition in shear
flows. These efFects are not taken into account by classical modelling approaches
such as the K – e model, and may have drastic effects on turbulence, such
as the inhibition of the spreading of a mixing layer, or the enhancement of
three-dimensional instabilities growth when some convective Mach number is
increased. These effects are of course of prior importance in order to understand
mixing in compressible turbulence.

In this paper, one will study successively 2D and 3D mixing layers, both in the
incompressible and compressible cases. The case of strong density differences
(even in a quasi-incompressible fluid) will be in particular looked at. Afterwards,
we will examine the effects of compressibility on the dynamics of 3D hairpin
coherent vortices in a boundary layer close to a flat plate. This study will
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require at high Mach number the use of a subgrid-model, the structure-function
model, which will be briefly described.

THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL MIXING LAYER

The 2D dynamics of incompressible mixing layers between two parallel flows
of dfierent velocity is presently well understood, following numerous numerical
simulations (see [1]). This is true both in the temporal (periodicit y in the
mean-flow direct ion) and spat ially-growing cases. These calculations show in
particular how coherent structures form by roll up of the initial vortex sheet,
after the development of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, and undergo successive
pairings. Plate 1, taken from ~2], shows the vorticit y and passive temperature
fields in the DNS of a 2D incompressible spatially-growing mixing layer between
two streams of velocity U1 and U2, at a Prandtl number of 1: here, the flow is
forced upstream by a basic velocity

and a random perturbation (white noise) of low amplitude. The upstream tem-
perature profile is identical to the basic velocity, so that the temperature plays
the role of a numerical dye which is wrapped around the coherent concentrations
of vorticit y. Although this is a 2D calculation, we have checked, by varying the
relative velocity ratio A = (Ul – U2)/(Ul + U2) that the computed spreading
rate of the layer satisfies the universal law

dc$
—=0.17A ,
dz

(1)

in good agreement with the laboratory experiments of [3]. Such a law (but not
the value of the constant), may be recovered for instance by a self-similar study
of the Reynolds equations (using Prandtl’s mixing-length theory).

In order to study compressible flows, we have developed a finite-diRerence code
based on a predictor-corrector method, solving Navier-Stokes equations for an
ideal gas (see [2] for details). This code will here be called SHEARCOMP, and
will be used either in the DNS version (SHEARCOMP-DNS), or with a sub-
gridscale model which will be described below (SHEARCOMP-LES). Boundary
conditions are (for the open boundaries) of the non-reilexive type.

Let us start with a 2D compressible mixing layer between two flows of same den-
sity upstream. The relevant Mach number is here the convective Mach number
&fc, with respect to a frame following the coherent vortices. The calculations
(temporal or spatial) con&-m (for a given relative velocity ratio), a tendency
for the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability to saturate when &?Cis increased. This is
due to the approximate conservation of the potential vorticity w/p following the
motion, did as far as the flow remains barotropic: indeed, the fluid in one of
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the layers will be compressed from the coherent vortices (where the pressure is
minimum) to the stagnation points, and the density and vorticit y will there-
fore increase (since p/p~ and w/p are conserved following the motion). This
source of vorticit y in the stagnation region goes against Kelvin-Helrnholt z’s in-
stabilityy. Plate 2 shows a spatial mixing layer at ikfC= 0.4, and confirms this
convergence effect in the stagnation region, although the layer is still essentially
incompressible.

When the convective Mach number is increased up to about 0.7, the flow is
accelerated around the Kelvin-Helmholt z vortices, and the situation is close to
transsonic, with the formations of shocklets: this is visible on plate 3, showing
the pressure jumps. One can check that these shocks do satisfy the mass, mo-
mentum and generalized enthalpy conservation. However, this situation does not
persist very much if M= is further increased: above 0.8, the Kelvin-Helmholtz
vortices do not roll up, and become very elongated and flatened. Therefore, the
H&wis not accelerated any more, and shocklets disappear. In fact, this situation
does not seem to be very realistic, since it is well known from various linear-
stability studies or numerical simulations (see [4] and [5]) that 3D oblique waves
are more amplified than 2D waves above A4C= 0.6.

. . . ...”.
. . .
-5- ‘ I

. . . .?. .. I

Figure 1: pressure and vorticity in a
2 Z’l (from [4], courtesy Y. Fouillet).

2D compressiblemixing layer, MC = 0.3, Tz =

Still in two dimensions, and at a weaker convective Mach number (A4C= 0.3), we
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have examined the effects of strong density differences between the two flows in
the mixing layer. Figure 1 corresponds to a temperature ratio of 2 between the
two layers, and shows the pressure =d vorticity fields at the end of the roll up
of Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices. Comparing with the uniform temperature case,
one observes the cancellation of vorticit y in the cold part of the braids, while it
is reinforced in the warm part. The result is a “cornue-shaped” vortex, which
may be explained by considering the 2D potential vorticity equation which, for
an ideal gas, writes (in the Euler case)

where @ is the potential temperature, conserved following the motion:

D(3

E’” “

(2)

(3)

A is a constant. Therefore, the baroclinic torque is proportional to ~p x ~~.
Since the braid may be considered as following the interface between the two
layers, it is normal to the potential-temperature gradient, which keeps a constant
direction all along the braid. On the other hand, the pressure gradient changes
sign across the stagnation point (where the pressure is maximal, while it is
minimal in the vortex core). Thus, the baroclinic torque chsnges sign on the
braid across the stagnation point. This explains the reinforcement of vorticity
on the lightest side.

THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL MIXING LAYER

Here, we just summarize some direct-numerical simulation results described in

[6] and concerning the 3D temporal incompressible mixing layer forced initially
by a hyperbolic-tangent velocity profile to which is superposed a random pertur-

bation of low amplitude: if the perturbation is quasi twmdimensional, quasi 2D

Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices will develop, which strain longitudinal hairpin vor-

tex filaments between them. If the initial perturbation is three-dimensionally

isotropic, a staggered mode of Kelvin-Hehnholtz vortices will appear, corre-
sponding to a helical-pairing instability (see plate 4):

These various topologies of the coherent-vortex field influence the large-scale
mixing efficiency of the flow, the helical-pairing configuration being more diffu-
sive (since more three-dimensional) than the quasi-2D one. We have not checked
yet whether the mixing in the small scales (and the corresponding Kolmogorov
k-5/3 kinetic energy cascade) is influenced by the type of organization of the
large scales.

We have also looked at the influence of compressibility on the 3D mixing layer
(temporal or spatial) using the SHEARCOMP-DNS code, in the case of natu-
ral transition (see [4]): at low Mach numbers (&fc = 0.3), the helical-pairing
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instability is still active. At ik?c= 0.8 on the contrary, the most amplified mode
predicted by the linear-stability theory (oblique mode) emerges, and the flow is
highly three-dimensional.

THE STRUCTURE-FUNCTION SUBGRIDSCALE MODEL

It is well known that high-Reynolds number flows cannot be simulated at all
the scales of motion, from the largest to the dissipative ones. In the large-eddy
simulations, a space-filtered field is computed, the filter being of width Az, the
mesh size of the computational lattice.

If homogeneous isotropic turbulence is c~nsidered, the filter consists in retaining
all the Fourier wavevectors such that Ikl < k., where k. = n/Ax is the cutoff

‘5/3 Kolmogorov range.wavenumber. We assume here that kC lies in a k For

k << kc, the sub@dscale transfer across k. cornmes from nonlocal triadic inter-
actions such that k = ~+ ~, with p, q >- kc. These transfers can be calculated
analytically (at the level of the kinetic energy) using the EDQNM tw~point
closure (see [1]): it is found, by expansions with respect to the small parameter
k/kc, that the subgridscales play the role of an eddy-viscosity independent of k

and equal to

E(kc) 1/2vt(kc) = ().44 CK-312 [~
=]

7 (4)

where CK is the Kolmogorov constant (which will be taken equal to 1.4). In fact,
the exact EDQNM calculation (without small-parameter expansions) shows (see
[1]) that the eddy-viscosity becomes k-dependant fork close to k., with a sharp
cusp due to both local transfers in the neighbourhood of kC(k N p * k. * q)

and to large-scale velocity shears acting at q << k x kc N p. In this spectral
region (close to kc), the eddy-viscosity concept is anyhow not very meaningful,
since the subgridscales have an action both on the amplitude and the phase of
the complex velocity. Since our aim is to come back to the physical space, where
the spectral-cusp behaviour has no evident counterpart in terms of dissipative
operator, we will

range [0, kc] by a
diRerent constant

approximate the action of the subgridscales on the spectral

constant eddy-viscosity of the same form as (4), but with a
given by the energy-conservation principle. This leads to

E(k) 1/2vt(kc) = ; CK”3i2 [~ .
c]

(5)

Up to now, this is valid for homogeneous isotropic turbulence. However, if
we come back to physical space (for any kind of turbulence, isotropic or not),
it is well known that the flow presents a high degree of intermittence, with
quiet quasi-irrotational regions surrounding intense-vorticity regions. In the
calm regions, there is no need for any subgridscale dissipation. The latter is
needed in the active regions: thus, we are lead to introduce the concept of local
kinetic energy spectrum Ez(kC ), characterizing the local turbulence activity in
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a neighbourhood AX of;. This spectrum may be calculated with the aid of the
2nd order velocity structure function, assuming that the subgridscale turbulence
follows a Kolrnogorov cascade. Introducing a correction due to the fact that the
large-eddy simulation gives only access to the structure-function of the filtered
field, it is found (see [7]):

Vt(ZIAZ) = 0.104 CK-312

where ~2 is the square velocity difference
distance AX apart, averaged upon the six

Ax [172(Z]AZ)]l/2] , (6)

between the point 2 and any point a

grid points surrounding S.

This structure-function model has been used satisfactorily in [7] for isotropic
turbulence and homogeneous stratified turbulence, ud in [8] for the backward-
facing step flow (see also the presentation by Grand and Silveira in the same
volume). Here, we apply the model to the compressible boundary-layer above
an insulated flat plate.

THE COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER

This section summarizes a work published in [9] and concerning a boundary layer
over an insulated flat wall. We will consider successively the low (kf~ = 0.5)
and high (ikfm = 5) Mach number cases. At low Mach number, we assume pen-
odicity in the streamwise direction. We have used the code SHEARCOMP-DNS
in this case, and checked that it predicts satisfactorily the transition to smail-
scale developed turbulence, starting initially with a set of Tollmien-Schlichting
(T.S.) waves perturbed by a 3D white noise of low amplitude. These calcu-
lations show the straining by the mean shear of vortex filaments organized in
phase in the spanwise direction. These hairpin (or A-shaped) filaments, which
correspond to Klebanoff’s peak-valley structure, are submitted to self-induction
effects, and rise about 45° from the boundary. Plate 5 shows these hairpin
vortices before the transitiorc between the legs of the A (peak plane), the in-
duced velocity corresponds to an upward flux of fluid which is closer to the wall,
and hence of slower longitudinal velocity. In the valley planes, on the cent rary,
exists a downward flux of faster fluid. Therefore, the longitudinal velocity in
a horizontal cross section of the hairpin vortices is alternatively rapid (valley)
and slow (peak), and corresponds to longitudinal alternate streaks observed in
many laboratory experiments. The longitudinal velocity profile becomes locally
inflexional in the peak planes, and Kelvin-Helrnholtz vortices are shed. These
local mixing layers are well described by our calculation, as shown on figure 2
(taken from [9]). Afterwards, the boundary layer degenerates catastrophically
to turbulence, with a logarithmic mean velocity profile and a friction coefficient
in excellent agreement with the experimental results. Notice that a large-eddy
simulation done with the code SHEARCOMP-LES in this case gives comparable
results, and predicts the same transition time (determined by the abrupt rise
of the friction coefficient). These calculations are done at a moderate resolu-
tion (30 x 25 x 20), and take about 10 hours on an ALLIANT VFX40 machine.
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1

2

One must emphasize the fact that these transitional processes are highly three-

dimensional, and that our code used in 2D simulations (with a sufficient extent
of the domain in the transverse direction) does not show any two-dimensional
roll up of the T.S. waves, which saturatel.

Figure 2: periodic weakly-compressible boundary layer, spanwise vorticity in a peak
plane (courtesy X. Normand).

In the high supersonic regime (Mach 5), we have carried out a 3D simulation
in the spatially growing case. At this Mach number, the critical Reynolds num-
ber for the development of linear instabilities is too high to allow for a direct-
numerical simulation. We work at an upstream Reynolds number (based on
the displacement thickness) of 10000, and have implemented successfully the
structure-function model in a large-eddy simulation. The resolution of the cal-
culation is 400 x 40 x 20 grid points in, respectively, the streamwise, transverse
and spanwise direction. The flow is forced upstream by a set of 2D waves2 to
which is superposed a white noise of small amplitude. This is again a numerical
experiment of forced transition. Plate 6 (taken from [9]) shows a horizontal
section of the longitudinal velocity at the top of the boundary layer. It clearly
indicates how upstream 2D waves evolve towards longitudinal filaments. The
corresponding vortex structure in the transitional region is presented on plate 7
(taken from [9]). It indicates the presence of large A vortices staggered in the
spanwise direction, looking like breaking-up waves. This topology resembles the

contrary to the 2D Poiseuille flow, where the boundary layers on both walls
detach, leading to two rows of vortices in phase opposition
The second mode, corresponding to an inviscid linear instability, and calculated
with the same code in a 2D calculation.
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secondary staggered mode found by Herbert [1O] in the incompressible boundary

layer undergoing natural transition. The typical computational times are of 20

CRAY 2 hours. It seems then that the effect of compressibility is to favour the
emergence of the staggered pat t em.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the immense possibilities of direct or large-eddy simu-
lations, when applied to the study of 2D and 3D turbulence. In the case of
the 2D compressible mixing layer, we have shown that Kelvin-Helmholtz insta-
bility is inhibitted above a convective Mach number of 0.6, with formation of
shocklets at the edge of the coherent vortices. In the low Mach number case,
but with strong temperature differences between the two layers, we have shown
that the baroclinic torque cancels the vorticity in the cold side of the braid,
and reinforces it in the warm side. For the 3D incompressible mixing layer, we
have shown how a weak 3D residual turbulence may trigger a helical pairing
between the K.H. vortices. On the contrary, a quasi 2D perturbation produces
intense longitudinal hairpin vortices strained between the KH vortices. In the
compressible case, linear effects (corresponding to 3D oblique waves) deterrnine
the naturally-transitioning 3D mixing layer when the convective Mach number
exceeds 0.6. Finally, the direct-numerical simulation has allowed us to study the
hairpin vortex dynamics during the transition in a weakly-compressible bound-
ary layer.

We have also used a new subgridscale model, the structure-function model,
for large-eddy simulations of turbulence. This model allows to simulate the
transition in a Mach 5 boundary-layer at a Reynolds number of 10000: in the
forced-transition case, one obtains A-shaped vortices staggered in the spanwise
direction.
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EMERGENCE OF SPATIO-TEMPORAL STRUCTURES
IN TRANSITIONAL AND TURBULENT FLOWS

N. Aubry
Benjamin Levich Institute and Department of Mechanical Engineering

City College of the City University of New York
New York, NY 10031

ABsTRAcr

A space-time determini stic decomposition has been proposed by Aubry et all for the
treatment of spatially and temporally evolving flows. The method consists in
expanding the flow into orthogonal spatial modes (in a Hilbert space H(X), where X is
the spatial domain) and orthogonal temporal modes (in a Hilbert space H(T), where T is
the temporal domain) with a wel.1-defmed dispersion relation, so that each spatial
function is associated with a temporal one, and vice versa. This is a way to follow the
evolution of the spatial configuration of the flow structures and their temporal behavior
as the Reynolds number increases and the various instabilities take place. Moreover, if
the flow is self-similar, the spectrum provided by such a decomposition follows an
exponentially decreasing lad and all spatio-temporal structures can be deduced from
one only. This implies that, even if the number of degrees of freedom of the flow is
infinite, a simple model using only one structure should be possible.

THE BI-ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION

We call here ‘hi-orthogonal decomposition’ any expansion of a function u(x,t)

into orthogonal modes qk(x) in a Hilbert space HW) (x=X) and orthogonal modes

V~(t) in a ~bert space H(T) (t ~ T) which defines a one-to-one correspondence
between both sets of modes. When the two variables x, t represent space and time
(whichis assumed in the following), this correspondencehas the physical meaning of a
dispersion relation. Two particular examples of such a decomposition are the two-
dimensional Fourier decomposition for plane waves and the probability theory tool
called the proper orthogonal decomposition, Karhunen-Loiwe expansion or principal
component analysis (which uses LZ(X)) when the statistical average is chosen to be the
time average. The application of the latter to turbulence was first proposed by Lumle#
4’5 and the technique was applied to a certain number of flows6-21. The power of the
hi-orthogonal decomposition results fkom the consideration of two Hilbert spaces
(which are not necessarily L2(X) and L2(T)) that permits the introduction of two
characteristic (phase) spaces (spanned by the temporal and spatial modes) linked to each
other by an isomorphism. This isomorphism precisely constitutes the dispersion
relation.

The theory has been developed for a complex valued function U(X,t) (called
signal) defined on XXT where X and T are the spatial and temporal domains. Each
signal defines a linear operator fkom a Hilbert space H@ to a Hilbert space H(T):

U: H(X) + H(T)
such that

VWc H(X), (Up)(t)= ~xu(x,t)q(x)d~(x), (1)

the adjoint operator being
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U*: H(T) + H(X)
suchthat

tf~EH(T), (U*@(x)=iu(x,t)~(t)dfl(t) (2)

where the bar represents the complex conjugate and d~(x), djl(t) denote the measures
in H(X) and H(T). If the operator U is compact, there exists a decomposition of the
signal u which corresponds to the spectral analysis of the operator U and can be written
in the following way:

(3)

and (pk,pl)=(yk,~l)=~k,l

where parentheses denote the scahu products in H(X) and H(T). The fmctions qk(x)

aretheeigenfunctionsoftheoperatorU*U associatedwiththeeigenvaluesa: and
similarlythefunctions yfk(t)are the eigenfunctions of the operator W* also associated

with the eigenvalues a:. In other words, ~(x) satisfies the integral equation

jR”(x,x’)P,(x’)dP(x’)=A:Pk(x)
whosekernelis thespatialcorrelationfunction

R*(x,x’) = ~u(x,t) ~dji(t)
x

(4)

(5)

~d Vk(t)satisfiestheequation

jR**(t,t’)Vk(t’)d@(t’)=A:V,(t) (6)

whose kernel is the temporal correlation fimction

R“”(t,t’) = fu(x,t)u(x,tjdp(x). (7)
x

Although, given the Hilbert spaces H(X) and H(T), the decomposition (3) is not unique
(if the eigenspaces have a multiplicity greater than 1), the subspace associated with each
eigenvalue is unique and has finite dimension. It is interesting to note that there is a
one-to-one correspondence (i.e. a dispersion relation) between spatial and temporal
orthogonal modes, namely

‘~1( = ~ vk~ (8)
which is still valid in the case of degenerate eigenspaces. This is due to the fact that the

Vis (resp. P~S) are both Fourier coefficients and orthogonal modes. This remarkable
feature is a characteristic of the above decomposition and it is satisfied by the space-
time Fourier expansion for plane waves (in this case, the two decompositions
coincide). Now, let us rewrite the signal as a function of H(X) for each t, i.e.

‘dXEx,g,(x) = U(X3t) (9)
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or as a functionof H(T) for eachx, i.e.
Vt = T, q=(t) = u(x,t). (lo)

Then, the minimal(euclidean)subspacewhich containsall thevectors { ~~x)} (resp.

{qX(O}) is thesubspacex(X) of H(X) (resp.x(T) of H(T)) spannedby the q~s (resp.

~~s). The seriesdefinedby (3) convergesoptimallyfastin thissense. Then,one may

define a dimension of the signal as the common dimensionof 2(T) and z(X). An
spatio-temporalentropyhasalsobeenintroduced.

Although a naturalchoice for H(X) and H(T) are L2(X) and L2(T), under
certaincircumstances,it may be more advantageousto choose otherHilbertspaces2.
Moreover, it may happenthatthesechoices arenotpossible if theintegralsin (1) and

(2) do not convergewithalp(x)= dx, dfi(t) = dt (thenit is possible thattheoperatorU
may be neither compact nor bounded). Even in this case, hi-orthogonal
decompositions(whose form is differentfrom (3)) can be derivedby theintroduction

22 These cases are importantin hydrodynamicswhere theof other Hilbcm spaces .
spectrumof U hasoften a continuouscomponentor whereu mayhavesingularities(as
in threedimensionalturbulence).

APPLICATIONS TO TRANSITIONAL AND TURBULENT FLOWS

First, let us notice that bi-orthgonal decompositions can be extended in a
straightforward manner to the case where the signal u and the variable x are vectors.

Then, U(X,t) can be chosen as the velocity field ul~l + uz7tz+ u$~ for incompressible

flows and the velocity/density field Ulil + Uz%z+ u~~g+pXd for compressible flOWS,
although in the latter case, it is also possible to consider the velocity and the density
independently. It is well-known that in open systems, the flow becomes time and
space dependent fkom the fit instabilities, so that one point measurements and theories
are inadequate. This is the reason why the utility of dynamical systems theory, which
deals only with temporal systems, has been severely criticized. The hi-orthogonal
decomposition allows this space-time approach of dynamical systems by the

introduction of the two minimal configuration (phase) spaces z(T) and z(X) as defined
above. It then offers a way to treat bifurcations or instabilities of the flow in each of

1*2*Z From a purely physical point of view, it introduces the notionthese subspaces .
of spatial and temporal structures in the flow. Until recently, researchers have
concentrated in the spatial conilgumtion of turbulent flows, searching for ‘coherent
structures’, organized patterns which could be responsible for turbulence production,
drag, mixing, etc. However, as pointed out by many authors, it is as important to
determine the temporal evolution of these structures. In this regard, we should mention
that experimental techniques used for simultaneous measurements at multiple locations
have recently experienced tremendous progress such as those using a rake of probes,
laser scanning techniques~, image processing of visualizations and particle image

‘*26 The hi-orthogonal decomposition is a way to analyze thesevelocimetry (PIV) .
enormous amounts of experimental -or numerical- dam extracting structures, as well as
a technique to compact them.

The hi-orthogonal decomposition is built on both the spatialand temporal
correlationfunctionsof the signalU(X,t). The spatialcorrelationR*(x, x’) as defined
in (5) is of common utilizationin turbulence(with (l/T) dt as themeasure)when the
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flow is stationary. However, we use it independently of the flow stationarity.
Although the temporal correlation function R“*(Gt’) as defined in (7) is not a traditional
concept in turbulence or fluid mechanics, its importance should be recognized in terms
of ‘temporal structures’ of the flow. It is worth noting that two (spatial) point
measurements using two probes have been extensively used in the past to determine
R“(x, x’) in stationary turbulence. Similarly, one spatial point measurements can be
used to determine R**(t, t’) in homogeneous turbulence. One of the most difficult
problems in physics is the closure problem of turbulence, due to the fact that the
equations for the spatial moments of various orders are not closed A way to avoid this
problem is to consider the two second order statistics R* and R**, i.e. the two-spatial
point correlation and the two-temporal point correlation. Note that this is valid even if
the flow has singularities since a hi-orthogonal decomposition can still be found in this
casez. It should, however, be pointed out that there is still a slight indeterminacy in
R* and R** if one wants to recover U(X,t) which we now describe. It is certainly true
that R* and R** give all the temporal and spatial orthogonal modes qk and wk.
However, the extra information needed to reconstruct u is the dispersion relation,
which is determined only if the eigenvalues have a multiplicity 1.

Finally, we should mention that the hi-orthogonal decomposition can be applied
to laminar, transitional and turbulent flows. In particular, turbulent flows do not need
to be statistically stationary. It introduces determini stic spatial and temporal structures
in turbulence and statistics in transitional flows, thus providing a uniform way to treat
the flow as it evolves towards the fully developed turbulent stage (i.e. when the
Reynolds number tends to infinity).

THE BI-ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION AND THE REYNOLDS AVERAGING

Inparticularwhenthehi-orthogonaldecompositionisappliedtoturbulence,we
mayaskwhetheraReynoldsdecompositionseparatingthemeantlomthefluctuation
shouldbeappliedfirst.Inthecontextofthehi-orthogonaldecomposition,itshouldbe
pointedoutthattherearetwopossiblemeans:thespatialandthetemporalone.A
decompositionofthetemporallycenteredsignalisgivenbythedecompositionofthe
originalsignalwithtemporallycentered~k’ssuitablyrenormalized.Similarly,a
decompositionofthespatiallycenteredsignalisgivenbythedecompositionofthe
originalsignalwithspatiallycenteredpk’salsosuitablyrenorma.lized.Moreprecisely,
ifaveragesaredefinedas

(11)

Vq) ~ H(X), EX(q) = ~x(p(x)dp(x), (12)

< u>, (x)= j’Tu(x,t)dj@), (13)

(14)< u>. (t)= Jxu(x>t)dY(x),
then the fluctuating signals can be decomposed in the following mannw.

u(x,t)–< u(x,t)>,= ~ ak Pk(x) (vk(t) - E,(v(t)))
k=l

(15)
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u(x, t)– < u(x,t) >X=~ cz~q~(x) – EX(q~(X)) v~(t). (16)

We now assumethatthe te;~oral and spatialmeans of the signal are not the zero
functions and we discuss equation (15) (discussion of (16) is analogous). It is
interestingto notethat
(a) centeredtemporalfunctionsarenotnormalized: theirnormis (1-EJyQ2)lz, which
impliesthatnormalizationchangestheeigenvaluesaswell astheirorder(in general).
(b) centeredtemporalfunctionsarenotorthogonalin H(T): The differencebetweenthe
scalarproductof two centeredfunctionsandthatof theoriginalfunctionsis equalto ru

= -EJ@EJ@. Centeringthetemporalfunctionsis thusequivalentto introducingan
extracorrelationwhichis non zero whentheseIimctionshavetheirown mean. In this
case, decomposition (15) is not hi-orthogonal. In other words, the hi-orthogonal
decomposition of the centered signal and decomposition (15) do not coincide in
general. If, however,in thedecompositionof theoriginalsignal,the(temporal)mean
of the ~~’sis zero for allk exceptfor one, thenthepreviouscorrelationrti is zero for

all k, k in thiscase, the temporalmeanof the signal is a q~ (up to a normalization
factor)andtemporallycentaing thesignaldoes notmakeanydifference,exceptthatthe
numberof non zeroeigenvaluesis different(by 1), theeigenvaluecorrespondingto the
temporalmeanvanishingthroughthecenteringprocess. All this,of course, is truefor
spatialfimctionswhenthesignalis spatiallycentered(seeequation(16)). Thisleadsto
the conclusion thatthe temporalor spatialmean of the signal is not necessarilyan
eigenfunctionandthusa firstextractionof themeanmay not be advantageousin the
sensethatone loses thepropertyof optimalconvergence(asdefinedabove) for thefull
signal. Note,however,thattherearecaseswherebothdecompositionsindeedcoincide
of whichwe cangive two examples: thefirstonecanoccur in theinstabilityof a steady
solution (or a uniform solution) throughwhich newborn ~~’s (or q~’s) have zero

mean,thesecond one occurs whenR**(Lt’) (or R*(x, x’)) is only a functionof t-t’ (or
x-x’). A particularexampleof theformercaseoccurswhentheinstabilityis linearand
newborntemporalmodes areFouriermodes, as it is often thecase for hydrodynamic
instabilities.This suggeststhatalthoughtheReynoldsaverageis a naturaloperationin
homogeneous and stationary turbulence, and perhaps in the first stage of a
hydrodynamicinstability,itmaynotbe thecaseotherwise.

THE BI-ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION AND SYMMETRIES

It is interesting to investigate the influence of the flow symmernes onto the
elements of the hi-orthogonal decomposition. Spatio-temporal symmetries and qz.uzsi-

symnzzries havebeen intmduced2 as pairs of operators (S,~), S being defined in H(X)

and ~ in H(T) such that

US= y~U and US*= y-l $U. (17)

If y equals 1, the pair (S,~) defines a spatio-temporal symmetry, otherwise it
defines a spatio-temporal quusi-symmezry. The presence of symmernes implies that
each temporal eigenspace of decomposition (3) is invariant under the temporal

symmetry ~ and each spatial eigenspace is invariant under the spatial symmetry S.
This may result into the multiplicity of the eigenvalues of the hi-orthogonal
decomposition.
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Perhaps more importantly, under the condition that the kernel of the operator S
equals that of U, the presence of quasi-symmetries as defined in (17), is equivalent to
an exponentially decaying law for the spectrum:

A;+l = ~A~, k = N. (18)
Moreover, in this case, all orthogonal spatial (temporal) modes can be deduced from a

basic one via the symmetry S (resp. ~):

‘~k ‘@?h+l,kE N (19)
and

~~k=~~~+l,kEN.
An example of such a quasi-symmetry is given when the signal is globally self si%o~,

namely there exist % ~, y such that

U(x, yt) = pu(ax, t). (21)
Then the condition under which the spectrum is exponentially decreasing is

automatically satisfied. Note thatequation (21) is satisfied in hydrodynamics with y=

Al-h, ~= Ahand a= A-l if the fully developed turbulent flow is itself invariant under
the scaling invariance of the Navier-Stokes equations in the limit of zero viscosity

22 The latter states that under the spatial and temporal(infinite Reynolds number) .
transformations:

X+AX

t + al-ht
(22)

thesolutionubecomesA%:

u+ ahu (23)
We shouldmention,however,thatthisscalingshouldbeapproximatelyvalidfor
turbulentsolutionsonlyintheinertialrange,thesymmetrybeingbrokenfortheenergy
containingeddiesandinthedissipationtailof the spectrum. Note that even if the
symmetry is only valid in a statistical sense27 as assumed in kolmogorov’s theory of
homogeneous turbulence (K41)28, namely the spatial two-point correlation is invariant
under the spatial symmetry S, the fact that the operator U realizes an isomorphism
between the two characteristic spaces z(X) and ~ implies that there exists a temporal

symmetry ~ such that (17) is true. Exponential convergence of the spectrum has been
indeed observed in several turbulent flows29’ 30 and in spatio-temporal complex

23. Finally, the existence andsolutions of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation

knowledge of the 2 symmetry operators S and ~ should have tremendous
consequences on turbulence simulations and modeling since equations (19) and (20)
then imply that a dynamical equation is needed only for the first spatio-temporal

s~cwe Vi(t) ql(x) (in the inertial range).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The hi-orthogonal decomposition has been proposed to study temporally and
spatially evolving flows. It can also be applied to other physical phenomena displaying
space-time complexity. It has been derived by the introduction of two Hilbert spaces,
one defined on a temporal domain, the other one on a spatial domain. The advantage of
such a decomposition is that it decomposes the flow into orthogonal spatial modes and
orthogonal temporal modes, so that temporal and spatial phase spaces are disjoint.
Disjointedness, however, does not imply independence: there is a one-to-one
correspondence, namely a dispersion relation, between both spaces. This leads to a
spatio-temporal theory of nonlinear dynamics particularly adapted for studies of spatio-
temporal bifiu-cations.

For fluid mechanics studies, this approach allows one to follow transition to
turbulence fkom the first hydrodynamic instability to fully developed turbulence horn a
bifurcation viewpoint via the various spatio-temporal instabilities of the flow. This is
valid for both compressible and incompressible flows. Absolute and convective
instabilities, for instance, can be treated in this manner as well as their further
evolution.

Ik fully developed turbulence where instabilities are probably not as clear and
the dimension is much higher, considerations such as the detection of quasi-symmernes
(in the sense defined above) may be of great help to deduce an exponentially decaying
spectrum and spatio-temporal structures which can all be deduced from one only. This
should have tremendous consequences on turbulence modeling. Preliminary results

31make us anticipate that symmetries of thissuch as those presented by other authors
type may be present in mixing zones between two fluids such as those generated by
gravity or by a shock wave.
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Planar Rayleigh-Taylor Experiments on NOVA

B.A. Remington, S.W. Haan, S.G. Glendinning,
J.D. Kilkenny, and RJ. Wallace

Lawrence Livermom NationaJ Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT

We have performed experiments at the Nova Laser Facility to study surface perturbation
growth on planar foils accelerated radiatively by a shaped x-ray drive. The experiments are
designed to address in two dimensions the extent to which single-mode perturbations ~w and
multiple-mode perturbations couple to one another. Using a 22x rnagnifkation x-fay microscope
in combination with a large area backlighter as our primary detector system, we have accelerated
planar fluorosilicone (FS) foils and plastic foils doped with bromine (CH(Br)). Using face-on
radiography, we have measured the growth of single-mode sinusoidal surface perturbations in an
amplitude-scaling series with FS foils and in a wavelength-scaling series with CH(Br) foils. We
have also measured the growth of a perturbation consisting of the superposition of two modes.
Measurements in side-on geometry give the foil trajectory. Comparisons with 2-D computer
simulations show genemlly good agreemen~ though results depend on the choice of opacity
model.

L INTRODUCTION

Hydrodynamic instabilities play a key role in the performance of laser driven, inertial
confinement fusion implosions.2 The ablation front is Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) unstable,3s4 with
low density plasma blowoff accelerating inwards the higher density pusher. Capsule surface im-
perfections will grow at the ablation frm% possibly leading to shell breakup. Amplified external
perturbations can feed through to seed perturbations on the inner surface of the shell which grow
during the deceleration phase, perhaps”leading to mix at the pusher-fuel interface and degrading
capsule performance. High gain capsule designs call for shaped drive pulses2 and large aspect
ratios5 (radius/wall-thickness) to mwimize the implosion hydrodynamic efficiency. Computer
simulations suggest that these high-gain designs can be particularly susceptible to failure from

5’6due to the steep density gradien~ large in-flight aspect ratios, andhydrodynamic instabilities,
extended acceleration phase. High quaMy experimental results capable of stringently testing
these predictions, unfortunately, are extremely sparse.

Experiments to date have measured RT growth on planar foils accelerated by direct laser
illumination,7 by illumination with smoothed laser pulses,s with square pulses of X-rays,g and in
direct-drive implosion geometry. 1° Though the amount of growth typically observed was limited
and the drive pulse shapes rather arbluary, the measured RT growth rates were somewhat
reduced from classical. We report hereon an extensive set of recent planar experimental 1
designed to examine in detail (1) the RT.instability over an extended exponential growth phase
using a shaped x-ray drive, (2) the transition from the linear to the nonlinea RT regime, (3) the
effect of foil material on RT growth, and (4) the effect of mode coupling on subsequent growth
when more than one initial mode is present on the foil.
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We discuss the experiment setup in Sec. II, and in Sec. III present the results of our
single-mode amplitude-scaling series using fluorosilicone (FS) foils. In Sec. IV, we discuss our
more recent results from a k-scaling series using CH(Br) foils. Initial results from our 2-L mode-
coupling experiments and our foil trajectory experiments are contained in Sections V and VI,
and a summary of our effort to date is given in Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup for face-on geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1. A sinusoidal surface
perturbation typically is imposed on one side of a 750 ~ diameterFS (SiOC.HJ,) or CH(Br)

m

/’

n22Xx-ray mkroxmpa

Figure 1. Scheanaticof the experimental setup (not to
scale). The foil is mounted on the front wall of a
cylindrical gold hohlraum with swface pamrbadon
facing inwanis, and drive beams entcxingthe ends of
the hohiramn generate a thermal x-ray drive. As the
fofi accelerates by X-1’Syablation towards the 22x-
rnagnikation x-my microscope, a backlighter beam
striking a Rh disk generates a back illumination of
x-mys which traveJ through the hole on the back wall
of the hohlmum, and subsequently through the accel-
erating foil. Modulations in foil areal density tmnslate
to modulations in exposure at the x-ray camera

foil (Xlcally, C50H#lr3~. ~esc materials
were chosen for their admixture of opacities,
which allow an extended acceletition period
without early foil burn through. The uncertain-
ties in foil thickness, perturbation wavelength
and amplitude are estimated to be fi~o, MZO,

and *1 O%,respectively.Thefoilisaccelerated
asshownschematicallyinthefigureforface-on
geometry.Thegrowingmodulationsinthefoil
arealdensitytranslatetomodulationsintrans-
mittedbactilghterx-rays,whicharerecorded
asafunctionoftimewiththestreakedWelter
x-raymicroscope(the“22x’’.12Thestreaked
imagesbeginpromptlywhenthebacklighter
beamrumson, and the relative timing between
the backlighter beam and the drive beams is
measured on an optica113and on a soft UV14
sueak camera on each shotj thus establishing
t=o. The spatial and temporal resolution of the
22x and Kentech x-ray streak camera are ap-
proximately 7 P and 140 ps in these experi-
ments. A more relevant form for specifying the
detector spatial resolution is given by the ratio
of measured to actual foil optical depth modu-
lation, namely, the modulation transfer func-
tion(MTF). For perturbation wavelengths of
100 ym, 70 ~, 50 P, and 30 W, the MTF

for the 22x is measured to be 0.71,0.66,0.62, and 0.55, respectively, for the sector of the Welter
optic used in these experiments.

The x-ray drive was generated by eight 0.35 pm, 2.1 kJ, 3.2 ns Nova15 beams. The laser
pulse shape is shown in Fig. 2 (the x-ray drive has a similar shape in flux vs time) and is de-
signed to keep the foil on a low P-p trajectory, as in high gain implosion designs.~ The foil was
backlit with a 750P diameter spot of x-rays created by imadiating a rhodium disk with a ninth
Nova beam of wavelength, shape, and energy of 0.53 ~, 5 ns square, and 2.4 ld, respectively.
After including the 22x response, the dominant feature in the backlighter is a band of x-rays at
2.7-3.2 keV, corresponding to Rh L-band emission.
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Figure 2. Relative taser power versus time
for the nine Nova beams used on a typical
shoL The eight solid curves correspond to
the 0.35 P wavelength drive beams, and the
doued curve nqresents the 033pm wave-
length tracktighterbeam (prior to frequency
doubling).
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IU AMPLITUDE-SCALING SERIES

A. The Data
Using FS foils with perturbation initial amplitudes, aO,of 4.5 ~, 0.8 ~, and 0.16 W, the

growth in optical depth modulation, namely “contrast” was measured as a function of time. For
a qualitative overview of this series, the contrast (averaged over 35 pixels, i.e., 480 ps), at peak
perturbation growth for each foil is shown in Fig. 3. For the large aOfoil, the shape of the modu-
lation at peak growth is no longer sinusoidal, but rather has evolved into the bubble-and-spike
shape characteristic of the nonlinear RT regime. Since the foil has formed thin regions due to
substantial bubble growth, the resulting large bacldighter x-ray uansmission leads to the high sta-
tistical quality of the data. The intermediate aOfoil is also starting to enter the nonlinear phase of
RT growth, and again the statistical quality of the data is quite good. For the very small a. foil,
however, even at peak perturbation growth only limited foil thinning has occurred and the statis-
tical quality of the data is somewhat poorer than for the larger a. foils. Hence, it is difficult to
detexmine from the shape of the profde alone whether bubble-and-spike formation has com-
menced. For comparison, we show a late-time profile (t = 3 ns) Ilom an accelerated blank foil,
that is, a FS foil with no initial surface perturbation. Other than statistical fluctuations, we see no
growth in optical depth modulation for this accelerated blank foil at any time. The smooth
curves on the left side of the figure represent the corresponding calculated results and will be
discussed below.

To illustrate the full time dependence of the perturbation growth, we present in Fig. 4 the
Fourier transform coefficient of the fundamental mode for each foil as a function of time. Error
bars are estimated by taking the transform of each individual period. The standard deviation of
the resulting ensemble of Fourier coefficients for each harmonic at each time step is equated with
the uncertainty, with representative error bars shown in the figure. For the foils with large aOand
with intermediate aO,contrast was observable throughout the exp~ent, including at t = O,
when the drive beams just turn on. The contrast for the large aOfoil appears to be increasing
nearly linearly between 0.5 ns and 3.0 ns with a slope of about 0.23 .ns-l, after which the conuaat
starts to decrease. The growth in contrast for the intermediate aOfoil apr to be nearlyexpo-
nential[a(t)= aOe~t]untilabout3.3ns,withagrowthrateof y = 1.0ns- , afterwhichtimethe
contrastlevelsoff andeventuallystartstodecrease.FortheverysmallaOfoil,however,contrast
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Figure 3. Lt@posure) profdes (“eormast”) at peak
growth for the large (aO= 4.5 @, intemnediate(aO=
0.8 p), and very snxdl (aO= 0.16 I@ initial ampli-
tude fluorosilicone foils. Each curve represmts the
experimental eontmst averaged over 35 pixets
(480 ps). The vertieal offsets me arbii. The small
aOand intermediate aOfoils had only eight 50 pm
wavelength periods, whereas the large aOfoil had
initial modulations across the full field of view
(-700 pm) of the x-ray microscope. Also shown at
the bottom is a late-time (t= 3 ns) optical depth
profile for an accelerated blank fluorosilicone foil (no
initial pemubadon). The smooth curves shown at rhe
left of the data for the top three profiles show the
calculated eonlrast at peak growth prior to (gray) and
after (solid blsek) folding with the insmunentsl
resolution function. Relative to the start of the drive,
the calculations correspond to the instantaneous
contrast at t = 2.5 ns (top), 3.3 ns (middle), and 4.5 ns
(bottom).

was not observable until t = 2.0 ns, after sub-
stantial growth had occtumd. After the drive
beams turn off at t = 3.2 ns, the contrast appears
to be increasing nearly linearly during this
“drift” phase, with a slope of about 0.24 ns-l.

B. The Simulations
The smooth curves shown in Fig. 4

represent the results of two-dimensional com-
puter simulations using the code LASNEX.lG
The essential features of IASNEX have been
compared extensively with
theoryl’ and with results of expenme~s on
Nova. The foil acceleration phase of the calcu-
lation uses art x-ray drive spectrum which was
meastued on separate drive characterization
shots. The output from the perturbation growth
calculation was post-processed by transporting
the measured backlighter x-ray spectrum
through the calculated foil opacity zone by zone
at each time step and folding in the measured
instrumental response. In addition to the ap-
proximately constant x-ray spectrum resulting
from the 5 ns square laser pulse incident on the
Rh backlighter disk, thete is additional back-
lighting due to “self-emission” from within the
hohlraum. This latter component exists only as
a short burs~ peaking about 300-400 ps after
peak power of the drive lasers, and was meas-
ured on separate shots. (A detailed discussion
of this component is given elsewhere.11)

Results of the calculated cxmtras~ both
with and without self emission in the back-
lighter spectrum, are shown in the figure. The
effect of including self emission is most evident
for the intermediate aOfoil, where perturbation
and self-emission both reach their maxima at

approximately the same time. The self-emission baeldighting results in slightly more conuast
because the spectrum is somewhat softer than that of the Rh backlighter. The interpretation of
our dam however, is largely unaffected by this short burst of additional backlighdng. The
agreement between simulation and experiment is quite good. For thelargeaOfoilthecalculated
perturbation gxowth appears roughly linear, whereas the intermediate and small aOfoils appear to
have exponential growth. For the large and intermediate aOfoils, the calculated contrastpeaks
justprior to “burn through: the time at which the perturbation bubbles breakout of the back side
of the foil. For the small aOfoil, the perturbations never grow sufficiently large for the foil to
burn through. We note that the calculated growth appears to peak slightly earlier in time than
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was observed for the large a. foil, and to a
lesser extent for the intemnediate a. foil.
This may result from inadequate treatment
of the detailed shape of the strongly nonlin-
ear spikes and bubbles. (T’he calculated
shapes of the modulations at peak growth,
given on the left side of Fig. 3, show a
rather extreme bubble-and-spike shape.)
Another likely possibdity is the uncertainty
in the opacity calculation, the sensitivity to
opacity is examined next.

Our calculatd results depend on
details of the modeling of sub-keV opacity
in the hot ablated material, because this
determines the amount of drive reaching
the ablation front. In the previous RT
experiments, done with simple 1 ns square
pulse shapes,g initial LASNEX calculations
predicted too slow a growth rate and foil
burn-through times that were too late com-
pared to observation. One interpretation
of this discrepancy was that the default
average-atom XSN opacity package18 in
LASNEX overestimates the line widths in
the hot ablated material. Hence, too much
x-ray drive gets absorbed before reaching
the ablation tint- A proposed improve-
ment is a model in which the line widths
are set to be vem narrow, and the contin-

0 1 2 3 4

Time(ns)

Figure 4. Coefficient of the fundamental mode from a
Fourier transform of b@posure) for accelerated fluoro-
silicone foils wirh large (sd~d, aO= 4.5 I@. intermediate
(dasbex%a. = 0.8 pm), and smatl (dot-dashed, aO= 0.16 pm)
initial amplitude paturbations. The smooth curves are the
results of 2-dimensional computer simulations. The thick
curves assume constant back-illumination fkomthe rhcdium
backlighter disk ord~ the thin curves include the additional
transitory contribution from self emission (see text). AU
curves are timed relative to the stat of rhe drive lasers
Stt=o.

19 Better agreement with observation in the previous RTuum lowering ii also adjusted slightly.
experiments was achieved using this opacity modification. We will show next that this conclu-
sion extends to the cment experiments with FS foils as well.

In Fig. 5, we show the effect of thk opacity modification on our experiment with the inter-
mediate aOfoil. Figure 5(a) shows the temporal evolution of the calculated contrast for the two
opacity models (the solid curve is the same as in Figure 4). The default XSN opacity results in
slower growth, since x-ray drive is absorbed in the hot blow-off plasma prior to reaching the
ablation front. Hence, the foil never burns through in this calculation, which is in clear disagree-
ment with the data (see Fig. 4). The calculations presented in Figs. 3 and 4 were all done with
the modified opacity model.

We can see the overall effect of these two models more clearly in Figs. 5b and c. Due to
the different mass ablation rates, these two opacity models predict different acceleration trajecto-
ries for the unstable ablation fron~ shown in Fig. 5b. The calculated RT growth, however, is
primarily a function of the foil acceleration, or equivalently, the distance moved by the ablation
front in the two cases, as illus~ted in Fig. 5c. Prior to foil burn through, growth versus distance
moved is nearly the same for both calculations. The different opacity models do not result in
significantly different ablative stabilization of the instability growth, but do generate dtiferent
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Figure 5. Illustration of the sensitivity of the calculated
conoast to opacity modeling for the fluomfllcone foil
with intermediate initial amplitude (aO= 0.8 ~). IrI
(a) the calculated contrast is shown as a function of
time using rhe default average atom opacity model XSN
(dashed curve) and using a modificadon where the
opacity lines are tilcially narrowed (solid curve). In
(b) the resulting trajectories of the ablation front are
shown for each opacity model, and in (c) the calculated
contrast versus distance moved is plotted. Making the
opacity lines narrower kreasea the amount of x-ray
drive that reaches the ablation frort~ h.mm increasing
the ablation velocity, acceleration, and rate at which the
foil bums through.

foil trajectories. At this point, the opaci~ modi-
fication must be regarded as an uncertainty in
the modeling experiments are in progress to
test the effexxdirectly.20

To allow ready comparison with other
worh we compare our measurements with
classical grow&,l a(t) = aOe~~’,where ‘ya=
(lra)lE, k‘ 2x/A_W~, and a is the foil ac-
celeration. Due to the shaped drive pulse, the
calculated foil acceleration and y=] change with
time. Typical values during the foot are a=
6 pm/ns2and~a =0.9 ns”l, and at peak power
a =75 p.dns and ya = 3.1 ns-l.””Integrating
the growth rate over time using the time-
dependent acceleration from the simulation, we
have calculated the number of classical
e-foldings, ~adt, for the small aOfoil.11 The
observed (and simulated) e-foldings is about
60% of that pnxliete.d for classical growth,
namely, y= 0.6ya We have also compared our
measurements with a simple expression for
ablative flow across a density gradien~21

where a = (1+kL)-lE, L is the density gradient
scale length (L= p/Vp), Va is the ablation veloc-
ity [v== rb/(pA)], and ~ is a multiplier thought
to be between 1 and 3. Due to the shaped drive,
typical gradient scale lengths at the ablation
front are ealctdated to be sho~ L = 1-3 pm,
giving a= 0.94-0.85, which suggests that the
effect of gradient scale length stabilization is
relatively small. The data and simulation 1fall
in between the e-folding curves for B = 1 and
p=2.
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IV. A-SCALING SERIES

A. The Data
We have’mcently done a seriesof experimentsacceleratingCH(J3r)foilswithsinusoidal

perturbationsof wavelengthk = 30,50,70, and100P atavarietyof initialamplitudes.A
qualitativeoverviewof a subsetof thisseriesisgiveninFig.6,wherecontrastatpeakgrowthis
shownforeachL Thefoil thicknesses,drive,andfilteringwereallheldfixedfortheseries
representedinthefigure,andmostof theperturbationshadthesameinitialamplitude(aO=
2.5 ~m) as well.

I
kloou!n

I

Blank
A=30pm

I I I
200 400 600

Position (pm)

Figure 6. Contrast at peak growth
for the k-scaling sties with
CH(Br) foils. The vertical offsets
iue ardtlcial. Starring with the top
curve, the foils had perturbation
wavelengths (k) and inkiat
amplitude (a~ of k = 100 w, aO=
2.5~, Z.70~, aO=2.5pm
(side-by-side with k= 30 pm, aO=
1.0pm} l=50W, aO=2.5prn
(side-by-side with k= 30 ~, aO=
L5pm}andk=30~,a O=
25 pm. ‘l%ebottom cmve come-
sponds to a latedime proftie from a
blank CH(Br) foil (no initial
perturbation).

We present in Fig. 7 the full time dependence of the Fourier coeffkients of the data
shown in Fig. 6. The error bars are determined as discussed above in Sec. 111.A. The strong
wavelength dependence of the RT instability is readily apparent in the data in Fig. 6. The k =
70pm perturbation clearly grows to the largest peak contrast. For example, comparing peak
contrast for the 70 and 30 pm perturbations, after correction for the instrument MTF, we fmd
that the k =70 pm perturbation grows to be about a factor of (0.54/0.66)/(0.29/0.55) = 1.6 larger.
The reduced growth for the ~ =30 pm perturbation occurs both because the perturbation more
quickly enters the nonlinear RT regime and because the instability is more strongly stabilized by
ablation. Future analysis and experiments will try to isolate these two effeets.
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Figure 7. Fourier analysis of the data shown in Fig. 6. ‘I%ek = 30 jun data is faken fimmthe foil with side-by-side
_tiOn with k = 50 pm. llte circles represent the coefficient for rhe fmt harmonic (fundamental mode), and
the squares the second hannotic. From top to botmm, left to righ~ the wavelengths and amplitudes of the perturba-
tionsw-k.lWw, aO=2.5m L=70W, aO=2.5W, k=50W, aO=2.5W, adk=Mp. aO=l.5W.
The smooth solid curves represent the caresponding LASNEX calculations,assuming only the constant Rh back-
lighter x-rays. The dashed curves include the additional uansitory burst of baekhghter x-rays from self emission.
The curves that peak later use the default XSN avetage-atom opacity mode~ the modified opacity model was used in
the calculations shown by the rest of the curves.

B. The Simulations
Overlaid on the data are the results of LASNEX simulations, both with default XSN opaci-

ties and with the opacity modifkation setting the lines to be narrow, and also with and without
including self emission (see Sec. III.B.). The opacity modification appeam to bean over correc-
tion for CH@r) foils. The modification (narrow lines) allows too much x-ray drive to traverse
theplasma blow-off region to math the ablation front, leading to early foil burn-through times.
Usingdefault XSN opacities, however, still results in too much opacity in the blow-off, hence
too slow a foil burn-through time. It would appear that an intermediate opacity correction, say, a
line-width multiplier of-0.25, is required to more closely reproduce the observed perturbation
growth and burn-through times for CH(Br) foils.
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V. 2-MODE EXPERIMENTS

In Fig. 8 we show initial results from our mode-coupling experiments. The &ta shown at
the top of the figure represent a CH(Br) foil with perturbation consisting of the superposition of
k = 50,75P and aO= 2 ~. The mold is also schematically illustrated at the top of the
fil&re. The results of the timedependent Fourier analysis are shown at the bottom of Fig. 8.
The contrast from the two pure modes (corresponding to k12 = 50,75 pm) is observed at t = O,
and grows to peak values at about 3 ns. Contrast from the kl+~ modes (corresponding to wave-
lengths of 30 and 150 ym) is observed only after about 2.6 ns, when the RT instability has

“L (a) Peak contrast 1

-2 I I I I I I I
o 100 200 300 400 500
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I I 1 1 . I I 1 1 1 t 1 I
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X=150pm

01 234501 2345
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Figure 8,. (a) The design
of a mold corresponding
to the superposition of
two wavelengths, Al=
50pm (dotted curve) and
\.75~(dashed
curve). The resultant
superposition is shown
by the smooth solid
curve. A late rime
contrast profde of an
accelerated CH(Br) foil
made with an inirial
pmurbation from this
mold is shown by the
curve at the top. The full
time-dependent Foutier
anrdysis is shown in (b)
and (c). (b) The upper
data is the fundamental
Fourier coefficient for
k= 75 l.un,and tbe lower
data the fundamental
mode for L= 50 pm
(c) The upper data is the
kl+>mode(k=
30 w) and the lower
&tathekl-\mede
(1= 150 ~). The
smcoth curves represent
the corresponding
LASNEX CdCltkXiOIIS.
The dotted curves use the
default XSN opacity
model, rhe solid curves
the modilled opacities
with very narrow lines.
The dashed curves use an
intermediateopacity
model with a line-width
multiplier set to 0.25.
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entered the nonlinear regime. The L =30 ~m coupled mode does not grow much, probably due
to ablative stabilization. An additional concern for the kl - ~ mode (1 = 150 ~) is the conrn-
bution horn the structure in the backlighter. An initial estimate suggests that the additional un-
certainty introduced at L = 150P is non-negligible, but quite small at the shorter wavelengths.
This point is currently under further investigation. All modes diminish late in time, t >3.5 ns, as
the foil starts to demmpress after the drive turns off. The simulations give a reasonably good
description of the growth phase of the experiment. Again, results arc sensitive to opacity, and an
intermediate opacity model seems to be prcfexre.d. The late-time, decompression stage, however,
appears to be more difiicult to calculate. Though the calculated msuhs are qualitatively in
agreemen~ a full quantitative desmiption will re@re more detailed input into the calculation,
such as the late-time drive conditions and shot-to-shot variation in the precise shape of the drive.

VI. FOIL TRAJECTORY EXPERIMENTS

Initial foil trajectory experiments have been performed where we observe the foil edge-on,
as it accelerates across (and progressively occludes) the bacldighter spo~ By thus measuring the
gross hydrodynamics of the foil, we hope to have mcxe direct experimental input to the opacity
modeling uncertainties. These experiments are more difficult to perform and interpre~ and
analysis is still in progress. We show in Hg. 9a our initial results for optical depth as a function
of tine. The backlighter spatial structure and the 22x resolution have both been removed (de-
convolved) ffom the data. The region of low optical depth results from directly viewing the
backighter spot. The transition to large optical depth marks the transition across the back edge of
the foil. This back edge does not begin to move until the shock breaks out the back side of the
foil at about 2 ns. The back edge of the foil then starts to accelerate and to flatten OUL

Defining an edge as the point where the optical depth has increased by 1 from the baseline,
we show in Fig. 9b the experimental trajectory, and the results predicted by LASNEX for the
three opacity models discussed above. Our initial conclusions are that the foil is accelerating
more slowly thampredicted when the modified opacity model is use& consistent with the tenta-
tive conclusion horn the face-on results above. Both the default and the intermediate opacity
model lead to edge trajectories which are consistent with the data. The simulations also suggest
that after about 1.5 ns, we should “see” behind the foil, since the low density ablated foil material
should have very low optical depth to the backlighter x-rays. We never do see behind the foil in
the dam which suggests that there is gold plasma blowing out with the foil as it accelerates away
fmm the hohlraum wall, Future experiments should help to make our data analysis less ambigu-
ous, especially as regards seeing behind the foil and, hence, edge determination.

VU. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have done experiments accelerating FS foils and CH(Br) foils by x-ray
ablation. In face-on geometry, we have accelerated foils with initial sinusoidal surface perturba-
tions over a range of amplitudes and wavelengths. For foils with large wavelength or small
initial amplitude, the perturbations initially grow exponentially, though at a rate reduced some-
what from classical. When the perturbation growth exceeds -0. lL bubble-and-spike formation
is observed, and the growth slows down substantially, becoming approximately linear. Shaping
the drive to lower the adiabat makes the ablation front more RT unstable, due to the steep density
gradient. Under similar conditions, we observe less RT growth in CH(Br) foils than with
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Figure9.(a)optical depth profiles viewing
the bacMghter spot across the foit edge-on.
The curves are tilcially offset from bottom
to top in order of increasing time, with the
time for every other cue indicated. The
tmnsition from low optical depth (direct view
of the backlighter) to high opticat depth marks
the back edge of the foil. The horizontal
dashed curves mark the estinwitedbaseline aod
peak opticat depth (OD) at each time step.
The curved vertical dashed line illustrates the
tmjectmy of the 0.5(ODmu) point of the edge.
(b) Alternatively, an “edge” can be defined as
rhe point where the optical depth increases
from Oto, say, 1. The experimental trajaory
of an edge so defined is shown compared with
LASNEX simulations. The lowest curve uses
the default XSN average atom opacity modd
and the top curve uses the modifmd opacities
with narrow lines. The two intermediate
cuwes use the muiiikd opacities with 10%
lower thive (upper) and an intermediate
opacity model with line-width multiplier of
02S(tower).

Time (ns)

fluorosilicone foils, presumably due to preheat slightly decompressing the plastic, leading to a
larger density gradient at the ablation front. When two modes are superposed on the same foil,
the individual pure modes grow independently until late in time, when mode coupling causes the
kl + ~ modes to appear.Ourobse~arionsareinreasonablygoodagreementwithsimulations,
thoughourcalculationsarequitesensitivetoopacitymodeling.Initialresultsfromfoil trajec-
toryexperimentsgiveusa measurementof thefoilgrosshydrodynamics,andmayofferamore
directmeasureof foilopacitiesatandneartheablationfront.
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workwasperformedundertheauspicesof theU.S.DOEby theLawrenceLiverrnoreNational
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FIRST MJX EXPERIMENTS AT NOVA
THE LOROSERIES

V. C. Rupert
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, Ca. 94550

ABSTRACT

The first series of experiments using the Nova laser to investigate mix
at an interface between different materials has been completed. Mix was
induced by a shock crossing the interface and initiating a Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability. Both low and high Atwood number targets were used
and the results compare favorably with simulations using a k& mix model.
These experiments pave the way for new designs which should provide data
needed to develop mix models with predictive capabilities.

INTRODUCITON

In 1988, preliminary results of the Nova LORO Experiments were
reported at the International Workshop on the Physics of Compressible
Turbulent Mixingl. Since then this series of experiments has been
completed, and has provided us with the information needed to design a
comprehensive series of laser driven mix experiments. The principal
objective of all these experiments is to generate a data base against which
various mix models can be tested, and with which the models’ adjustable
parameters can be determined.

In all these experiments, the laser provides the source used to drive a
shock through a material interface thus initiating mix due to the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability2Y3, coupled in some circumstances with a
Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Very high Mach numbers (-50) can be
attained. In contrast to shock tube experiments high temperatures and well
defined discontinuous interfaces without membranes can be investigated.
Low Atwood number samples were used to minimize the impact of mix , and
allow us to better understand the physics which describe the basic
evolution of such targets. High Atwood number samples then provide data
against which mix models can be tested.

Simulation of the targets behavior has been performed primarily with
a lD code which incorporates a k& mix models. Comparison of simulations
and experiments provide calibration data for the model’s adjustable
parameters. 2D calculations were performed to assess the relationship
between the axial distribution of materials simulated in lD and the
measured data influenced by the lateral expansion of the target. A few 2D
calculations of perturbation growth provided additional insight into the
interface evolution.

THE LOROEXPERIMENTS

The LORO series of experiments used simple targets consisting in a low
density plastic ablator seeded with sulphur and a “payload” of either high
clensitv MO or nearlv matched ciensitv chlorine seeded nlastic (Fi~.1 ).
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Since sulphur, molybdenum and chlorine all have characteristic
spectroscopic features in the 2 to 3.2 keV range, the spatial location of the
different materials could be determined by using Point Projection

Spectroscopy1~6. A laser irradiated backlighter provided a fairly uniform
spectrum in that range. In the most recent series of experiments no
tamper was used whereas the preliminary experiments discussed in 1988
comprised a spectroscopically neutral plastic tamper.

PPS [Poly(p-phenylene sulfide)], with an average density of 1.36, and
containing 29.6 % per weight of sulphur was used as the ablator. It was
coupled with a molybdenum payload to give a high Atwood number
(initially 0.77) target for which significant mix was expected. In these
preliminary experiments the emphasis was on the development of an
experimental capability, so that a Rayleigh-Taylor unstable interface was
selected to maximize the mix and it’s detection. Comparison of the mix mass
distribution in such targets with the result of simulations provides a more
stringent test of the mix models incorporated in the calculations, than the
simpie determination of a @x width. -

●A-
Backlighter

~Mixed region

II
m

Source ----1
Mat 2

--i

with Cl or Mo

‘Imhl -+-* II
“payload”

Direction of
motion

Imaging
Not to size ~~ spectrometer

Fig. 1 Nominal LORO target - The payload thickness is l/30th (Me) or 1/3
(PyC) that of the ablator.

In parallel to the high Atwood number targets, low Atwood number
targets were also irradiated. In these targets the payload consisted in PyC
[Poly(chloro-p-xy lylene)] with 25.6% per weight of chlorine, and a
nominal density of 1.29. Thus these targets had not only a low Atwood
number (- 0.03), but were also Rayleigh-Taylor stable. Under these
circumstances very little mix was expected. Any apparent mix resulted
primarily from a convolution of motion blurring and instrumental
resolution. It was then possible to determine directly the effect of these
parameters on the data, and take them into account in the
experiment/simulation comparisons for the high Atwood number targets.
In addition the density distribution of the two materials as a function of
time provided information on the source and characteristics of the target
materials such as equation of state and opacities.
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Details of the experiments and the unfolding of the experimental data
are discussed by J. Molitoris6 and T. Goldsack7 in companion papers
presented at this workshop.

The nominal hydrodynamic evolution of all targets resulted from the
ablation of the PPS . As a result a shock propagated towards the interface,
was transmitted into material 2 (fig. 1) and broke out of the rear surface
sending a rarefaction wave back towards the interface. This rarefaction
wave further accelerated the interface in the direction of propagation of
the initial shock. Because in these experiments material 2 was very thin
(2~m in the case of Mo). the time between acceleration of the interface due
to the shock and the rarefaction wave was negligible, and the total duration
of the acceleration phase was quite short. The interface then continued to
coast while the whole target expanded under the influence of the
rare faction wave. Other multiple reflected waves had minimal influence
on the system within the observation time.

The width of the mixed region across the interface increased
significantly because of the strong decompression of the target so that it
was detectable with the current diagnostics.

LOW ATWOOD NUMBER TARGETS

Since the low Atwood number targets are Rayleigh-Taylor stable, the
interface perturbations are expected to change phase at shock passage.

Initisl pert. Two dimensional calculations confirm this

I
behavior and indicate that at 5.5ns, when
an experimental snapshot is possible, the

0 perturbation has grown by a factor of
0 roughly 100, but remains in the neard

linear regime, as shown in figure 2. Since
* surface finishes on these targets are of
. the order of a nanometer, mix widths

.
W should remain below lym which is not
m
a

resolvable with the current diagnostics.
The behavior of these low Atwood number

. targets can be simulated without concerns*
* about the influence of mix.
m
m

JII II

Fig. 2 2D calculations of perturbation
growth for a low At# sample

The experimental data show however an overlap between the ablator
and the payload. This is due to both motion blurring and diagnostic
resolution. While the instrument resolution will affect equally all parts of
the image, within the linear response of the detector, motion blurring will
result in varying amount of uncertainty in the measurement as different
parts of the sample move at different speeds. Numerical simulations show
that motion blurring corresponds to no more than 8~m uncertainty in the
mix region as shown in figure 3.
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Fig. 3 Calculated motion blurring for two low At# experiments, at snapshot
times .

The total blurring, including diagnostic resolution, can actually be
backed out of the calculations by comparing the calculated density
distributions convolved with a given blurring width to the measured
distributions. Matching the apparent mix width gives an effective
blurring distance of approximately 24A m, which corresponds to an
instrumental resolution of the order of 23y m, and is comparable to the
resolution measured in dedicated experiments.

Figure 4 shows the agreement between calculated and measured
density distributions for one of the low Atwood number experiments. Note
that the motion blurring (24p m) included in the calculations simulates -
50 pm overlap between the materials. Similar agreement is obtained for the
other snapshot for this experiment ( at 7ns) and for other experiments.
This give us confidence that we can properly calculate the behavior of the
LORO targets in the absence of mix. Factors influencing the calculated
results include :

the EOS : for the PPS and PyC we used a calculated EOS, without the
benefit of experimental check points.

opacities : no experimental data are available in the regime where

the

the

the

these targets- operate (from solid to partially ioniz~d and highly
decompressed ). Results are sensitive to the lines in the hot
ablator.

drive : while the incident laser energy is measured, these targets
are indirectly driven and no independent measurement of the
drive has been possible in the experimental configuration used
for the LORO targets. Calculations show that mix data are not
sensitive to laser energy variations of l/2kJ. However changes
in the drive duration affect the density distribution in the ablator
which can be measured with low At# targets.

radiation transport model : here we use multigroup diffusion
normalized to a spherical harmonic photon transport calculation.

target preheat : experiments were conducted with l/3~ m. laser
irradiation to minimize any preheat which could result in a
change of the material densities prior to shock arrival.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of calculated (solid) and experimental density
distributions for a low At# LORO target. Results for two options of data
reduction are shown. The ID calculation was transformed to areal density
assuming an average 200pm chord length (initial target diameter : 192P m ).
Motion blurring is included in the calculated data.

HIGHATWOODNUMBERTARGETS

With the source defined through the low At# shots, high At#
experiments can be simulated to study the mix region.

One of the concerns in comparing the experimental data which reflect
an areal density, with data calculated with a one dimensional mix model
which provides density distributions along the target axis, is the effect of
lateral expansion. To study this question experiments were run with a
rotated spectrorneter6 : alignment problems were very severe so that a
simultaneous measurement of the lateral extent of both materials was not
obtained. Two dimensional simulations of the target behavior in the
absence of mix were performed prior to these experiments (fig. 5). These
simulations clearly show a large “halo” of ablator expanding from the
target and partially enveloping the payload. This would tend to mimic mix,
as a measurement of the areal density would show both materials collocated
at a given axial position. In fact the two dimensional calculations show that
the areal densities of the materials in the overlap region are barely if at all
resolvable with the current diagnostics, and would therefore not affect the
mix measurement. The same calculations also provide a justification for
some of the assumptions made in the experimental data reduction7 such as
the near gaussian lateral distribution of the densities and the small
variation of the opacities near the interface region.

Simulations of the mix region, similar to those discussed in the context
of low At# targets, were also performed with the CALE8 code for a typical
high At# target (figure 6). Perturbations applied to the interface for the
low and high At# targets (fig. 2 and 6) and the source driving them were
identical. As expected, the growth of the perturbation is far greater for the
high At# case. By 5.5ns, the perturbation has increased by about 50 times
more than for the low At# target. Moreover the perturbation is clearly out
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Initial pert. Pert. St S.sns

Fig. 6 2D calculations of perturbation growth for a high At# sample

Our ks model was applied to the high At# targets, and compared with
both our two dimensional calculations and the experiments. With
parameters optimized to match one experiment at a given time, the
comparison between the model and the two dimensional calculation with
the small random” initial perturbation is excellent. Comparison with a
measured density distribution is shown on figure 7.

I

0.010

0.006-

O.m -

0.004-

0.002“

O.m i
o 100 200 300 400 500 600

Position in microns

Fig. 7 Areal densities for mix 47 at 5.5ns. Solid lines from a ID calculation,
transformed to areal density assuming an average 200w m chord length .
Dotted lines, reduced experimental data. The experimental Mo distribution
multiplied by four is also shown. Motion blurring is included in the
calculated data.

Figure 7 shows the molybdenum density distribution as extracted from the
experimental data, and multiplied by a factor of four. Indeed, when the
experimental areal density is integrated, the recovered mass is
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considerably lower than the nominal initial mass even though all of the
molybdenum is in the diagnostic line of sight7. The origin of this
discrepancy has not yet been determined, but an error of this magnitude in
the initial mass is unlikely, both from a target fabrication standpoint, and
by comparison of the mass distributions at snapshot times between
experiments and calculation using a smaller molybdenum mass. With this
factor of four included, figure 7 shows that our kg model simulates the data
quite well.

Comparisons such as those shown on figure 7 are more reliable than
comparisons based on mix widths, since the definition of the mix width is
not unique. In most of our work, we have used as mix width the distance
between points where the payload mass fraction (payload density/total
density) varies from 5 to 95%. In the experiments these points are not
always accessible, and some extrapolation of the data is required, or an
alternate definition of the mass fraction is used. A rough idea of the match
between experiments and a calculation based on a given set of parameters
can however be obtained on the basis of mix widths. Since the experiments
provide at most two snapshots, a complete set of mix widths require using
results from different experiments. Because of shot to shot variations in
laser irradiation, time is not an appropriate normalization variable
between experiments. It is preferable to plot the mix widths as a function
of the target displacement, as calculations have shown that such a plot
collapses all the data from the different experiments close to a single curve.
Figure 8 shows a comparison between the calculated and measured mix
widths for a number of experiments (Note that the outlying experimental
point with a mix width of llOym is still being investigated). This figure also
shows that an appropriate choice of model parameters will match the data
very well. However, the mix widths for these high Atwood number targets
are uncomfortably close to the - 50Ym obtained for nominally unmixed
targets (fig. 4).

I
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Fig. 8 Comparison of experimental(large dots), and calculated mix widths
for a number of LOROexperiments. Two curves are shown for the

calculations, corresponding to two possible definitions of the mix width.
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CONCLUSION

We have conducted a set of experiments using the Nova laser and LORO
mix targets. Comparisons of calculations and experiments using the low
Atwood number version of these targets have helped us verify the ability
of our codes to properly model the basic target behavior.

The high Atwood number targets have shown evidence of mix. Their
data were used to determine a set of parameters for our ke model with
which a good match of the calculated and experimental mix region was
possible. But because the LORO targets decompress severely, and because
the resolution of the experiments was not sufficiently high, these
experiments are not well suited to pin point the mix model.

The principal value of the LORO experiments has been to show clear
and direct evidence of Richtmyer-Meshkov induced mix in a configuration
very different from the usual shock tube experiments. They have provided
us with an approximate mix model which can be used to design targets
better suited to normalize and verify mix models.

Many people both at AWE and LLNL have been involved in the design,
fabrication, diagnosis, implementation and analysis of the Nova LORO Mix
Experiments, and without each of them the work could not have reached it’s
fruition.
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Paula Rosen, Doug Sutton and Brian Thomas of AWE , John Molitoris, Gail
Glendinning and Russell Wallace are specifically acknowledged.
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Study of a mix in directly or indirectly driven

planar targets

P.A.Holstein, D.Galsniche, F.Mucchielli, P.Schneider.

Commissariatsh 1‘Energz”eAtomique,

Centre d ‘Etudes de Limeil-Valenton

94195 Villeneuve-Saint-GeorgesCedex

ABSTRACT

Mixing experimentshave been performed using Si/Al/Au trilayer targets

accelerated directly or indirectly with laser beams smoothed by Random Phase

Plates. Al-Au mix is detected by heating the rear of the target with a probe beam and

by observing the Al line emissions. A null-mix experiment has been performed

with Si/Al/Si, stable according to Rayleigh-Taylor in order to check that the probe

beam does not induce a specific mixing. We made hydro-simulations to characterize

the main features of the t~get when the instabilities occur. In the case of Si/Al/Au

targets directly driven, Al emission points out that a mix is observed for driver

irradiance as low as 1013 W/cmz and that most of the gold is mixed with

aluminum. We compare the effect of the instabilities for similar targets directly and

indirectly accelerated.
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1. Introduction

In a laser-driven implosion of a fuel-filled microballoon two stages are

unstable according to Rayleigh-Taylor (RT): during the acceleration of the

microballoon, the ablation front is unstable and then during the slowing-down

stage, the microballoon-fkl interface is unstable. The perturbations may be due to

the target imperfections (small scale) or due to the non-uniformities of the laser

irradiation amplified in the first stage (large scale). These instabilities can lead to the

penetration of pusher spikes into the fuel and/or finally to the mixing between the

pusher and the fuel. This mixing lowers implosion performances very much.

This paper is devoted to the experimental study of heavy-light interface

instabilities of the same kind as the pusher-fuel interface ones. In this experiment

our goal is to estimate the mix thickness in order to compare it to the turbulence

code results. Indeed, another experiment made in Limeil pointed out that the mix

does not have large structures (see Poster session).

The principle of our experiment is the following 1)2: a laser beam

accelerates a Si/Al/Au foil (Fig 1); at the front, the SI/Al interface is stable according

to RT because the densities are very similar. At the rear interface (A1/Au) the

density jump can induce RT and Richtrnyer-Meshkov instabilities and can generate

a mix between aluminum and gold. This mix is detected with a second laser beam,

the probe beam, which is focused on the rear of the foil (gold side) and ablates it. The

probe beam is delayed with respect to the driver beam in order to permit the mixing

to occur. Only the center of the accelerated foil is probed. The gold thickness is

chosen larger than the ablation depth measured for a foil at rest; if aluminum x-ray

lines are detected it means that some aluminum is mixed with the gold. If the laser

ablates directly the foil (direct drive), the silicon layer at the front prevents the
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heating of the aluminum with the driver beam and the production of an

aluminum emission which could be observed by the spectrograph. If the laser

creates a x-ray source which accelerates the foil (indirect drive), we use Al/Au foils.

There are three important results in the experiment presented here

1) We made a null-mix experiment in order to check the principle of the

diagnostic with a probe beam. By using stable targets Si/Al/Si we check that we do

not observe a mixing for direct and indirect drives.

2) We have fitted the hydrocode simulations to the experiment by

comparing target veloaties against those ones deduced from a x-ray streak camera.

So we have information on the “zero-order” fluid state, that is to say, on the state

that governs the start of the instabilities.

3) We observed the aluminum line emission which is the signature of the

mixing with a temporal resolution: as the line appears simultaneously with the

probe puke we infer that the gold at the rear is totally mixed with the aluminum for

a large range of driver energy.

2 Experimental features

The important and new features of this experiment are the followings:

-The large scale non-uniformities of the laser beams (d>30pm) are

smoothed out by Random Phase Plates (RPP) for the driver and the probe. The light

wavelengths are both 0.35prn and the pulse durations are 0.9ns. The FWHM of the

driver focal spot is 200p.rn and the irradiance is in the range 1013-2.1014 W/cm2 for

direct drive. For the indirect drive the target scheme is drawn in Fig 2. The probe

14 w/cm2 within *lo%.FWHM is 120P and the average irradiance is 10

- An alumina layer reduces the migration of the gold into the aluminum

during the target fabrication (it was not the case for the previous experiments 12). In
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Fig 3 we can see that the region where Al and Au coexist is reduced from 0.12prn to

0.06p.m and half of it is probably due to the rugosity of aluminum.

-The target velocity is deduced either from a x-ray bacldighting technique

using a streak camera or from both plasma emissions due to the driver beam and

due to the probe beam recorded on the same camera (Fig 4 for direct drive and Fig 5

for indirect drive). It allows us to fit the hydrocode with the experiment.

-The temporal evolution of the Al Hea line emission coming from the

mixing is given by a spectrograph coupled to a streak camera; this evolution can

provide detailed information about the mixing. The time integrated emission is

given by a second spectrograph.

3 Experimental results

The exact composition of our standard trilayer is Si(5p.m)/Al(2pm) /Au(O.3prn)

for direct drive and Al(2@/Au(O.2pm) for indirect drive. Indeed, we measured

the gold depth ablated by the probe beam in our conditions and for a Al/Au target

at resti x=O.2ML02pmwhich is in good agreement with the known values for 1014

W /cm2” In tableIwe sumuptheexperimentalconditionsforatypicalshot.

Table I

drive Energy / Irradiance press probe equiv foil veloaty

focal spot w/cm2 Mbar delay cm/s

Direct 50J /0200y 1014 12 lns 7pm Al 8.106

Indirect 2J /0120p 51012 4 2ns 3.3pm Al 4.106

Let us notice that the pressure is much lower for indirect drive, that is

why the targets are less expanded than for direct drive.
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The second stage of this experiment deals with accelerated “stable

trilayers”, Si/Al/Si; in the previous targets we replace the rear gold by 1.5p.m of Si.

As there is almost no density jump between Al and Si, we do not expect any mixing

induced by RT instabdity. But the use of a probe beam comes up against two

diffh.dties. Firstly it can generate ablation-front instabilities at the rear of the target.

Secondly, because of the radiative preheating or because of the shock wave, the

target is expanded when the probe beam is on: a part of gold at the rear is

undercritical for the probe beam (n c 9.1021 e. cm-3) and the aluminum line

emission could be no longer the signature of a mixing.

In Fig6we canseethetemporalprofilesofAlHea andSiHealineson

stabletargetsfordirectdriveandindirectdrive.Thedelayof0.88nsbetweenAland

Siemissionscorrespondstotheablationdurationof1.5pmofsiliconbytheprobe

beam.Thisdelayisingoodagreementwiththevaluededucedfromthehydrocode

orgivenbytheusualscalinglaws.ButfordirectdrivetheprobedelayisInsandfor

indirectdrive,itis2ns;tosomeextent,we cansaythat,fordirectdrive,thetarget

expansionatInsisequivalenttotheexpansionat2nsforindirectdrive.Finally,we

havegivenevidenceofnomixingforstabletrilayerSi/Al/Si.

The third stage of this experiment deals with unstable Si/Al/Au

trilayers. In Fig 7 the temporal profiles of Al Hea line and of Au M-band have been

dram by superimposing the probe laser puke we checked that both emissions have

almost the same duration as the pulse. By comparison to the previous profiles for

stable trilayers we see that the instabilities generated a mixing region. The fact that

the aluminum emission starts simultaneously with the gold emission is an

important feature of this graph. It means that the aluminum penetrated the major

part of the gold. A more important point is that this simultaneity occurs for driver

intensities from 1013 to 3.1014 W/cm*. We *s this point later.
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The Al Hea energy measured with the time-integrating spectrograph

increases with increasing driver irradiance (Fig 8). Indeed we expect that the mixing

is more important when the acceleration increases. This energy increases more

slowly for the higher intensities. By numerically-integrating the time-resolved

emission we found a good agreement with this direct measurement, except for

small driver irradiance because of the low Al signal/noise ratio.

In order to compare trilayers of different masses and accelerated in

different conditions we choose to use the relevant parameter, X=l /2g# which is the

target recoil, instead of the driver irradiance I. Indeed in linear and nonlinear

regimes, the amplitude of the perturbations can be expressed with X. The resolution

of the streak camera is not good enough to measure the small values of X, but we

deduced it from the code which has been fitted to the experiment. In Fig 9 we notice

that the Al emission is smaller for indirect drive than for direct drive. Even if the

error bars of the recoil are important we think that the difference is meaningful.

4. Results of the hydrocode

The code used for this study is an two-dimensional lagrangian code. Its

features are standard for laser-matter interaction limited heat flux conduction with

f=O.1, diffusion multigroup radiation, non-LTE package for gold4. The x-ray streaked

camera allows us to characterize the motion of the target and to compare it with

pure hydro-simulations, i.e. without any treatmentof the instabilities.

In Fig 10 we can compare the Al-Au interface velocity for both drives: for

these particular cases the shocks break out at the same time (0.7ns). For direct drive

and during a period of 0.9ns the acceleration is almost constant (so the displacement

can be approximated by 1/2g#). For indirect drive the behaviour is qualitatively the
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same up to 3.106cm/s, but thereis a second accelerationof the targetaftert=l.6ns,

this is due to the laser intensity transmitted through the gold foil which converts

laser light into x-rays. There is no experimental measurement of this transmission,

moreover the measured target velocity is 4.106 cm/s in average which is closer to

the pure indirect velocity than the velocity after the second acceleration.

In Fig 11 we can compare the Atwood number near the interface : during

the unstable stage it is 0.7 for direct drive and 0.5 for indirect drive indeed, for

indirect drive the shock is less intense but the preheating of the gold by the x-rays is

more important, so the gold density is closer to the aluminum density. But it is not

sure that the instabilities keep developping during al the accelerating stage.

In Fig 12 we have schemed the state of the foil and the mixing region due

to the instabilities a mix front propagates through the gold but it meets decreasing

gold density so the instability source decreases (the whole Atwood number

decreasing and/or the density profile softening) even if the target acceleration is

maintained. Moreover, when the probe puke is switched on the critical density

must be somewhere at the rear inside the mixing region if we believe the

experimental result; indeed, the aluminum emission starts at the same time as the

probe puke.
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In table II we compare the mix thicknesses for both drives by using

Youngs’s formula 5: the bubble amplitude is AB= 0,06ag? (the spike amplitude is

As= 1.4AB),a is the Atwood number, g is the acceleration and t is the unstable

stage duration, all given by the code. We add an estimation of the mix thickness

using Leith’s formula relevant to Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities (AB=0.14a6Vt).

Table II

drive instab t g Cm/$ Atw Al bubble dense Au

Direc&code 2D RT o.9ns 1016 0,7 4p o,2p

Directcode 2D RM 0.9ns 6v=2.106 (),7 1.81.L o,2p

Indir R X code2D RT 0.5ns 5.1015 0/5 o,2p o,2p

The depth of dense gold is the thickness of gold with a density larger than

the critical density, refered to its initial density and taken at the beginning of the

probe pulse (t=lns). We took for “t”the acceleration duration which is also the delay

of the probe beam the bubble amplitude is larger than the gold depth for direct

drive. This conclusion holds for small driver energy giving an acceleration stage of

0.4ns and an acceleration of the same order of magnitude. Indeed, even if the

unstable stage is three times shorter, the table II shows that the bubble is still larger

than the gold depth. For Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities the same conclusion can

be drawn. So, the Al emission is going to appear simultaneously with the probe

pulse as observed in the experiment.

On the contrary, for the indirect drive the probe pulse begins at t=2ns; if

the unstable stage lasts only 0.5ns the mix thickness is of the same order of

magnitude as the gold depth. So the result is uncertain; for the time being the time-

resolved measurement of the line has not been done.
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Si/Al/Si

5 Conclusion

We succeeded in making a “null-mix”

targets. It proves that the targets without

during the acceleration stage. Moreover we checked

induce RT instabilities at the ablation front in our

experiment with accelerated

density jump are quasi-stable

that the probe beam does not

conditions so it validates the

diagnostic of the mix region with a probe beam. With unstable trilayer Si/Al/Au

directly driven we observed a mixing Al-Au for a driver irradiance as small as 1013

W/ cm2. The time-resolved spectrum showed that the aluminum penetrates very

far into the gold even for a small driver energy, that is, for a short RT unstable stage.

It is consistent with a rough estimate using Youngs’s formula.

For indirect drive the mixing is much less important for an equivalent

target recoil, but these results are going to be completed in the near future. However,

by comparing the results obtained with direct drive we can infer that the laser non-

unifonnities seem to play an important part in the direct-drive experiment. These

non-uniformities have probably small size because we did not see large scale

stnxture in targets diagnosed with selfbacklighting.

We thankthepeople working at the target laboratory, the team which is

in charge of the experimental facility, “Heliotrope” for their participation to this

work. We are very grateful to J.F.Haas for several helpful discussions.
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Figure captions

Fig 1: Prinaple of a mixing experimenfi the probe beam heats up the rear of the

target so the Al mixed with the gold emits x-ray lines detected with a spectrograph.

Fig2: Scheme of a target for indirect drive acceleration of a bilayer target.

Fig 3: Gold concentration in a bilayer Al/Au given by an ion probe an alumina

barrier reduces the migration of the metals through each other.

Fig 4: Picture given by a x-ray streak camera for direct drive the front emission is

due to the driver beam, the rear emission is due to the probe beam.

Fig 5: Picture given by a x-ray streak camera for indirect drive: in this ~se we do not

see the emission on the gold foil which converts laser light into x-ray. The spatial

reference allows us to draw the time axis.

Fig 6: For stable target A1/Si we observe a delay between Si and Al emission. This

0.88ns delay correspond to the ablation of the Si and is almost the same for both

drives.

Fig 7: For unstable target and direct drive we do not observe any delay between gold

and Al emissions (for indirect drive the measurement has not been done).

Fig 8: Al line emission for direct drive as a function of inadent laser energy.

Fig 9: Al line emission for both drives as a function of target recoil.

Fig 10: Al/Au Interface velocity given by the 2D Hydrocode. The second acceleration

in the indirect drive case is due to the laser transmitted through the gold foil.

Fig11: Atwoood numbergivenby the2D Hydrocode.

Fig 12: Densityprofileschemeatthebeghmingof theprobe pulse:thecritical

densitywhereprobe energyis depositedis insidethemix region.
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The AWE/LLNL Planar Foil MIX Experiment

TJ.GoMsack, J.C.V.Hansom, N.Cowperthwaite

AWE Alderrrsaston,Reaa?ng, Berks., UK;

J.D.Molitoris
Luwrence LiverrrsoreNa”orsal Laboratory, Livennore, CA.

Abstract

TheAWE/LINL planar foil mix qerhem. in which peint-projectionapectroscqsyis Usedto diagnose
hydmdymmicmisingbetweentheablatorsmdpayloadinaradiadvely-scceleraredpacksge,hasbeendescribed
previously.k rhis paper we presemta derailedanalysisof tha data using a mw, twodimasaionsl rmfold
techrriquewhichallowschmxt-lengtlteffecrssobe takenimo accmmt.We findthatwiththenew rsclmiquethe
derivedmix diatibotionaam leassubjectto arms earnedby chat-length eff~ leadingto moeh1sssaeatter
m the cahhted mix widths.We find rhat high Atwood-nuder paekageamix more than do low Atwcod-
numberpackages.Compatiaonswithtwodimsnsional cstadatims and a onedimensionalmodelate made.

Introduction

In the AWELLNL planra foil mix eXperhmLoj @nt-
m@ti~ ~~ is a to diagnose hydmdy-

rramicmixing bezweena low-demity sblator and a high-
density payload in a radiatively-sccelesatedPackagti The
packsgecxmsistsofa60 P poly-phenylenestdphideabla-
tor (“PPS”,29% stdphtrrby weight density= 1.36g cnr~
and a molybdenumpaylod (density= 1022 g cm?, with
these mstmiak the nominal Atwood number is 0.8 and so
Richtmyer-Meshkov@and Rayleigh-Taylofl instability
growth is expected at the immface. The experimental ar-
rangementfordiagnosingthisinstabilitygrowthis shownin
Fig. 1.Approximately6 k.1of 0.53 pm laser light in a lns-
longsquarepttlse isused.Thepackage isbacklitatbetween
4attd 10 ttsstlerthestartof thelaserpulse.The @ldighter
X-rays are generated by focusing one of the Nova beams
@ukelength=200psFWHM) ontoaaubsitfiary target-in
thiscsse20pmdiarneter cupperwirescctated withan sp-
proxitnatelyWttiMOh tnixtstteof B~ Au, attdpt to giveatt
X-myemissionband in the2-to-3keV mnge.Themare two
such lines-f-sight (denoted by “Sire 1“ and “Sire 2“) on
eachshot. Atypical isrragerecmdedittthiswayisshownin
Fig. 2(a). F@ore2(b) shows the image after conversion to
tmttsmisaion,a process which has been described els-
ewhere.@)Thefoil is thecentralblo~ belowit canbe seenthe
shadowofadisplacetnentfidttcial.Thisfratneiawellaligoed
ktitie Wphw Kd&ti L47kVadtie~~d&
at 2.52 keV both pass close to the cenffeof the foil.

Determination of mix

P reviousexperiments,rep-ted ekewhere,haveshown
that the observedoverlapbetweenthe ablatorand

payload absorptionedges is not catrsedby effects sttch as
blow-by$1,4)Other experiments, including some point-
projectionshotsttsingpackagea wherethemolybdemurnwas
replaced by chloro-polystyrene (29% Cl by weight,
density= 1.24g crn~ to giveanotninal Atwoedntrsnberof
0.05 and hence, according to ciasshd theory, very little

Backlighting

laser beam

Bragg Foil w
cry package

T

L
Baeklighter
target

Motion
Noimix , /

km Package shadow appears
on top of baeklighter

p~~~~ p;
spectrum

Figure 1: The-“mental arrangement.

Figure2:
a (lejt): the raw image @lrndenw”ty)from shot

19122104 (Mix47 Sim2)
b (right): the same image @er conversionto a map

of trarssrnisswn.
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Theprevious (tine-out) methodfor determining mix
from the spectral overfap is sensidve to choti-length
effects.

Untilmcemtly,mix widthswexeobtainedby takingline-
outs aboveand below the srdphurK and Mo ~ edges

J Jr,= e~Kl, P,a( Qdl,a) x exp(~a P2=( ~a)d+a:

I J
“ =e~K1b plb(l)lbdl~b)xexp(~b pzb($b)d~b
b

where Tisthe EOll@@w KiSthe OpSCity(ell#K’),p
isthedensity, anddlisanelemental dktancealongthe
line-of-sight.Subrxxiprs1and2referto mataiak 1(H%
ablator)and2 @lofoil)respectively,andsubscr@aand
btimmqwtiti~tititivembbwtiqm
*.

Consider the eaw where the line-outshave been taken
aboveandbelowthesulphurabsmptionedge. Inthiscase
materid2isthe’’con Wninant” and it is possible to
combinetheabove twoequationsmgive theanealdensity
of mabmial1 if the followingassumptionsare made

(i)

[ii)

:iii)

theopecity ofrnaterM 2isconstantacross the
absmptionedgeof materkd 1;

K2= = Ka

theamaldensity ofmatmial listheserneabove
the absorptionedge as belowi~

J 1plb(llb)dllb - pla(llaldlla

thearealdensity ofrnaterM2 isthesameabove
lhe tlbSOl@Oll edge ils klOW iL

With these assumptionsthe areal densityof mataial
[ becornex

*MY growfh have shown that the overall sysrern
resdudon is around 40 prn$]) The amount of mix beiween
theablatorandthepayloadean themforebedetermindhxn
theoverlapbetween thesutphurKdgeadtheIvfo~d
~edgesinthecaseofthe highAtwood-nurnbertarge&and
theoverlapbetween thesulphurKedgeandthechlorineK
edge in the case of the low Atwood-rumba targefs.In the
pastthkhasbeenperformedbytakingline-outsaboveand
Mow each absorption edge and then eatculadng the areal
densityinthelineofsigh@shownin130x l. Aproblernwirir
thisapproaeh kthaterrcascanbeintmducediftheanmmt
of materkdin the line-of-sightatagiven displacetnentvaries
between the “aboveWge” line-out and the “below-edge”
hWOUL If theframeis well-aligned(Fig.2) thisvariationis

mbwtiti~ekmtwe~ ~~dtiedctiti
density may be seriously in error. We have therefore
developeda’%dimensiorral”analysismethodwhichmakes
use of ~ muchof the informationin the image as possible.

The 2-D analysis method.

A t the heart of the 2-D analysis lies an attempt to
CbteriSe the radialdistxibudonof the foil mated

- i.e. chmd-lerrgtheffectsare taken into account implicitly.
‘IhePm@durernay besummised as follows. The lataal
shape (i.e. pep@ukw to the direction of motion) of the
matesid distributionis measuredoutside the mix ~gion by
fitting a given fi,metionto the observed transmissiondata
shove the mixregion (Le.in the ablator)and below the mix
region(iie.in thepayload).The shapewithinthe mixregion
is thenobtaind by interpolationacross the gap. Finally,an
iterative pmcedum calculates the amounts of ablator and
payload whim given the shape of the foil within the mix
region,beatfit theexperimentaldata. A detaikddescripdon
of thispmceasnow follows.

Theimageis splitintotiueeareas(see Fig.3) -a

be-iwentixsn,largerthan-tim&-wid&, -&mainingthe-ti
layer. In each of the two prmmaterid regions a Weighti

~ RJrt3-
ablator

{

region--
Unknown
(mixed &

1

pure)
—-

Pure
payload

J region
—-

Figure3. Theimage of thefoil is split into three oreos.

to fit a functionto the materialdistributionfor eaeh record
(hcxizOntaIrow) within the image. We fit to opticaldepth
[r=-lo&(-uIJ]rafhuthanmnmisskn,sincebysodoing
wecanrncaeeasilytakeintoaccountuncemintiesinthe
beg. Thefunetimusedistiesumofa
Gaussianplusaquadradc

z=~exp(-zW)+~ +a,x+~xz (1)

Whfnez = (X-ay% (2)

Theopaeityis inchrdedintheGaussian tam but not in the
quadmdc, since the assumpdon is that the quadradc term
tikrul optidlensitybackgrourrd(llg. 4). The Use Of

athssisnfunction todeaeribeth eshapeofth efoirsareal
density distributionis justified largely by examination of
line-outs through foil absapdon images recorded with a
rotatedspectrograph.(*)In such images, where the specaal
qm k parallel to the dimtion of motion,mrherriran
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Transmission
Optical density
OD . -bg(l)

Optical density:
“Real” shape “Error”shap

~ Note K in@~l dens~
function

where z=(x-al)/a2

Figure 4. The shape of the optical &M”V swjhce isjitted
by the sum of a Gausshn term (which describes the foil
material distributwn) and a Rolynondal i#&gree s2.

Pcqxmdiculartoitssinthedstaprtwttedhem,thematraid
distribution does apIEX to be very nearly Gaussian. l%e
assumptionof a Gaus@n distributionis, howevex,onlyan
assmnptionandcare istakenirt evesyamdysistocheck tltst
it is ~.

Toensure rhstt@onsintheimagewhich ateunthdy
influencedby uncaaintiesin imagepmcesing(principally
areas whete the tmnsmission is close to zero) do not sd-
verselytiecttheansly~ aweighdngschemeisusedwhich

as their transmissiontends to zero. In addidon, absmption
lines (whichare &served close to the absorptionedges)are
alsoignore&sincetheiropscitiesarehighsndunmtainand
they are instrumentallyblurred.

hwme~mitkfodtia~fit~~~tid
byfitdngafunction withfeweslheparameters - e.g.alinear
background

7 = qexp(-zV2) + ~ + a,x (3)

or even a constantbsckgmuntt

Somedmesa supe@aussisn givesa better !iLwitheithera
constantor a Iincarbackground

T= ~e~-z’?2) + ~ [+ a,x] (5)

whereac is the power of ritesuper-Gamian term. In such
casesa quadraticbsckgmtmdcannotbe usedbecause there
Sretoornany *psrametms. Csreistakert tochoosesn
appm@te fittingfuncdon,anda numberof differentfunc-
tionsare tied in repaed analysesof the ssme fmrneto test
rhesensitivitytothefittingftmctionofthederivedresuk.l%e
lowest-odor polynomialpossible is used.

~etitoftifitigk ~m6v&m(~hgh~
or a) which containelementsderivedin the twopuremare-

rid regiom ordy. The values within the mix region are
obtained by fitting an appropriate function to the kllOWl

Vahlesrmdinterpolsdngsc ross the gap (Eg. 5). In doing so>

thecoefticient~ -thesmplitudeof theGaussian- is igno@
since to interpolateits valuewouldbe to imposea solution.

Coefficient
value

Figure 5: The values within the mix region ofeach coejj7-
cient are derived by interpolation afterjltting an appro-
priate f~ction to the values om”& the mix region.

A numberof irnplicitsssmnptionsare madein perform-
ing this analysis.F- the assumptionthat the coefficients
can be interpolatedacross the mix region is equivalent to
assuming thsttheradiid expansions of thesblatorsndthe
psyloadamthessme. Webelievethatsny errorsarisingf.iom

kngth efficts,secondly,in assuming aGian areal
density distribution it isassumedthstthere isnoantmlus of
PPS which has blown past the payload. Previous expeti-
menrshaveshownthatthis isagocdassuqxion. f’)Finally,
itisassumedthstthe smotmtof mixisindepeadent of radial
position.This roo is likely to be a good assumption.

The next stage in the analysisis to performan iterative
searchtofindthesmotmtsofsblatorartdpsyload whichbest
fit the observedtransmissiondata. (In therwnainderof this
note it is assumedthat the fitted timction is Gaussianfoil +
quadrsdc bsckgmund.) An initial guess is made of the
amountof sblatorsnd payload present- say ~ and ~ -
(actually, the guess is thst it is the same as the previous
reccrd) and the opticaldepth is calculated

z= (~~ + ~~ x exp(-zV2)

+~+a,x+~xz (6)

Notethatthe opticaldepth duetobackground oremorhss
kntilti~emo~~of~hrmdpylti(~ and
~srethenvariediterstively untilchangestoeither~ or
~oflessthan l% fkotnoneiteratiorttothenextreardtina
worse match to the experimentally-measutedtransmission
(13g.6).

The horizontalvariation in the srcal densities {of the
ablatorand paylcadare calculated

~= ~exp(-?f2) (7)

~=~exp(-z%2) (8)

and from these the payload mass fraction(pmfy

pmf = ~(~g~ (9)
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Figure 6: The amounts ofablatorattdpayloadarevaried
iter~”vely until changes to either ofless than 1%from one
iteration to the ttex result in a worse match to the experi-
mentally-measured transmission.

Fii73howstheatealdensitie3calctdatedinthi3way
forshot MIX36, Sintl, together withtheareaI~
tabulated in the old “1-D line-out?way. The 2-D unfold
showsdkaibutiomswhich- ignoringnoise-rollover monot-
onically, in contrast to the 1-D unfolds which show a
spuriousbumponthe kloandalow-level fcetontheablator
- both due, in the main, to chord-lengtheffects.

Area!
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(Ingan”l
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Figure 7: The areal densities caictdatedj?oma 2-D unfold
qf shot MfX 36, Sirn 1, together with the areal &nsities
calculated in the old “l-D linewt” nay. The 2-D @old
shows dism.butitm which - ignoringnoise - roll over
monotonically,in contrastw the1-D u@okikwhichshowa
spuriousbumpontheMo atrda low-kvelfmtontheabfator
- bothdue to chord-length.#ects.

To enableus to compre measumdmix with mixcalcu-
lated in Simulation we detine a quantitywe call the “mix
width”. Inmality,o fcourse,th emixiadeacribedby a
distribution,notasinglequantity, butamix widthisaoseftd
way to parametrise different 3hots. The importance of
determiningwhetherthefomndbumparereal maybe seen
tiom Figure 8 where the payload mass tiaction fkont-h
analysisisplotted. In theold I-D analysisthepayloadmsss
fracdonrolls overatvaluesofjust uttderO.25andjust under

Figure 8: Thepaytoad marsj%zctwn curve derivedfrom 2-D
Wtd)SiS qfi%f~ 36, .%1, is COltlpCRSd with the Pllykd llUSS

j?action derivedj%m a 1-D Iins-outomdysis of thesamedata.
Thesen@NitYofthededucedtiwidthto the.@ectsofroll-over
causedby chord-length-inducedfet andbumpsis apparent. in
this&tathe deducedmixwidthis 120~.

0.75. Clearly, the derivedmix width is extremelysensitive
to this mllaer. If, for example,the mix width wem to be
defined as twice the sepamdon between the 0.25 and 0.75
valueson thepayload mass tlaction curve, the 1-Danalysis
would give around W w whereasthe 2-D analysisgives
a mom rmsonable 120~.

Werl&neanoma&edmixwidthW_ such thW

w_= (Z* - XJ /(1 - 2V) (lo)

whx,. -x, kti~k-tieti~vmdl-von
the payloadma33~tion curve. (If the payload mas3flac-
tioncauveislinear-i.e.fittedbyy=mx+ c-andoftotdwidth
w (i.e. the distancebetweenOand LOon the paylcad mass
&actioncurve is w), then w_ = w.) Figure 9 shows the
resultsof applyingthis to the 2-D unfolddata in~g 8. We
then look to see how constant the normalisd mix width is
ovmhemnge-O.25 -0.45 in limitvalues(i.e.v,above),and
quote(hi3rangea3the mixwidthforthisparticularandysis.
In Fig. 9 we quote 1(0120 pm. We then re-analyse the
fiamewith dilTerentfits to the coefficients (~ through%or
a~, with different backgmmds (i.e. constantsor linear, or
quadmdc),aud witha super-Gaus3ianfoil profile.inappro-
priate. F@y, we choose limits to the deducedmix width
by exminadon of allof theresult3* theaboveanalyses,
bearinginmindhow welleachanalysis fitstheobsemddata
andreplicatat heobserwiimage. Thi3isthenourfinal
value.

It can be seen !iom the above description that the mix
width k a somewhat fu22ynumbec Ud3is, as was stated
dies, primwily because we ate attempting to quantify a
distibutionwithasirtglenumber. Wetherejore highiightthe
observation that, for comparison with hydrocode simtda-
tions, it irfm better to use the individual material distribu-
donsfiom each frame rather than match to the mix width.
The mix widthd-however, fulfl a usefldrole in that all
@mkpl~ma~#e~hmlmkmnn&md
idendfyoutliers.
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Figure 9: The normalised mix Widthfront Mti36, Sim 1,
is roughly constant (-1(X)--120pm) over the range -02S
-0.45 in limit values.

Results of the Anslysis

weateintheprccess ofandysingailpossibledatain
this way. Figure 10shows ournxmltsso far. In this

figmeareploaed the mixwidths(definedtim thenonnal-
isedtnix widthcurves,asdescxibedabove)againstdisplace-

ment We have tab the 5070 point on the payload mass
frdon curve tobe the’’displacement.”astditis withrespect
to the inidal (i.e.at dtne= 2ero)positionof theoutersurface
of thepayload. Theream twodi&ent data sets. The fried
circles 6) show results from high-Atwood-number(PPS/
Me) packages the open circles (o) show maultsii-emlow-
Atwood-nmnber(PPS/PCS)pa&ages. ‘Ihehorizontrdenur
batsreflectunamain tyinthem easusementofdisplacement
The vertical error bars, however, include only the uncer-
taintyin the 2-D tmfoldanddo not include the uncmainties
causedby thee.arlierpmessing (i.e ilrn densitytopacksge
tsansmMon). Effot?sare underwayto quantify this.

Anmkrof~tiKmb*. FtiLdtiw@hfig 10
it seems that low Atwcod-mmtbes packages (PPS/PCS,
A-41.05)seem to exhibit around 50 w mix, it must be
remembered that the ovemll system resolution is around
40pm. When this is taken into acco~ the low Atwood-
numberpa&ages showbetween no and-20 ~ mix. (The
small-but finite- Atwoodnutnbermeattsthatsomeirtstabil-
ity growth is @le. Simulations pedict a few tens of
micronsof* dependingupon conditions.~) secondly,
thehigh-Atwood-numbespackagesshowaround50premix
atsmalldispke-menLandaround100wmixatthelargest
displacementsmeasured Since the displacementis essen-
tiallypmportiontdto time (simulation show that the pack-

Mix
width
(m

150 I I I I I

● Mo . . . . . y = 24.923+ 0.12675x R= 0.56609 Data to 3/22/91

o Pcs .----y -52.926 + -0.00126S4XR= 0.017269

100 - i

i

.
.

%’*”:+$ j
50 -

1

o 100 200 300

Displacement (w)

400 500 600

Figure 10: The results sofm. In thisjigure are plotted the mix widths (dejinedfiom the normalised mix width curves, as
&scribedabove)againstdisplacement(the50%pointon tkpayioadmassjiaction curve). Thefilledcircles (Y) show results
from high-Atwood-number (PPSIMO)packages; the open circles (o) show resadtsjkom low-Atwood-number (PPSIPCS)
packages. The horizontal error bars rejlect uncertainty in the measurement of displacement. The vem”calerror bars,
however, include only the uncert~in the2-D @oldand& not include the uncertaindescwedby theearlierprocessing
(i.e.jilm &nsity to package transmission).
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age stays still for the first nanosecondor w until the shock
breaksout fiomitsrearsurf%c eandrhencoastswit honiya
Srnsllamount of tiuther Scceleradon), the small values at
Smalldiaplacementmmespondtoearly dine. Inotherwonis,
theincmaseinmixwidthwirhdisplacemlentiscausedabnost
entkely bythepacksge -snd hence also themixregion -
expandingwith time. Sincelittleornosuch inmeaseirtmix
width with displacement is obsaved for the low-Atwood
number pckagea, we conclude that the high-Atwood-
ntunbss pacMgea areindeedmixirtg mmethan the low-
Atwood numberpackages.

Comparisons with calculation.

Theexpaiutental data have been compared with two
diffiasnt calculations-a two-dimensionalexplicithy-

dm-cede calculation and a one-dimensionalmix modeL
These calculations are pan of a on-going pmgmrnme of
workand iimne caladatiomswill*some of theshort-
comings noted here.

Comparison with a 2-D hydro calculation

Thetxedimmlsional ‘TETRA”cdewas usedtocalcu-

Iatethe tnixreaLdting fhftlthe lUWablegmvth of an
initiaily-permbed interke. PEIRA tois a Eukian code
which explicitly follows the motion of the fluids as they
moveunderthe imposedpressum_s A~-
tionoftheinitial geometrykshownirt Figuell.

Pressure
applied #

10
Intetface has;:::..<w&....>k..w$’1;k.j~$ perturbation imposed

3oJlmPPS :J:i% at t-o 7
ablator ~

lk2pm Mo jr
payload “’

Figure 11: The2-DPetracalcu&ations wereofa 10 pnt-
wide sample of thefoil. It ww asmunedthat i@ofthe PPS
had been ablated Apresstueptdse was applied at the rear
@the ablator.

Strtallzoneswese usedinordestoreaolve theinterfkce
with sufficientaccunxy to followthe evolutionof the mix.
However,computesmemorylimitatimmstrictitheamourtt
of the foil that could be considered to a It@n-wide sub-
sectionofthe2@m-wide foil.l%efoilwasthus eotrsidexed
tobeintlnitein thexdiectionandedgeeffectswcneignored.
The preasumwssapplied in tbeydirectionandwas uniform
across the sample (the x dinectionin Fig. 11) but varied
appropriatelyin dine.

The pturbadon applied to tile interfacewasderived
front the interfemmeaicaily-measuredprofile~of atypical
sampleshownin Figure 12 Note thatonly a part (-80pm)
of the foil is measuredon any one scan. The device had a
verdcal molution of -1 nm and a horizontalresolutionof
-0.3 pm.

Position @m)

Figure12:Alineotutaken thoughttte2-Dinteg!erometically
measured st@ce pn$le of sanyie 38-30 shows that the
surjlle jinish is btter than 15 nnt pea&to-peak, with a
&minant wavelength of -30 pm.

Itsmode specmun (Fig. 13)shows that the dominant
wavelengthis around 3@n, with wavelengthsdown to a
micronor leaaalsopsest l“heamplitudeaof theindividual
modesam less than 25nm (0.O(X@rn, 25A).

2.5 I I

2.0-

1.5

1.0 1

0.5 -

0.0..-
1 10 100

Wavelength (pm)

Figure 13: The mode spectrum from Figure 12 (i.e. the
magnitude oftheFouriertrattsJorm)showsthoiap~fiom .
a wavelength qf-30 ~ the spectrum isfdlyjlat.

This wassmailerthartcouldbe resolvedcomputionally,
soalargerampiitudewss used.Thepermrbationappliedwss
a random superpositionof 20 cosine waves of individurd
amplitudeO.Olprngiven by

andnmmlised sothatthestandarddeviadonwasO.Olpm.
Anexatnple is showninFig. 14,togetherwithasub-section
of the measuredpmiile.
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Figwe 14: sow line: part of the a@mwuaU .

ared stujhce proy$iefor sanqle 38-30 (jFom F;?].
Brokeniine:Pert@adon appiied w inte@ce in2-D Petra
Caictdadon$.

F@ns’ 15showstbemeasuKdpmfiletog@terwitheight
Sooiiedummhtmm“ ioided-m+ndfaeoumakmTlte
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+
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Pigwe 15: sow line:pwtqfthe ~ lm?as-
ured stqlsce pro@te for sample 38-30 (@m Fig. 12).
Bro&n iine:Perwbadon oppiiedto intetjiie in2-D Petra
Caictdations.

‘nle!caicuMimtwsstunto5mtbeobs@maon“ timeof
theexpaiment.llt smstesiddeaskkawe setbenavesaged
actossthe 10~sampleandsse showninFigure 16.Some
noiseisappssentduetothetelstivelyisrgescaleofthemixed
“chunks”.

To take intoaccountmotionblurringad other insmt-
mentaleffecs thedensitypmfilesweseblunedbyconvoht-
tionwitha4@tn FWHMG_ssshown in Figme16.
This, we now believe, is an un&a@mste of the system
resolution- it isprobsblymates 3Qun m.

0.6 l’” i’ l’” 1’ I a’: r
i;

~ 0.5-

% 0.4-

= 0.3-
.$
~ 0.2-
n

0.1-

0.0
-400 -360 -300 -250 -200 -150 -100

Displacement (pm)

Figwe 16: Jaggediines:the averagedmateriai&m”des
fiomtk2-D Petra caicalatiott Smooth lines: the de~”ties
wnvoived witha40pnt PWHM Gaussian totake insa
account the iimiseddiagnamicresolution. Thefoil package
is traveiling~m right to @l and so the ablator, shown by
broken &es. is on the right and thepayload (solid lines) is
on the&i.

Inor6es tocompare these dcuMond results with

s&togivethesred-dettsity& -

g= Jp(l)di

Wehsveappoximatedthe integmlbyaproduct

g= pxlO@nt

Figure 17shows the resultingcomparisonfor Mix42,
simlatsns.

4 - ,.J

3 -
,/’”

.2x~.

2 -

1 -

400 -300 -200 -1oo

D=piaeament (pm)

Figure 17: Comparisonbetween experimentalresultsfiom
Miz42, Siml os5ns (jaggedtis) andsmoothed2-D Petra
restdts (snwoth lines).

Agmetnentis reaonable, but the simulationun6eresti-
tnstes the foil dispkement slightlyand oveswimms the
amplitudeof the MOpayload
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Figure 18shows the comparisonfor the same sho~but
fortheotherchannel (Sitn2)at8.5 ns.Herewewete.obliged
m-~etitiadcti~~ 8mtitiwmtie Mt
time available. Agreement is less good than in the earlier
fkune,forsirnilsrreasons-thesimulationundmdmmes the
foil diqkement slightly and ovemsdnmtesthe amplitude
of the Mo payload.

futttteCdCtdStiOtl by hcmasing the imposedpressure,then,
ifthemixwidthdoesgrowas-gP (wheregistheaccderation
dtktitie)-md-ti@ ~a@ven~, tieti
maybe significantlyoverestimated Ontheotherhan&ifthe
bhmittgttsed(4@rnFWHMGaussi@is toomuch,themix
widthwillbereduced.Workisinhandtolookat the.wissues.

Comparison with a 1-D hydro model

A l-D@rat@nhydtocode,kmpomdngaversionof
Yotmg’smixtnodelmin whichthemixaffectsthehydrody-
nanticbehsviourof thepackage(rhe’’dynamic”mcdel),was
Usedtoesdmate the mix. In this calculation the instability
growthatearlytitne wasmodelledby theso-called’’passive
model” m in which the mix does not affect the hydro

~;-

behaviour.At later time- when the pemubadon amplitude
has become compamble toorgtwterthan theminitnmn
wavelength - the “dynamic” model was used. The initial

-600 -500 -400
-~oosmplimdeandwavelengthwassswmedtobeO.Olytnand

1~ respecdvely.

Dispiseement @m)
Figttm 20 showsthe densitydistributionsof each tnate-

Figure 18: CO@Ot! befween ~rimentr.11 results ~ in ~ ~ti~ of m- st 5 ns.~ no~ seenin tie
fiomh4ix42,Sim2 at85 ns(jaggedfines) andsmoothed2- 2-D caMadonshowninFig. 16issbsenLofcourse,because
D Petra restdts at 8.0 ns(smoothfines). thiscalculsdonemploysa 1-Dmodel.Motionblurringand

tttkz insttumetttsleffectswest?taken intoaccount by blur-
Figute 19showsacomparisonbetweenthepsykhttaas ringthesedistriiufionsby convolutionwitha40prn FWHM

ibcdons front experimentaldata at 5 ns and 8.5 ns (solid Gaus&uLas in the 2-D calculation.
curve)and the calculation(dotdash cmve) at 5 ns and 8 m.

0.6
.

~
~ 0.0 I N-J...- L 400 -300 -200 -100

1!,,,1,
-700 -600 -500 -400 -300 -200 -100 Displacement (pm)

Displacement (pm)

Figure 19: The payload massjkrction - aperimentai
duta at5 ns and8 .Stt.x(soiid curve); calculation (&t-dash
curve) at 5 ns and 8 ns. The broken curve shows the
calcutkuion shijied by an arbitrary amount to make it Iie
roughly on top of the experimental datafor shape cowyxarL
son.

The calculation quite sevemiy ~ the dis-
pIacemen@smentionedabove.l“hebmkencurveshowsthe
calculated payload mass fractions shifted by arbitrary
amounts to superimpose themroughlyupontheexperimem-
talresultYbydoingsoitisclearthattheshqe of thepayload
maw fkactioncurve is reasonablywellptedicted.The mag-
nitudeof itsgradientis, however,slightlyundmsdmatd in
both fi-ames,leading to an Ovatsdtnate of the mix. Ind@
if the calculatedfoildisplacementwete to be increasedin a

Figure 20: Broken lines: material &nsities f?om the
“dynamic” mix model. Solid lines: densities after
convolvoltidon with a 40 pm FWHM Gaussian. Thefoil
_ge is traveifingfiom right to lqfl.

Figure21 showsthe comparisonwith Mix 42, Sim 1at
5 nS where again we have approximated the line-of-sight
integraibyassumingapath-lengrhof l@rn. Again,agree-
ment is remonable,but again thesirntdationundemdmates
the foil displacementslightlyand Ovemtimam the smpii-
tude of the Mopayload.
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Figure 2’1: Comparison between qerintental results
j?om Miz 42, Sim 1 at 5 ns (solid lines) and blurred nd.z-
&l results (dot-olzsh lines).

Figure22 shows the comparisonfor the same sho~but
fortheotherchannel (Sire2)at8.5ns. Herewewereobliged
m-~titiadctiona8 mstitiwmtie-
dtne available. AgaiILagmtrtent is less good than in the
earlier frame, for similarreasons.

4pl I I I I I I I I I I I I I
,’

o
-700 -800 -500 -400 -300

Displacement (pm)

Figure 22: Comparison between eqerimental results
fiomMix42, Sim2 at85 ns (solid lines) and blurred mir-
modei results at 8 ns (dOt-dashlines).

F@ue23 showsacompzuisortbetweentheexperitnental
datast5nsand8.5 ns@idcuwe) sndthecalctdatedpsylosd
m~tiomx5mti8m(&t-~).A~ti
calculationquiteseverelyttndemdmatm thedispkemert~
as mentioned above, but the shifted curve shows rhat the
shape of the payloadmassfmctioncuwe is reasonablywell
predicted.The same CQMMentSapply as wete made in the
case of the 2-D caictdation- if the calculatedfoil displace-
mentwere to be increasedin a futmecalculationbyincreas-
ing the imposed pmkwre the mix may be signifkantly
overestimated

IJ’’’I’’’’ I’’’’ ”4’[’I’’’’I’”4

1111 II L

-800 -400 -200

Displacement @m)

Figure 23: The payload nuassjkztion - expe-ntal
&ta at5 nsand85 ns (solid curve); calculation (dot-dash
curve), at 5 ns and 8 ns. The broken curve shows the
calculation shijied by an arbitmy amount to make it lie
roughly on wp of the tnperimental &tafor shape compai-
son.

In ordK to compete the mix widths predicted by the
. .

smmlammwehsveanalysedthetninthesamewayasinthe
expmimenL’Ihat~ thentixwidthhasbeendefiedsstwice
fhedismrtcebetweenthe0.25and0.75points on thepaylosd
masstition curveaftertherespective densitydisrnbutions
hsvebeenblurred bythe4@rt Gsussim. Weqeatthe
observation rnadeearlierthatit isbetter w ure theindividucd
nuaterialdistributionsfrom eachframe rather than match to
the mix width, However, figure 24 shows the results. The
datashownin Fig. 10are replated togetherwith the results
fromthe2-Dcalctdation(ctoss-in-square)and fromthe 1-D
simulation (lmtK-glsssshape). Both seis of calculations
significmtlyovettdmte the amount of mix.

‘Ilnw possiblesourcesof errorare pesertL however,as
has been mentioned.FmL in both sefs of simtdations the
p=kage was notdriven as far as was seen expmimentally.
l%isisbecaose there isalways asmalltmcenaimyinthe
actualpessums generatedexperimentallyand the pressure
appliedin h sitntdationwas too low. The foil wouldhave
kendriven fitrdwr ifthispresmreha dbeen incmsed
However,ifthemix widthdoes growas-@ (whereg is the
accelemtionandt is the time)- andhencedistanceat a given
time,thenevenmoremix wottldhave beemcalculatedat the
observationtimes. Secondly,if the instrumentalresolution
is swh that a blurringof less than 4@.trnFWHM shouldbe
usedto compsts simulationwith experiment then less mix
wotdd be predicted. Thirdly, because of computer limita-
ti-mtienmkofaMtimddk@,tieh
profile imposed in the calctdations was rougher than that
sees experimentally.Less mix would have been seen if a
smoaherinterface hsdbeencsicubated. Wmicisinhandto
examinethese issues.
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Figure 24: The &ta shown in Fig. 10 are replottedmgether with the resultsfiom the 2-D coicuiation (cross-in-square)
andfiom the 1-D sinuddon (hour-glass shape). Both se~ of calculations tignijicantly overestimate the
omormt of mix. Note C~e41tSin text, however.

Conclusions

A detailedanaIysisof thedata fromthe AWE/LLNL
plansr-foilmixexperimmthasteenperfornwdusing

a new, two-dimensionalunfold techniquewhich allows
chord-lengtheffeetstobetakenintoaccoumWehavefound
thstwiththenewtechrriquethederivedrnixdistributionsam
l~wbjtim~_byckd-lm@effwW leading
tomuchless scatterinthecakrdsted mixwidths.We find
rhathigh-Atwood-numberpacksgesmixmorethandolow-
Atwood-numberpdcagS butthatexperimentalresolution
is a limitation.Comparisonwithtwodimensionslcalculs-
tiortsand onedimerrsionrdmodellirrgshows thatin both
casessomewhattoomuchmixispredicted.Howeves,sorne
of thisover-estirnstionmay* fiomknowrrshortcomings
in thecalculationsperfotmedso far.Furthesworkis under
wayto lookatthesepoints.
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EFFECTSOF PREHEAT ON MIX INLASER ACCELEIU4TED
PLANAR FOILS

J. D. Molitoris, D. W. Phillion, M. M. Morin*
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Livermore, Cal#ornia U.SA.

T. J. Goldsack, S. D. Rothman, J. C. V. Hansom
Atomic Weapons Establishment, Aldenna.ston, United Kingdom

ABSTR4CI’

We have investigated the effect of x-ray preheat on the development of mix. In
these experiments a planar foil package consisting of two materials separated by a
smooth interface was ablatively accelerated using a laser produced x-ray drive source.
In the normally preheated case the drive had a component which coupled to the
interface, while in the low preheat case that component was absent. The measured mix
widths and hydrodynamics are compared for both situations.

INTRODUCI’XON

Mix is the interpenemationoftwomaterialsarisingfrominstabilitygrowthdue
to perturbations in an accelerated interface. Instabilities can develop ffom interfaces
between gases, liquids, solids, or plasmas. In the experiments discussed below, we
study mix in accelerated planar foils which evolve fiorn a solid into a plasma. The
interface is ablatively accelerated by a laser generated radiation source providing both a
continuous acceleration and acceleration due to the passage of a shock. Hence, the
resultant mix is due to a combination of Rayleigh-Taylorl and Richtmyer-Meshkov2~
instabilities. Both the radiative drive and an intense shock of about 60 Mbar in
amplitude and 50 ps in rise time form the plasma. However, the drive affects the
interface prior to the shock via x-rays which penetrate the ablator foil and couple with
the interface. As this process heats the interface prior to instability growth, it is known
as preheat. The primary purpose of these experiments is to determine how preheat
affects mix development. Preheat is one of the principal differences between mix in
laser driven experiments and those driven by rocket rigs or explosives. Furthermore,
as lasers are presently the drivers of choice in inertial confinement fusion studies, the
effect of preheat on mix is of great interest.

In this investigation we measure the width, which is taken to be the most
fundamental property of the mixing layer, for two similar experiments under different
degrees of preheat. In the normally preheated case, x-rays Ilom the drive strongly
coupled to the interface, while in the low preheat case, the drive spectrum was altered
so there was no such coupling. We also examine apparent hydrodynamic differences in
the two experiments.

CALCULATIONAL OVERVIEW

The mix package is a set of circular foils consisting of a thick plastic ablator
separated from a thinner molybdenum payload by a nominally smooth intefiace (surface
imperfections are typically less than 0.01 pm). The drive acts on the package as a
function of time as illustrated by Figure 1, which is a one dimensional position / time
calculation’1 of the experiment showing possible effects of x-ray preheat. This
simulation included a plastic (PyN) coating over the outer surface of the molybdenum
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I I I I a
o 0.6 1.0 1.s 2.0

Time (ne)

Fig. 1. Simulation (ref 4) of a normally
preheatedexperimen~ The calculationshows
the effect of the preheat on the Mo and
polyphenylenesulfide(pps)/Mointerfaceprior
to the shockbreak-out(about1.2ns). At bresk-
OUGinstabilitiesinducematerialinterpenetration
anda mixregiondevelops. Themix tegionand
packagethendecompress.Thecalculationdoes
not account for any mixingof the PyN tamper
withtherest of thepackage.

payioad whichwasnot includedin
theactualexperiments.Thecoating
doesnotaltertheeffectsof preheatin
thecalculation.At timet=othedrive
is turnedon andtheplasticbeginsto
ablatesendinga shockfronttoward
theinterface.At thesametimex-rays
*m thedrivepenetratethepackage
andcoupleto themolybdenum.The
molybdenumheatsup andexpands.
As theplasticablatoris impregnated
with sulfur, there is also some
expansion in the ablator due to
preheat,but it is negligible. The
interfacecontinuestochangeuntilthe
shock front passes through it at about
1.2 ns, driving instabilities which
develop into a mixed region. A&r
this the package begins
decompressing. If we neglect any
further net accelerations, the shock
induced mix region just expands with
the rest of the planar foil package to a
point where it is large enough to
measure with our diagnostics
(roughly 50 to 150 pm after delay
times of 5 to 9 ns).

Our primary interest is the effect
of a reduction in preheat on the mix
width. As preheat changes the
density of the molybdenum, it slso
changes the Atwood number.

For this experiment, calculations show that both the Atwood number and the
molybdenum density decrease as the preheat is increased. The reduction in preheat
between the experiments leads to a 13% increase in the Atwood number and a 26%
increase in the molybdenum density prior to shock breakout as illustrated in Figures 2a
and 2b. The differences in payload density and Atwocxi number for the normal and
reduced preheat situadons will change how the mix width develops in each case.

1
o“’t – “-—11 Preheel

reheat !
0.1t

io~
O 02 0.4 0.S 0.8 1.0 1.2

lime (IU)

E.E’E!2
O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2

llme (ns)

Fig.2. Calculations (ref 5)
showing the change of Atwood
numberand Mo densityprior to
shock breskout for the low and
normally preheated situations.
For the low preheat mix width
calculations, the chive spectrum
was set to zero flux for
transition energies of lower
order than the gold N-band,
which mimicked the
experimentalsituation.
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Prior to performing the experimen~ calculations of the mix width (shown in
Figure 3) were done by two different laboratories6*7 for noxrnal and reduced preheat.
For the low preheat mix width predictions, the drive spectrum was set to zero flux for
transition energies of lower order than the gold N-band, which mimicked the
experimental situation. Both calculations predict that the mix width increases for a low
preheat scenario, but one shows a 27% increase in the width while the other shows
only a marginal increase of 6%. The increase in mix width for the lower preheat case
is due mainly to the increased Atwood number prior to shock breakout (recall Figure
2). However, as the molybdenum payload is cooler with lower preheat, it also
decompresses less which reduces the apparent mix width. It is clear that each code
handles these competing effects differently, leading to a disagreement in the
pnxiictions. ,~

.%-l

Low P1’etleat

0.0 1.0 20 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 0.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 6.0
Time (ns)

Fig.3. Comparison of predicted mix widths for low and normally preheated
conditionsdone prior to the experimentiiom a) the AtomicWeaponsEstablishment(ref
6) and b) LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory(ref7).

This caiculational disagreement gave us a greater impetus to perform an
experiment investigating the effects of preheat on mix. Finally, as the lower preheat
scenario had higher payload densities, we were curious to see whether the
hydrodynamics would change. A denser payload could alter the character of the image
dam making the molybdenum more visible and distinct fkom the ablator. Furt.kmore,
the normally preheated experiment had already been performed so the data was
available for comparison.

EXPERIMENT

The most crucial part of these experiments is the planar foil mix package. The

ablator is a layer of plastic, polyphenylene sulilde (C@@), which is 30% sulfur by
weight and 9% by atomic make up. The surface of the plastic ablator, which is to be
the interface, is formed by pressing it while in a molten state against an optical quality
flat. The plastic reproduces this smooth smface and is then coated with Mo. This is
the interface which mixes during the experiment. The layeredpackage is cradled in a
gold washer as shown in Figure 4.

r

Fig.4. Cross section of the
cylindrically symmernc final mix
package design for these experiments.

))> PPSablstor
Radiative drive
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The x-ray drive acts on the ablator and the mix package is accelemted, eventually being
ejected from the assembly. The sutiace of the washer is coated with another plastic
(PYN, polyxylyene) which prevents gold plasma fkom sheathing the mix package. We
have found that this design tends to be ejected smoothly and evenly.

These experiments use the method of point projection spectroscopy (PPS)
which was developed by Kilkenny9 and applied extensively by Foster et al. 10 Figure 5
schematically outlines PPS as applied to these planar foil mix experiments.

Seoond
backlighter
Beam (#3)
(not shown)

First

d

~~ ~
Mlx Point

spectrometer target backlighler

Fig. S._ Schematic of NOVA planar foil mix experiment. The actual experiment uses
two of these diagnostic arms during each laser shot.

Here, eight drive beams of the Nova laser produce a 1.0 ns square pulse of 30 light
which is converted to x-rays initiating the acceleration of the mix package. After a
suitable delay time (5.0 to about 9.0 ns), two other laser beams strike small diameter
(25 yrn) fibers to create point x-ray sources backlighting the mix. The backlighter laser
is typically a 200 ps FWHM Gaussian pulse of 30 light which impinges upon a
copper pin co-sputtered with Bi, Pt and Au. X-rays from the resulting point-like
plasma form a continuous spectrum in the 1.7 keV to 3.5 keV range. The ejected mix
package is imaged by this emission, with the transmitted x-rays being dispersed in
energy by a Bragg crystal and reflected to a piece of film set normally to the central ray.
The Bragg crystal also acts as a mimer in PPS, reflecting a two-dimensional snapshot
of the object being imaged. Thus one axis contains both spectral and spatial
information, while the other is purely spatial. Both the known magnification of the
experiment and the location of a fiducial allow us to put space scales on the data.

This experiment makes use of the spectral dispersion in PPS to measure
absorption features which determine the mix region. Figure 6 schematically illustrates
the tvwxlimensional image data we obtain, reduced to the bare essentials. The direction
of motion (shock acceleration) is from the S region to the Mo region. Within the sulfur
impregnated plastic, absorption features consisting of lines and the K-edge (5.0185 ~)
can be distinguished. These features persist throughout the mixed region, then dwindle
as the S density component becomes small. As the concentration of payload material
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Fig.6. Schematic of point
projection spectroscopy image
data showing how absorption
features are used to quantify the
mix width. Here the spectral
features are used to quantify the
mix region. The location of the
package axis of symmetry is
indicated for a well aligned
experiment.

I
i

SK edge —
‘Mo L,,

Center axla of I
— Mo Llu

planar foil package -

increases, absorption features from the Mo LTTT(4.913 f?) and L1l (4.719 ?I) edges
along with lines-due to open outer shells become apparent. The--kterplay of these
features is used to quanti~ the extent of the mix region as shown in Figure 6.

The raw fdm data are digitized and manipulated on the computer. We subtract
background due to chemical fog in developing the fti, then use a Henke model to
transform fdm density to intensity over the observable energy range of the data. If
necessaxy, background due to spatial fog is subtracted and the spectral features in the
data are straightened. We then obtain a backlighterreference spectrum which is divided
into the image converting it to transmission. Finally, space scales are put on the axis
and the mix data can be determined from this reduced image. To fist order, the width
of the mix region can be read directly off the reduced data image however knowing the
opacities, one can also generate areal density disrnbutions of the ablator and payload.
This dat%along with the absorption features, allows a more judicious determination of
the mix width.

The experiment must be aligned such that the mix package is directly between
the point backlighter source and the spectrometer,and that the center of the mix package
is located between the S K-edge and the Mo L1ll edge in wavelength space (recall that
in PPS this axis of the image is both spectral and spatial). The ideal location of the
package center is shown in Figure 6. With this alignment for a cylindrically
symmetrical mixed plasm%the distance traversed by the two different wavelength rays
is nearly the same and any path length correction is minor. All of the low preheat
experiments were well aligned, but some of the normal preheat experiments were not
and corrections had to made to the data.11

A clear and distinct image of the mix package is very important, so care was
taken in the package design to negate the effects of other materials sheathing it. The
gold washer cups the package to stop ablator material from billowing out the sides and
around the heavier Mo payload. The PyN tarnper, which coats the surface of the
washer, is spectroscopically inert and hence transparent to the backlighter used.
Finally, the spatial resolution of the experiment was studied separately12. It is related
to the source size of the backlighter (which is approximately the backlighter fiber
diameter) and image blurring due to the finite time in which the source is emirnng and
the motion of the mix package. For these experiments the spatial resolution was no
greater than 34 pm.
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mix level determined in reference 12. This level is the overall position resolution of our
technique as determined in a separateexperiment. The difference between the baseline
level and the data can be attributedto mix from instability zrowth.

I I I I I

3 Reduced preheat (6.0 ns

2 - ‘1 Ablator

\
1 - “H+ Mlx width la 62 P

*

~ .,

== I I I 1 I

W
c

Normal preheat (6.0 ns)
:2.0 -’\
g \Ablator

a 1.5 - \
\
\

1.0 - ~Mix width is 103 #m

‘“LCMH.LJ
200 300 400 500 eoo 700 800

Displacement Q@

Fig.9. Areal density disrnbutions from
the two different experiments taken at
the same delay times. Note that the
displacements and mix widths are very
different due to the change in preheat.

Ig~o~ing the spread in the
normally preheated data at larger
displacements, they tend to fall on a line.
The slope of this line is due mainly to the
package decompression. As the
displacement also normalizes differences
in the hydrodynamics, the low preheat
data can be compared here. It is
interesting that the data from both
experiments follow the same trend within
experimental error. We know that the
drive is consistent between the two
experiments except for the component
which couples to the Mo interface.
Hence, for consistent drive, the mix
width is consistent independent of
preheat. However, the hydrodynamics
appear very dependent on preheat in these
experiments.

Displacement (w)

Fig. 10. Mix width data from both experiments plotted as a function of the central
displacement of the mix region. Baseline mix level due to instrument resolution is also
shown (ref 9).
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CONCLUSION

We have performed two experiments with different couplings of drive to a
material interface in order to determine how x-ray preheat affects mix development in
laser accelerated planar foils. These measurements were motivated by signiilcant
differences in model predictions, the importance of preheat on inertial confinement
fusion, and related issues. The data shows that the reduction of x-ray preheat alters the
hydrodynamics as there is less displacement of the package. However, the measured
mix width when plotted as a function of displacement is consistent (within the errors)
for both experiments. Independent calculations predicted increases in the mix width as
a fi.mction of time after the drive was initiated This is in contradiction to the data which
show a decrease in mix width for a lower preheat when measured at the same time after
drive initiation. Furthermore, both calculations failed to predict any change in the
hydrodynamics for reduced preheat. The detailed hydrodynamic differences are
significant in these experiments and should be studied thoroughly.

There is much to be learned about instability growth in laser driven mix and
only a sound interaction between experiment and modeling/theory can lead to an
understanding relevant to the applications. We hope that these data can be used to
improve predictive capabilities in environments where preheat is an issue.
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ABSTRACT

infered that there is an universal
function which describes both a linear end non-linear stages of
the Richtmaytieshkov instzibility f or each absolute value of the
Atwood number. It has been drawn from considering gasodynemics
equationsinvariance at the assumptionthat flows set in nearby
a boundaryafter a shock passing to be isentropicnonviscous

ones. The available experimentaldata 1 have confirmed the
inferencedrawn and allowedto constructthe functionfor the
AtwoodnumbersA = ● 0.45.

Richtmayez-l!eshkovinstability develops at a perturbed
interfaceexisting betweentwo mediawith clifferent densitiesand
being subjectedto an impulsiveaccelerationas a result of

passing a shibk wave throughit 2’3.In the work 2 it has been
shown. that increasing of the sinusoidal perturbation amplitude at
the linear stage can be described by the relation:

(1)

where aO and J - are initialamplitudeund perturbationwave

length,respectively,’A = ~ - is the Atwoodnumber,Av is an

interfacevelocitychangingas a resultof the shockwavepassing
through the boundary. (Substancesdensity values pi, pz and
amplitude,aQ are takenjust aftera shockwavepassing).

The simpleform of the relation (1), which does not contain
such Chwacteristicsof substancesas a soundvelocityallowsto
hope to obtainsomesimpledependencefor describinga non-linear
stageof perturbationdevelopment.
Interpenetrationof componentsat a non-linearstage generally
speaking,deem not occur symmetrically.In the following we
considera to be a commonmixingzone width althoughconclusions’
obtainedbelow extendto both a ‘depthof penetrationof a heavy
substanceint’oa light one al and of a light substanceinto a
heavyone as (a = al+az)separately.

At firstwe meke use of the hydrodynamicsequationsinvariance
concerningBcale transf ormat ions of the coordinate end time,
which tekes place on the assumption of neglecting viscosity, i.. e.
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large Reynolds numbers. According to the invewiamce the
substitutionof variablesx;, t’ by x~=kx~, t = ~’ does not

changetheseequations.We considerthe tudimentimal- case of a
shock wave passing of the specified ihteneity-throwgh the
p-urbed boundary.Let we have somerela~imship.determiningthe
mixing zone width dependence(the perturbationamplitude ) on
time.a’(t’),correspondingto the wave lengthA‘.
Them, using the above mentionedinveriemce,we obtain for the
dependenceof the amplitudea on time t for the wave..length

A = A’:,, i. e. for the similar initaal petiurbations the

following relationship:

a(t) a’(t’)
7=7’ a(t)= [1&a’;’t ,or

{}a(t) = M ~ ,

Hwhere F ~ is the certainfunctionwhich

(2)

is the common one for

all sikilkr perturbationswhen both the compositionof the
substancesand the shockwave intensityere consideredto be the
same.

Now we shalldealwith the case of passinga shockwave having
=bitr~ intensitythrougha perturbedinterface.When the shock
wave passes through a perturbedinterfacethe latter gains the
counstamtvelocityon whichthe field of perturbedvelocitiesis
superimposed.~Further,we shall assumethe perturbedflow is an
isentropic~~one. Then the gasodynamics equations admits of

implementalion of the transformationsof time t = ~’ ~d

velocitiesu = ~)+ 4.
t

This meens that the argumentof the functionF in the relation
(2) must cmprise the time multiplied by some velocity
characterizingthe pulsationfield. It is reasonable to assume
the perturbation.-plitude growthvelocityin the linearredme
as the characteristicone which
(1) is eqpalto:

u=%
in accordance

a@Av .

Thus, for the arbitraryshockwave intensities
is generalizedas follows:

with the for&la

the

Now we ehalltry to dropthe conditionof initial

(3)

relation(2)

(4)

perturbation
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similarity. We note that, . while changing the initial amplitude
and conserving ~ the perturbation wave length, the follouing
changes take plase in the system: 1) the initial velocity value u
is changing in accordance. with the formula (3) that has been
elready taking into account by the -relation (4); 2) the spatial
distribution of the initial.. velocities U(X,y ,Q) .is changing, but
under the condition ao<< ~ (linear approximation) its wff ect can
be neglected; 3) the phase of motion is changing that can be

taken into accoun+ by--adding--the “initialphase” ~ to the

argumentof the function F.
Scale transf oxmation of a density p = kp’ requires change of a
pressure p = kp’ but not of u, x, t- for consemation of the

gaeodynamics equation 4. But validity of (1) impliee this
corresponding pressure chenge takesplace at the scale density
tminsf ormat ion conserving the Atwood number. .

Thus, for the fixed ratio of interacting substances densities
in the case of the arbitrary initial perturbations and
intensities of shock wave, the perturbation amplitude development
(miximg. zone width) must be described by the following relation:

(5)

It should be noted that the perturbationsdevelopment is
eventuallyfinishedby the stagein whichviscosity appears to be
substantiel.For this final stage our considerateion is not valid
becausethe suppositionsmade while obtainingthe expression(2)
are not fulfilled.

Our considerationextends to includingboth direction of
crossingan interfaceby a shock wave. Differencebetweenthese
two casesmust be taken into account by sign A: A > 0 for the
case of passing a shock wave from a light substance into a heavy
one emd A C O for the case of oppositeintersectingwe suppoee
F(-f)= F(~).

Comparingthe relation(5) with the expression(i)we can see
that the ergumentof the functionF - the phase of motion -
represents,the mixingzone width which would have been obtained
for the givenmomentif its developmenthad been describedby the
linear approximation.The function F expresses virtuallythe
deviationfrom the linearapproximationwhich appearsto be the
same for the wide claee of flows. We have F(f) = ~ at small
valuesof argument(atthe lineerstage),as it followsfrom the
Richtmyer formula(1).

To Check ~permisz ibilityof representation(5) we make use of

experimentalreeults,given in the work i. In this work, the
experimentalstudyof linear,non-linearend transitionstagesof
the Richtmyer-?!eshkov instabilitydevelopmenthas been performed
for the Hach number of the fdiing sho~k wave H = 3.5j for the
Atwood number A = O.4S
the paper the graph of

end for Born& values of a wave l-ength. In
dependence of the miximg zone width a on
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time has been presentedfor.five differentwave:Iengtheat the
same initial smplitudeao. Using it we plot the.experimental
points on the graph in coordinatesconsistentwi~h our proposed

a. + # ~A&vtJ
dependence ( ~ as the function of ~ - Fig.1.

2

i

CI.5

,-...
LJ

Fig. 1. Dependenceof the mixingzonewidthdividedby the initial

W + ~ A~Avt.wave lengthof perturbations~ on the phase~

*- init hl uave lengthof perturbationA = 8 MM
o- initialwave lengthof perturbation~ = 12 MM
+- initialwave lengthof perturbationA = 24 MM
x - initialwave lengthof perturbationA = 36 MM

● - initialwave lengthof perturbationA = 72 MM.

It is seen from this f Qure that five differentdependencies,
concerned with clifferent wave length are good failing to one
curve. Thus the proposed representation (S) is uniformly
describingthe perturbationdevelopmentat the linear end non-
linear stages for clifferent wave lengths of the initial
perturbations.By approximatingthe obtaineddependenceof the
smooth curve it is possibleto build dynamicsof perturbation

developmentin time for anywave lengthsanalogousto the work i-
Fig.2.
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Fig.2. Dynamica of perturbationsdevelopmentin timefor
dif.ferentwave lengths.

*- experimentaldata from the work 1,
— - dependencies(5) for t = 250, 200, 175, 150, 125, ioo,
75, 50, 25 mks. from top to bottom,respectively.

The obtaimed curves are seen to describe rather well the
represented experimental resultsfor five wave lengths.

Thus in the work the universaldependencewhich allows to
describe.the non-linear stage of the Richtmyefieshkov
instabilitydevelopmentfor the wide class of flows hss been
derived. The obtained dependence for the Atwood numbers
A = + 0.45 has the form, sho~ in Fig.1.
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Development of ,the Ilayleigh-Taylor Instability in Systems
with Different Compressibility of IIedia

N.N. Anuchina, M.G. Anuchin, V.I. Volkov, A,E. Guseva,
N.S. Es’kov, V.N. Ogibina, A.V. Polionov, I.A. Potanina.

All-Union Research Institute of Technical Physics,
P. O. Box 245, Chelyabinsk 454070, USSR

ABSTRACT

“ Numerical results of the influence of medium
compressibility upon a development of the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability is considered. It is shown the compressibility
leads to increasing the perturbation growth rate and to
expanding of the mixing zone.

1. INTRODUCTION.

In this paper the influence of medium compressibility
upon a development of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
(RTI) is considered. The numerical simulation using the
program complexes MAH and MECH shows the compressibility
leads to increasing of the perturbation growth rate and to
expanding of the mixing zone.

2. PROBLEM STATMENT. LINEAR STAGE OF THE RTI.

The same approach as in the papert is used. Here the
comparison of the RTI development at the linear stage for
substances with the same initial density profile but with
different compressibility is performed to determine the
influence of the compressibility itself. The initial
density profile is set as follows -

‘h(l) = pOh(J) “eXp(-Z/hh{l

where h and 1 relate to the heavy
respectively, ~o~(~) is the density at

‘h(l)
are constants.

..

$’ (1)

and light fluids
the interface z=O,

--
Two systems with the same initial density profile (1)

are compared. In the first case (problem H) fluids are
considered to be incompressible. In the second case
(problem C) ideal compressible gases with the isothermal
initial state are calculated. The increment of the growth
rate of small boundary perturbation is found.
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It is shown for any wave number the compressibility
lead-s to increasing of the increment. When the Atwood
number is approaching to 1 the compressibility effect
vanishes (see Fig.1, 2).

3. NONLINEAR STAGE OF THE RTI SIMULATION.
MECHANISM OF COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECT.

Computation method. A development of the nonlinear
stage of the RTI in the system described above is studied
by means of the program complex MAH. In the MAH the
considered system is divided into computational regions at
boundaries of which corresponding conditions are set. In
each region its own arbitrary tetragonal mesh is used and
computations can be performed in the Lagrangian variables
(by explicit or implicit difference schemes) or in the
Eulerian variables for considerable relative shifts. The
inhomogeneous Eulerian method is used to discribe strong
interface deformations and topological changes of the
regions. Particles-marcers being placed at the boundaries
allow to follow the movement of the interface which is not
considered to be a line of the mesh. In the course of
computations each method can be changed by other one in
any computational region.

Computation details. Two runs are carried out for two
Atwood numbers A=l/3, 9/11 in the Problems H and C with
wave number k=l. The initial geomet~y is shown in Fig.4.
At t=O the density and pressure distributions correspond
to the hydrostatic equilibrium. In the case H the
incompressibility is simulated by specifying a large value
for Poisson’s index y=yh=yl=9. In the case C the motion of

each gas is imposed to be isothermal one in order to reach
the maximum compressibility. The interface is unperturbed
at t=O. The velocity field-is set as follows

s (aoh).b~(i) ●siny~exp(ph{ll*z]‘yh(l)

‘here %(l) and b~(q as well as the increment

functions of A and y. At the linear stage
dependence of the interface form obeys the law

a(y) = ao~cosy.sh(n~t) .
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The initial amplitude am=O.1.
Main computational-results. At the linear stage all

computational results are in well agreement with analytic

solution (see Fig.3, where f = ln(a+/ao+<(a+/ao)4+l ), a+~
and a - are displacements of the “bub~le” and-’’spike” tops ,

respectively).
When the total amplitude aXO.4*A, a deviation from

the exponential law in both computations is observed. IrI
Fig.4 the interface form and the field of velocities are
shown for A=l/3 at some moments. The essential difference
of perturbations behaviour in cases H and C is seen. Plots
of perturbation amplitude’ versus time are given in Fig.5.
In the problem H the amplitude growth is gradually reduced
till it stops completely. In the case C the perturbation
development proceeds much faster, at t ~ 5 the amplitude
is growing with constant acceleration.

For A=9/11 in the ,case H the “bubble” growth proceeds
much slower than in the compressible case, but the “spike’*
development velocities in both cases differ rather less
(Fig.6, 7). General picture of flows is the same (Fig.8}.

Thus the compressibility effect is the more the
higher the pressure gradient in the initial flow. The
mechanism of the compressibility effect is similar to the
mechanism of the convection instability.

4. COMPUTATIONS OF TURBULENT GRAVITATIONAL MIXING
IN SYSTEIU3 WITH DIFFERENT COMPRESSIBILITY.

Computation method. For the computational study the
program complex MECH is used. In the MECH the Eulerian
irregular difference method being built on the basis2’3 is
realized, but its accuracy and efficiency are better. For
describing of the interface motion the own particles,
placing only in the vicinity of boundaries, are used for
each substance. The mesh and the number of particles can
be changed in the process of calculations.

Computation details. Two layers of ideal gases with
constant densities are considered in the constant
gravitational feild. The initial hydrodynamic equilibrium
is provided by an appropriate distribution of the pressure
as well as the internal energy. The perturbation of the
interface in the form of the broken line with random
values of its break points coordinates is set. Two values
of density drop are considered (ph/pl=2, 13.5). The gas
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compressibility is varied by changing the internal energy.
The sound velocity in the incompressible case H is
distinguished from the compressible case C by N 4.5 times.

Main computational results. In the compressible case
for the density drop ph/pl=2 the flow is more chaotic and

the mixing zone is expanded faster. Here the curve slope
is z 35% more than in the problem H. For the density drop

~h/~~=13.~ the distinction between the slopes is weaker

and equals to % 5% (see Fig.9, 10).

CONCLUSION.

The compressibility of medium
the RTI development rate. In some

leads to increasing of
cases it can radically

change the cha;acter of this phenomenon.
The compressibility effect is the more the higher the

pressure gradient in the initial flow.
The mechanism of the compressibility effect is

similar. to the mechanism of the convection instability.
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NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF RICHTMYER-MESHKOV
INSTABILITY

N. N, Anuchina, V. I. Volkov
All-Union Research Institute of Technical Physics,

P. O. Box 245, Chelyabinsk 454070, USSR

ABSTRACT

Numerical results of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
are presented. These results are compared with analytic
and experimental investigations.

1. INTRODUCTION

In present work the computational results of the
perturbation development at the interface between the
gases of different densities under impulse acceleration
generated by the stationary shock wave (Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability) are described. The transmitting of the shock
wave from the heavy gas into light one and vice versa is
considered. One-mode initial perturbation of the interface
are specified. The features of the linear, non-linear and
transition stages are discussed. The numerical results are
compared with the R. D. Richtmyer’s investigations and the
experiments carried out by E. E. Meshkov. The effect of
initial perturbation wavelength as well as the mesh size
on the flow development is estimated. The computations are
performed by the program complex MAH.

2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS.

Two plane layers of inviscid non-heatconductive gases
(see Fig.1) are considered. The constant pressure p=pB is

spacified at the boundary the position of which is x=O at
the initial moment t=O. Boundaries x=Xmax, y=O, y=Ymax are

rigid walls. Gases are described by the state equation

pa=(Ya-l)*ea*Pat where a=l,2,3 is the region number, pa is

the density, e= is the specific internal energy. At t=O

the stationary shock wave is located in the point X=XSW.

The one-mode perturbation is specified at the interface as
following
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x = X. + 0.24*cos(~*Y) , (1)

where X. is the initial place of the unperturbed interface.
Computations have been performed for the two systems.
Air~heIium system. The-shock wave is going from the

heavy gas into the light one: Xsw=40.3, XO=41, PB=l.6482,

w=3.75, y~=l.67, y2=ya=l.4. In the first region there is
helium with P,=l.013, pi=0.0001694 and velocity components
uf=vt=O at t=O. There is air in other regions; p2=l.013,

%=0.00125 and U2=V2=0 at t=o; P3=1”6482’ %?=0”017285’
ua=12.29, va=O at t=O. Mach number is equal to 1.24.

Air-SF6 system. The shock wave is going from the
light gas into the heavy one: Xsw=97, XO=lOO, PB=l.8993,

w=5.65, yi=l.67, Y2=Ya=l.4. In the first region there is
SF6 with pi=l.013, P:=O”06187 and velocitY components
ui=vi=O at t=O. There is air in regions 2 and 3: PZ=l.013,
p2=0.001253 and U2=V2=0 at t=O: pa=l.8993, p~=0.019,
ua=15.95, va=O at t=O. Mach number is equal to 1.32.

Pressure, length and density are measured in bar, cm
and g/cm2, respectively.

3. BASIC COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS.

Computations have been performed on the Eulerian
movable mesh by the program complex MAH1. At first the
interface is the mesh line, but the marker-particles for
its describing and mix calculating are used under strong
deformations.

The computations show that the interface between
gases of different dencities is unstable under the
stationary shock wave reaching the one from the light gas
as well as from the heavy gas. These results are well in
agreement with experiments carried out by E. Meshkov2.

The analysis of the interface form and the amplitude
growth obtained in computations shows that accordingly=
one can divide the development of the initial perturbation
into linear, non-linear and transition stages. Consider
the principal features of each stage.

The linear stage. Richtmyer4 studied the perturbation
development at the iterface under stationary shock wave
traveling from the light gas into the heavy one. He
assumed that the amplitude a<<A and the processes were
described by the linearized gas dynamics equations.
According to’, at first the decreasing of the amplitude
takes place, then it increases with some acceleration and . .
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with the constant rate later,

(2)

where u’, a’, A’ are the interface velocity, the amplitude
and the Atwood number, respectively, just after the shock
wave passed and A is the wavelength of the initial
perturbation.

at = 2*ao*(l
u’

-~)t (3)

where D and 2*ao are the initial velocity of stationary
shock wave and the initial amplitude, respectively. The
computational results are qualitatively and quantitatively
in agreement with Richtmyer’s studies, Fig.6. The minimum
value of the computed amplitude is a’=0.37 and a’=0.366
according to (3). For the rate of the amplitude growth we
have numerical value da/dt=2.96 and da/dt=3.13 by (2)-(3).

When the shock wave moves from the heavy gas into the
light one, the perturbation phase changes, Fig.9. Applying
the formulae (2)-(3) we obtain the velocity da/dt=6.295
and the numerical value da/dt=6.35.

In case of the RTI the interface form and the
symmetric motion of the light and the heavy substances are
conserved at the linear stage. Here, as it can be seen in
Fig.2, 3a), the interface form after the passing of the
shock wave is disturbed. In Fig.4, 8 the time dependence
of the maximum value x and the minimum value x

max
of

min
interface points are given. They show the motion of the
light gas into the heavy one and vice versa. It is seen
that the assymetric flow of the heavy gas and the light
one ralative to interface, being initially unperturbed, is
observed after the passing of the shock wave. The harmonic
analysis of the interface form in the air-SF6 case has
been performed. After the passing of the shock wave the
interface will just have the form

2.7J
al”cos( ~“Y) - az@cos(~e2*y) ,

i. e. the second harmonic
added to the initial one.
the velocity of the light
heavy gas, i.e. leads to

with the negative factor is
The second harmonic decreases
gas and increases the one of
assymetiic development of the
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perturbation (see Fig.4). Values ai, az versus time are
shown in Fig.7. The harmonics develop independently at

first, their amplitudes grow linearly in course of time.
Note that the second harmonic leading to the assymetry has
no effect (see Fig.7) on the amplitude growth rate, which
is equal to the one of the first harmonic as well as (2).
Then the gradual transition to the non-linear stage is
observed. The harmonics interact and redistribution of the
energy over the spectrum begins. The growth rate of the
first harmonic falls, but the one of the second harmonic
increases. The third harmonic is occured visible. The
amplitude growth of the overall interface perturbation
decreases; the departing from the law (2) is observed (see
Fig.6). One can apparently consider value a%(O.3+0.4)*A to
be the transition moment to the non-linear stage.

Non-linear and transition stages. The decreasing of
the “bubble” velocity continues (see Fig.5). The heavy gas
penetrates into the light one with the constant rate. The
perturbation amplitude growth of the interface reaches the
linear time dependence, but the growth rate is less than
observed one at the linear stage. When a%(().4+0.5)*A, in
fact the penetration of the light gas into the heavy one
due to the third harmonic stops. .The heavy gas keeps
moving with the constant velocity. The amplitude growth
rate of the interface perturbation decreases and it is
nearly constant up to the moment a%(O.6+0.7)*A. By degrees
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability makes an appearance. The
mushroom-like vertical structure occures at the tops of
the “spikes”, Fig.3b). The “spike” velocity falls. The
rate of the amplitude growth decreases. The transition
stage starts with a%O.7*h. The mushroom-like structures
grow on the “spikes” of the heavy gas.

The numerical picture of the single-mode perturbation
development and motion of “bubbles” and “spikes” agree
with the experimental resultsa. The interpenetratation of
gases in contrast witha is occured unsymmetrically, i. e.
“bubbles” and “spikes” have different velocities at the
linear stage. These velocities are various from ones in4,
although the development rate of the whole perturbation is
rather well in agreement with the Richtmyer estimation.

4. EFFECT OF THE WAVELENGTH.

The effect of the wavelength upon the perturbation
development is considered in the air-SF6 case. The initial
perturbation is specified of the same form and of the same

amplitude as well as (1) only that the wavelengths Al=w/2
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and A==w/4. The perturbation development rate being
proportional to l/A is obtained at the linear stage. In
Fig.10 numerical dependence of the perturbation amplitude
a(t) on the wavelength A are given. The maximum amplitude
value is seen to displace to the side of long waves in
course of time. This is explained by that short-wave
perturbations develop more quickly to the later stages and
(see above) the amplitude growth rate decreases with the
transition from one stage to the next one. Note that the
computations were performed with the same number of points
per the wavelength.

In Fig.11 the numerical dependence of the ratio a/A
on a2/A, where a4=a’+uR*t and UR is the amplitude growth

rate at the linear stage, are presented. It is seen that
the results are well described by one curve through the
three stages of the interface perturbation development.

5. EFFECT OF THE MESH SIZE,

To evaluate the effect of the mesh size upon the
numerical results the computations of the air-SF6 problem
have been carried out with A=w and N meshpoints per the
wavelength, where N=1O, 20, 50, 100. The number of points
in the second direction istalso changed simultaneously. In
Fig.12 the perturbation amplitudes versus time are given.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Los

AND RESHOCK OF AN UNSTABLE FLUID IINTERFACE*

Robert F. Benjamin
Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA

ABSTRACT

Difficulties with experimental studies of the Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability are examined. We consider optical systems for explosively
driven experiments with liquids, and the problems of the interracial
membrane and diffision in experiments with gases. We show how the
membrane induces deviation from impulsive loading of the unstable
interface. Also, we summarize recent analyses of our experiments
with a perturbed interface between gases, and show how accelerative
instabilities can afTect an equation-of-state experiment.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMhQ413Y

We examine the effects of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
(131@’2 at shocked liquid/liquid3~4 and gadgas interfaces.5 The RMI
is the impulsive analog of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, an interracial
instability between fluids of different densities. These accelerative
instabilities are potential problems in inertial confinement fusion
targets, and other applications involving highly accelerated interfaces.
An equation-of-state experiment is such an application, as discussed
below.

RMI experiments performed with an explosively driven shock tube
(X-ST) have advantages over experiments using a compressed-gas
shock tube (G-ST) because a liquid/liquid or liquid/gas interface in an
X-ST can be formed without a membrane. By constrast, the the gas/gas
interface in G-ST experiments either has a difisive initial mixing-zone
width about 1 cm,6~7 or a membrane initially separating the test gases.2
However, X-ST experiments are more expensive because much of the
apparatus is destroyed each experiment, and they can be fielded only at
the few laboratories with explosives capabilities. Also, optical methods
are more difficult to use for the X-ST, as we describe below.

We have compared experimental air/He and air/SF6 results with
2D simulations and found excellent qualitative agreement. The
simulation produced a flow pattern quite similar to the experimental
shadowgraph8 of the reshock event in which the air/SF6 interface is
severely distorted during the reshock in a manner that enhances
vorticity production.

* This work was supported by the US Department of Energy,
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The interracial membrane used in G-ST experiments is believed to
influence interfluid mixing, but its effects have not been previously
measured or calculated precisely. In the “Membrane” section we show
results of a ID calculation of membrane inertial effects that shows the
incident shock wave to be transmitted as a series of compression waves,
which produces non-impulsive loading of the interface. Two-dimen-
sional or 3D simulations can use this membrane-induced pressure
loading to calculate more accurately the growth rate of the mixing zone.
This deviation from impulsive loading may contribute to the lower
growth rates observed experimentally, as compared with linear theory.

Another membrane problem is diffusion. We have problems with
helium diffusing into the air chamber during air/He experiments.
Using measured shock speeds, we estimate the consequent
contamination and its effect on growth rates.

APPLICATION

Interracial instability is a potential problem in equation-of-state
(EOS) experiments where high explosive (HE) is used to launch a driver
plate toward impact on an EOS sample,g as shown in Fig. 1. The hot,

D rear
II

front

High Expansion Driver
Explosive Region Plate

D
Equation-of-state

sample

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of an EOS experiment having a flyer plate,
where the rear surface may be eroded by accelerative instabilies.

Fig. 2. Time-resolved
photograph of the front
surface of a flyer plate,
showing the penetration of
hot gases caused by
interracial instability.
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gaseous HE products stagnate against the rear surface of the driver
plate, causing acceleration and heating. Because pressure and density
gradients are opposed at this interface, accelerative instabilities may
erode the surface, to the extent that it is fluid-like. Erosion is enhanced
for high- temperature conditions by ablation of the surface. Bubbles of
the hot HE gases may penetrate the driver plate, destroying its
usefulness as a planar impactor on the EOS sample. An example of
this problem is shown in the photograph in Fig. 2. Here the imaged
front surface of the driver plate contains patches of light emitted from
the hot, penetrating HE gases. Thus, accelerative instabilities limit the
minimum thickness of a driver plate.

EXPLOSIVELY-DRIVEN SHOCK TUBE

We consider the possibility of improving the backlighting of our
X-ST experiments by using collimated, rather than diffusive
illumination. Our conclusion based on the ray-trace calculation
discussed below is that collimated lighting would produce causticsl”
and thereby not improve the imaging.

Design of the test chamber is constrained by the interaction
between shock wave and windows. We used3 a large-volume chamber
to avoid the interaction of the shock wave with windows. Thus, the
lateral dimensions of the test section were larger than the shock front
supported by the high explosive. This condition causes a “shock dome,”
which refracts light. We model the shock dome in optical ray-trace
calculations as a spherical lens (viewed perpendicular to its axis) of
refractive index, n = 1.51, corresponding to a 50-kbar shock in water.
Values for the refractive index of shock-compressed waterll are given

as a function of density p (g/cm3):

n=l+O.334p (1)

The shock dome is immersed in a medium of uncompressed water with
n = 1.33. An optical ray-trace calculation was performed for collimated
light to determine whether better spatial resolution is attainable, but
caustics were found. We conclude that backlighting with a diffusive
source is better for measuring the time-resolved profile. Future
comparisons of ex ~erimental data with 3D simulations having
excellent graphics ? may encourage the use of other imaging and
illumination systems, possibly with front lighting.

GAS SHOCK TUBE RESULTS

Our observation of a reshocked air/SF6 interface showed the

difficulty of measuring the amplitude growth rate of reshocked
interfaces using shadowgraphy. As shown in Fig. 3, shadowgraphic
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images are greatly obscured by the boundary layer flow. Strong optical
refraction and small-angle light scattering cause severe broadening of
the interracial profile. This broadening of the instability profile blocks
clear observation of the mean flow, and measurement of the amplitude
growth rate within the mean flow. Thus, these data show the need for
better diagnostics of the mean or core flow.

As we reported at the 1989 Pleasanton Workshop, our feasibility
study using imaged light scattering with illumination by a planar sheet
of laser light overcomes this problem. We seeded the SF6 gas with

aerosol particles small enough to trace the SF6 flow. The particles

produced strong Mie scattering that we photographed. We observed a
well-defined interracial profile without the severe broadening seen in
Fig. 3. Unfortunately we have not yet exploited this method to perform a
systematic study of reshocked interfaces.

Fig. 3. This shadow-
graph of a discontin-
uous, single wave-
length air/SF6 inter-
face that has been
reshocked shows the
broadening of the
interracial profile
that obscures measure-
ment of the amplitude
growth rate. Air is
above the interface and
SF6 below. The initial

wavelength was 37.5
mm, and incident shock
Mach 1.24.

MEMBRANE EFFECTS

The inertial effect of the membrane is estimated with a lD code
that calculates the fluid dynamical response of the membrane. In
addition to this effect, the membrane also possesses strength, which
initially inhibits interfluid mixing. Also, membrane fragments may
agitate interracial mixing at later times. Neither strength nor
fragmentation effects are modeled here. We find that the inertial effect
causes the incident shock wave transmitted through the membrane to
become a series of compression waves, which eventually coalesce into a
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shock front. Thus, the interface acceleration is not actually impulsive.
Also, the shock impedance mismatch between air and membrane
causes a slight attenuation of the incident shock strength. We find that
the compression waves persist for a distance of about 1,000 times the
membrane thickness (corresponding to the ratio of densities between
membrane material and gas), which is about 20% of the zero-to-peak
amplitude in our experiments. In earlier experiments deploying
thicker membranes, the non-impulsive acceleration persisted for a
larger fraction of initial amplitude. This deviation from impulsive
acceleration may be a cause of the differences between experimental
measurements of amplitude growth rate and linear theory.

The ID code used for this analysis is MACRAME, developed b
Joseph Fritz at LANL for the design and analysis of EOS experiments. 4

Macrame is like a characteristics code, except that increments of
pressure and velocity (rather than values of Reimann invariant) are
transmitted along the characteristic trajectories. The membrane is
modeled as a fluid having the EOS of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
and the air on both sides of the membrane is modeled as an ideal gas of
7 = 1.40. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the calculational results for Mach
1.20 incident shock wave, including the clear evidence for
non-impulsive acceleration. These pressure histories provide guidance
for improved simulations that can include the fluid dynamical effect of
the membrane.

om I I I I I I 1

o

P---------------------.
IN

o 10 20 30 40 50 60
X (mm)

Fig. 4. In this x-t diagram, the incident shock wave in air impacts the
membrane at t = 23.9 VS, causing a series of compression waves to be
transmitted into the downstream air.
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Fig. 5. These pressure profiles for times t = 26, 42, 56, and 65 ps show
clearly the transmitted compression waves. A shock wave is formed at
about X = 39.5 mm, a distance of 9.5 mm from the 10-Mm-thick
membrane.
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Fig. 6. These pressure histories at four locations show that the
interface is not impulsively accelerated.
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DIFFUSION

Air/Heexperiments with extremely thin membranes, s 0.5-pm
thick, have a problem with helium diffusion through the interracial
membrane. This problem is manifested by an increase in the incident
shock wave speed Us, which we use to estimate the contamination of

helium, c = relative molar concentration of helium in the air chamber.
For experiments with incident Mach 1.22 shock, we find that C is
typically -10%, corresponding to a decrease in pure-air mass density of
8.6%, and a decrease in the pre-shocked Atwood number of only 2.6%.
The speed Us is not measured within a few mm of the interface, so it is

possible that the helium contamination in the vicinity of the interface is
even greater than our estimate, which would additionally reduce the
Atwood number.

We estimate the contamination by applying the ideal-gas
shock-tube equation14 as a guide, adjusted for attenuation of the shock
wave traversing the shock tube. 15 Our calculations show that the
helium contamination in the air chamber does not significantly change
the incident Mach number, Ms = 1.22, but it does increase the sound

speed Al, and thereby increase Us = Ms Al. For example, the 10%

helium contamination decreases Ms by only 0.5%, but increases Us by

5%, which we observe. The increase in Al is caused both by an

increase in the ideal-gas y and decrease in density.

Our estimate based on Us measurements made several cm from

the interface suggests that the magnitude of the contamination effect on
the amplitude growth rate is small, much smaller than the difference
between experimental results and linear theory.

CONCLUSION

Our analyses of difficulties in RMI experiments, including
inertia and difision of the membrane, show effects that may explain
some of the observed differences between experiments and calculations.
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TURBULENCE TRANSPORT MODELING OF UNSTEADY
MULTIMATERIAL FLOWS : CALIBRATION OF MODEL CONSTANTS.
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Centre d’Etudes de Limeil-Valenton

94195 Villeneuve-St-Georges CEDEX FRANCE
and

F.H. Harlow, R.M. Rauenzahn,
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ABSTRACT
A family of turbulence transport models for unsteady multimaterial flows is presented as well

ss the calibration of some model constantsversus incompressibleturbulent flows.

I INTRODUCTION

Turbulence transport modeling has a long history of successful engineering
applications and recument theoretical problems. The latter are due to the procedure itself
that is used to derive such models. The underlying assumption in such models is that one
can describe a class of turbulent flows with a very small of number a variables, which, in
turn, implies that there is a kind of spectral equilibrium in the fluid such that low order
moments are enough to describe, on the average, the behavior of this class of flows.
However, introducing other complexities such as buoyancy/1-2/, and/or compressibility
involves other turbulent correlations for which one does have to derive evolution
equations, because of the additional physical processes one has to take into account. This
in turn means a few more of the so-called “universal” coeffkients in the models, which
take care of the physics not described explicitly by the model$ hopefully, in the
applications that are consideti this part of the physics is not important and allows to
consider these coefficients as constan~

We are interested herein describing muhirnaterial compressible turbulent flows
the dii%e~nt materials are not necessarily mixed initially, which brings in the additional
complexity of the modeling of the mixing process itself. We have come to realize it is
necessary to keep evolution equation for a number of second order correlations, namely
the Reynolds stress tensor components (or its contraction), the fluctuating mass flux, and
the density self-correlation. Regarding dissipation variables, it is useful to consider the

corresponding ones /2/, but we probably can getaway by just keeping an e equation; this
is due to the lack of support for dissipation equations in general.

In Section II, we will therefore present such a second order model, that keeps
evolution equations for the Reynolds tensor, the turbulent mass flux, and the density
self-correlation, as well as the cofiesponding dissipation variables. The choice of a
mixture equation of state (EOS) is also briefly recalle& as well as the basic ideas to
model correlations. Section III is devoted to obtaining plausible values for the
coefficients that appear in the model, using some &ta available in the literature, ranging
from single material incompressible flows to incompressible mixtures.

II EQUATIONS OF A SECOND ORDER MODEL

II-1 Mean flow equations
We use here Favre-averaged variables (denoted by the variables without bar) to

obtain, horn the original conservation laws:

:p +V.(pu)=o , (1)
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*;U) + V.(;uu)
——

=- V-F + v. pvvu -V.( puu - p Uu) , (2)

ji(;o+V.(;ur)=-
——

PV.U + V. pxvT -V.( puI - p uI). (3)

where I denotes internal energy. In Eq.(2), appears the divergence of a generalized—.
Reynolds tensor, that will be denoted by R such as R = puu - p u u. Similarly, in

——
Eq.(3), we obtain a turbulent heat flux, denoted hereby S = puI - p u I. In addition,

we mvrite the pressure velocity conflation in Eq.(3) as - ~ V.u + PV, where PV is the
term that cannot be expressed in terms of the mean flow vsriables.

II-2 Mixture equation-of-state
For most materials and equations-of-state, the stiffened gas EOS is a very good

local approximation, as long as the coeffkients in that equation are adjusted. Let us
P+yP()

consider this approximate EOS, involving the two coeffkients y and PO : I = —
(y-l)p “

From i~ it is easy to obtain a mixture EOS. Combining two such equations (for ~tekals
1 and 2), and using a pressure equilibrium assumption, we obtain for the mixture an
equationof thesametype,anditstwo coefficientsy andPo are:

1 al + az ,md yP() = alyl POl + a2 w P02
where al and a2 are

g=~ ~ -1 yl-1 yz-1 ‘
the volume fractions of -Ytials 1 and 2.

II-3 Physical assumptions
We therefore have three quantities, R, S, PV, that we have either to model or

derive evolution equations for. To simplify our task, we restrict ourselves to the
following set of circumstances

- our goal is to study instability induced mixing, ant as a first step, we consider
that part of the spectrum of scales for which microscopic diffusion is small compared to
the macroscopic penurbations created during the development of the instabilities inducing
this mixing,

- we also assume that the Mach number of the velocity fluctuations (M’=$?c,
where c is the sound speed in the mixture) is small. This is equivalent to assume (for
example through an expansion in M’) that the divergence of the velocity is negligible (this
excludes supersonic slip in a flow); therefore, there is local equilibrium of the pressures
in the different materials. However, nothing is implied in terms of temperatures. Their
equilibrium depends upon the turbulent and molecular Prandtl numbers. Notice here that
the two length scales -turbulence length scale and mixture length scale- are strongly
linked, because the very process of the mixture formation is due to instability
development and the subsequent turbulence. In terms of a transport model where one
considers only one mesn scale for the turbulence, this means that the turbulence length
scale cannot be much smaller than the mixtum length scale. This is exemplified by the
choice of certain models/3/of a constant ratio between those two quantities.

This assumption breaks down in the vicinity of shocks. Consider for example a
shock interacting with a pemrbed interface separating two fluids. An early pressure map
shows that there is no pressure equilibrium on the interface perturbation length scale, as
expected. Also, due to our ensemble averaging procedure, we cannot describe the
detailed distortions of the shock passing through a macroscopic mixture. All we can hope
for is to obtain a good estimate of the density, energy, and fluctuating energy jumps
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across the shock.As asimplifyingassumption,weneglecttheselfconsistentinteraction
oftheshockandthefluctuatingfield

Our hypothesis of negligible microscopic interracial exchanges and of local
pressure equilibrium implies that fluctuations in density, pressure and internal energy
occur only through intermittence. In fac~ we obtain this result because only mean scales
for the mixture and the velocity fluctuations (respectively h and L~ were considered.
We have Lm/cs cc L~~k , where cs is the mixture sound speed, and k is the local
fluctuating energy. However, the mixing of the two fields induces the generation of an
entire spectrum of sizes for eddies and droplets of different materials for a given size, the

r
absence of pressure fluctuations within each field is true, only if Lm~/cs << Lt~~ k~,

where 5 denotes a specific range of entity sizes. We therefore recognize the possibility of
large scale fluctuations (compared to the mean two-field length scale), and that is why we
model the term PV, that takes these fluctuations into account However, we fully use our
above assumption to obtain a simple mixture EOS that depends only upon intermittence,
and not explicitly upon turbulence energy.

II-4 Correlation evolution equations
From Eqs.(1-3), we can easily obtain evolution equations for R and S. They

write :

aF# _
——— — ~aR& =@

-*(m@jmk./f# - x$ IXlj mk/p2)+=~+=~xk
P P

—_ —_
rnj i3P mia P

(

aP
+ .Z+rniz1 mJ &i-K+:-- ; )

- &ij,

P
(4)

(5)

where mi is the mixtum momentum. In Eq.(4), eij denotes the dissipation of large scale

fluctuations into small scale fluctuations. Similarly, eis denotes dissipation of S. The

three last terms in ~.(5) are the pressure-velocity comelations and denoted by ITij, which
canberewrittenasfollows:

where Ai = p ‘u’i is the fluctuating mass flux. Its evolution equation can write:
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The comelation p’2 (that will be denoted by B in what follows) describes density
inhomogeneities effects on the turbulence. We again look for an evolution equation and
get Eq.(8):

II-5 Closures
To model correlations, we proceed in the following way: we propose, for each

term to be modeled, the simplesq dimensionally correc~ in a correct tensor formulation,
linear or quadratic expression satisfying its intrinsic properties. We also make use of our
hypothesis of subsonic fluctuations, and neglect terms involving the divergence of

velocity fluctuation we also neglect correlation of higher order than p’2. This leads to
the following resulting model:

{
p ~ + PB VkUk + z@k V@ - PAk VkB - BAk V@ - ZPB VkAk = V aBP& V%

)

- CBplTJB (11)

( J+Di’ V’llj + n“’ VkUi
()

..

P? )
= ~lp~ ~- Dij + Dai V@Jk + Daj VkPk

4 )
+ V aD# V%ij - CDP~Dij

m
(12)

dhi +C~,lDi’ V’p
p dt 4

= V aD~ V%ai) - pDak V@i + CD% Vkpik
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III - MODEL CONSTANTS

III-1 Methodology
As any other, this mtiel contains unknown coeffkients due to closure occuring

in its formulation (here 18). These coefficients are considered as “universal” (i.e. valid
for a certain class of flows having the same thermodynamical properties), and are
supposed to contain the physics not included in the model. In order to obtain these
constants, we simplify this model for simple circumstances, and make comparisons with
experimental data

III-2 Determination of model constants

III-2-1 Isotropic homogeneous turbulence
In the case of isotropic homogeneous turbulence, Eqs. (9-14) reduce simply to:

where UOis the constant grid velocity. Experimental Esults show that turbulence decays
as x-p, which leads to the following relationship, by solving the previous system:

III-2-2 Turbulent diffusion
Experiments /4/ show that the turbulence intensity drops off exponentially away from an
effective source plane. We therefore assume that:

k(x) = Ak x-n and D(x)= Ap x-m where Ak and AD are constant.

This leads to cDak=O.103~ad~aD=0.086~ .

III-2-3 Boundary layer flow
The classic modeling of boundary layer flow assumes a constant turbulent shear

Kxy = J ‘TT1
and a universal velocity law (law of the wall) ~ = ~ ~

P

where x =0.41 stands for the von Kamxm constant. By inserting these relations in Eqs.
(9-14), we get 8 equations with 7 unknowns. Therefore, we obtain a compatibility
relation which writes

()=2fi@ (CD+CD1)(3CD+CDI)YM32

-8 aD2 %2 (3 q) + 2 cD~) Ck+ Ckl- + 16 ~aD3 %4 Ck+ ckl M-3~
ck2 ck3

r
+C I ~M3+C&LlM2 ,

-CD (w # 3 X2
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with k= M, ~d M=~~+ -5 CQ2-1OCH+9
(c~ +2ck1y 55

.

Moreover, the experiment leads to k =&~ , ~hi~h ~~ ~so be written as
.

III-2-4 Transversal velocity gradient flow

au
In this case, we assume a velocity field such that —= cc (cons~t) .Balancing

ay

..-~k
production and dissipation, Eqs. (9-14) fdy provide expressions for>,

i= 1,2, 3 (denoted Qi), ~d ~ (denoted Q4), functions of Q2 ~d ~.l%e

experimental values of Qi can be found in Rose /5/ and Champagne /6/.For each
experiment, we have 4 relations between ckz and ckl/ck, in which only 3 are
independent.. The solution to this system is obtained graphically (Fig. 1 and 2). An
averaged one is:

EXPERIMENT Ck2 cklfck
ROSE 0.341 948
CHAMPAGNE 0.344 0:565

with ~= -0.163 (Rose /50
-0.171 (Champagne /6/)

III-2-5 Homogeneous turbulence uniform distortion
The velocity field is given by : Uk = GM xi + Bk. The experimental case studied by
Townsend /7/ cmesponds to the following matrix:

()000
Gti = O-a O with a constant ,

OOa

and U= Bk, V= - ay+Byand W=az+Bz. Asinthe previous case, we fmd3
relationships between ck2 and ckl/ck. Due to experimental errors, the 3 relationships w
= f(ckl/ck) form a triangle in the plane (ckl/ck,ck2). We choose a plausible SOhItiOXIas

CMbeing the triangle centerof gravity. We obtain Ck2 = 0.66, ~= 0.76. This leads

to(with~ -@ = 0.35) :

Ck= (~ - 6@ (CD1+ CD)

Y-

~+2cD~ ‘
3cn
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III-2-6 Coefficient values
G1

We sum up here the above results: Ck2 = 0.45 and ~ = 0.76

-E-m d- mllw I Ck(XD I Ck~k
DnCE 1.04 3.63 1.$9 n n99 n n<? I

JUPAGNE 0.89 4.44 2.2tmx
A\wu. ,& I u.v.&& I U.UJA

!5 0.019 0.052 I

with w =0.52 and co3= 0.13 fkom /8/. We put an additional constraint on our model. It
has to reduce to a simpler model /9/, at least partially. This translates intcx

k2&=ckk~=2vt D with vt=~ck~ ,

whichimplies:w = 2 ak. This leads to: ck = 0.32 and then, by considering only average
values:

%1 Ck2
0~32 0.25 0.45 0?31 l% 0~6 0~;6

III-3 Grid turbulence in a stably stratified fluid
We consider the experiment by Itsweire et al /10/ on a grid turbulence decaying

in a stably stratified fluid. This model is simplifkd in this case on the basis of the
following hypothesis

- homogeneous stationary turbulence,
- incompressible flui~
- constant pressure and density gradients in the direction perpendicular to the

main flow,
- isotropic dissipation tensor.

Inaddition, we assume:Ku = k anda constant.Theoriginalsystemreducesthento
a

sixequations.We denote the Brunt-VaistiLi frequency by N

N2 =
- &3p_ . Consmt ~ti aP

paz ~=-Pg .

Assuming that N is constant and production balances dissipation in B and DB equations,
it appears that we must assume thati 3 cD~ + cDal = O , CDB = CD.In that particular
case,we canexhibittheoreticalexpressionsfork,D, Daz andDB, azandB depending
onthesefourquantities.Thesetworelationscanbewrittenas
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~=@gBk—+B1 ,
gaZe paZe

and

~=A2~+B2 .

Experiments were carried out considering two Reynolds numbers. For each case, we
estimate the values of model constants from a least squares approximation based on
experimental measurements. We obtaim

M a d% d% 4%
38 1 3.279 0.971 3.179 2.813
1:905 3.895 1.115 4.352 1.981

For the higher Reynolds number (M= 3.81, Re = l@), we find cD/ck = 0.97 ,which is
compatible with the previous values found for CDand ck (cD/ck = 0.968). We fially get
the following set of constantx

CD CB Ckl Ck2 CDB ml (Xk aD

0:2 0.31 0.90 1:;2 0.25 0.45 0.31 1.30 0.16 0.06

togetherwiththerelationship:3CDS2+c~I = O.Goingbacktothesolutionsk(x)and
D(x),usingtheabovevaluesinourmodel,andcomparingwiththeexperimental
profiles,we fmd a fairly good agreement between the experiment and the analytic
solution, as it can be seen on Figure 3.

IV CONCLUSION.

This exercise shows the difficulties associated with the determination of the so
called universal constants in turbulence transport models. We note, in effec~ that not
even experiments agree together, which casts some doubts on the proposed set of
constants. However, the procedure in itself is very promising and usefuL This paper
shows, once again, the necessity of well-instrumented and precise experiments. We also
note the well-lmown drawback associated with such a modeL

There are 18 unknown constants and only 10(1 Aationship between two other
ones) are determined here. More work is necessary and we plan to use additional
experiments, among them the Read and Youngs rocket-rig experiments /3/, as well as
rapid distortion theo~. The remainin g constants will have to be determined using shock
tube experiment data. Even so, we do not expect this model to give essentially better
results for a given family of flow than a simpler one geared toward this particular type of
flow, but more to cover a wide range of flow.
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SIMULATION OF SINGLE MODE
RICHTMYER-MESHKOV INSTABILITY

USING THE ADAPTIVE FREE LAGRANGE METHOD

DonaldE.BurtonandAlanK.Harrison
LawrenceL&ii.&mN&malmalabomtcRY

7

ABSTRACT

Becauseof extreme deformation, instability problems have been uaditionally modeled
using Eulerian techniques or Arbitrary Lagrange Euler (ALE) techniques. The free-bgrange
(FL) method first inuoduced by Crowieyl offers a third basic alternative. The specific FL
method described in this paper consists ofi (1) a 2D staggered-grid hydrodynamics (SGH)
differencing scheme appropriate to an unstruct~edmesh consisting of triangular and
q~ - (2)asetofprimitive meshoptumzadonalgotiti, and(3)a setofridesfor
a&ptivemeshrefinement which wereferto as the dqxivefieetigrange (All) method.

In a previous study, Burton3 showed that the spurious vorticity commonly associated
with SGH differencing results from a failure to explicity conserve angular momentum in the
difference equations. This led to a signitkantly improved technique for removing the spurious
vorticity, called spuriouswmicitydumping(SVD).SVDwasshownm producesuperiorresults
inateatproblemwhichhadnointrinsicvorticity.Inthepresentstudy,SVDisshowntoalso
produce superior mtdts in a problem with intrinsic vorticity.

The AFL and SVD methods are applied to a low N@h number shcxk tube problem and
compared with other methods. AFL seems to perform as well as Eulerian methods and is
somewhat better at resolving fme structures in the calculation. The SVD method produced
results far supaior to orhexmethods tried.

INTRODUCTION

Because of extreme mesh distmions, instability problems have been traditionally modeled using
Eulerian technique# or by Arbitrary Lagrange E&r (ALE) technique. The free-Lagrange (FL)
method, first introduced by Crowleyl, offers a third alternative. In FL, space is discretised into zones
formed by lima drawn between nodes and is also discretized into nodal control volumes surrounding
nodes, forming a mediaa mesh. Two basic forms of FL have evolved The fmt uses a staggered-grid
hydrodynamics (SGH) differencing scheme in which velocity is centered at the mesh points, but
density, pressure, and energy within the sones. me second uses a Godunov7 diffenmcing scheme and
centers all variables at the mesh point@*9.The specific FL method described in this paper consists ofi
(1) a 2D SGH differencing scheme appropriate to an unstructured mesh consisting of triangular and
q~ zon~ (2) a set of primitive mesh optimization algorithmslo which includes an ALE
scheme suitable for unstructured meshes (FLAI@l; and (3) a set of rules for adaptive mesh
reiinementlz which we ref= to as an adaptive ~ Lagrange (AFL) scheme.

BecauseitiswellknownthatSGHsuffersfromspuriousvorticityon the scale of the mesh size,
we begin with a discussion of conservation issues in SGH from which follows a method for removing
spurious vorticity. NexL the AFL mesh optimtition strategy is described Finally, we apply the FL
methodtoa low Mach number shock tube problemls which produces a Richtmyer-Meshkov (RI@
instability. The calculation shows that the AFL method is capable of tracking large deformations as well
as Eulerian merhwls do. Wealso found that the fine derails of the calculation, but not the gross features,
were sensitive to the numerical method used to remove the spurious vorticity.
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CONSERVATION LAWS

Numerical hydrodynamics involves solving numerical analogs of the conservation laws of
physics. Traditionally, however, SGH is formulated to exactly conserve only linear momentum. The
conservation of energy is only approximate,and the consawion of angular momentum has been largely
ignored in published discussions of SGH differencing. Burton3.14 showed that SGH can be made to
simultaneously conserve numerical analogs of momentum, energy, and angular momentum exactly.

It is well known that SGH suffers from spurious vordcity on the scale of the mesh size because
some degrees of freedom are unconstrained by the difference equations and are perturbed by
discretization approximations. The studys showed that the & motwn does not conserve angular
momentum, while the motwn of the zone centers &es. Inpracticalterms,thismeansthattheangular
momentum actually conserved by the differencing scheme is decoupled from the motion of the node
points, thereby permitdng the obsemed spurious nodal vorticity to occur. These results were found to
apply not only to SGH but to any method using a lumped mass approximation in the acceleration
equatiom such as many Eukrian and Godunov methods.

In the pas%several schemes have been reported which are successful in reducing “hourglass”
distordon of quadrilateral zones without affecting physical “shear” modea15~lb.These schemes are not
effective against spurious “chevron” distcrdon because they consider otdy deformation of single zones.
Further, these schemes have been formulated only for quadrilateral zones and are consequently
inadequate for FL applications which may involve not only triangles and quadrilaterals, but arbitrary
polygonal zones. Burton17 devised a more general methd termed unguiur viscosity (AV), which can
be applied to arbitrary polygons and which is effective against both hourglass and chevron modes
without simultaneously damping physical “bending” modes. This method made use of the then
empirical obsemation that the motion of the zone centers is free fzom the spurious vorticity seen in the
nodea.

The recent observation that the motion of zone centers consems angular momentum led to a
significantly improved method for removing the spurious vorticity called the zpuriau vorticity dumping
method (SVD, but denoted DEV in Reference 3). SVD uses the zonal information to reduce the error in
the nodal velocities. In Reference 3, the method was shown to produce superior results in a test
problem which had no intrinsic vorticity. In the following, SVD is shown to also produce superior
results in a problem having imrinsic votticity.

ADAPTIVE FREE LAGRANGE METHOD

The primitive mesh operationslo which are used for triangular and quaddateml zones am shown
in Figure 1. me ability to add and remove mesh objects (zones, nodes, or faces) is inherent in these
operations. MERGE and ZAZ remove objec~, CREAP and ZONEBUST add objecw, FLIP,
SPLIT/UNSPLIT reconnect objets and FLALE reiaxea the mesh. The primitive “slide” operations
which allow FL to accommodate large shear distortion am the FLIP, SPLIT, and UNSPLIT operations.
An earlier mesh optimization philosophy was to mnain as Lagrange as possible by optimizing the mesh
only when the timestep became unacceptablysmall or pathological zones such as boomenmgs or bowties
occur.

While successful for a bromi range of problems, this strategy must be extended for others, such
as the RM test problem. Aa a first step in evolving an improved mesh refinement strategy, an algorithm
was implemented which (a) added or removed points in order to preserve the original minimum and
maximum mesh sizes (stored locally as original zonrd areas and aspect ratios) and (b) reconnected as
required to link the best nearest neighbor points. Adaptive he Lagrange (AFL) mesh retlnement is
obtained by extending this notion so that the mesh sin is coupled to the physics of the problem, e.g.,
vorticity. Speci6caUy, read mesh sizesarecaictdatedby multiplying the original mesh sizes by a
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Figure3. Initialmeshconfigmation

MERGE introduces hysteresis which is necasary to prevent mesh changes due to minor Permd@ons.
MERGE and ZAZ operations were applied only when the Coumnt timeatep became less than 5x10_8s.
A FLALE operation, which involves mesh relaxation and fluxaxrected transport (F~18, was applied
when the timestep became less than 2X10-8s. The SPLIT/U?JSPLITp~itives we= Usedm sel~t
nearestneighborsusinganglecriteriawhichproducesresultssimilarto thoseof theVoronoimethodlg.
LikeCREAP/MERGathecriteriafor SPLIT/UNSPLITis hysteretic.FLIPandZONEBUSTwerenot
used.

TEST PROBLEM

We applied the AFL method@ a low Mach number shock tube problem in which an air-Helium
intertliceis perturbed by a single-wavelength displacemen~ - .~vmg rise to a Richtmyer-Meshkov
instabii. The test problem was denored TP3 in this umference 3.

The problem consisted of three regions as shown in Figure 3 which were respectively [Helium,
air, shocked air). The cormpmhg initial conditions W= W&@ {O,O, 1229=Mach 1.24) cmh$
density {0.W01694, 0.001225, 0.0017285) g/cm3: presame (1.013, 1.013, 1.6482) dyn/cm2; ratio of
specificheatsy {1.67, 1.4, 1.4). As specified in Reference 13, the shock tube had width W = 7.5 cm
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Figure 6. Number of zones, nodes, and cycles vs.
problem time. Comparable square Eukrian zoning
requires about 110000 zones.

time in the AFL calculation.A comparable
Eulezian calculation with 0.02 cm square zoning

would have required 110000 zones.However,
thegreatadvantageinnumberofzonesispartially
offset by the somewhat larger computational
ovexheadmquired tornaintain the FLme5h.

lhe positions of the bubble and spike are
mmpared in F@ure 7, along with the mix width.
Also shown are results from an Eulerian
calculation due to Wehner20 and an AMR
calculation by Rupert4. Because of the
ajlwemcntwned difirences inproblem set up, the
cafculatwns cannot be quantitatively compared
ajler about 05 ms. Slight differences in the spike
and bubblepositions appear atthisdme~useof
a reflection off the right-hand boundary of the
AFL calculation which was initially at -15 cm.
The boundary was located at x = -100 in the
Eulerian calculation. Presumably this boundary
condition also influenced the large difference in
bubble growth which begins at about 0.8 ms. For
reasons not currently understood, all of the
numerical results show a mixing width which is
about twice that observed experimenially21.

The complete evolution of the material interhces is shown in Figure 8. The 0.02 cm minimum
size specification causes thin features to pinch off (in a mass conserving way) as the problem evolves.
Nevertheless, these thin features evolve smoothly and remain cleari identifiable from fiarne to tlame.

JThe AFL results can be compared with the Eulerian Wehner2 calculation shown in Figure 9.
Although differing in some fie detaik the results are remarkably similar. The AFL calculation does a
someviat betterjGbof maintaining the integrity of thin f~.

ComparadveCakukatimsalso showed that
the SVD method for removing spurious vorticity
(describd above) produced faxsuperior results to
other methods. F@ure 10 compares calculations
at 0.4 ms usin SVD, AV, and a quadrilateral

fmethod AHG 6. In the SVD calcuktion, the
materialinterfaceis smooth,and the suuctureof
the “rollup”is welldefined. By contras~iu W
the AV and AHG calculations, the material
imerfke is relatively rough and tends to beak up,
presumably because the nodal motion has more
structure than is consistent with angular
momentum conservation. Although the
comparison with AHG is somewhat inapp@@
it was included to make the point that triangles
also experience spurious vorticity. Because AHG
was developed for q .Uadn@mdcodesand hainot
been intended to be applied to triangles, our
implememation of it appliednospecialdampingto
trianglesin thecalculation.

l— AFL
--------- Eulerisn

S. — AMR

6.

i?u

~ 4
g
~
n

2’

.WUIMdiner dkr OS ms

Figure 7. Bubble and spike positions, and
mix width for AFL, Eulerian, and AMR
calculations.

.
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SUMMARY

Wehaveshownthat the AFLmethodis capableof trackinglargedeformationswhichcouldnot
otherwisehave beendone using a Lagrangianmethod. AFL seems to performas welIas Eukrian
methodsandis somewhatbetterat resolvingfu smctures in rhecalculation.In pa2tic221ar,AFLseems
betterat maintainingthesmoothnessof interfaces,followingthe foldingand bendingof fdaments,and
pmerving their continuity.
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AFL uses far fewer zones than a comparably resolved Euierian calculation. Starting with a very
coarse mesh compared with the test problem specifkation, the mesh was refined to the specified
resolution only where the physics of the problem dictated. However, the great advantage in number of
zones is partially offset by the somewhat larger computational overhead required m maintain tie FL
mesh.

Both EulerianandLagrangeSGHdifferencingmethodsexperiencespuriousvorncity.We
foundthatthefmedetailsofthetestcalculation,butnotthegrossfeatures,weresensitivetothe
numericalmethodusedtoremovethespuriousvorticity.We haveshownthatanewmethodSVD
producedresultsfarsuperiortoothermethodstried.
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LATE-TIMETURBULENTMIXINGOF A HIGHDENSITYGAS BUBBLE
IN A SHOCKGASFLOW (1!= 1.14)

CowperthwaiteN, YoungsD, AWE,Aldermaston
PhilpottM, SmithA, AWE,Foulness

INTRODUCTION

A seriesof shock-tubeexperimentsperformedat AWE (Foulness)
are described and the results compared with the theoretical
predictions of Cowperthwaite and Youngs AWE(Aldermaston) using the
2-D code PETRA.

The t~e of experiment is indicated in Figure 1. A plane shock
wave with a flat-top pressure pulse of about 7ms duration propagates
along the shock-tube and intercepts a spherical dense gas bubble
falling under gravity. By means of shadowgraphs, the development
and growth of the bubble is recorded as it is swept downstream.

The sh=k-tube initially contained air at atmospheric pressure.
The bubble gas was freon-12, with density 4.2x greater than air. The
shock overpressure was 0.33 bar (5 psi nominal) with flow velocity
76ms-1. -

.-

PREDICTIONS

F@ure 2 showssamplepredictionsof the
provide a useful basis for interpretation
observations.The predictionswere derived

—

bubbleresponsewhich
of the experimental
from the PETRA code

modelling the problem in 2-D axi-symmetric geometry.
Starting with an initial bubble 3cm in diameter, and shock

contact with the front face at. time zero (t = o), the time -
distance plot shows development of the bubble as it is swept
downstream. The time intervals shown are 0.5ms covering the time
span O-5ms, during which the bubble has moved about 20cm.

Observation of the velocities shows that at later times, the
front face (upstream end) of the bubble is moving at 47ms-i, while
the downstream end is moving at 67ms-i. In effect, the btible
extremities are growing apart at -20ms-i. Noting that the velocity
of the downstream regioh’ Ls essentially that of the flow velocity
(less than 0.5mq difference), it is evident that in this regi,on,
there is no.:slippage-ibetween b:lbble and air flow, nor the existence
of turbulent mixing. “

The active region of the bubble i.s at the front (upstream end),
with the bubble extending in length by virtue of the vortex action
induced by the shock passage over it. The distortionsand
differentialmotionsso inducedgiveriseto a vorticityof senseas
to causemovementof thebubbleheadupstreamagainstthe flow. The
vorticityinitiatesa continuouscirculationof the freongas which
drawsin air whichbecomestrappedwithinthe interior.The freon
gas therebybecomesinhomogeneouslydilutedand thrownoff, moving
downstream in a structured formation of connected ‘rings’
surroundinga central jet. This process tends to repeat at
intervalsof l-2ms,therebymaintainingthe longitudinalgrowthof
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thebubble.
Althoughnot discerniblein Figure2, each predictionprofile

is generatedas a set of contoursrepresentingzonesof freongas
concentration.Carefulexaminationof the boundariesshows sharp
concentrationgradients,limitedpossiblyonlyby the computational
mesh size,indicatingthe preservationof distinctgas boundaries,
consistentwith experimentalobservations.A possibleexceptionis
the furthermostdownstreamregion: here there is shadowgraphic
evidenceof diffuseboundaries,possiblyan opticalinterpretation
complicatedby low gas concentrationscombinedwith an irregular
non-axisymmetricstructure.

COMPARISONBETWEENPREDICTEDAND EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

Figure 3 shows sample experimental(shadowgraph)results,
superimposedat the correctscale,and positionedcorrectlyalong
the time axis. If the comparisonwith predictionis regardedas
qualitative,thenthe shadowgraphs,moreparticularlyat earlytimes,
showgenerallygoodagreement.Two of the shadowgraphsare repeated
enlargedin Figure 4, showingdistinctivefeaturessuch as the
mushroom-shapedhead, an axial jet and an opticallythin outer
shell. Suchobservationswellsupportthe predictions.

If quantitativecomparisonis considered,then differencesare
more noticeable,with the observedbubblesizesbeing largerthan
predicted. However, several factors underly this observation.
Whereasthe predictionsmodelledan initialbubblediameterof 3cm,
most of the experimentalresultsshownrelateto a largerinitial
bubble of 3-4cm diameter. Further,the theoreticalcalculations
considereda shockof 0.31 bar (4.5psi), while the experimental
shock pressures were higher at 0.34 bar (5.0 psi). Other
differenceswere that the predictionsrelate to a cross-section
throughthe bubblewhereasthe shadowgraphsrepresenta silhouette
outline: also, the predictionsdo not correctly model the
experimentalsituationbecauseof the axi-symutetricrepresentation
of a rectangularcross-section.

COMPUTATIONALTECHNIQUE

Figure 5 providesdetailsof the PETRA code used for the
predictedresultswithinformationrelevantto thebubbleproblem.

EXPERIMENTALARRANGEMENT

Detailsof the shock-tubeandthe testarrangementare provided
in Figure6. The shock-tubefeatureda rectangularcross-sectionof
20 x 10cm (8 x 4 inch). The gas bubbleswereblownfromthe end of
a pipeprojectingfromthe roof:by carefulcontrolof the flow of
freon-12gas and the liquidfeed,bubbleswere formedat a rate of
one every3 to 4 secondsand fellundergravityto the floorof the
shock-tube.Insteadof burstingon contact,they instantaneously
convertedto hemi-sphericalshapecentredon a small-boreoutlet,
throughwhichthe freongaswas suckedout by a weakvacuum,thereby
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avoidingany gas contaminationproblemdue to a layer of freon
formingon the floorof the shock-tube.

An electrodearrangementwas usedwhichdetectedthe departure
of each bubbleas it droppedawayfrom the end of the pipe. When
suitablydry bubbles(ieof minimumwatercontent,pre-determinedby
sampleweighingas 5% - 10% of the bubblemass)were beingformed,
the signal from the detectorwas used to burst the shock-tube
diaphragmat a time suchthatthe shockarrivalcoincidedwith the
bubblehavingfallenhalfwayto the floor. As the shockpassedthe
triggergauge justaheadof the test-section,its signalinitiated
the sequenceof sparksourcesforthe shadowgraphrecordingsystem.

NB. An alternativedetectorsystembased on deflectionof a
low powerlaserbeam by the fallingbubblehas recentlybeen found
to offerimprovedreliability.

Of note in this figure is the referenceto the change in
cross-sectionfrom20 x 5cmto 20 x 10cm(8x 2 inchto 8 x 4 inch),
(seebelow).

The plan view of the shock-tubeis shown in Figure 7. A
divergentsectionwas used to expandthe minimumdimensionof an
existingshock-tubeto a sizesignificantlylargerthanthe initial
bubble dimension (3-4cm diameter),in order to minimise th~
influenceof bubbleconfinement.The expansionhalf-anglewas 5
over a lengthof 30cm; suitabilityof the designwas provedby
checkingfor a verticalplaneshockfrontwithinthe test-section.

The compressionchamherwas pressurisedto 1.59bar (23 psi),
yieldinga shockwave durationof approximately7ms. The end-plate
was sufficientlyfar downstreamto avoidthe reflectedshockfrom
disturbingthe shock-waveduringtherecordingperiod(Oto 6ms).

The bubblewas formedat the point shown beween a pair of
splashguardsto avoidany burstingbubblesfrom sprayingdroplets
ontothe observationwindows;the guardswere removedbeforefiring
the shock-tube.

The shadowgraphsystemwas standardexceptthat it was off-set
becauseof limitedworkingspace. The multi-sparksourceproduced
four sparks,increasedto five on latertests. Four imageswere
recordedon a 5 x 4 inchplate camera plate, the fifth on a separate
camera.

SHADOWGRAPHAWALYSIS

Following the visual comparison between prediction and
experimentdescribedearlier, the results of the shadowgraph
analysisare presentedwithmeasurementof bubble(volume)expansion
and downstreammovement,determinedas follows:

Startingwith the initialbubble,fallingunder gravity,the
mean radiusR. was measured(meandiametersrangingfrom 2.4 to
3.9cm),with the observationon sphericitythatmostof the bubbles
showeda variationof no more than 2% betweenthe mean and the
largestand smallestdiameters.Usingthe mean radius,the initial
bubblevolumeV. was then calculated.Consideringin turn each of
the successiveshadowgraphsof the shockedexpandingbubble,the
volumeV(t) was calculatedas indicatedin Figure8, treatingthe
volume as a summationof discs of circularcross-section,with
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dimensionsobtainedby referenceto grid scales on the optical
surfacesof the test-section.This treatmentalloweddiscs to be
off-axiswithout complication.However,visualizationof bubble
dissectionas circulardiscs relies on the assumption,as yet
withoutthe opportunityfor photographicconfirmation,that bubble
diametersalong the line of sight equal those in the vertical
direction.

It is notedthatthistechniquedeterminesthe volumeenclosed
by the shadowgraphprofile,even where interpretation,aided by
prediction,suggeststheexistenceof enclosedvoids.

Expansions,definedas V(t)/Vo,of up to 20 were recorded
duringthe first6msaftershockimpact.

The othermeasurementwas the displacementX(t) of the front
faceof thebubbleas a functionof time.

MEASUREMENTOF BUBBLEEXPANSION

Figure9 presentsthe experimentaldata from 16 tests,showing
volumeexpansionas a functionof dimensionlesstime. A best-fit
curveis included.

Volumeexpansionsof up to 20 are evident,whilethe limitof
the dimensionlesstimeaxisscalerepresentstypically5ms.

Each curve consists of three or four data points, and
representsone test: each point is the result of the volume
measurementof one shadowgraph.

The followingobservationscanbe noted:

1. One of the curvesincludedin the lower centralgroup
represents a preliminarytest before the expansion of the
test-sectionto a 20 x 10cmcross-section.The limitationof onlya
5cm (2 inch)widththereforeapparentlyhad littleeffecton bubble
growthrateat earliertimes. However,the possibilityremainsthat
withthe shock-tubewidthonlymarginallygreaterthanthe expanding
bubble,growthmay havebeenrestrictedin the transversedirection,
so invalidatingthe assumptionof a circularcross-sectionas
explainedunder Ishadowgraphanalysist.Withshadowgraphsrecording
onlythe side-onview,confirmationwas notpossible.

2. The best-fit curve commences with a slight volume
reductionto indicateshockcompression.

3. Difficultiesin volume measurementswere sometimes
experienceddue to impreciseboundarieson the shadowgraphsat the
downstreamend. The consequentuncertaintyin overall volume
measurementwas consideredas generally<<10%.

4. Extrapolationof thesecurvesback to theiroriginmight
indicatea more appropriateorigin,- with time zero (t = O)
startingafterthe shockhad passedthe bubblecentre.

NB. No predictionsare shown,as calculationsare not yet
complete.

MEASUREMENTOF BUBBLEVELOCITY

Figure10 showsthe downstreamdisplacement(measuredin bubble
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radii) of the front face of the bubble as a function of
dimensionlesstime. In effect,it is a distance- timeplotshowing
the slippageof the bubblewithinthe shockedair-flow.

The full-linerepresentsthe movementof the air-flow,and in
dimensionlessunits,has gradient= 1. Withoutslip, the bubble
facewouldalsotravelat the air-flowvelocity.

Experimentally,the bubbleis foundto startits travelat a
much reducedvelocity,eventuallyreachingabout 87% of the flow
velocityafterabout4-5ms.

The theoreticalresultis similar,althoughonly about67% of
the flowvelocityis attained.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The shock-tubeexperimentshavesuccessfullyprovidedlate-time
data.

2. Qualitativefeaturesof bubble developmentare in general
agreementwiththe calculationalmodel.

3. Uncertaintyremainsover possibleinfluenceof the shock-tube
cross-sectionon bubblegrowthand localflowvelocity.

4. Further computationalstudies are required to model the
detailedfeaturesof bubbledevelopment.

5. Furtherexperimentsareunderconsiderationto extendthe range
of parameterinvestigations,particularlygas densityratios.
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FIG. 2. BUBBLE GROWTH
(Qualitative Comparison Theory vs. Experiment)
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FIG. 3. BUBBLE GROWTH
(Qualitative Comparison Theory vs. Experiment)
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F! G. 5. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE
Calculations have been performed in axisymmetric geometry using the two dimenaionai
Euierian hydrocode PETRA [1]. Earlier resuits for the interaction of a shock with a dense
sphericai inhomogeneity are described in [2].

The main features of PETRA:

● Expiicit finite difference method

.* Staggered grid

n
P, P*~

u, v u, v: veiocity components at mesh corners

P, P* c pressure, density, internal energy

Each time step is divided into two phases:

au
●Lagrangian phase P -=-vp

at

Uses artificial viscosity for shocks.

●Advection phase Caicuiatee transport across ceii boundaries.
Uses monotonic advection method of van Leer.

Caicuiates XY advection, YX advection for aiternate
time steps.
Can use an interface tracking method.

● Severai Lagrangian steps may be used per advection step - greatly
speeds up iow Mach No. calculations.

The ceicuiation shown here used:

2000 zones in the axial direction
200 zones in the radiai direction

Geometricaiiy expanding zones away

Bubbie diameter = 100 zones

Run time: 100 hours on a Cray-YMP

from the bubbie region.

interface tracking was not used as a fine scaie mixing of the two fiuid occurs.
instead, the van Leer method was used to transport volume fractions.

References:

1. D.L. Youngs, “Time-dependent muiti-material fiow with large fluid
distortion.” Numericai Methods for Fiuid Dynamics, K.W. Morton
and M.J. Baines (Academic Press, New York, 1982).

2. N.W. Cowperthwaite, “The interaction of a piane shock and a dense
sphericai inhomogeneity”. Physics D37 (1989) P.264.
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ENERGY GENERATION BY A SHOCK CROSSING A PERTURBED INTERFACE
WP Crowley

E Burke
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

INTRODUCTION
This investigation is directed toward determining, computationally, the
amount of “perturbed” kinetic energy that is generated by a shock passing
over a perturbed interface.

The traditionalexperimentalapproachisto make measurementson a
perturbedflow,obtainmean valuesfrom thesedataand to definethe
differencebetweenthemean and theinstantaneousas theperturbed
energy.Thisapproachisamenabletonumericalsimulationsas welland
thefluctuatingkineticenergy(FKE)obtainedfromitwas describedby
Besnardl.

Another approach is to obtain two computational results, one perturbed
and the other unperturbed and to define the perturbed energy as the
difference between these two. This approach is not amenable to physical
experiments; from it we derive perturbed kinetic energy (PKE) defined
below.

We willcompareresultsfromthetwo methods.

The results presented here were obtained from a new Adaptive Eulerian
hydro code, LAM, that modifies the mesh locally to obtain increased
accuracy.

We consider only one problem, namely TP6A, which is an air/helium shock
tube at Mach 1.24. The initial mesh is 0.23 cm on a side at the interface--
initially there are 32 zones transverse to the shock. Initial conditions are
as described by Rupertz. A density perturbation is applied to the two zones
straddling the air/helium interface to form a square wave with a fixed
wavelength and a variable amplitude; i.e., the perturbed density is
constant for a half wavelength and then it changes according to a random
number. There are nlzper zones per half-wavelength; the wavelength is
thus 2(0.23 )(nlzper) cm. Units are centimeters, grams and microseconds.
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Figure 1 shows the two components of PKE (defined below) vs time for
three different initial perturbations when the mesh remains fixed in time
(levlim=l ). This shows us that the perturbed energy is definitely not
isotropic and it sets the time scale for different events.

ILLUSTRATION OF NUMERICAL METHOD
The LAM code uses a vanLeer limiter, artificial viscosity and a volume
fraction scheme to determine the EOS. In LAM the resolution is controlled
by levlim. Each zone originates at level-l. Each level-l zone may be split
into 4 level-2 zones. Each level-2 zone may be split into 4 level-3 zones,
etc. Levlim=3 means resolution to level-3 and no level-4 zones may
appear. In these problems the code adapts so as to resolve density
gradients.

Figure 2 shows the original mesh and contour lines of density at 300
micsec when the mesh is held constant in time (levlim=l) and the initial
perturbation is characterized by nlzper=3. The initial shock moves from
left to right.

Figures 3 and 4 shows the mesh and density contours at 300 micsec for a
problem with the same initial conditions with the mesh limited by
levlim=2 and 3.

DEFINE PROCEDURE AND AVER4GE ENERGIES
To obtain PKE we run two problems. The unperturbed problem produces a
velocity field uu(x,y,t). The perturbed problem produces up(x,y,t). A
postprocessor code combines the two results to form the averages defined
below.

With the y dimension transverse to the shock, we define the strip average

n Y

(f(Y,t))e-& dx f(x,y,t)dy
x-a o

and two measures of kinetic energy: Fluctuating kinetic energy
FKE(x) = rxx(x)+ryy(x) where

=(x,t) = (Upuppp)- w
(PP)

and Perturbed kinetic energy, PKE(x) = uke(x)+vke(x) where

2uke = cpp(up-u~(up-u.)>

Similar definitions hold for the transverse components, ryy and 2vke.

If we expand 2uke, write it in terms af rxx and note that, in our case,
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u~=a“>
<ppupuu>= <ppu+uu
<ppuuuu>= <p&u”u”

we have

2uke. H +[<PPU> - ‘P#hJ 2
<pp>

Thus2uke> rxxandsimilarly2vke> ryy.Theywillbe equalifwe choose
themean velocityto be

<ppup>
u~=—

<pp>

For notational convenience, PKE(x) is a function of
integral of PKE(x)--it is a function of time alone.

RESULTS

x and time. PKE is the x-

Figure5A showsPKE vs timefordifferentinitialperturbations.The initial
perturbationforcurveG isa squarewave withwavelength8x0.23cm and
amplitude0.23cm (thisproblemistheonlyexceptiontotheinitial
perturbationdescribedin theintroduction).Ittakestheshockabout5
micsectocrossan originalairzoneandatsome timebetween5 and 10
micsectheshockhascrossedtheoriginalperturbation.Between5 and 10
micsectheenergyrangesfrom 6.4e-9to5.Oe-9.The Leith3estimatefor
PKE fora singlewavelengthperturbationis

E=
J
(uke+vke)dx=~ a2U2A(p+-p_)

whichgives5.4e-9when a istakentobe 0.23cm. CurvesH andI havean
amplitudethatisbasedon a randomnumber(asdescribedinthe
introduction)and a half-wavelengthof 4nlzperand lnlzperrespectively.
Afterthefirstshock,PKE dependson thedetailsof theperturbation.Note
thatPKE continuestogrowforabout50 micsec(Fig1)whichisseveral
timesthetransittimeof theshockovertheperturbation.

Figure5B showsPKE anditscomponentsvs time(forthesameinitial
perturbation)as themesh isrefinedby changinglevlimfrom3 to5 fora
perturbationdescribedby nlzper=4.The solutionconvergesto thesame
PKE asthemesh isrefined.The solutionisnotisotropic.

Figure6 showsuke(x)andvke(x)at5 micsecasthemesh isrefined.We
seethatuke> vke and thatatatleastanotherlevelofrefinementis
neededtoresolvevke atearlytimes.
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Figure 7 compares 2PKE with FKE at 5 micsec with levlim=5. We see that
the transverse components agree and that 2uke > rxx.

Figures 8 through 11 compare 2PKE with FKE at times of 5, 10, 20 and 40
for levlim=4. This mesh gives results that are not quite converged, but that
imply differences that are important. We see that for times up to 20
micsec 2vke and ryy agree and then they start to disagree. From 5 micsec
onward 2uke and rxx disagree. By 20 micsec a trend is established with
2uke >> rxx. There is a hint that FKE is becoming isotropic but this may be
only part of an oscillation. By 40 rnicsec it seems to be well established
that PKJ3 >> FKE and that this is due mainly to energy outside the mix layer.

Earlierwe notedthatPKE growsuntilabout50 micsecand we seenow that
thisenergyisnotin themix layer.The transmittedshockand rarefaction
arebothwarpedby theperturbedinterface.As theshockmoves away
fromthe(small)initialmix regionitchangesfroma warpedtoa straight
configurationbutthistakestime.Whileitishealingitselfitisgenerating
more PKE. The amountofPKE generatedby thismechanismpresumably
dependson theamplitudeof theinitialperturbation.The initialshockis
thusleavingbehinda legacyof perturbedflowforthereflectedshockto
interactwith.ThispotentiallylargesourceofPKE inthewake oftheshock,
outsidethemix layer,may be ofinteresttomodelbuilders.

CX3NCLUSIONS
● The energy generated at early times is close to theoretical estimates for a
single wavelength perturbation.
“ After the first shock, the evolution of PKE depends on the details of the
initial perturbation.
● The perturbed energy ileld is not isotropic.
● The. energy in the wake of the shock, between the shock and the mixed
region, may be large and is considerably underestimated by the FKE
approximation.

Reference
1.D. Besnard,J.GambartandJF Haas,“2-Dimensionalsimulationofshock-
interfaceinteraction”,1989Workshopon RM and RT Mixing,Pleasanton,
Calif.
2.V. Rupert,“ReferenceProblems”,1989Workshopon RM andRT Mixing,
Pleasanton,C@if.
3.C.Leith,“WorkingPaper”,1985
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 4——
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FIGURE 5A——
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FIGURE 7——
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FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 11
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INSTABILITY DEVELOPMENT AT THE INTERFACES
OF EXPLOSIVE-SHOCKED META~LIC PLATES

P. EIias - R. Courchinoux - M. Legrand - N. Toque
Centre d’Etudes de Vaujours-Moronvilliers, CEA - FRANCE

ABSTRACT

This expen”mental work studies the development of a sinusoidal defect initially
present at an inte@ce of a metallic plate strongly shocked by high explosive. Results
concerning the di$ectperiod, its bcalization and the nauwe of sample are discussed. A
2-D calculation corresponding to one experimental conjiguralim is also presented.

INTRODUCTION

A lot of theoretical hd experimental studies have been devoted to the physical
understanding of instability growing up 1~~*4. Nevertheless only a few number of
works regarding metallic samples shocked using explosive generators have been
published 5$J7. Such experiments are generally difficult to interpret because of the
numerous parameters which are involved in this kind of instability (Richtrnyer-
Meshkov, Rayleigh-Taylor, ...).

In this paper, we present some experimental results obtained with different metallic
plates on which a periodic defect has been previously machined at the free surface or
at the explosive/metal interface. After a short description of the experimental set-up,
we study the respective influences of the defect peri~ its initial localization and the
nature of metaL

In the last parL a 2-D numerical calculation shows the capability of our code to
cornxxly restitute such experimental conilgumtions.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND DIAGNOSTIC

Samples are shocked by cylindrical explosive generators which deliver plane shock
waves with an incident pressure of about 50 GPa in tin.

Three parameters have been taken into account in this study:

1. The initial localization of defect.

Thedefectsaremachinedonthefreesurfaceorattheexplosive/metalinterface.
Thetwocorrespondingconjurationsareshownfigure1.

Sample 1—1 Sa?ple

3 mm:

40 mm

1

initiation
(1) (II)

F@ure 1: (I) : Defectonthehe suxface-(11):Defectattheexplosive/metal
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= In the second case (II), we may notice that the gap was suppressed between
explosive and metal by machining the explosive cylinder with a profile opposed to the
metallic sample shape.

2. The period of defect.

The considered values for this study are 3, 6 or 12 mm. The total amplitudeof
defect is fixed at 0.8 mm in all the case{

An example of sample is shown figure 2.
z Y

X-f Ia,h

Samolk

z , 0.4 *I”2*X
-P-

UP=3’”’’2””’
Figure 2: Schema of samples.

3. The nature of metal.

The different studied materials are tin, steel, copper and magnesium.

A radiographic investigation is made to show up and to measure amplitude of
perturbations due to these defects. The used X-Ray generator is a Scandiflash 600 kV
which delivers a dose of 20 mrad at 1 meter, during 20 ns (FWHM) with a focalspot
size of 1.2 mm.

The radiograph is taken a few microseconds after shock wave transmission in
metal (see figure 3). The X-Ray picture allows us to obtain the contours of the
shocked metallic plate by avoiding any disturbance due to matter ejection coming from
the free surface8 or due to detonation products. Radiograph processing is made using
a profile projector WERTH.

Protection

r \
(le;%%l o r

[
800 kV

----------
-=-.-a:= .—-— .— -—-

/

7

--------

/

HE------- ---

Ex9ertmentat devi=e

F@re 3: Experimental arrangement in the firing chamber.
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EXPERIMENTS

20 experiments have been made in different configurations summarized Table 1.
Concerning the X-Flash instant, the time reference corresponds to the shock arrival at
the explosivehnetal interface.

For the cases with the defect on the free surface, its initial amplitude is negative
bczause it undergoes an inversion aftershock loading.

Defect X+wll Dsfsc[amplitude
De&l Matuisl munba - instant

Iocalhtion (atthedcfeu InitiallyAt T JIS

in-) (mm) (L) (mm) (mm)

3 2.70 -0.8 6.0
4.84 -0.8 10.6

Tin 1 6 4.89 -0.8 7.6
7.71 -0.8 11.0

Onthe 12 4.83 -0.8 5.5
* 7.67 -0.8 7.1

3 2.83 -0.8 3.s
4.80 -0.8 4.9

steel 1 6 4.79 -0.8 1.5
7.92 -0.8 1.6

12 4.84 -0.8 0.8
7.76 -0.8 0.9

Coppfx 1 6 4.67 -0.8 2.3
6.83 -0.8 2.5

Magnesium 1 6 2.84 -0.8 3.9
5.06 -0.8 5.4

Tm 0.6 6 4.87 0.8 5.0

At the steel 0.63 6 9.16 0.8 5.4

Exulosivc/metalCOIWX 0.66 6 9.26 0.8 7.8

intake Magnesium 0.02 6 4.92 0.8 2.4

TABLE 1
An example of X-Ray radiograph is shown figure 4.

static

Figure 4: Obtained X-Ray radiographs
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Radiograph processing g

Obtained experimental
contours

(magnification : 1.124)

ves the contoursof the dynamic plate as shown figure 5.

Z (mm)
4.OE+O1

3.OE*l

2.oE+o1

1.OE*i

0.oE+Oo
O.OE*O 1.oEw1 2.oE+O1 3. OE+O1 4 .OE+Oi

X (mm)

F@me 5: Contours of the dynamic plate (explosive/defecticopper cofi~tion

RESULTS

1.

For the 3 considered parameters, we may represent the growing up time histories
(A(T)) of defects in a time-amplitude diagram (see figures 6,7 and 8).

INFLUENCE OF DEFEcT PERIOO
. . . . . . .- . . . ---- . . .. . ..-

LEGEND :

x TIN

+ STEEL

De?ec: amolit.ee A {T) fmrnl

/

(3mm)

E

/
(6mm)

1.$E+O1

/* /

[p

TIN

7. OE”40 .~(lz mm)

/ /“<

(3 mm)

3,

+ \
OE+OO .

STEEL

FL
.—(6 mm)

+ +—(12 mm)

1.OE-O 1 I ! 1 , 1 1 I ! 1 1 I , [ [ ! , ! , 1
0.0 E4LI0 2.oE+OO 4.0E400 6, OE+OO 8.oE+oo 1. OE+O1

Txrw (USI

Figure 6: Influenceofthedefectperiod(explosive/tinors@/defectconfigurations).
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INFLUENCE OF THE METAL NATURE. . ..-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

LEGEND :

* TIN
Pel. im P-6 m

+ STEEL
PCriOd P-6 m

o cOPPER
Pel. i.m P-6 mm

x MAGNESIUM
P.rioa P-6 m

Imre.r. . . . . . r... . . . . . . .

wwt mmlitueeb.(71 (..)

TIN

. iE+Oi . ,/

/
●

,.oE+OO.

MAGNESIUM

1.OE+OO .
COPPER

.~—

!.oE+oo
0.0s+00 2.oE400 4. OE+OO 6. OE+OO B. OE+OO 1. OE+O1

Time [“s1

Figure 7: Influenceofthemetalnature(explosive/metal/defectconfigurations).

LEGEND :

?4 TIN
Periwi P-6 ,mm

+ STEEL
P,, ioa P-6 m

0 COPPER
%r loa P-6 m.

x MAGNESIUM
Pe. iml P-6 m

INFLUENCE OF METAL NATURE
Cmfett at. the eaD1o/mssl int,

feet mnlit.ae 4 (T) (nun]

OE+OO-
COPPER

TIN ,/

OE+OO.
/

S EEL

OE+OO .
MAGNESIUM

OE+O -

OE+OO ! ! , 1 , I 1 1 \ 1 , I 1 I 1
0. OE+OO

1 I
2. OE+OO 4. oE+OO 6. OE+OO 8. OE+OO 1. OE+O1

Figure 8: Influenceofthemetalnature(explosive/defect/metalconfigurations).
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2-D COMPUTATIONS

The experimental device (without sinustiidal defect) is axisymmetric. This
symmetry is lost when a defect is present. Therefore our two dimensional
computations (EAD codeg) doesn’t perfectly simulate the system.

The flow is considered to be one dimensional in the perfect case and two
dimensional when a defect is added The lateral boundary conditions are periodic.

The meshes used in these computations must be small enough to allow a precise
evaluation of the growth of the defect but the computation time must be reasonable.
These difficulties have been solved in the following way:

- the small meshes (30 meshes in a wavelength of the defect) have been used in
the pturbed interface zone only,

- the complete treatment of the explosive is limited to the interface region. The
remainder of the explosive is simulated by a pressure law which comes from
a one dimensional computation.

The computed configuration is shown on figure 9.
..
A

A

P(t) H.E. Metal vacuum

)
z

Figure 9: Initial conditions of EAD calculation.

The width of the eulerian meshes is 0.2 mm in the interface region (1 mm
elsewhere).
Numericalresultsobtainedintheexplosive/defect/coppercaseareshownon

figure10.
cm ZJ’

3

2

1

OJ I x
o 1 2 cm

Figure 10: Numerical results (explosive/defect/copper configuration).
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, experiments achieved on tin, steel, copper and magnesium with a
flash X-Ray radiography diagnostic, have shown up the respective influences of the
defect ptiod, of its locdkation and of the nature of the explosive-shocked samples.

In the future, experiments are planned in order to study the development of a
periodic defect and its transmission at the other interfaces of a multi-layer sample.

Interpretation of the experimental results using 2-D numerical simulations has
shown the capability of the EAD code to correctly restitute the considered
experimental configuration. The comparison between experiment and calculation
seems to be a good test for computed equations of state of the considered materials
and for their numerical treatments.
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THE LINEAR KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ PROBLEM

FOR VISCOUS COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS

L. Hallo and S. Gauthier

CEA, Centre d’Etudes de ~eil-Valenton, 94195 Cedex, FRANCE

ABSTRACT

The linear Kelvin-Helmholtz stability problem for viscous compressible flows is

solve by means of a Galerkin method based on a spectral approximation. In this

communication, we restrict ourselves to the one-fluid case and we validate the code

against some published results. We give both the growth rate and the eigenfunctions in

sub- and supersonic configumtions.

INTRODUCTION

The linear stability of a viscous compressible mixing layer is the object of a

continuousinterestfor years. Since thepioneering work of Lessen, Fox and ZienlS,

both inviscid and viscous flows have been investigatedby several authors.Bhunen3

studiedthe instabilityof an inviscid compressible fluid of a shearlayer and gave the

growth rate of the most unstablemode. Later, Blumen et al.4 discovered a second

unstablemode which is supersonic and decays weakly with distance from the shear

layer. More recently, Macaraeg, Street and HussaiN5 developed a spectral muhi-

domain techniquein order to solve thehighly oscillatory structuresand studiedhigh-

speedboundaryklyersand&e shearflOWS.

In this paper, we arereportinga work in progress on the stabilityof mixing layer

for two superposed viscous compressible fluids. In a first step, we solve the linear

problem of a temporally growing shear flow in a one-fluid configuration. The

numerical code is based on a Galerkin method whose test functions are a non-

orthogonal set of polynomials built tim the Chebyshev polynomials which satisfied

theboundaryconditions.
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BASIC EQUATIONS FOR THE MIXING LAYER

The evolution equationsfor a compressible,viscous, themxdlyconducting gas

aretheNavier-Stokesequationswhich write:

where the StreSS tensoris defined by ~ij =
(

“-z6ijVlUlVi Uj+Vj U* ~
)

where i,j,l = 1,3. This set of equations is closed by the equation of state for the

monatomic perfect gas,

P=p T

P, p andT arerespectivelyare thepressure,thedensityandthetemperatur~theui are

thecomponents of thevelocity. The Reynolds,Mach andPrandtlnumbersaredefined

by .

u-p. 6 u.
Re = , M= ~ -@P

v ~’ k

where U= and T= are taken at the infinity and 6 is the mixing layer thickness. The

thermal conductivity k andthedynamicviscosity coefficient y are takenas constants.

R* is the gas constantandCp the specific heatatconstantvolume. In theseequations

we have used dimensionless variables by resealing length, time, density and

temperature as 6, @p~ / ~ p- and T= respectively.

We assume that the basic flow is of the form

UO(Z) = tanh z To(z) = 1, Pc)(Z) = 1
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where UOis the velocity along the x-axis.

In the normal modes analysis, all disturbances are of the form

q(x,y,z,t) = QO(Z)+ ~(z) ei(hx + @ - @

where QOand q represent respectively the quantities of mainstmam and freestream,

while Adenotes complex disturbance amplitudes; h and k are the disturbance wave

numbers and m is the complex growth rate. The linearized compressible Navier-Stokes

equationsfor thedisturbancesreads

imp =-ihpou-i kpOw-v DpO-pODv-ih UOp

-icou=-ih ~(~p+T )-&~($h2+k2 -D2)u-ih Uou-~-w
yM2 PO

: ih ~Dv+p@v-DUOv
3 Re po

-i6) w=- ik~(~p+T )-~~(h2+$k2 -D2)w-ih Uow+fi~Dv
yM2 PO Re p. 3 Re po

.J1.k._lu
3 Re po

~ ( DPO ‘0 Dp +-i61v=- —p+E
y M2 PO

~T+DT)-~-(h2+ k2-$D2)v

1 1 iD(hu+kw)-ih UOv
3 Re p.

y 1 (h2+k2-@) T-ih UOT-(~l)To Dv-im T=-——
Re Pr po

27(y - 1)M2 ~
-(y- l)i TO(hu+kw)+ Re po@UODu+ih~DUov)
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SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

The numerical code is solved by means of a Galerkinmethodbasedon a Chebyshev

spectral approximation. From the Chebyshev polynomials we built a set of

polynomials, Rn which includes the boundary conditions, but do not form an

orthogonal system6. Expansion on the Rn leads to a finite-dimensional linear operator

A. In order to resolve strong gradients, an algebraic mapping7~8 brings most of the

discretization points in the vicinity of the inflectional point. It reads,

Subscript ps denotes physical space and cs denotes computational space. L is a

parameter.

Chamcteristics of the freestream are spectrally interpolated onto the new coordinate

system, and derivatives ofthequantitiesareobtainedusingthedifferentiationoperator

associatedtothestretching.Thelinearproblemisthenwrittenunderthefollowing

fom

where the operator B is due to the non-orthogonality of the Rn. This eigenvalue

problem gives thegrowthrateandthecomplex disturbancesfor differentvaluesof the

parametersh andk. At laststep,we find theeigenvaluesand eigenvectorsby inputinto

IMSL routinefor solution.

The parameterL is calculatedby minimizingthefollowing functionalwithj=29J0.

Where ak are the Chebyshev coefficients and ck has the usual meaning CO=2et ck=l for

bl. This functional allows us to obtain results in good agreement with references 4

and 5, for a small number of polynomials. It provides a rigorous bound of the

projection error in the L2 norm.
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RESULTS

In order to validate the numerical code we have recomputed some cases given in

References 1 and 2. Results, summarized in the Table ~ show a very good agreement

even with 30 Chebyshev polynomials.

Table I. Comparisonof temporal eigenvalues for different values of the Mach number
with y= 1.4, l%= 0.7, Re = 1($

‘iach Alpha Blumen’s Macaraeg’s m c~~- @i~-ted L

resultss resultss 30 polynom. 71 polvnom.

0.0 0.445 0.190 0.18954 0.18954 0.18954 1.13

0.2 0.426 I 0.181 I 0.18112 ! 0.18112 ! 0.18112 I1.60

0.5 I 0.397 I 0.141 I 0.14101 I 0.14101 ! 0.14101 I2.10

0.7 0.326 0.101 0.10012 0.10065 0.10012 2.33

0.9 0.208 0.055 0.05450 0.05440 0.05450 2.7

We give two examples of such computations. The first one for a Mach number

equal to 0.9. The eigenrnode is symmetricwith respect to the middle of the layer.
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Figure1. Complex disturbances versus z. The Mach number is 0.9, the Reynolds

number is K#, y = 1.4 and G= 0.7. The circles stands for thedensityandtemperature

eigenmode while thesquaresandthetrianglesstandfor theverticalandthe horizontal

velocity componentsrespecdvely.
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Figure 2. Velocity component contours for the subsonic case M = 0.9.

We have also computed a supersoniccase with a Mach numberequal to 1.05. In

this case the most unstable mode is characterized by a complex eigenvalue with

~i = 0.607210-2 and ~ = 0.466910-1. The phase velocity is thenvq = 0.207. Both

real and imaginarypartsof the firstunstablemode have been representedin Figure3.

Note thedissymmetrywithrespectto themiddle of themixing layeras opposed to the

subsonic Cild.
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Figure 3. Complex disturbancesversus z. The Mach number is 1.05, the Reynolds

number is 102,y = 1.4 and c = 0.7.
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INTRODUCTION

In the present paper the flow driven by the Rayleigh-Taylor
insability (RTI) is considered. The basic concept of this consider-
ation is a stationary solution. The flow is considered as a sequen-
ce of quasi-stationary solutions with transitions between them due
to their instability.Stationary solutions are represented by points
in a phase space. Linear analysis of the functional neighborhood
of these points shows that these are saddle points and there are
separatrices going from and coming to the points. This can be symb-
olized in the following manner

A separatrix is the integral curve passing from one stationary
point to the another. The symbolic picture looks like

The separatrix represents a transient solution which starts from a
stationary solution at t=-- and arrives at another one at t=+~.
We consider these transitions along the separatrices and describe
the dynamics of our system in terms of the separatrices.

STATIONARY SOLUTION

The problem of stationary solution is rather complicated. It
is studied in the paper [l],presented at this Workshop. The result
of this study can be summarized as follows:although there is no ri-
gorous theorem of existence and uniqueness of the stationary solu-
tion, in practice,the stationary flow with bubble rise velocity ap-

proximately equal to o.23(gAj’2 and bubble radius of curvature
about 2.5/k is realized. This result agrees well with the
experiment

INSTABILITY

Let A be the period of a stationary solution. Consider the di-
sturbance of the stationary solution, which has a space period m~,
where m>l is an integer. It can be shown that the stationary solut-
ion is unstable with respect to such disturbances. Nonlinear growth
“of the perturbations leads,asymptotically,to the formation of a di-
fferent stationary solution with the space period mk. This process

*) On leave from LD Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics,
117940, Moscow, USSR.
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can be symbolized as

(k) . ~“ (mA),

where periods of stationary solutions are given in brackets.We stu-
died the instability of stationary solutions numerically.First, let
us consider the perturbation with m=2. Two cases are possible:
merging of bubbles and competition of bubbles. The principle of me-
rging is shown in Fig.1. Here (a) is the unperturbed chain of tops
of the bubbles,(b) is the chain perturbed: the coupling of bubbles
into pairs is seen. In Fig.1 (c) the time evolution of the contact

boundary is sketched ( tl<t2ct3)showing the weakening of the cent-

ral jet in the couple of bubbles and and the strengthening of the
side jetwhichseparatesthe couples.

(Q)
● ..”.*”

(0)
● * ●

fd’
LJ

Figure1
Qualitative exnlanatiion of this behaviour can be obtained

from ~e electrostahc analogy (see Fig.1 (d)). In this Figure the
electric field lines in a plane condenser containing an ideally
conducting noncharged cylinder are shown. A displacement of the cy-
linder closer to one of the plates leads to a change in its polari-
zation.Dueto this,theequipctentiallines(correspondingto stream
limesof the flowaroundthe cylinder)concentratein the narrow
gap betweenthe plateand the cylinder.This leadsto the growthof
electricstressdue to the chargeconcentrationin thisnarrowreg-
ion.In hydrodynamicanalogy,thismeansthe growthof velocityand
accordingto Bernoully’theorem,to the decreaseof pressure.Thus,
the attractiveforceappearsbetweenthe bubbles.

The resultsof numericalcalculationsare shownin Fig.2,where
g=2, U=o.1, A=l0. One can see the weakeningof the left jet
(separatingbubblesi.na couple)and the amplificationof the right
jet (separatingthe bubblesof two differentcouples).This is in
the agreementwiththe abovequalitativeconsideration.

The numerical simulation is based on the artificial
compressibilitymethodfor incompressibleNavier-Stokesequations.
The mesh used was 40x120.
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Figure 2

The second case of mode interaction is the competition of bub-
bles. The principle of the competition is seen in F~g.3 where the
non-perturbed (a) and perturbed (b) chains of bubble’s tops are re-
presented by points. The results of numerical calculations are pre-
sented in Fig.3 (c),(d). In Fig.3 (c) the interaction of two rising
bubbles of different size ( A1/~=2 ) is shown. The interaCtiOn

results in slowing down of the lower (left) bubble. In Fig.3 (d)
the dependence of non-dimensional amplitudes of the two bubbles,

FI(t) = ln((A1-AJ/a), F2(t) = ln((AO-A~)/A)

on the dimensionless time Tt are shown.Here AO is the unperturbed

bubble amplitude; Al and A2 are the amplitudes of the higher and

lower bubbles,respectively; T is the instability growth rate for a
plane boundary
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T=(kgAt) “2 lc=211/A

A is the space period of unperturbed flow; At=(p]-Q)/(Pl+P2) is

the Atwood number.
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Figure 3 (a),(b),(c)
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HOMOGENEOUS SPECTRUM

In this section we discuss the effect of initial disturbance
on the development of RTI. We consider first the small amplitude
disturbances. In this case the problem is linear and the principle
of superposition is valid.

A monochromatic initial disturbance is characterized by three
parameters: the wavelength a, the amplitude of boundary displace-
ment v and the amplitude of velocity perturbation v. For our analy-
sis,the initial disturbance with homogeneous spectrum is of parti-
cular interest. In the case of RTI this spectrum has the following
form: Tf(A)=c(A)*A, v(a)=&(A)”(gA)’/~, where C(A) is a small amp-
litude its average value being constant. Note that in RMI and KHI
homogeneous spectrahavethe form: qla=const and v/A=const,res-
pectively.

Thus,homogeneousspectracan be characterizedby a singlepa-
rameterwhichi.sthe relativeamplitude,c. An exampleof homogene-
ous spectrumis shown in Fig.4.

L.ogk

Log k

Figure 4

Here @i=2n(-l)[2@”9i is the phase, [...] denotes an integer part,

At= C~i is the distance (in log(k) scale) between the successive

harmonics with nunbers i+l and i; C is an arbitrary number; CL= c~i

and Ci/Ei,Xi,~ifor every i are independent random numbers from

the interval (0,1).

STIMULATED TURBULENCE

We consider here two kinds of RT-turbulence which we shall
call stimulated and spontaneous turbulence.To study the first one,
choose a homogeneous spectrum as the initial condition and consider
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its evolution.The analysisshows thatthe systempasses through
a numberof scalemultiplicationsand demonstratesa cascade-like
behavior.Performingthe summationof the contactboundarydisplac-
ementsoversuccessivetime intervalsand taking gi = 1 we obtain

the result[a]

Y+=(C/\ln(e)l)=gt!%

where Y+ is the distance between the upper boundary of turbulent

layer and its initial position, C=const. Note that the above cons-
idered turbulent motion is stimulated by certain initial conditions
and takes place in a non-limited spatial region (in contrast to the
case of RTI in a vertical tube). This is the reason for calling
this motion free stimulated RT-turbulence (RTT).

INCOMMENSURABILITY AND SPONTANEOUS RTT

Consider the evolution of RTI in case of bimodal initial pertu-
rbation consisting of two monochromatic modes with wavelengths ~i
and AZ. Let us assume, first, that the wavelengths satisfy the

condition A2/A4=m/n, where m,n are the integers not having common

multipliers. The evolution of the system leads, in this case,to the
formation of a stationary solution with spatial period mnA* where
X’=AZ/m=k4/n.The evolution is quite different if the initial con-

dition contains the modes with irrational ratio of spatial periods.
In this case,the system passes, in functional space,close to stati-

onary solutions which have the periods m n A*, mznsa~ ,where449 the

integers m~, n~satisfy the condition that their ratio provides

a close rational approximation to the wavelength ratio AJA,. This

can be shown symbolically in the graph:

.
Figure 5

The above mentioned motion occurs to be turbulent. We call it
spontaneous RTT. In case of incommensurable periods of initial dis-
turbances,the multiplication of spatial scale of the motion takes
place. Approximate selfsimilarity is valid for average flow charac-
teristics

COMPETITION BETWEEN STIMULATED AND SPONTANEOUS TURBULENCE

The relation between stimulated and spontaneous RTT is shown
in Fig.6.
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005

0
0.23

Figure 6

Here a+= Y+/(gta), and St, Sp refer to stimulated and spontaneous

RTT, respectively, E is the summary turbulent mixing coefficient.
We consider here the velocity perturbation as the initial conditi-
on; the contact line is not perturbed. The turbulent mixing coeffi-
cient is considered as a function of non-dimensional velocity
perturbation &=v/(gA)4& . It is well known that if the condition
&c<O.23 is satisfied,the linear analysis can be applied.

If the equation a+=C/lln(c)l is valid only one point in the

(a ,s) plane should be found to calculate the constant C. Let us

assume that the initial disturbance has homogeneous spectrum with
c being the characteristic amplitude of the initial disturbance.
If & is not very small the dynamics of the turbulence has stimulat-
ed character. Transition to the spontaneous regime occurs when &
reaches some critical value Cmm (see Fig.6).It should be noted that

for the spontaneous turbulence regime,the turbulent layer growth
rate is higher tha that for the stimulated turbulence regime if
the condition c < Cmm is satisfied. The critical value of the initi-

al noise Cmw is very important for applications. It determines the

minimum level of contact boundary perturbations for which further!Icleaningliof the hundary leads to decrease in the velocity of
turbulent layer growth.

To check the above theory numerical calculations were perform-
ed. The first calculation was carried out using the mesh 60-360
with square cells. Zero normal velocity at upper and lower boundar-
ies and symmetry conditions at the right and left boundaries were
chosen as the boundary conditions. The horizontal scale of the com-
putational region was A/2. Initial perturbations with wavelengths
ki=h/17, k2=A/23, aa=&/31 and amplitudes C9=CA=C3=0.23 were used.

All calculations were performed using only velocity initial distu-
rbances as it was done in the papers [4L5]. From the results of ca-
lculations,x-averaged density profiles p(y) were obtained. They
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were used fo the calculation of the coefficient of turbulent mix-
$ing a+=Y+i(g ) assuming “~=o.05-criterion”. This means that

where p , p2 are the densities of the heavy and light fluids,respe-

ctivelyi.Results of this procedure are shown in Fig.7 (a,b).

T = 1.646

Figure 7 (a)
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T = 1.646

H+= 0.30

H_= 0.66

H = 0.96

-1

0

Cn.
0

0
.

0

u“
o

/’
* I * 9

0.2 1).4 O.b 0:8

Figure 7 (b)

We obtained the value of turbulent mixing coefficient a+=0.07t0.01,

which is slightly greater than the value 0.04-0.05 obtained in pa-
pers [5,6].

In the second calculation the mesh size was 120x120. All other
parameters were not changed. This thickening of the mesh did not
change considerably the value of turbulent mixing coefficient.

In the third calculation, using the mesh size was 60.360. The
initial conditions were chosen as follows. To the above hree modes
with the wavelengths ratio A,:AA:A3=31:23:17 and the amplitudes

&
1= ‘2 ‘%

=0.23 the homogeneous spectrum with wavelengths Am=A/2m

and amplitudes &m/0.23=0.15 e 1 was added. Due to the symmetry of

boundary conditions at the right and left boundaries the phase must
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be equal to in, where i is an integer. In this calculation we take
qm=o. The results of the calculation are shown in Fig.8. The’turbu-

lent mixing coefficient is larger in this case.

— ---

Figure 8

Note that more detailed analysis of the results of numerical
calculations is beyond of the limited volume of this paper.
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CONFINED TURBULENCE.LINEAR ANALYSIS

Consider the stability of periodic
stationary solution with a period A. with

respect to short wavelength disturbances.
The disturbance under consideration is a
wave packet created at the moment t=to

which moves with the fluid velocity along
the boundary streamline. The disturbance
wavelength A increases with time due to
fluid acceleration along the streamline.
One can show A(t)=a(tO)v(t)\v(tJ where

1~Ae v(t) is the local velocity of stationary
flow in the point which is passed by the
disturbance at the moment t. Taking into
account this relation, the amplitude of

Figure 9 the disturbance can be written as

v(t)=A(t) =exp(.l%*dt), ?=(g,tik) A(t)=T(tO)v(tO)/v(t),
2‘-l/L

q4{=%~ ft)=g+f(l+Y*) -vL/R.

Here ge~ is the difference between normal projection of the free

fall acceleration, gf+.and a centrifugal acceleration, R is the ra-

dius of curvature, y=Y(x”)is the free boundary equation, k=2rr/A(t).
The estimation of the factor A(t) can be made using the idea of
contraction of normal to the boundary amplitudes due to the strain
of boundary streamline and the consenation of area in an incompre-
ssible fluid flow. With a good accuracy stationary solution near
the free boundary can be approximated by the flow in a strip around
a cylinder with the radius R = 2.5/kc and velocity at the infinity

V“
v= o.23(gAe) . It can be shown, that in this case g~(y=)=O and

the gain is saturated. The gain is equal to

q(tx) /q(t~)=[v(tO)/v(tX)]”exp(J%”dt)=

‘(y(te)/y(tJ)v2 ‘exp(fv”dt),

y(te)<<A ~ y(te)= -x(tJ2\(2R)

where x(t) , y(t) define the position of the disturbance at the mo-
ment t. In all this cases we use the integration from te to t~.

We put also x(tO)=h(tJ/2.

The results of calculations can be summarized in the following
way:

l)The gain about 100 and higher is possible only if the initi-
al scale of the disturbance is sufficiently small, so that m > 10
where m = L~/A(tO). This means that only short wavelength perturba-

tions with m > 10 might be important at the nonlinear stage.
2)The growth of the short wavelength perturbations does not
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affect significantly the stationary flow in the bubble neighbourho-
od,but it can lead to the dispersion of jet.

NUMERICL SIMULATION

We studied in detail numerically the problem of confined stim-
ulated turbulence. Here we restrict ourselves to the case of single
disturbing mode. It means that only one mode of disturbance is add-
ed to the unperturbed long scale flow. The value of m=A@/A(t.) was

equal to 20 where A(tJ is the initial wavelength of the disturb-

ante.It should be noted that this value of m is rather large; the
preliminary calculations in [4] were performed only for m = 5. The
present calculations were carried out on the mesh 120=120 using
rectangular cells. The dimensions of the computational field Lx, Ly

were chosen as: LX:LY=3:l.Because of the symmetry of right and left

boundary conditions the total number of cells in the wavelength A

was 240. The density ratio was taken LL=O.1. The results of
numerical calculations are shown in Fiu.10. They are in aqreenent
with the above conclusions 1) and 2). -
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CONCLUSION

Main results of the present paper can be summarized as follows.
l.The existence of stimulated RTT is shown.This turbulence is

governed by the usual self-similarity law: the average scale of the
coherent structures grows~as gta, the thickness of turbulent mixing
zone is given by Y+= a+gt , where the factor a+increases when the

amplitude of stimulating disturbances increases.
2)Spontaneous RTT was studied. It was shown that the presence

of two modes i.n initial spectrum with incommensurable wavelengths
is sufficient to generate this type of turbulence. Important role
of incommensurability was also emphasized.

3)Relative role and interaction between spontaneous and stim-
ulated types of RTT is investigated. It was shown that if an initi-
tial perturbation amplitude is smaller than some critical value its
further lowering does not lead to the decrease of turbulent layer
growth rate.

4)We propose the following classification of turbulent mixing
regimes: free and confined regimes. The analysis was performed of
the confined turbulence in the case u=O.

5)Stability of the stationary solution to the short wavelength
perturbations was studied. We showed that the stationary solution
is unstable and the arising flow slightly differs from the initial
stationary flow. It follows froxnour analysis that for the flow in
a vertical strip with initially plane contact boundary and u=O the
regime is reached asymptotically which we call confined RTT if the
condition t(g/Xe)4~~>>1 is satisfied where AO is the width of the

strip.
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STEADY-STATE FLOW PRODUCED BY RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY

N.A. Inogamov
Institute for Scientific Interchange, 10133, Torino, Italy*

A.V. Chekhlovand A1.Yu.Dem’yanov
MoscowInstituteof Physicsand Technology,141700,

Dolgoprudny, Moscow Region, USSR.

INTRODUCTION

Stationaryperiodic solution plays unimportant role inthe theoryof Rayleigh-
Taylor(RT)instability andRTturbulence. Inthisworkweconstructed anewfonnal
method which allows to relativelyeasily solve a very complicated set of non-linear
algebraic equationsFm(A)= O,m = 1,2,3,..., N (N is a truncationnumber) for tie
amplitudesA = (Al, &..., ~) in theexpansion of the potential of stationaryflow in

Fourierseries.We calculatetheequationsup to N =5 and solve them for N <4.
We examined careiidly the obtained equations and their solutions using the

following tests :
Testn“l. Ourmethodis based on themexpansion of explicit function f (x, y) = O

expandedinzero inanimplicitpower seriesy = y (x). We check rightnessof coefficient
recalculationrulesusing some known testfunctionf.

Testn02. Let us examinethe correctnessof calculation of the equationsand the
roots. Our method is based on the expansion of kinematic and dynamic boundary
conditions in the stagnationpoint in even power series in horizontal coordinate x.
Boundaryconditions aresatisfiedin thecorrespondingorders in x. Solution with N =
1 satisfiesthe conditionswith X2accuracy.The Nth-ordersolution satisfiesthe condi-
tionswithXmaccuracy.This opens a way to an independenttest.Let~ be thesolution
of orde~N. Let q (x,y) and~ (x,y) be thepotentialandstreamfunction corresponding
to thisA. Let us find a streamline ~ (x,y) = Ooutgoing from thestagnationpoint.This
pointisasaddlepuint.Zero strearnlineisaseparatrixof thispoint.Thislinecanbefound
by two methods. FirsL we integrate ordinary differential equation dy/dx = - qfJyYfrom
the vicinity of the saddle point. Second, we iteratively solve equation ~ (x,y) = Oat
several f~ed xi for unknown corresponding values of yi. After that we calculate the
difference D(X)=[-v/(2y)-1~]IX2N inthevicinityof x = O.If.D(x)+ const whenx+ O
then the equations and their roots are conect.

The phenomenon of splitting of solution at N= 4 together with the wide spread of
solutions at different N can be considered as an indication to the absence of convergence
to a single solution.

The points in (w.,R) plane are concentrated along a curve which must (in the limit

N+ ~ ) conespond to a single-parameter family of solutions (here w. is the velocity of

*On leave from L.D.Lan&uInstituteforTheoreticalPhysics,117940,Moscow,USSR.
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bubble rise, R is the radius of curvature at the stagnation point).
The endpoint on this curve comespondsto the solution withrnaximum value ofw..

Threepoints, correspondingto N = 1,3 and4F areall located neartheendpoint. They
allhavevaluesof w- R andvelocity dis~butionvery close to thosefound numerically.
Butitis interestingtonotethatvaluesof AforN =1 andN = 3 arefarfromN =4Fvalues.

Notealso thatincaseN= 4the solutioncorrespondingto N=4Fhas about 100times
largerradiusof convergence of 3D Newton iterationprocedwe thanN=4S solution.

Thiscouldberelatedtotheproblemof transitionfromhydrostaticequilibrium~th
periodic stirmdationtoasyrnptoticmotionandtotheanswertothequestion: why doesn’t
anyonesee in theexperiments solutionsdifferentfrom theasymptoticones, in spiteof
theexistence of a whole family of solutions?

The above considerationis, to our opinion, thefmt quantitativeargumentwhich
supportsthehypothesis of theexisten= of single parameterfamily of solutions.

Inwhatfollows, thetheoryof asymptoticstageofperiodic wavesisdeveloped.The
asymptotic regime has not been studiedcompletely in earlier works. There are two
analyticalworks in which theperiodic flow was expanded into the Fourierseries.For
along time, in theonly lmown work 1thecase N=l was studiedwhereN is thenumber
of harmonics in theseries.Recently,thework 2appearedin which N=3 is considered.
We conside~d higherharmonics.

BASIC EQUATIONS

Let us consider the asymptotic solution, Let us write the
periodic potential @=p(x,y) , Ap=O , p=Vp , V=px ,.U=pv in the form

of series of harmonics. The corresponding compl~x potential
f=f (<)=q+i@ , <=x+iy has the following form:

(1)

The solution is stationary in the coordinate frame connected with
the stagnation point.

Let us consider boundary condition on free stream line. Free
boundary coincides with zero stream line. Kinematic boundary
condition has the following form:

@ ‘- : An ((x)1/2-Snen/n ) = O
n=I

(2)

2
where X=x , Sn=sin(n(X}12) , en=exp(-nY) , Y=YY (X) correspond to

*=O stream line. The dynamic boundary condition has the following
form:

NN
E=V2+U2+21gly=~ ~ A Am(Cn_m nn+m Cn~ - Cm% +l)+21gl Y=0 (3)

n=l ~=1 n
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where v and u are the velocity components calculated using the com-
plexpotential (1) ,Cn=cos(n(X)li2) and the trigonometric formula

SnSm + CnCm = Cn-m was- used. The function Y=YC (X) corresponds to

zero isobar.
Let us expand the functions V(X,Y) in (2) and c(X,Y) in (3)

into theseries at x=y=O:

&(x,Y)=,j ;Iespxs Yp

4sp=~=lAn (-l)s+p n2sW/(2s+p)!/p!

(4)

(5)

(4’)

cspl~jl~~(-l)s+p[(n-m)=(n+m)p-n2s+pm2s+p‘l/(zS)!/P! (5’)

Formula (4’) gives # at all s,p except s=p=o: @OO=O. Formuia

(5’) gives all csp e~~ept cm and COI , cm= o, co,= 2.

Now let us derive equations for unknown amplitudes An.These

equations are derived from the conditions of coincidence *(X,Y)=O
and zero isobar c(X,Y)=O. The main method which allows to formalize
the procedure of consequent reductions of equations is based on the
transition from the implicit equations u(X,Y)=O and c(X,Y)=O to the

explicit ones Y=Yti(X)and Y=YC(X) .The set of nonlinear algebraic

equations including the An have the following form:

@n= Zn;

Let us exclude

Bnw~p,13n_#3n_2,...)\@O=Bn (~p.&_l,.. .)\%] (6)

n=l,2, ,N

all ~n_lf ~n-2J.. . f11 in the right hand side of (6)

from the formula 13m=fire.We obtain the equation:

BnOJp,@n_l, . ..)/#o = Bn(C5p,%-1, . ..SOIoI (7)

RESULTS

Set of equations (7) was solved numerically by Newton method.
The root of fourth order in the amplitude An is far from the root
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of third order. Thus,the existence of two solutions at N=4 is de.
monstrated.Fourier coefficients are presented in the Table.

N Al A2 A3 A4

1 -0.577350269 0 0 0

2 -0.552810868 0.111100023 0 0

3 -0.597125695 0.025638482 -0.026125378 0

4s -0.452597178 0.183772673 -0.040580629 0.003856743

4F -0.863263138 0.827667316 -0.811676518 0.270526932

We.check the agreement of our analytical results and the nume-,,
rical results obtained by the method of artificial compressibility.
and find that the agreement is -good.

Ifsingleparameterexistsitmustbeginfromthepointw.,=O,R== on(w+,l/R)-plane.
ThismeansthatRayleigh-Taylor problemhasastationary solutionwithsolitcuyjet (see
picture).

REFERENCES
1. Layzer D, Astroph. J. V. 122, No.1, pp.1-12,1955.
2. Kull H.J. Phys . Rev. Lett. V. 51, No. 1(5,

pp.1434-1437,1983.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE GRAVITATIONALTURBULENT MIXING

SELF-SIMILARMODE

Yu.A.Kucherenko,L.I.Shibarshov,V.I.Chitaikin,

S.I.Balabin,A.P.Pylaev.

PHYSICAL DIVISION

ALL-UNION RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL PHYSICS

454070, CHELYABINSK-70,P.O.245, USSR

Experimentaland theoretical data, being accumulated

until now, allow to state that the hydrodynamic flow of

fluids in high intensive shock or explosive processes is

almost always unstable. Such instability is particularly

displayed when the light

one or, alternatively,

decelerated on the light

boundary between media

substance accelerates the heavy

when the heavy

one. In this case

having different

substance is

the contact

densities is

subjected to the so-called gravitational instability or

the Raleigh-Taylor instability. On such boundaries,

conditions for generating and developing the turbulent

mixing arise. In the common case the turbulent mixing

effects upon the flow dynamics and must be taken into

account under its computation.
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At present taking mixing into consideration is

possible, for example, within the limits of semi

empirical theories [1,2]. Experiments, in which the

mixing is directly measured and conditions for its

development are well known, are the good verification and

calibration of such theories.

At our Institute the gravitational turbulent mixing

study is conducted at the installations EKA.P, SOM (see

Fig.1,2) with using of fluid media. Fluids having

different densities p 1 and pz (pz>pl) are placed

into the vessel, a sample container. In the gravity field

~ the light fluid i.s floating on the heavy one (this is

the stable condition). At the interface between the

fluids the random initial perturbations of the solid

surface roughness type are artificially generated.

At a certain instant of time the sample container

starts to be accelerated in the direction ~ . In the

process of acceleration the unstable system is realized

in the artificial gravity field al. The artificial

field ~ ~ is directed from the heavy fluid to the light

one. Development of instability and mixing process are

studied by means of X-ray and light techniques. The

space-time distribution of turbulent flow characteristics

is determined on the basis of the obtained half-tone

X-ray pictures as well as photographic images.

The self-similar turbulence is of special interest

for the theory. This type of turbulence is determined by

minimum of dimensional parameters and is the first class

of flows on which the calibration is carried out.
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The self-similar turbulence is developing in the

region of the plane interface between the infinite

incompressible ideal fluids under the action of

acceleration i?jl, constant in space and time and directed

from the heavy fluid to the light one (see Fig.3). Then

all the averaged characteristics of the developing mixing

process are dependent on

parameters. By using the theory

possible to find the general

dependence for the turbulent

the shown dimensional

of dimensionality it is

form of the functional

mixing zone having the

average size L(pl,pz,g,t), such as:

L = A“(n) S,

where S=at2/2 and for the presented installations this is

the way, passed by the sample container by the moment of

registration, A*(n)=A*(p/pl) - the arbitrary function

of

is

the densities relation.

Thus, the indication of the mixing self-similarity

constancy of the non-dimensional mixing rate, i.e.

dL/dS = const, which is dependent only on the densities

relation.

At the installationsEKAP and SOM studying of the

turbulent mixing self-similarmodes has been primarily

conducted. Conditions,under which the experiments must

be carried out to minimize the possible deviations from

the self-similarmode of mixing are very important. This

is connected with the fact that the mixing can be

developed against a background of large-scale flows,

arising from any local initial perturbations on the

contact boundary (see Fi.g.4). So that the similar
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large-scale perturbations would not distort the

of mixing, the reasons of their arising were

removed and, secondly, the small-scale

picture

firstly

initial

perturbations were generated especially on the whole

surface of the contact boundary before applying the

acceleration. The obtained X-ray pictures and photographs

of the mixing zone are given in Fig.5,6.

The main requirements for earring out the experiment

to study the self-similar turbulence are the following

[3,4]:

1. The condition of

turbulent velocity v~

velocity C in the fluid.

incompressibility - v#CK 1. The

must be less than the sound

2. Conditions of the fluid ideality - gl > 82/L3;

gl >

(a

(a

v—.
pL2

Inertial forces must be more than viscous ones

- kinematic viscosity) and the surface tension force

- coefficient ofP the tension) .

3. The condition of the acceleration constancy

y~l< co, s a 1, where 1 is the reduced acceleration

length, CO is the sound velocity in gas which accelerates

the sample container, v is the adiabatic index.

4. The requirement of the system infinity -

1 <<{Xo,yo].
x$Y

Dimensions of the 1x y pulsations in the
#

mixing zone must be less than the characteristic sizes

{Xo,yo}of the sample container.

5. Observationsmust be carried out at the stage of

neglecting the initial perturbations, when Lo<< L.

Dimensions of the mixing zone L must exceed the average
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dimension Lo of the initial perturbations zone, and the

spectrum of initial perturbationsmust be characterized

by the wave length values A s Lo.

While earring out the experiments the parameters of

the unstable systems could be varied within the limits

[3,4,5]:

1.

2*

3.

4.

5.

6.

Artificial gravity field 102g = gl = 2*104g.

‘elation of ‘ensities 1“5’ ~4~1 = 2“103”
Sizes of sample container {xO,yO} s 50 mm.

Initial perturbations Lo = 1 mm.

Viscosity of fluids 5010-2= v s 102 cm2/s.

Surface tensi,on O = o s 350 dyne/cm.

The first experiments to determine the mixing

development velocity have been conducted using the

fluids: mercury-water (n = 13.5) . The above-mentioned

inequalities for the

be satisfied with L

X-ray technique the

self-similar mixing process begin to

> 1 mm and gl> 102g. While using the

penetration of the heavy fluid into

the light one was well observed. Dimensions L21(t) of the

turbulent mixing zone in the light fluid have been

obtained for different instants of time t (see Fig.7). On

the basis of the experimental dependence LJS) or L(S)

it is possible to distinguish two regi,ons. During the

first stages interpenetration of the fluids takes place

in the region I with the higher velocity than in the

subsequent instants of time. The mixing velocity dL/dS

under this condition is variable. In the region II the

mixing proceeds with the constant velocity dL/dS.

The obtained results could not be interpreted
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unambiguously because the

were limited in space,

observed displacements S,

fluids were not ideal, they

and acceleration 911 under

was not constant. Therefore,

the large cycle of research has been conducted, under

which the values of acceleration gl, decreasing of

acceleration, the system dimensions, values of viscosity

and surface tension were varied and different fluids were

used (see Fig.7). As a result of these investigations,it

was shown that availability of these two regions is not

connected with the above-mentioned reasons. The first

region, in which dL/dS was variable, and the second

region with the constant value of dL/dS were always

observed.

The non-dimensional velocity of mixing dL/dS was

dependent only on the densities relation n in the second

region, however, in the first region the value of dL/dS

was as well dependent on the character of the initial

perturbations on the contact boundary (in particular on

the dimension of Lo).

The answer was found

experiments in which the

interpenetration process

while conducting the special

initial stage of the fluid

development was studied. For

this purpose the two-dimensional periodic perturbations

of the contact boundary (y=O) with the fixed wave length

(see Fig.8) were generated. By such experiments it was

shown that the velocity of interpenetration (of mixing)

is decreased as the turbulization of the flow &

increased.

Thus , the two regions, early observed, can be
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interpreted as the change of the flow modes.

initial instants of time the potential energy

heavy fluid transfers only into one degree of

In the

of the

freedom,

but then excitation of other degrees of freedom takes

place. As the turbulization of the flow proceeds, the

self-similar mode of mixing takes place.

As the experiment shows, such transfer completes up

to the beginning of the second region. In this region

the set of the experimental points {L21,S} can be

described by the linear relationship L21(S) = A~l(n).S+L~

with good accuracy. For large displacement of S the

observed deviation of the experimental

linear relationship is explained by the

size effect upon the mixing velocity

pulsation growth is restrained).

Investigations at the stage of the

points from the

sample container

(the large-scale

mixing constant

velocity dL/dS have been conducted in the whole scope

during experiments with using of petrol - zinc chloride

solution (rI=3) and water-xenon under

These experiments allowed to obtain the

images of the mixing zone as well as

images of the mixing fronts

in the heavy one. By means

determined the spatial-time

both in the

pressure (n=20).

half-tone X-ray

the photographic

light medium and

of the obtained images we

distribution of the substance

average density p(y,t)

the coordinates of the

Lzl(t) and in the heavy

in the mixing zone (see Fig.9) and

mixing fronts in the light medium

one Lla(t) (see Fig.10). Transfer

to the self-similar mode was dependent on the character

of initial perturbations, as it was previously mentioned.
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The value of

self-similar

dependent on

the non-dimensional mixing velocity in the

mode at the constant value of n was

the substance average density under which

measuring of the mixing front coordinates Lzl and Liz was

performed. It was shown that all distributions of

density p(y) in different instants of time (at different

values of the parameter S) can be. described by a single

non-dimensional dependence:
P(Y)-P1 Y-Y. ~

8(ae). p-p; ae=y -; ,
21 0.9 0.1

where yO ~ and yO ~ are the fixed coordinates y, at which. .

the value 3 may take the values 3 = 0.1 and 6 = 0.9

(see Fig.11). The non-dimensional velocity of mixing

dLl#dS for n=3 as well as for n=20 can be written with

rather good accuracy in the form (for the self-similar

mode of mixing):
dL12 P2-P

T= (0.14*0.005)”=1 ,
12

where the values of Liz were determined on the basis of

the density level 6=1 and

dL12 P

r= .(o.llto.ol). ~
2 1

for 6 = 0.98.

It has been

character (the

more quickly),

on time. As

k(S)=L21(S)/L12(S) reaches readily the maximum value and

then it slowly tends to the constant value (see Fig.12).

shown that the mixing has the asymmetrical

heavy fluid penetrates into the light one

meanwhile, the degree of asymmetry depends

for n=3 the coefficient of asymmetry
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At the self-similar stage’

non-dimensional mixing velocities ~

dependent only on densities relation

growing with increasing n.

the relation of
dL21 dL12 dLzl

= w ‘m ‘< ‘s

n. The value of ~ is

Thus, ~=1.03 for 22=1.5, ~=1.14 for n=3, ~=1 .8 for n=20,

if the position of the mixing fronts was determined

according to the densities 6=0.01 and

The given experimental results,

self-similar stage of.mixing, are in

6=0.98.

being taken at the

agreement with the

results, obtained in works [7,8] by the English

investigators on the Rocket-Rig installation.

Experiments, in which the delay in the turbulent

mixing development has

of a special interest.

the experiments with

been found and investigated, are

It was noted, while implementing

mutually soluble fluids, that the

turbulent mixing did not develop for a long time, i.e.

the delay in the mixing development was observed. This

delay in the units of the contact boundary development

can be characterized by the value ~. It was shown that

this phenomenon of the delay was connected with

availability of the transition layer between the fluids

with densities Pn(Y) [611 Chan@ng continuously.

To reveal the role of transition layer in the mixing

delay two series of experiments have been conducted. In

the first series the transition layer was between fluids,

(h**O), but in the second series the transition layer was

absent (h*=O). In both series of experiments the same

sample container was used, the identical acceleration al,
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and the same decreasing of densities n=pdpl were

provided. Density of substances pn(y) in the transition

layer was continuously and monotonically changed from Pz

up to pl. The distance h* between points with densities

1.lpl and o.9p2 (see Fig.13) was taken as an

characteristic of the layer thickness. In the center of

the transition layer (y=O) the small-scale random’ initial

perturbations were generated. The average dimension of

the region, involved in perturbations, was characterized

by the size Lo (the set of wave lengths in the initial

perturbationsx s Lo and amplitudes a s Lo) .

In Fig. 13 the characteristic X-ray pictures of the

mixing development were presented for the systems without

the transition layer (h*= O) and for ones with the

transition layer (h*= 3mm). Images have been given for

just the same instant of time (S=100mm).It is seen, that

the ‘turbulentmixing was not developed by this moment

for the system with the transition layer.

In experimentsthe delay S in the mixing development

was determined for different values of the initial

perturbation zone Lo and the transition layer thickness

h*, the relation of densities n was fixed in such

experiments. The delay ~ was defined as the distance

which the sample container passed by the moment when the

mixing front was beyond the dimensions of the transition

layer (Lzl z h*/2).

The results of defining the delay in the development

of mixing in systems with n=4 are given in Fig.14 where

along the vertical line the non-dimensional delay was
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plotted and along the horizontal line the non-dimensional

value of the initial perturbation zone was plotted.

Transition to non-dimensionalparameters was carried out

over the parameter h*. The obtained dependence

;/h*=f(Lo/h*) have the non-linear character. The less the

relation Lo/h* i.s the more the delay in the mixing

development will become. According to results of the

experiments with the

Lo= O, it is possible

mixing can be however

transition layer, carried out with

to state that the delay in the

large if the level of the initial

perturbations is decreased, i.e.

S/h* + CQ
A

at L~h* + O.

So ~/h*> 400 for the system with n=2 at Lo/h*= O.

Possibility to achieve the necessary delay in the

gravitational turbulent mixing development was

demonstrated by similar experiments with the transition

layer.

At present, investigations of

mixing modes are being carried out

EKAP and SOM.

the non-self-similar

at the installations
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Fig.z(8)S O M - TEST BENCH TO STUDY TURBULENT MIXING

WITH APPLICATIONOF PULSE LIGHT METHODS
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URA CNRS 230

STRUCTURES and TURBULENCE

in

COMPRESSIBLE SHEAR FLOWS

Yann Lebret - Dany Vandronnne

CORIA, U.R.A. CNRS 230, INSA de Rouen, BP8, Mt St Aignan

L.M.F.N.
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PHYSICAL ASPECTS

● ExistenceofCOHERENT STR.U~TURES in CompxrssibleFlows

(Papamoschou, Roshko experiments)

Q Mixing process is in part governed by cOHERENT STRUCTURES

These phenomena areimportantin :

~ SupersonicComlmst ion

~ Mixing behind aircraftjets

~ JetNoiseProduction

● Unsteady Flows

TURBULENCE MODELLING APPROACH

.Why a TurbulenceModellingApproach?

~ HighReynoldsFlows

~ Limitationof DirectSimulationanclLarge Eddy Simula-
tionto calculatethatflows

~ TransportequationforturbulencequantitiesarealsoTIME
dependent

* One possibleway is:Turbulence modelling approach

~

~ Validityof ClassicalTurbulenceMoclelforlargescaletime dependent turbu-
lence
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TURBULENCE MODELLING APPROACH

.Semi Deterministic~oclelling(S.D.M.)

Utilisationoftwo components splitting

f. isthe coherent part of f
f, is therandom part of j

Iftheranclompartisweak a Allthe scalesaresolved* S.D.hl.= L.E.S.

Ifthecoherentpartisweak a S.D.M.-ClassicalReynolds Averaging

Originality:Randomnessexistsatallscales

Interest:ClassicalTurbulenceModelscambeusedtosolveunsteadyflows

TURBULENCE MODELLING

● Averaged N a.vier- Stokesequationswith FAVRE formalism

P,* + (~tij),j = O

(~tii),~+ (~0’iUj),j = Fij,j - (“Uxj),j

(7-@,t + (Pfiuj),j = (“ij~i),j - (Ac~,i),i - (~”~~’),i

+ additiveunknown quantities:p ~~j etca CLOSURE PROBLEM

System is closedwith thehelpofTURBULENT VISCOSITY HYPOTHESIS
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TURBULENCE MODELLING (continued)

c SELECTIONS

+ zeroequation model

/.L7.= b~t

t’ is defined with t,hc local width of the shca,r la.ycr

~ two equationsmoclcl

C),pk2
IIT = ~

k is thekineticturbulentenergy

cisthe dissipationlevel

In thiscase,two transportequationshave to be solvedto finclk a.nclc

TURBULENCE MODELLING (continuecl)

cEQUATIONS USED with k - ~ turbulencemodel
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TURBULENCE MODELLING (contirmcd)

EQUATION SET

One Continuity Equation

Two Momentum Equations

One Energy Equation

With the k-e model :

. One Transport Equation for k

c One Transport Equation for e

TURBULENCE MODELLING (continued)

ENERGY COUPLING “Turbulent Pressure “ ~Dkmust be include in the inviscid.
part of the equations

0,

● Thermodynamical Instantaneous form of the

~E = pe + ~pUi Ui

After Favre averaging:

Physical meaning: Transfert
tions.

total energyequation:

ofenergy between the mean motion and the fluctua-
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NUMERICAL METHOD

SYSTEM to be SOLVED
The equations are cast into the following form:

(1)

DISCRETIZED EQUATION

The equation (I) is clicretizecl on the volume element V, a flux balance is made
on each surfaces:

~+@’d>=W “ (II)
v

Special attention has been paid to treat implicitly source terms:

Wn+l
~w 71

= W“ + Cn6Un with C“ n —au

NUMERICAL SCHEME

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE METHOD

~ Explicit-Implicit Mac C!ormackversus 1981

+ Finite Volume

~ Approximate factorization of the implicit operator

-+ Cartesien Mesh

~ Accuracy: Second order in space and time

- Partially implicit treatment of source terms
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RESULTS

Twopoints willrepresented:

● Abilitytopredictunsteadyflowswitha classicalturbulencemodel

● Influence of the Mach number

RESULTS

UNSTEADINESS

●TheoricalConvectiveVelocity(Papamoschou formulation)=297rn/s

●NumericalConvectiveVelocity= 300+30m/s

Good Agreement betweennumericalsimulationand Papamoschou
formulation
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Influence of Mach Number

(Same Reynolds Number)

CONFIGURATION

A
TI=30WK

U1=432Iflk M=I.5

R=3.673272E5Pa

lm

U2=137mQ

+
~ M=O.4

Y Y
L
x

Free *II

FLOW CONFIGURATION

15m
+

U1=672MIS M=3.O
~—

U2=439m~

/

TI=3SO”K.—

Pt=3.673272E5 Pa

1m

Y L
x

Free wall
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VORTICITY FIELD

Tinle Evolution

e-.
1= (J.150545 s

t = 0.1506209s

t= 0.1507003s

@i!D@!!!P=
t= 0.1508591s

1 =0.1510178s

t = 0.1511766s

~@!z23E5Q)c
1 = 0.152560s
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CONCLUSION

● Ability to calculate structure coherents without any artificial pertur-
bation

● Correct matching cm the determination of the convective Mach number with
the Pa.pamoscho[l formulation with two cqua<tions model

● It is reasonable to think that high Reynolds unsteady flows could be solved
wit h the help of turbulence model

s If the Mach number is increasing the structures vanished, but the turbulence
modelling needs to be completed in order to have a better description of the
growth of the shear layer with the convective Mach number
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OF LIQUID LAYER, ACCELERATED BY COMPRESSED GAS

E. E.lfeshkov, N.V. Nevmerzhitsky
All- Union Sci. - Res. Inst. of Exp. Phys.

607200, Arzamas, Nizhny Novgorod region, USSR

ABsTRAc’r

The methodto investigate the turbulent mixingzoneevolution
at the liquidlayerboundary,acceleratedby a compressedgas was
developed.The experimental results show that the penetration
dynamics of the mixing zone into the layer is described with a
function:

hl =al.A.g.t2

where h ~- mixing zone penetration depth in the layer, A- Aixood

nunbr, g-acceleration, t-time. It was found out that al- value

variedfrom 0.05 to 0.13 depending on the experimental conditions.

IN’IRODUCl’ION

If the interface between two different density fluids
ameleratively moves, the acceleration being directed from the
lighter fluid ( with p. density ) to the heavier one (pa) ,then

-z
the first becomes unstable (R-T instxibilit.y “2). R-T i~tablllty
propagation leads to turbulent mixingof fluids at the unstable
interface. The initialstageof R-T instabilityand turbulent
mixingevolutionis determinedby the initialdisturbancenature,
but further,asthe initialconditionsbecomeoutworn, the mixing
layerwidthL and the depthof mixinglayerfrontpenetrationqi~to
the heavyfluidh., if g = const,must grow with time,as in ‘ :

L
L= a.A.g.t2= hi+ h2

hi = al.A.g.t2= 2.al.A.S

where A = ~pz; S - the path made by the interface;
pl + p2

penetrationdepth of the mixing layer into the light
a, a - empirical constarits.

~e results of the experWental stud~ ~~f turbulent
associated with R-T instability evolution - confirm the

hz -

fluid,

mixing
above

mentioned supposition, though different a ~ values were obtain~ by

different authors. According to the calculated evaluation12, if
pl>>p2( andA~ 1, consequently), thena a 0,45and al ~ 0,2. In

thiscase asynmetrycoefficientof the mixinglayer ( the ratioof
h2 to hi) will be 1.24. By performing the experimental study of

mixing at the interface of unimpressible fluids ad gas-fluid
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interface’‘g we obtained a = 0,06 - 0,07 ( for A = 1 ); in

experiments 1° ( gas-jelly la~er ) al = 0,12. In experimentsll

( gas-fluid ), where flow nature was close to two-dimensional, we
obtained a *= 0,04.

At present no exhaustive data on mixing layer structure at
gas-fluid interface and on its propagation mechanism are
available, however it is known-that the front part of the mixing
layer, penetrating the fluid , consists of set of bubbles of
different size, expanding in the course of time. Bubble
expansionmechanim and the associatedmixing layer evolution
mechanismare investigatedfromthe differentviewpoints13’*4.

EXPERIMENTAL

We presentthe experimentalstudyof mixing layer evolution
dynamicsat the unstableinterfaceof fluidlayer,acceleratedby
compressedgas. The following experimentalprocedure has been
developed. FluidlayerFL was disposedinside40 x 40 MK12 square
verticalchannelPLC tide fromplexiglas( fig.l(a)). The layer
dividedthe channelin two parts:confinedchamberCM ( 100 - 400
m long ) and outletch&mel OC ( 20 - 80 m long ). Fluid layer
in the channelwas createdas follows:initiallya 1-2 m thick
plywoodplatewas placedinside the channel. Clearance space
betweenthe plateand the channelwall was filled with aqueous
gelatinsolution,which,afterbeingset turnsinto jelly,holding
the platein the channeland sealingthe clearance space between
the channelwall and the plate. ~ the platetop the fluid layer
FL ( waterin themajorityof experiments) was poured. GI top of
thewaterlayerpolypropyleneparticlesPP of ~ 0,3-0,5 m size
wereplaced( p = 0,9 g/cm3 ) to createinitialperturbations.

At the end of the outletchannelparta hermeticallysealed
diaphragmwas installed.The channelaboveand under the layer
FL, was filledwith a qressed gas ( air or helium). Pressure
equalizationin the channeland the chamberwas made through the
bypasschannel( providedin the PLC channel wall ) having the
diameterof x 1 m.

The diaphragmwas brokenthroughby burstingup a wire pasted
on it. The compressedgas esmped from the channeloutlet, while
the fluidlayerstartedto accelerativelymove alongthe channel,
forcedby the compressedgas in the chamber.

Flowingprocessin the channelPLC was illuminatedwith flash
lamp ( transmittedlight ). High-speedrecordinghave been made
by framerotatingmirrorcameraSFR.

RESULISANDDISCUSSION

Fig. l(b)ccmprisesframesof recordingof experiment N 446
for waterlayerthicknessof
with the compressedhelium(

79ml; the layer was accelerated
Po= 0,19MPa ).
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Fig.2.x-t diagram of water
layer and turbulent mixing
zone fronts motion (exp.
No.422). Here:(I)-x-t giagram
of the stable layer boundary
( experirnsnt ti the
approximating dependence );
(2) -x-t diagram of the
mixing zone front,penetrating
into the water layer; (3)- x-h
diagram of the mixing zone
front, penetrating into gas.

. . ‘Fig.l(c) comprises frames
of recording of experiment
N 422 for water layer
thicknessof 21,8rran;the
layerwas acceleratedby
the coinpressedair ( P. =

4MPa ). Here:FL - fluid
layer;PJ - platewith the
sealingjellylayer; PP -
polypropylene particles;
ML- turbulent mixing
layer;R - referencelines
“on PLC channel outer
surface; OC - outlet
channel.

Photochronogramframes
were used to measurethe
stable layer surface
position (xl), boundary

of themixinglayerwithin
the fluid layer (X2)and

boundary of the mixing
layer within gas (X3)

as a functionof time t.
Penetrationdepthshl and

h2 were identifiedaccor-

ding to the following
equations:
hi(t)=W- (xl(t)-x2(t)),

hz(t)= xl(t)- X$t) - w,

whereW stands

determinesthe
evaluated that

for the initiallayerFL thickness.The shift (xl)

path (s), made by the layer. It has been
measurementerror value for x., x- and X. is

associatedwith the layer image parallax, oc&rri~g when
a
the

first is beingtransferredalongthe channel < 0,15mn, optical
resolutionof the recordingdevicebeingof < 0,5rRn.

Experhnentaldependence xl(t) was approximated using
polynomialof degree4. The dependenceof layeraccelerationg on
timewas obtainedby double differentiationof the calculated
polynomial.Measurementresultsof experiment422 for xl, Xz, X3

and approximationresultsfor x~ are shownon fig.2.

Fig.3(a,b)conprises experimentaldependencieshl(2S) and

h2(2S)and the associatedapproximatinglineardependenceas well

as g(2S) dependence (a) for experimentN 446, and (b) for
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experiment N 422. Experimental dependencies hl(2S) and h2(2S) in

these and other experimentsare practicallyof linearnature. In
thiscase al was specifiedas the slope value of the straight

line, approximatinghl(2S) dependence at the given part of

experimentaldependence (several experimentalpoints “at the
initialdependencepartwere excluded).

n. 7

41--i+B

IP’’’lllll II

-21 [ I I I I I I

951$152825383-.
2SnlM’t Zs,nn

Fig.3. (1)Depthof mixingzonepenetrationinto the fluid layer
hi (experimentand the approximatinglineardependence),(2)depth

of mixingzone penetrationintogas h., (3) layeraccelerationvs

doublevalueof the pathmade by the
(b)experimentNO. 422.

Duringexperimentalseries not
(9-80Mn)varied,but the pressureof

4,0 Ml?a)as well. The mean valueg
m

;ayer.(a)Experiment NO.446,

only fluid layer width W
the compressed gas P. (0,19 -

(g- the mean acceleration
m

at the layerpathpart,wheremeasurementsof al were conducted)

variedfrom 1,5.103to 1,3.105m/sec2. Experimentalresultsshown
in table.

Experimentalresultsshownin tabletestifyto the fact that
in accordancewith the experimentalconditions a value changes

1
from0.053to 0.126.

It shouldbe interestingto note,that in thiscase al value

is dependenton accelerationor pressuregradientin the layer (as
Pressure gradient value is proportional to acceleration).
Experimentalresultsare

plot. Gradientvaluein

shown on f lg. 4 as al vs pressuregradient

eachof the experimentwas specified as
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P19m” Fig.4 shows the results of experhnents7’10as well. These

resultssatisfactorilycoordinatewith our measurementsresults.
Experimen@l--resultsmay be approximatedusingthe dependence
dgrad P )“’l’.

Table.Experimentalresults.
ExP.No.

411

412

417

422

424

445

446

447

456

460

P.

1,9

1,9

0.5

4.0

1.0

2.5

0.19

0.19

2.5

2.5

w

Iml

51

48

,50

22

21

80

79

75

20

30

9
‘2m/s

2.9x104

3.2x104

7.9X103

1.3X105

3.7X104

2.9x104

1.5X103

2.5X103

8.8X104

6.6X104

The experimental data available are
whetheraccelerationor pressuregradient

gradP

Pa/m

2.9x107

3.2x107

7.9X106

1.3X108

3.7X107

2. 9X107

1. 5X106

2.5x106

8.8X107

5. 3X107

a
1

0.091

0 ● 095

0.094

0.126

0.101

0.091

0.069

0.053

0.126

0.116

insufficientto define
serveas a determining

factor. At least we can state,thatpotentialenergydensitypgh
of the acceleratedlayerincreasestogetherwith gradP = pg; as a
consequence, when hl valuesare equal, kinetic energy value of

turbulentmotionof substancein themixinglayermust finally be
higherin case of the highergradient.

Alterationof the pressuregradientmay resultin the change
of the formof bubblesin the front part of the mixing layer,
whichmay affectthe rateof their penetrationinto the fluid.
Assumingthatthe frontpart of themixinglayer penetrates into
the fluidin the formof the “-tiw” bubbles of different
spatialscale,disposedat differentlevelsof the mixing layer
(hypothesis13),we can state, that density gradient may
significantlyaffectthemchanism of sucha ‘“competition”.

Suppositionon al vs pressure gradient dependence readily

coordinateswith the viewpointexpressedin 15, judging by which
disturbancepropagationin RT-instabilityin nonlinear stage
dependsratheron pressuregradientthanacceleration.
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a1

grad P,Pa/n XIB-r

Fig.4. Dependence Of al VS

pressure gradient in fluid
layer.

It should be noted,
that dependence of the
dimensionless al paramter

on the dimensional grad P
parameter is automatically
associated with the neces-
sity of al dependence on

other factors, such as
surface tension and/or
viscosity.

It should be noted,
that in experimental con-
ditions the influence of
wave process in accele-
rated fluid layer on the
mixing layer evolution
dynamics is possible,
as characteristic time
values of mixing evolution

‘observations make 500-3500
mcsec, while characteris-
tic tinw values of sound

twofoldpassingthroughthe acceleratinglayermake 10-100mcsec.
Instrumentalresolutionof the recording optics used was

insufficientfor obtaining more detailed informationon the
mixinglayerstructure;howeverthe characteristicbubble scale
for equals tendsto decreaseas the density gradient increases.
Obviouslythis happens due to the critical wave number k =

((pi-p2)/o)l’2increase16,
c

which restricts the region of wave

numbersk of R-T instabilityspreading( ks k ).
c
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COHPARING THE MODELS OF TURBULENT MIXING,
INDUCEDBY THE RAYIJIIGH-TAYLOR-AND THE RICHTXYER-MESHKOV

INSTABILITIES

V.E.lleuvazhayev,A.F.Podkorytova,V.G.Yakovlev

All-Union ResearchInstituteof TechnicalPhysics
454070,Chelyabinsk-70,p.0.245,USSR

Abstract

h the suggestion of organizers of ‘%he 3-rd International
Uorkshop on the Physics of Compressible Turbulent Mixing” (June
17-19, 1991, Abbey of Royaumont, France), numerical computations
of two problems according to the code TURINB have been performed.
Comparison with the results of computations, carried out ac-
cording to the Youngs model, is given. The obtained disagreements
have been explained.

It was suggested to perform comparison of models by using
the problems having the self=imilar solutions. The results of
these problems for different Atwood numbers have been obtained in
the nondimensional form. Comparison of all available experiments
and computations is suggested to be performed on these problems.

Introduction

At the International Workshop in Pleasanton (November 1989,
USA) a number of semiempirical models, designed to predict the
turbulent mixing srising at the interface between substances un-
der the action of the Rayleigh=Tayloh and the Richtmyex-Meshkov
instabilities. At the next Workshop, planned to be held in June
1991 (Royaumont, France), it is, in particular, suggested to
perform comparison between models on the basis of test examples,
being taken from D.Youngs work~. Statement of these two examples
is close to the performed experiments for incompressible fluids

with the initial densities relation pS/p?=3 and under the

constant accelerationl’2. Results of computing these examples,

according to the models3’4 sre presented below and comparison
with results, presented ini, is given.

Moreover, the probLems3’4, based on the precise solutions
for the condition of incompressibility under the constant acce-
leration (the Rayleigh-Taylor instability) as well as the impul-

sive ones (the Richtmyer-?leshkov instability), are suggested, we
believe that new tests will allow to perform the more complete
comparison of semiempirical models for turbulent mixing.

It is also appropriate to note that while taking into
account the compressibility there is a case when the precise
solution can be obtained for two unlimited media with different
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6 This solution can be applied forpouers laws of energy release .

calibrating the two-dimensional codes 7*8 ~ t~e~tiensiond

ones. However, the experimental set-up presents a problem in this
case.

l.Mixing of two fluids under constant acceleration

The statement of the problem is taken from the workl :

fluid 1: O<x<100mm; p~=l mg/mms

fluid 2: 100<xQOOmm; p~=3 mg/mm3

The initial distribution of pressure is determined by the equa-
tion

-% P
=g = o.5mm/ms2.

It was assumed that in the initial moment the pressure p is equ-
al: to 400 kpa along the left boundary, then the equation of

state is: p+pg.

R&lts of comparison are presented in Fig.1. For the moment.

0.8
t

91 ; ‘y#---:-- - .---------- ‘

0.6 + ----------%{---”--;--%”--+

A----;-----l

0.2+--------f-;---\,+:-/-;-.---..-.-{.-\-’+-\.;---

;:=
94s 98s 1025 1065

Fig.1

Suits, obtained’according to the

t=60ms the- profiles of the
fraction concentration f.

(3.5) aS well as notiimensi.o~
ml turbulence kinetic energy

i&k/k~m
.

. The
points, obt~i~ed ~fl?he basis
of the k=ode14, are connec-
ted by a solid line. Formulae
and constants of this model
are qgoted in the following
sections: (3.1), spatial grid
was selected the same one as
~1 : Ax+mt.

Disagreement between re-

code TURINB3’4, and the Youngs

resultsl is, apparently, explained by fact that the spatial grid
has influenced upon the computation result ini. The computation
ini corresponds to the case of specifying the non=ero initial
roughness which size is equivalent to the initial one of the cell
Ax-5nm, whereas the computations, conducted according to the
code TURINB, have been performed under zero roughness. The ques-
tion on the spatial grid influence upon the solution passing to
the self-similarity mode has been discussed ing.

2.Mixing of three fluids under constant acceleration

The statement of the problem is taken from the workl :
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fluid 1:

fluid2:

“fluid3:

The equationof

O<x<loomm; py=l mghld

looe<llomm;p;+ mg/mm3
llo<x<210mm; p:” 3 mg/mm3

state, pressure at the left boundarv and accele-
ratio~ are the same as h the problemwith two fluid:.

The spatial mesh is specified as inl : Ax=smm in fluids 1
end 3, Ax=2. 5mmin the thin interstitial layer.

Plots of fraction concentrations and the kinetic energy of
turbulence aze presented in Fig. 2.

0.8- .
I

0.6- - ~-----------------
,

,

0.4-.

0.2..

905 945 985 1025 1065
Fig.2 Fig.3

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the mixing zone relative
width, ‘determined under the condition

value Agt2/A, where A is the initial
layer and the Atwood number A is:

that fI=f-#.05, upon the

value of the interstitial

.

Note that the computed curve passes through the coordinate
origin according to the k-odel, whereas inl this is not obser-
ved. This can be explained by the fact that in the numerical al-
gorithm4 the resolution of the feature is provided at the begin-
ning of computations when the mixing zone width is less than the
cell size.

3.Self-similar solution for two fluids

under constant acceleration3’4.
Dependence of the solution on the Atwood number

Comparison of experiments and semiempirical models are, as
rule, performed for problems having stationary or self= imilsr
modes. In our case the self= imilar solutions are possible for
two media on the assumption of weak compressibility and under the
constant acceleration.

In the considered case the equations of Model have the
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f Orn+ :

(3. 1)

-&&P~~*-~#’+”2[~ -D[+]2] (3.2)

&qLv , (3 .3)

[

o xl

J J 1L=2f @x/f 2(0)+ f@x/f 1(0) , (3. 4)

X2 o

fl+$ f’= - d,

PI- P’ P:- P:

“=0.25; 1=1.25; @=O.75.

(3. 5)

(3. 6)

Here the mixing zdne width is compared on the basis of the frac-
tion concentration and not the mass concentration, as ins.

In the k=odel, in contrast to the k-model, the dissipative
term is considered to be the unknown function of et and the fol-
lowing balance equation4 is derived for it:

(3 .7)

Comparison of models is performed on the self-similar solu-
tionsunder the different Atwood numbers. Fig.4 show the profiles
of fraction concentration and turbulent mixing kinetic energy in
dependence on the non-dimensional length q:

x

+ (
L1=2 fyix/fl(0).

o
Mixing intensity versus the Atwood number is shown in Fig.5,

2

*

O*95 0-05
dLlwhere s s =Lz(fl=O.05), solid line - —L1 =Ll(f@).95), L’
2ds‘

O*95 O*O5 0“99 O*O1

$,A-~ ,% ,x-$ ,% .Hixing ismore inten-

sive in the upper part of the figure and less intensive in its
lower pa.

Some known results, obtained experimentally, are also plot-
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ted in Fig.5 by sign +. As a matter of fact, the constantmodels
were chosenso as to describethe experiment.
1.0 0.10-

AL, -! j ~ ~

0.8 “24s;!;{
0.05-..----..-.l----.---.i----.----A---------

,
0.6 ,

O.M4 ..-... -A--------- A----.. -.- A--... ---. A ---------

0.4 8

t

0.2
. dLz!!:!A

0.0 -O.lo~’~ ~ ! j .A
-2. 0-1.5-1.0-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Fig.4 Fig.5
1 - A-O.2, 2 - A=O.5, 3 - A-O.905

4. Self-s imilsr solution for tuo fluids
under impulsive acceleration.

Dependence of solution on the Atuood number

In this section the self-similar solution is given which
used for solving the problem on the mixing interface, subjected
to the accelerated displacement in the final time interval to, so
that
1.0

to

0.8

f
gdt=U

0.
0

0.6

In Fig.6 the fraction
0.4 concentration- and the kinetic

energy profiles, being built

0.2 for k-model, are given. The
power B determines the law of
changing the mixing zone width

0.0
-1.8 -1.4 -1.0 -0.6-0.2 0.2 0.6 in time:

Fig.6
1 - A=(3.2, 2 - A43.5, 3 - /4,4.905 I@(t-to)

1/ (l+B)

This power is slightly dependent on the Atwood number.

Conclusion

Comparison of the semiempirical models, based on the code
TURINB, with the Youngs modell has been performed for two prob-
lems , taken froml. The obtained dis~eements have been exp-
lained.

Comparison of models is suggested to be performed by using
problems which have the self-similar solutions. Results of these
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problemscomputationshave been obtained in the nondimensional
form over a wide range of changing the Atwood numbers. It is sug-
gested to carry out comparison of all available experiments snd
computations on the basis of these problems.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
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Turbulent Yixing, Induced

by the Richtmyer-]!eshkov Instability

V,E,lieuvazhayev

All-union Research Ihstitute of Technical

Physics, 454070 Chelyabinsk-70

P,O, 245, USSR

Abstract

Turbulentmixingdevelopment,inducedby passingof shock

waves throughthe interface,has been studiedon the basis of

two semiempericalmodels. The process of transition from random

initial perturbations to turbulence is a rather complicated one,

but it proceeds in a finite time. Here it is assumed that

passing of shock waves through the initial zone of “roughness”

leads to the instant development of mixing. The expression for

the turbulent kinetic energy, transfered by the arriving shock

wave, has been derived. The value of this energy is determined

by the value of the non-dimensional parameter which is

equivalent to the Richardson number, The analytical so!ution

describing the turbulent kinetic energy decay and the mixing

zone width change in time, has been obtained.

The analytical form of constructed solutions allows to

perform comparison between the models and to make the choice of

constants on the basis of comparison with the known experiments,

Comparison of the obtained theoretical results with

S,G,Saitzev’s experimental data is given for the impulsive

acceleration,
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;wtroduction

The problem on the shock wave passing through the interface

between two substances is considered, The contact zone is

assumed to be “rough” and it is approximately substituted by the

mixing zone having the width Lo. Investigation is carried out on

the basis of two semiempirical models ‘“k”’ and “k~”. early

applied by the author ad Yakovlev (1976,1986) xo SZU@ nixing,

induced by the llayleigh-Teylorinstability.

The following idea of the author work {1975) has been used:

the kinetic energy “k” in the mixing zone is considered to be

independent of the space variable that allows to obtain tlie

analytical solution for acceleration of the arbitrary form. FOT

a single passing through the interface the value of the

turbulent kinetic energy is determined by the parameter

jlo=Uoto/Lo, where UO is the contact boundary velocity chazge

after the shock wave passirtg, to is the time of the shock wave

passing throughthemixing zone with the width Lo.

1. K-model. Statenent of the problem

In the case of two incompressible fluids mixing ia ihe

gravity field, the eqnatiom of model are reduced to the set of

two eq=’tions: for the nix density p and for the turbuieni

kinetic energy v2/2:
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Here a,v. jl are the mdel cmstas.ts, selected m the hsis of

conparism wit~ the experiment, L is the xidth of ~lte zoxe,

invol~ed into mixing, g is the system acceleration.

Equations (1.1], (1.2) are obzained by averaging iron the

gasd~anics equations..In the equation {1.1) the mix densit~ p

o u
appears which is connected with initial densities p:, P2 and

volume fractions f~ and fz by the following formulae:

P= ftp: + f2P:l

P;-P o

f2=— fi = PO- P20.

P: - p;’ P1 - P2

We shall consider mixing of two media having the constant

initial densities p: and p;. Acceleration “g” is considered to

be the function dependent oaly upon the tine: g=g{t],

Formulate the boundary conditions. It is reasonable to

assume that in the front of nixing into both directions the

density is continuously changing up to the initial one but the

kinetic energy is zero,

Under constant acceleration such probiem will be

self-similarity one. Its solutions have been investigated and
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with the higher velocity. E;fect of asmetry i.2/L: depends 02

and reaches its rtaxhmn value equal to i.1 az A=l, if the nixizg

f1=f2=0.1. The kinetic ener~ of :u~bulent aixixg has The

bellwise character. The author (1973) has formerly considered

the approximated model, in which the function v was believed to

be dependent oniy on time in the turbulent nixing zone

{

V{t], {xl!L/2,
v= (1.7-)

o, lxl~L/2.

Such approximation allows to build the solution in the

analytical form while using the acceleration law arbitrarily in

time.

In the present work the early obtained solution is made

more precise. “I’’his is doing by means of a neu determination of

the mixjng zone width L.

As in the assumption {1.7), the diffusion coefficient II in

the equation (1.1) depends only on time. then the solution for

the density will have no front, and in the author’s work (1975}

the front is effectively introduced.This leads to necessity for

recalculating the empirical constant a and to some inconvenience

in comparison with the experiment.

In the given work the integral way, based on the law of the

uixed mass conserving. is proposed. The mixing zone width is
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determined by the followindaldoritlua:

o

u xi
L=2 f2dx/f2(0) +

J 1
ftdx/fi{O) , {i,8)

X2 o

where fl, fz are the vo!ume fraction.

Xote that this forrnuiacan be recommendedfor processing

the experimental results, where the accurate determination of

the front is difficult, as well as for the numerical aigorithm

where difficulties are the same as for processing the

experiments. The geometric meaning of the formula (i.S) is

demonstrated in Fig.1.

2. Approximate equations of the k-model.

The accurate solution.

To obtain the approximate equation instead of {1.2] we

integrate both sides of the equation (1.2) for the mixing zme

~x~~L/2. We determine L preliminary from the equation (1. 1).

solution of wh~ch can be presented analytically, if we pass to a

new variable:

ar = D~t. (2.1}

Then

fl

J -z 2
where ~[q} = ~ e dz - integral of probability.

o

The nixing front x. is selected in such a way that the area in

Fig.1 must be equa; to the area of the triangle with the side
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ox. . 11 is necessary to note that in the above-fornuiated
1

approxiaalionthe rnixirigproceedssymmetricallyto the lefta~d

to the right, that is why xi=x2=L/2,and on the basis of the

areasequalitywe obtainthe followingformula:

m

~i
J

=2 (1 -@)dq=2/~=.

o

Hence

L=2x* = 4qt17= 84m, (2.3]

The nixing zone width appears in the equationof the kinetic

energy balance (1.2). Knowing it from the formula {2.3), we

performaveraging of the equation {1.2] over the region lxl!L/2.

By omitting the intermediate calculations we obtain finally:

(2,4)

~{~1)
k=ko+

. Z#2’ ‘o = ‘“25+ -“
(2.6]

Solution of the last equations is presented in the integral

L

(2.7]
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L

{2.8)

3. The Eichtrnyer-!leshkov instability

This form of instabilityis

the shockwave interface.In the

model we shall characterize the

number, obtained after passing of

shaped acceleration imparting

velocity UO:

JUo=gdt.

obtainedwhilepassingthrough

linitsof the above-considered

arisingmixing by the Atwood

the shockwaves,and by 6-wise

to the interface a certain

Obtain the solution for shock waves from the general solution

(2,7), (2.8), by building it for the acceleration, specified by

the step function

{

go r Oitfto ,

!3= (3.1)
o, the.

For this case we specify the initial data:

t =0: Lo=~o=O.

Then, from {2.7) and (2.8) it follows

I

*{q,]goALl{2~?{l+4k)), O$tfto,

;2 =

4k
~;~L#L) , t>to

(3.2)

{3.3)
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“[
()<t<t!3a2qi~(q,)goAt2/{l+4k) , _ - ~

L= (3.4)

LJl+2{l+2k){ t-to) /to]l’{1+2k), t)to

8a2f@{Oi]@t~ - 2a*(~l)@t0
Lt = l+4k I ‘1 = l+4k .

It is evident t>at if lim goto=Uo, then
to+o

2a*(qi)AU0
iim ;i =
to+o

l+4k ‘

{3.5)

If it is supposed that the interface has the initial roughaess,

effectively characterized by the initial width LO, then the

passing shock wave mill lead to arising of the rough zone

turbulentvelocity equal to

Therefore, we have the range of values ~i from (3.6} up to

{3.7). The definite value of velocity ~l(p) is obtained in

dependence on the parameter jHJoto/LO, where to is the tine of

the shock wave passing through the zone having the width La:

vW) = ‘*[1-(LO/Ll)6],
o
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[

1+10.2a2#3A , if #A~O.24,
~
Lo =

{0,924+1 ,23a~~)2, if ~A>O.24.

After passing the shock Waves the nixing will develop according

to the solution:

l/{l+2k)L =Ll[l+8q~a(l+2k)~1{#){t-to)/L~ ] {3,ii)

Xote the important peculiarity of the obtained solution: in the

case of the Richtmyer-Heshkovnixing, the mixing zone width is

sufficiently dependent upon the initial roughness LO as opposea

to the Eayleigh-Taylor mixing when at LO~ the solution tends to

the self-similarity law [(3.3), O$t<to], in the considered case

at LO=O the solution can be only a zero one.

For the equations of k~-model the averaged equations and

their accurate solutions at &shaped acceleration are similarly

obtained.

4. Comparison with experiments, performed

by Saitzevet al (1985)

In S.G.Saitzev’s experiments the

non-dimensional value {dL/dt)/UO upon the

dependence of the

Atwood number A was

determined. It was found that while the shock

through the interface the linear dependence

type takes place:

waves are passing

of the following

H* /uo= 0.02 + o.068(o. o?o)[Aj,
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and after the second nave, when the zone of blurring was of the

order of 10 mm. the coefficient for the Atwood number was

approximately by an order of magnitude greater. The values of

the coefficient while the shock wave moving from the heavy

substance into the light one are given in brackets,

Compare these results with the theoretical conclusions of

the third section, from which it follows:

Comparison of the obtained theoretical dependence with

S.G.Saitzev’s results is given in Fig.2. The experioiental

results fall within limits, shown by the theory. The comparison

is carried out after the second shock wave passing,

film. apparently, exert a sufficient influence after

shock wave.

since the

the first
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Fig. 1 Profile of the volume fraction fz from the

non-dimensional spacing q: {l]-linear profile, obtained

from the conserved mixed mass. qf=z~~ is the mixing

zone, qO=0,906 is the half-midth, determined via values

fi=f2=o.1.
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Fig.2 Dependence of turbulent mixing zone expansion velocity

on the Atwood number: — theory, O Saitzev’s et al.

results (1985).
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SHOOKINDUCEDMIXING, CONVERGENCE
AND BEAT C01UWOTIt3N UITHIN. THE FRAMEWW

OF HETERWENEOUS kA40DEL

A. V. Pollonov.

A1l-Unlon Resesrch Instituteof Techniqal physics
P. O..B.ox 245.,.454070 ,~elyabinsk=~(), USSR

ABSTIWJT

The ways to hke into account .khe effects . connected with
passing a shock wave through a turbulent mixture, heat- e@mnge
in a turbulent mixture and turbulent zone deformation under
converging =* proposed within the framework of the het erogeneouts
kc-model (Hlu-model) 1.

1. Turbulent energy increment induced by a

Generation terms in the Hkc=model 1 in the

in the e=equation (Gc) involve the product

(*) on a total turbulent mass flow ~’:

shock wave.

k-equation (Gk) and

of an acceleration

(1)

(2)

The multiplier ~’ can be written in the form:

p’= /mc (1-c)($1-$2)2 J/p * W&) ,Vc -
00 00
plpak PIP2

(3)

- I!$!Qq$r P2.Vp).!k!q$rgq●vp) ~2
-o

PI s +1B

Here p; p; v are average values of#nsit , pressure, velocity
dv &in the mixture respectively; ~ “ ~ + v= ; $1, $2 me true

values of mixture component densities; c, a -sre a mass fraction

and .a volume one of -the mixture component ‘$1“ (Cp-t$ls

P=afl+(l-a)$a ); k is a turbulent -ergy related to the mixture
mass unit, c is aa intensity of its dissipation; D is a turbulent

diffusien~~ coefficient: D=c ●~2; and /3 are empirical
pc CP
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ceefficients.
The third and the fourth terms of the.....rightside -of the.

.— —

equation (S) arise while calculating.the. correlations &I’, $2U’.
with using the Prandtl % approach. Tranefer-+-d-ity by+ spikes

has been proposed to be adiabatic one. For conuidmtios of $lu’,

;2U’ in a shock wave front it is raaeonably to- aesuste =pikes to

be affected by shock loading and to substitute *“I.+IH ‘h=e
H means the relationship p vs p being realized in the limits of
the shock front. Zhen the contributions of the third and the
fourth terms -intothe generation can be neglected.

The second term in (3) doesn‘t lead to Bornesingularity in the

shock front. Following the equation & = Gk it is possible to

obtain that the turbulent energy increment corresponding to this
term depends on the direction of the shock wave propagation:

~”A Ckb _ ($1-$2) *Av ●VC (ATJ -is a velocity change as a result of a
shock passing); it is positive while shock passing to the side of
increasing density, it is negative while rever&e passing and it
is zero while passizg through the mixture having uniform
concentration.

The first term in (3) leads to singularity while.decreasing of
a shock wave front width. hence its contribution is the
predominant one. It depends on a shock wave front width and
doesn‘t depend on both a direction of shock wave propagation and
a concentrateion gradient presence.

A shock front while -passing.through a mixture .i8 6pread out to
the width.equal to .anorder of magnitude of the characteristic

k3’2
length scale 1= ~ . Realization of such spreading during the

process of calculation is possible by different ways, for example
by introducing a turbulent viscosity as it was proposed in the
work 2.

In general a turbulent energy increment under a shock
titeraction depends on a zelation between longitudinal and
lateral scales. kU8Ver lmldng it -into consideration is
impossible.in the limits of the one component Hk-odel. Hence it
is necessary to calibrate the model for some average state of the
mixture. The calibration demands introduction a new empirical
constant which we -shall denote as “n” and -shall imply that we
have realized a shock front spreading over the.width ‘bl$~while
passing ~..through a mixture having the scale 8’18!.Then the
turbulent, energy increment corresponding to the first term

amounts *O: A ~alq _ ~ 711(Av)2.—
n

, where A is the shock wave

velocity.
The empirical constant ~/?must be calibrated according to the
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dalxi of experiment realizing a separation, for example ~
(according to the preliminary estimating i @ H 0.2+0.3).. The
constant W must be selected.so that it would be possible to
describe the experimental chsnge of velocity of the turbulent
mixing zone development after passing the shock wave.through
.mixing zone ( for example 4,.

.2. Taking into account heat conduction in the mixture.

To take into account the effect of heat conduction rather
accurately it is necessary to consider the entropy change as a
result of heat exchange while pezfonning calculation of
conelat ions by the l%andtl Cs approach. Thi8 concerns such

—.

correlations as ~’, ~’, $Iu’, ~zu’, where El, Ez are specific
internal energies of components..However the contributions of the
above mentioned correlations are rather small in the most of
practical applications. Indeed the shown correlations convey the
turbulent transfer of internal energy end density in the limits
of each cemponent volume whereas the main turbulent transfer of
these characteristics is connected with the component
concentration pulsations inducing much more clifference in density
and internal energy.

This trensfer with taking into account the heat conduction has
already been presented ix.the equations of Hkmodel 1. Hence the
equations with discarding of the shown correlations ere available
for the most practical applications.

as
in

3 .Teking into account the effects induced by convergence.I

Uhile the turbulent zone is converging its deformatian arises
a result of extension in the radial direction and compression
the SJUZUlar one. This leads to decreasizuzof the turbulent

energy po”fiion corresponding to the radi~ pulsations and
intensifying of the angular pulsations. Terms related to the
given effects can be obtained by the gasodynamics squat ions

averaging analogous to the one shown in the work 1 but peI’fOI’lD@
for the spherical case. The resultant equation for k will involve
the additional terns:

p+. . +4pkr ●: - 2p[k8+kq] “: , (4)

ptq.12 p[u&
9
pu’z

where kr= — ; kf — ; kp= ; u;, u~, u’ are the
27 23 2; P

pulsation velocity components. Presence of these terms can be
founded after some rather simple transformations ia the work ~.

IDr. V .Anisimov took part in obtaining results of this section.
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By introducing the perameter characterizing
k=

turbulent energy, i.e.: H=<=% , we

expression for the additional temms: ‘

In the case of the isotropic turbulence
term is absent.

It is possible to take into account
turbulent zone at the small changing of

an anisotropy of the

obtain the f o~lowing

(5)

~=1 and the additional

the deformation of the
its mdiue by aamming

some value of anisotropy N. Howev= ~ model with t~o component ii
necessary under considerable changing of the radius. Indeed in

dk
the case of the sufficient faet deformation ~rz 4kr”~ ;

dkfl

* w ‘aeb~ ; whence kr~rq; k -r~;and~~fi;that ise
anisotropy changing is extranely sharp. The similar effects arise
at def oxmation of turbulence .in a narrowing canal. It has been
described in a few work, for example6. The results of this work
has been used in the paper 7 for calibrating of the model.

me above mentioned deformation must be taken into account in
the e-equation as well. Two equations for ~ are necessary here
for accurate account. They correspond to longitudinal and lateral
scales. Approximated account can be realized within the framework
of the sin la-component Eke-model by introducing the effective
.enisotropyf , as it is proposed above for “k”, and by making the
plausible assumptions -concerning to a length scale behavior.
Under rather high intensity of lateral pulsations the
characteristic scale will apparently repeat the chenges of the
lateral scale as the smallest one. Then in the equation for a
scale (eee 1 ) -thefollowing -termsmust be added:

+ 210%=””” rv’ (6)

that leads to the additional term in the equation for c:

Sn conclusion
comparison with
co~ected):

iii=”””
we write down
the sqqation

- 2p+ .

the resultant equation for c (in
4-6 1 some misprints have been
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here c1 end cz are empirical constants,

cdl-a) ~, .Elaiu~l = 2 & - -*G’ - ~. I *011/,-00 (9)
i P1P2 PI P2 PIP2

where I is the Lagrangian mass flow of the firet component being
determined in 1 by the equation 1-12:

0 0 C(l-c) VpI = pD+[ &~*T* -Vc]
P2

(lo)

with emparical constant ~.
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CALCULATIONA LENGTHSCALE
ANDFOURIERCOEFFICIEMTS AT NUHERICAL SIMULATIONS

A.V.Polionov

A1l-nion. Research Institute of Technical.Physics
P.O.Box 246, 454070, Chelyabinsk, USSR.

ABSTRACT

Formulas are presented for.finding a turbulent energy, length
scales snd Fourier caefficienta at :performing numerical
calculations on direct modeling of gravitational turbulence.

Formulaa we write below. suppose perfoming .2D-eimulations.
.Theirgeneralizatim- on 3D-simulations won’t cause any trouble.

Let’s.:choo.secoordinate system so that axis W coincide with
average flow direction.; x-component of velocity axe denoted by
“u”, y-component = by “v”. The system dimension along y its taken
-A(Y==A).

Let ‘s. define averaging of some value f (x,y,t) as following:

A

J
_ = ~ f(x,y,t)dy . (1)

Let’s define two components of a turbulent energy:

—-

~ . p(u-w , (2)
x 2;

ky= P(-’=2 $ (3)

2ji

tot al turbulent energy: Pkx+ky , (4)

k
snisotropy degree: k $ .

Y

(5)

It should be noticad there sre other definitions of turbulent
energy such as:

(6)

and
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Here u’~- ; p ‘=~j . The squere of the second order correlations
of pulse values are usually small enough so the. first above
mentioned turbulent energy definition (6) nearly correspond with

the one defined in this paper (they dif.fer im the.fact~r 27 as
well). But the second mentioned definition (7) conta-@s the

member that is big enough (~~= ti~ ), which depends on
average velocity thus it is changing at adding to velocity a
constant component.

It should be noticed that the integrated along x turbulent

energy defined in this paper end multiplied by ~ must remain a
constant after being induced by a shock (without viscosity). The
mentioned secmd definition is lacking this quality.

Let‘s.define.some correlations.which are necesssry for length
scale calculations:

1

p~(x+y,t)u’(
1

Rm(x, ~,t) = *

p(x,y,t) [u’(x,y,t)lz

p+(x+y,t)v’ ( ●Y,@(
R=(x, f,t) = 8

p(x,y$t) cv’(x,yst)lz

1

p (x, ,t)u’(X,y+$,t)
RP(x, ~,t) = *

p(x,y,t) [u’ (xSy,t)lz

1 x

p~ (x, ,t)v’ (x, ,t)p~(x,y
RP(x, ~,t)= *

p(x,y,t)[v’(X,y,t)lz

p’ (
Rxp(x,~,t) = . s

@’(x, y,t)JZ

+$ &p’(x,y ,t)p’ (X,y ~,t)
Ryp(x,$,t) = .

[p’(x,y,t}J

(8)

(9)

(lo)

(11)

(12)

(13)
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Uhile averaging some difficulties arise aincesonwvalues of x
and y happen to be beyond the system. In this.. case it is
necessary to apply the. conditions of periodicity snd symmetry.

The length scale i.e definetusually by the relation:

m

l(x,t) =
J
R(x.~,t)d~ . (14)

o

However taking into consideration finite dimensions of the
system it is appropriate to determine a length scale ~ such a
way as l(x,t)={4(x,t), where (4(x,t) is the value of f that

R(x.<,t) is equ~to ~ at. z
Thus we can determine six length scales: 1=, 1=, lP, lP,

11
Xp’ up”
It is easy to obtain that RP snd Rp correlations are

Fourier’s images of the functions kx and ky. This result cen be

obtained if we repeat the reasoning presented in the ~1.12 of the
book 2. We must only change t by ~ and ~(t) by Rw(~) or RW(~).

As a result we obtain the following relations: -

w

km = 4kx(x,t)“
[

RP(x, (,t) “cos2n(*d~ ; (16)

k-(x,t) = ~ k_(x,t) -in ; (17)

end analogous relations for kv.

-is in Hinzets book but it is

length: n+ .

It is interesting to get as

Here ‘%l!is not a frequency as it

the reciprocal velue of the wave

well a portion of the energy in
the long wave spec-%un @irt which produces the main tur%-ulent
transfez-of massj internfi energy and- so on:

; (18)
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Compressible Visqueux
l-d

fiuations de Navier-Stokes

representation Eu16rieme
atp+ay(pu)=o

at (Pu) + ay (PU2 + q (p))= ail;u

repr&entation Lagrangienne
Z+v=axu
ilt u + aX (p(v)) = dX (v-laXu)

Dorm&einitiale

v &(x,o) = Vo (x,:)+ q&)

v qx,o) =Uo(X,5)+o(&)
E

Grande amplitude

ayvo~o

Question:

Quelestlecomportmentde

v ‘(x,t)etu E(x,t)lorsque&+ O ?
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Compressible visqueux l-d

Ansatz
pour t >> e 2

v qx,t) = v (X,L~) + o(&)
&

u qx,t) =u (X,t)+o(&)

Valeurs initiales

V(x,o,y) = V()(x,y)

U (x$O)= moyy Uo(X,.)=:

~ f~O(x,y)dy
o

Syst5me d’Evolution

atu=axx, z-
ailXU-moy (Vp(V))

Vx,tmoy(V) ‘

aatv=v(x+p(v)), Vx,t,y

Exemple : Solutions homogtmes en x.

U = cste , V = V(y)

C@v=v( p(v) - mo::yp)

1- Solutions stationnaires (t$quilibre)

p (V) a cste

2- Solutions stationnaires stables

p (V)= cste, et
V = cste ou bien p = p M~we]l

Nota : Ce rt%ultat ne n6cessite pas de tenne de capillarit6.
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~ompressible Non
l-d

Visqueux

D. Serre,Ann.IHP (Analysenon lirk%ire), vol. 8, n“ 3-4,1991,p 351-417.

Equations dEuler

Formulation Eul&ienne
atp+ay(pu)=o

at (pu)+ ~y (pu2 + p(p,e))= O

i+(~pu2 + pe) + ily ((~ pu2 + pe + p) u) = o

Formulation Lagrangienne
atv=a~u
at u + & p(v,e) = O

1’2
3t(~u +e)+&(pu)=O

Cadre abstrait

atu+ il~f(u)= o

u = (Ul,..., Um)t

Hyperbolicit6:

Sp Df = kl (U)<...<km ~)

Ker @f (U)-kj (U) ) = Rrj(u)

Champs

I
Non-lint5aire(cfLax)
rj.Vkj # O

exemple : ondes de pression

lE=ll*cE,kL=*cL

I
Lin~airementd6g6n6r6
rj. Vkj -0

exemple : ondes de vorticiti

hE=U,lL=O
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Compressible,Non Visqueux,l-d

Ansatz

‘(x’t))+o (&)w (xjt)= o (x, L ~

dom6e :

3)+ O(E)u& (X,o) = Uo (x , ~

Critique:CormneclansIesmod?lesk - E,on supposequelespectredinergieseconcentreaux

grandes~chelleseth celle d’unelongueurdonn6eE.Cettelongueurn’estpas un pararn~tredes

c$quations,ellevientdesconditionsinitiales.

Changement de variables :

u + (VI, V2,...,v~ .1, w) = o w)

avecrj. Vvns O,oii ($, rj) estlechamplim%hementd4g6n6n5
eXernpk:~E=u oU~L=() , Vl=u,V2=P.

Nota:~jn’estfonctionquedev

Termes en E-l

a~~+Lj(V)~x~=(l

v~ (X,t)= v (X,t) + o (&)

Q)+o(&)WE(X,t) = w (x , t, ~

Nota : Les oscillations ne portent que sur w ‘.
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Compressible, Non Visqueux, l-d

Iatu +ax f(u)=01
iltv + B(v,w)ilxv = O
13tw+ lj(v) axw + c(v,w)axv = o

EquationsMoyennes

a~v+%(v,w)a~v=o
9 =Lj (V)+ (moy (B (V,W) - kj (V) )- 1)- 1

[~t+kj(V)~x)moY @@O )+rnoY(h’c)dx V+
‘l($-kj))}~Xv+ Dkj(V). {moy (h (W )) - moy (h (B - ~j) =0, Vhe C1

Nota : * V(V,W), B(v,w) - Lj(v) est invertible.

* La valeurspropresde $ (v,W) sentdesvitessesde groupe.

Exemple:Euler,formulationLagrangieme
Vl=u, Vz=p, w =s (entropie)

I
Zltu+axp=o

Oscillations
atp+(c~)zaxu=o w

ats =0

u = U(x,t) , p = p(x, t)

s = s(x,t,~)
&

atu+axp=o

~tp+(KL)2~Xu=0

ats=o

Exemple: KL= (moy ((cL)-2 ) )- 12

KE= (moy (p) moy (p-l (c~- 2))- 1~
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NUMERICAL CALIBRATION OF RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR
INDUCED TURBULENT FLOWS WITH A k-eMIX MODEL.

Patrick B. SPITZ and Jeart-Fran$ois HAAS
Centre d’lhdes de Limeil-Valenton

94195 Villeneuve St Georges Cedex FRANCE

ABSTRACT

A k-emix medel for turbulenceinducedby Rayleigh-Taylor(R’r)or Richtmyer-Meskov@M)
instabilities is described. An analysis of model constants is performed leading to an algebraic relation
betweentheRT productiontam consrantswithinthe Bousshesqlimit.Withanewinidalizadon procedure
extended from Mikaelian’s model, calibrations on the Foulness rocket-rig experiments (F’RRE)and
conlbns with shocktube flOWS = tied Out.

I- INTRODUCTION

Instability-inducedturbulentmixingoftwomaterialsofdifferentdensitieshasbeen
thesubjectofagxeatdealof#tatinthescientificcommunity,startingquiteafewyearsago
bythepioneeringworkofAndronovet al. /1/,more recently by Houas et al. /2/in
Marseilles, and by Benjamin at LANL /3/, and by Brouillette and Sturtevant at Cakech /4/.

The salient f~ of this later work is the two interpretations given to the data
obtained from Schlieren photographs. Using the sane gas renditions but difhent geometry
(cross section of the shock tube and length between separating membrane and end plate),
Brouillette and Sturtevant distinguish the turbulent mixing on the interface from that
associated with a wall jet. The latter grows at a rate similar to that reported by Andronov
while the former is about five times narrower. However, for both experiments the contact
surface between the two gases is mataiab “ ed by a thin plastic membrane in the shock-tube
experiments. The membrane rupture, its history and influence on the turbulent flow are not
quite well known and introduce uncertainties on experimental data. In this context of
interest we turn to the FRRE /2/in which no membrane separates the almost incompressible
fluids undergoing a near constant acceleration. This situation looks like being more
favorable for model constant calibration purposes.

In Section II, we present the two equation mix model while, in Section III, we
analyze the associated model constants and propose anew calibration of RT production term
constants based on FRRE thus considered as key experiments. We report in Section IV our
initialization procedure which is an extension of Mikaelian’s model. In Section V,
calibrations and comparisons with shock tube flows are carried out.

II- TWO EQUATION MIX MODEL

II-1 General hypotheses
The two following basic thermodynamical assumptions are being consideredasthe

minimumrequiredfortreatingthemixoftwofluidsofdifferentdensities.We assumethat
thetwofluidsaremiscible(whichisessentiallya matterofobservationscale)andthe
existenceofanequilibriumtemperatureeverywhereintieturbulentmixingzone(TM.Z).
Themixingmodelisthensimplydefinedby:

P= P1+P2 (1)

P(P13P2$T) =P1(Pl>T)+p2(p2, T) (2)

e(pl, p2, T)=cel(pl, T)+(l-c)e2(p2, T) (3)
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where p,p,T andearerespectively,thetotaldensity,pressure,temperatureandinternal
energyoftheTMZ.Theindicesrefertothepartialcorrespondingquantitiesoffluids1and
2.Theconcentrationofonespecies(fluid1)isdefinedbyc= pi/p.

In this paper,we focus on statistically lD turbulent flows and we assume that the
turbulence field is isotropic and homogeneous in the plane normal to the shock propagation
direction. Therefore, the mixing flow can be described by only the mean quantities p, c, U,
e and p depending only on time t and space coordinate x.

II-2 Reynolds equations
By means of the classic Favre’s average, it is straightforward to derive evolution

equations for the mean quantities : p, c, U and e from Navier-Stokes equations.The
complete set of Reynolds equations reads :

continuity

concentration

energy

:p+p:u=o

p ;C -::(PD~c)=O

(4)

(5)

(6)P& J+& P+&ll=o
g

(
1 a pD&H)+p&U+S-p E=Opdte-~x (7)

d
where~ = ~ + U ~ k theLagrangianderivativeand e > is the Favre’s ensemble

average ( < p u’2 > = all ), k and e will be defined further. In addition, we set:

D
k2

=c~; : turbulent difYusioncoefficient

P = all *U : kinetic turbulenceproductiontenQ

q 1 =.@$U+$Pk :Reynolds’stress,

s
la=-

‘Dpaxp ax
——

~P : R-Tturbulenceproductionterm,
Cp

H =e+ P
P

: enthalpy.

II-2Turbulence mix model
The evolution equation for k can be derived quite easily from the previous

equations provided some modelization. Its dissipation rate evolution equation is currently a

delicate point. The evolution equation for &is usually built by comparison to the k-equation.

Following the traditional derivation methd we assume that source terms in the &-equation

am equal to those of the k-equation up to a dimensional factor of the form: CA. e/k with i =
O, 1,2,3. The equations read/6/:

- speciiic turbulent kinetic energy equation
la

P$k-G (~ O~k
)

-s+ P+p&=o (8)
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-dissipationrateequation

Ten model constants are necessary to close this modet their values will be discussed in the
next section.

III MODEL CONSTANTS

III-1 Classical model constants
As any other,thek-emodelcontainsunknownconstantsduetoclosure

assumptionsoccuringinthecourseofitsformulation.Theseconstantsaretobeconsidered
asuniversali.e.validforacertainclassofturbulentflowshavingthesamethermcxiynarnical
propertiesandinaddition,areexpectedtotakecareofphysicaleffectsnotincludedinthe
model.Theclassicmethodology,currentlyusedtoestimatetheseconstants,istosimpl@
themodelforsimpleturbulentflowsandmakecomparisonswithwell-established
experimentaldata.

Asamatteroffa@somekeyexperimentsareveryusefulinthiscontext.Model
constantsareevaluatedusingexperimentaldatawhicharemostlyinthedomainof
incompressiblesinglematerialshearflows/6/.Forinstance,letsmention:homogeneous
isotropicturbulence,selfinduceddiffusionofturbulence,nearlyhomogeneousturbulent
shearflow,boundarylayerflow,etc...Due mainlytothelackofcompressiblekey
experiments(exceptrapidisotropiccompressionofhomogeneousturbulence),model
constantscalibratedon incompressibleflowsarecurrentlyusedforcompressible
computationsbu~asfarasweknow,withoutanyclearjusdfication.

Forallrunsreportedinthispaper,thefollowingconventionalchoicesaremadefor
theclassicalpartofthemodelconstantset:

G1 C&2 Q w % % c~
1.47 1.9 0.35 0.87 1.3 0.9 0.09

III-3 RT production term constants
Two model constants, namely CEOand CTp,aretobeestimatednow.FirsGwe

madeanattempt/6/toestimatethemodelconstantsinvolvedintheproductiontermsdealing
withRT inducedturbulence.Theycanbeobtainedbynumericaloptimizationfromthe
measurementofinstabilityandsubsequentmixinshocktibeflows.Becauseofallthe
uncertaintiesassociatedwiththeseexperiments,we choosetotreattheFRRE askey
experiments.Inthiscontex~thefluidsarealmostincompressible,andthenasimplerelation
linksthemeanconcentrationanddensity.We candefinethedensityandmassconcentration
asafunctionofthevolumefiacdonv:

p=vpl*+( l-v)p2*andc= ~

wherebothdensities p1* and p2* are constant for an incompressible flow. Therefore, we
get:

c =
P2J’~Pl*(- l+P$)”
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This Elation has two main consequences. FirsL if we decompose the mean velocity
U into an interface velocity component V = r t and a Wsion velocity N, this later writes:

N=-—~~o $ p, by combining equations (4)and(5).Second,bytakingintoaccountthe

following flux deftitions :

<pc’ u’>=-
a

-~D%p,~pD$cand<p’u’>= ~p
Cc

an immediate consequence is the identity of the concentration and mass flux &finitions that

leads to:cc =CJp.

By considering the self similar behavior of mixing in these experiments, we search

self similar solutions of the k-e model within the Boussinesq limit. That approximation fl/
regards the fluid density variation as negligibly small except in terms whe~ it is multiplied
by the acceleration. As a result that hypothesis implies:

A-> O; N= O; P= Oandp=constanL where the Atwood number Aisdefinedas:

A=p2-pl . Then,thek-emixmodelreducesto:
pz+pl

(lo)

(11)

la
The momentumequationreducesto:–p~P= -17Whichleadsto:S=- ~Dr&p

Gp
Assuminga self simikwregime, we set for the similaity wuiable and functions:

q= fi; hl(t)=Y AI V2;k(x,t)= r2t2K(q) and&(x,t)=I’2t E(q) (12)

where hi(t) is the Youngs’ similarity law for RT induced mixing. At this point, we have to
make an extra assumption on the RT source term which requires a particular handlhg. For
small Atwood numbers, we assume a linear density profile of the form: p (x,t ) = pm @(q)

with @(91)= ( 1 + A q ). Performing a series expansion on the RT source term versus A,
c r2 K2

wefinallyobtain,mainingonlythefirstmm: S = - .Insertingrelations(12)in
P OPYE

equations (10) and (11), we end up with self similar equations for K and E:

2d K]_&_+_=oK-q;K-*~[~—
CK2E

20ka2A2 dq E ~ 2upa
(13)

E-211
d K2 d E1-__UK+C&Z__=O&E-&_ [T. c&oc J32

dq 20&a2A2 dq @
(14)

apa
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We adopt the simplest resolution method. By noticing that Eqs. (13-14) admit parabolic
solutions of the form:

K(q)= Ko(l-q2)andE(q)=~(l-?12)

where (IQ, E@ aretwo constants depending on all the equation parameters, we obtain two

consistency relations. The first one writes: ok= O&,in view of model constant calibration,
we choose to write the second one as:

Cp (CE2- c@2CTp= (15)
Y(4CE2 -3) 4 CEO-3 “

ThislaterAationwillbeusedasaconstraintonGp alongthecalibrationofCSOagainstthe

k CIQ - CEO t
FRRE. Note thattheturbulence time scale is given by: ; =

4c&() -3 “

III-4 Impulsive acceleration case
The above approach can be applied to the case of an impulsive acceleration of the

interface which is the RM instability generation of turbulence. We assume that turbulent
energy is deposited by some mechanism and study its subsequent spread in space and time
according to a reduced set of the k-e model equations

$k-— — pD&k+&=O
:~’( )

(16)

$E-$qp *)+C4=0 (17)

Again, we assume a self similar solution of the form:

?l=~; hl(t)=~t Y;k(x,t)=Ckt~K(r@d&(x,t)=C&t~ E(q),

where~, Q andC&aresimilarityparameters.We substituteintothedifferentialequations

and remove the time dependence by codg up with two relations: cz= 2 y -2 and ~ = 2 y -
3. Then, the self similar equations write:

C cl(2 C&ELxK-yq:K-(~) d K2d ~+_-=O
‘[ E dq (18)

okcL~e dq
C Ck2

~E-ytl$E -(*)#~&E]+.~. ~=0 (19)

This differential system has, at Ieastj simple analytic solutions of the form:

K(q)= Ko(l-q2)andE(?l)=Eo(l-q2),
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where (IQ, Eo) are again two constants depending on all the equation parameters.
However, consistency requires two compatibility relations to be checked out:

2C~-3
ak=a&andy-

3 C&z -3“

ForC&Z= 1.9,we have:y= 0.29Ga = -1.407and~ = -2.40.Thissuggeststhatfor
currentmodelconstants,thegrowthfollowingashockshouldobeyalawclosetothefourth

rootoftime.Inaddition,thetimescaleofturbulenceisthengivenby :g=(Cg2-1)t.
&

IV MODEL IIWMALIZATION PROCEDURE

IV-1 Statistical model initialization
When considering unsteady problems, we do know that closure models do not

calculate the initial stages of an hydrodynamics instability development. As a resul~ when
starting a turbulence numerical simulation a fully turbulent initial state has to be initialized,
currently with phenomenological rules on the grounds of the available experimental data. It
is clear this situation comes from the splitting of each physical variable into a mean and a
fluctuating component. In other words, statistical models of turbulence are unable to
describe uansition mechanisms to turbulence in one way or the other. In addition, the
assumption of a fully turbulent state is definitely necessary for closing all turbulent fluxes by
a Fickian gradient-law. On the other han& we already mentioned /6/ that the final calculated
state is slightly sensitive to the initialization state.

IV-2 RT induced flow initialization.
The mixing thickness at the vexybeginning of the mixing process is estimated from

the experiments carried out at Foulness. The self similar behavior of the turbulent mixing is
modelized by the following relation:

hl(t)=YArt2, (20-a)

where hl is the peneuation of the light fluid into the denser one, Y = 0.060A 0.006 is an
empirical constant given as practically independent of the Atwood number and evaluated by

the experiments, r is the acceleration undergone by the separation intexface. The penetration
of the heavy fluid into the light one is also described by:

h2(t)=~ hi(t). (20-b)

On thebasis of available data/5/, we model the ratio of spike and bubble penetrations by:

1- 0.886A
P(A)= 1-A (21)

The ratio i2~ oftheturbulent kinetic energy contained in the initial TMZ with
respect to the directed energy has been estimated by Mikaelian /8/. We extend his simpler
model by accounting for the asymmetry of the TMZ and by considering a different density
profile which is no longer linear and somewhat more realistic. This extension requires the
following conditions:

- p(xl)=pl andp(x2)=p2,
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mass conservation both with or without mix,

. ~p =oforxl=hl(t)md$p =Oforx2=-~ hi(t).

Wetherefore takethefollowing ansatz:~(?l )=aq4+bq 3+cq2+dq+f, tith

V(’1’1)= pp&)Nl=* et Pm=~(Pl +P2). Then, we get:

~=30A (l-~ ); b=16A[ -4+7 ~-4~2 ~

(l+p)s (p+l)s

=36 A( l-~)
(1-3p +p2) ;d= 24 A~(3-4~+3~2)

c
(I+p)s (l+p)s

f=
1

(l+p)s
[(1- A)(l+5~)+2 ~2(l-13A)+~4( l+ A)(5+~)].

We display, on Fig. 1, the modeled density profile behaviors for Atwood numbers
ranging from 0.1 to 0.8. The dependence of ~ on A is calculated from xelation (21).

1
-1.5 -1. -0.5

I
0.5 1.

Figure 1 n

The ratio f2~ is then calculated straightforwardlyfor the RT and RM cases, we get:

2rAhl(t) ~
Qp= 5U2

-p2+ 3p-l ,

(l+~)+A (l-~)”
(22)

In order to eliminate non physical evolution induced by an undesirable minimum located
between 1 and-~, we impose a constraint on ~ which writes:

z*>landz*>- P --> l<~<~i.e. OeA <0.814;
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3-4p+3p2
wherez* = istheabscissaoftheundesirableminimum.Setting

5 (p-1)

U=rtandhl( t)= YArt2Sweget forthe RTcaseratio:

Qp =
2YA2

5[
-~2+3~-l ,

(l+~)+A (l-~)”

Fora symmetricTMZ i.e.A <0.5roughly,wecanset~= 1andrelation(22)reducesto:

Q =
Y A2
~ whichcorrespondstothefollowingdensityprofde:

For practical applications, the initial shape of k ( x, t = O) is a triangle of height
kid given by Eq. (22) and initial thicknesses given by relations (20-a) and (20-b) . The

k~i3/2
initial value of the dissipation rate of k is computed from 0.164

(1 + 8) h, ~ddso
implemented as a triangle ( the coefficient value 0.18 comes from a bou~&- layer flow
calibration). Doing so, we do not account for the asymmetry of the k and& initial profdes.

Self similar solutions show that the maximum of k and e are no longer located on the
interfaceposition but rather in the light fluid depending on the Atwcmdnumber.

V NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

V-1 Numerical implementation
The mean flow equations are solved together with Eqs. (8-9) which makeup the

turbulence mix model. They are imbedded within a lD Lagrangian compressible
hydrodynamics code. As a result mixing takes place with constant mass per cell as the mesh
is moved along with the mean velocity U. The diffusion terms in the k and &equations are
handled in a coupled manner while RT source terms sre discretized in an explicit way.

For compressible applications as shock-tube flow simulations, the Richtmyer-Von
Neumann artificial viscosity is being used for the shock wave treatment. The numerical
treatment of strong discontinuities requires a numerical dissipation in order to smear out
shock waves and to smooth gradients, which makes them artificially less efficient in
producing turbulent kinetic energy. As a matter of fa enhancement of turbulent mixing due
to shockwaves cannot be treated by the simple cumentnumerical schemes.

V-2 Rayleigh-Taylor calibration experiments
The definitions of two simple test problems for a dynamic mix model in a lD

Lagrangian code have been proposed by D.L. Youngs /6/. We use one of them for model
constant calibration purposes. The first test problem suggested (T’P2, see numerical round
table) considers a two zone geometry characterized by: L1 = 10 cm, pl = 1 g/cm3 and L2
=10 cm p2 = 3 g/cm3. The calculation is carried out in plane geometry and the equation of

2
state for both fluids is : P = ~pe. Fort = O, the internal energy is set so that the

la
acceleration is uniform i.e. - – —p = 5 ld cm/s2. The initial pressure field is defied by:

p ax
p=400kPaat x=(kp=350kPaatx= 10cmandp=200 kPaatx=20cm. Tomaintaina
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nearconstant acceleration, the boundary conditions are therefore: p = 400 kl?aat left hand
boundary and p =200 kPa at right hand boundary.

This test problem corresponds approximately to some of the Foulness rocket-rig
experiments in which the fluids are being considered almost incompressible. We confm
this hypothesis on Fig. 2 by displaying the density distribution across the TMZ at t = 0.06
ms. Refining the suggested mesh size, we use a computational grid made of 200 zones
together with geomernc progressions (light fluid 0.973 ; heavy fluid 1.028). This
computational grid allows to get the undisturbed region to move with an accelerationclose to
the prescribed value of r (see Fig. 3). As previously stated, we optimize the numerical
penetration of the light fluid into the denser one by using C~ as a flee calibration parameter
with respect to relation (15).The numerical thickness is determined following the prescribed
definition of the volume fraction v = 0.05 and by computing the accelerated displacement of

theinterface with Ri(t) =10+~t2.

The turbulence model is turned on at tB = 5 ms with hl(tB) = 0.0418 cm and
h2(tB) = 0.0375 cm and Kid= 0.0031. We plot on Fig. 4, a comparison of theYoungs’

similarity law hl (t) = Y A 1?t2 and the computed mixing length. The values which fit best

the experimental behavior are ap = 1.48andC&O=0.815.Asaresult,wecandetermine

the numericalratioof bubble and spike penetration ~ for that simulation. Its time evolution,
displayed on Fig. 5, shows an asymptotic value of roughly 1.35 which is different from that
obtained by the fitting of experimental data (J3= 1.114). We show, on Figs. 6 and 7, the

profiles of the specific turbulence kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate& for different

times ( t = 10;20; 30; 40 and 50 ms) in a frame moving with a constant acceleration r.
In the FRRE, turbulent mixing is mainly produced by the RT source term by

means of a pressure gradient as opposed to shear flows in which turbulence is driven by
velocity gradients. We illustrate that statement on 13g.8which displays, at t = 0.058 ms, the
conrnbutions of each turbulence production term. In a different way, the contribution of the
pressure effects with respect to the shear effects is usually evaluated by the flux Richardson
number Rif. We display on Fig. 9, the evolution of Rif across the TMZ at the final time of
the numerical simulation. We get values of the flux Richardson number quite different from
those classically associated with turbulent boyancy flows. The RT source term is clearly
predominen~

V-3 Shock tube flow comparisons
We consider here low Mach number shock tube experiments/1,4/ (cIose to TP3).

An air-helium contact surfaceis acceleratedand decelerated by a shock wave of initial Mach
number 1.3 in air. The initial numerical conditions m for each experiment:

Experiment hl (cm) h2 (cm) Kini tB (JIS)

Andmnov 0.049 0.067 0.0113 25
aidhelium

B.andS. 0.016 0.022 0.0163 13
aidhelium

The k-e mix model is operated with the following set of model constants:
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c&l C&2 c&3 m cr& % CTc q ‘

1.47 1.9 0.35 0.87 1.3 0.9 0.7 0:09

FirsLwe choosetomakeacomparison of the experimental data and the numerical
results obtained while using the previously optimized couple of values : CEO= 0.815 and

crp = 1.476. S~ond, we look for the best numerical fit using CEOas a free calibration

p~eter together with relation(15)whichdeterminestheGpvalue. We displaythe
numericalresultsforbothexperimentson Figs.10-13.Unfortunately,thecalibration
carriedouton theFRRE doesnotleadtoanynumericaloptimizationoftheshocktube
experiments.Summingupthenunxxicaloptimizationoftheexperimentaldata,we getthe
followingconstantvalues:

Andronov 1.0 0.26
air/helium

B. and S. 0.78 3.41
aidhelium

VI CONCLUSION

This exercise showsthedifficultiesassociated with the determination of the so-
called universal constants in turbulence mix models. In this paper, we have performed an
analysis of two crucial problems related with the use of such models: model constants and
the initialization procedure for unsteady applications. The chief idea underlying that work
was to regard the FRRE as key experiments both for deriving an initialization procedure
suitable for asymmetric initialTMZ and for calibrating the model constants involved in the
RT turbulence production term.

The analysis tied out within the Boussinesq limit yields an algebraic relation
betwen these constants. Of course, this latter is intrinsically limited to small Atwood
numbers and certainly badly adapted for Atwood numbers greater than 0.5. However, it
seems, when deriving such models, that model constants do not have to depend upon the
Atwoodnumber. As a matter of fac~ our wish was to obtain a calibration of Cd and c$pon
the FRRE, still valid for shock tube flow experiment, it does not fulfill. In addition, our
calibration do not even allow us to discrimin ate between the two sets of shock tube
experiments.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 2: density profile in the TMZ at t = 0.058s.

Figure 3: evolution of the interface acceleration in the numerical simulation of the
undisturbed case.

Figure 4: numerical calibration of the penetration of the light fluid into the denser fluid.

Figure 5: computed ratio of spike and bubble penetrations f%omthe numerical simulation
of Foulness rocket rig experiments.

Figure 6: k-profiles in the TMZ for different times within the accelerated frame.

Figure 7: e-profiles in the TMZ for dif%rent times within the accelerated frame.

Figure 8: profles of kinetic production term P and Rayleigh-Taylor source term S
at t = 0.058s.

F@re 9: flux Richardson @if) number profile in the TMZturbulent at t = 0.058s.

F@we 10: x-t diagram for the Andronov et al shock tube experi!nent.

Figure 11: calibrations of mixing zone thickness in the Andronov et al shock tube
experiment.

F@re 12: x-t diagram for the Brouillette and Sturtevant shock tube experiment.

F@me 13: calibrations of mixing zone thickness in the Brouillette and Sturtevant
shock tube experimen~
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THE THREE DIMENSIONAL NON-LINEAR EVOLUTION
OF THE RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN
INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION TARGETS

RPJTownand AR Bell
Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, LondonSW72BZ, UK.

ABSTRACT

A spherical three dimensional hydrocode called PLATO hss been developed
to model the Rayleigh-Taylor instability during the implosion of an Inertial Con-
finement Fusion target. The code and its geometry are described. Results are
presented of the deceleration phase showing greater non-linear growth of the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability than is found in two dimensional cylindrical simu-
lations. The three dimensional enhancement of the non-linear growth is much
smaller than that found by Sakagami and Nishiharal.

INTRODUCTION

The Rayleigh-Taylor (RT)2 instability has been the subject of renewed inter-
est recently because of its potentially deleterious effect on the fusion conditions
in an Inertial Confinement Fusion (1.C.F.) target. An I.C.F. target is unstable
twice during an implosion: on the outer ablation surface in the acceleration
phase and on the inner fuel-shell interface during the deceleration phsse.

345 have shown a reduction in theIn the acceleration phsse 2D simulations * ‘
RT linear growth rate to one half the classical value. This has been confirmed by
experimental resultsG. Recent 3D results’ in planar geometry have shown simi-
lar linear growth rates to 2D, but enhanced growth in the non-linear regime. In
the deceleration phase the RT instabllity is expected to behave classically. Simu-
lations have been performed by Sakagami and Nishihara in cylindrical geometry
in 2D8 and recently using a cartesian code in 3Dl. Sakagamiand Nishihara have
found no difference in the 3D linear behaviour compared to 2D. They find that
the non-linear regime obeys an r@2 law, with an q up to six times the value of
comparable 2D cylindrical simulations.

We have written a three dimensional hydrocode in spherical geometry called
PLATO to model the deceleration phase. In order to reduce the computational
requirements the sphere has been divided up according to the symmetry imposed
on the target by the 12 beam Vulcan laser system at the Rutherford-Appleton
Laboratory.

THE GEOMETRY OF PLATO

In the 12 beam target chamber of the Vulcan laser system each beam di-
rected at the target forms the centres of the faces .of dodecahedra. The point of
intersection of the centre of each laser beam with the target surface defines the
symmetry of the target. The points form the vertices of 23 equilateral triangles
on the surface as shown in figure 1. Consider the triangle defined by the coordi-
nates 70, ?’l and F2which has sides of angle $ and ‘height’ X. The relationship
between @ and x is:

2X+4=X (1)
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Figure 1:A sphereofunitradiusshowingtheequilateraltrianglesformedby
thecentresofthelaserbeamsandthesmallesttrianglesformedbybisectingthe
equilateraltriangles.

The Cartesiancoordinatesoftheverticesofthetriangleare:

F,= (0,0, 1) (2)

?,= (cos(7r/5) sin(~), sin(7r/5)sin(#), cos(@)) (3)

?,= (cos(7r/5)sin(@), - sin(r/5) sin(#), cos(#)) (4)

Now the midpoint (?3) of FI and F2 lies on the great circle defined by FI and F2
and takes the value:

F3 = sin(@/2) ~Fl + ~2)
(5)

sin(+)

The z component of 73 can be obtained from equation (5) and is obviously equal
to Cos(x):

COS(X)= 2sin(#/2) cot(+) (6)

Hence by eliminating x horn (6) using equation (1) we obtain the numerical
values @ = 63.43° and x = 58.28°.

We can now further subdivide the triangle by bisecting the angles between
(FO,F2), (?’I, F2) and (fi, FO). The computational grid is then defined as the
volume contained within 74, F2 and 73. We need to determine the position of 74
and the equation of the line connecting F4 to F2.

We know that ?4.70 = cos(q) (7), where q isthe anglebetween ;O
FA. Sincethe triangledefied by FO,?’1and 72 isequilateralitfollows

and
that
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F4 .F1

!

= COS(77)(8)and P4.72 = cos(q)(9). Let FA= A, B, C), then by substituting
(2) into (7) we get that C = cos(q). Substituting or ;I (from (3)) Into (8) gives:

A sin(q5) cos(7r/5) + 11sin(~) sin(n/5) + cos(q) cos(~) = co.s(q) (lo)

and P2 (from (4))into(9)gives:

A sin(~) cos(7r/5) – ~ sin(@) sin(7r/5) -1-cos(n) cos(~) = co~(q) (11)

by subtracting (10) and (11) we see that 13 = O. The requirement that 74 lies on
the surface of the sphere gives us that A = sin(q). Hence ?4 = (sin(q), O,cos(q))
(12). The value of q is obtained by substituting A = sin(q)into(10):

1–Cos(q)
tan(q) = = 37.38°

sin(q))sin(7r/5)
(13)

We have found the limits of the computational box. Since the computational
volume has a triangular cross-section we find that small triangles run along the

\
line m, PI ). To maximise the C.F.L. condition on the timestep the largest
possi le triangles must be employed on the grid. This occurs when thevertices
ofthetrianglesf~ rdonzthelineconnecting;ltoPA.

The c~tesian
defined as:

coordinatesofthelimitso~the~omputationalvolumeare

?“ = (1,0,0) (14)

?,= (cos(#/2),sin(# /2), O) (15)

F,= (cos(x - q), O,s@(X - q)) (16)

Consider the vector 7= (cos(~) COS(0),sin(~)cos(d), sin(tl) (17 which lies on the
(line connecting FI to ?4 which occurs when R(R x 74) = O 18). Substituting

for Ffi-om (17), 74 from (14) and FI from (15) gives:

t=(e) =
sin(#/2 - ~) tu(x – q)

sin(#/2)
(19)

Hence we know the coordinates of the grid cells within the computational
volume. We can therefore calculate the areas of the grid cell’s faces and its
volume. These are then used in the hvdro-eauations which are written in the
form of Gentryl”, but with the high;r orde; Van Leerll advection Phase as

12 Currently~hermalconduction,laserenergyd~positioninterpretedby‘Yo~gs .
anda particleheatingarenotincluded.

RESULTS

In a typical I.C.F.implaiona shockwave islaunchedintothestationary
fuel.The decelerationphasestartswhen thereflectedshockwave collideswith
the incoming shell. To a good approximation we found that the radius of the
inner surface (Rl ) obeys R1 = Rl& + 0.5g(t - tmC)2 whereRlmc is the in-
ner surface radius at the time i *C of maximum compression (20). When the
central hot spot region satisfies the conditions for fusion, it ignites and a burn
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wave propagates outwards. The deceleration phase ends at this time with the
remainder of the shell rapidly expandin .

f
In the absence of a psrticle heating

the shell continues to obey equation (20 .
We started the simulations with a one dimensional (ID) 60p7-n thick un-

perturbed shell of density 5.0g/cm3 at an initial radius of 130pm coasting at a
velocity of 1.5 x 107cm/s into a stationary fuel of density 0.5g/cm3. The region
outside the shell had a density of 0.5g/cm3 and the same initial inward velocity.
A uniform pressure of 2.0 x 1013dyne cm2

d
was used in all regions. When the

reflected shock wave was almost inci ent on the inner surface of the shell, at
0.626 nsecs, the simulation was converted to 3D. The radial cells were uniform
with a resolution of 0.5pm. There were 10 grid points in each of the O and #
direction giving 20 cells per wavelength. The lD density profile was perturbed
by imposing a variation of amplitude in the position of the inner surface. We
assume that each laser beam generates the same anguhr pattern.The pertur-
bation is thus the sum of the Legendre polynomials from all twelve beams. The
lowest order mode which can be imposed on a balanced 12 beam system is the
sixth order Legendre polynomial summed over the laser beam poles. The density
profile (p(R, 6, ~)) is thus given by equation (21):

where

6R =
{

2(~ Cos( -)+1), if~–~1<~,
0.0, otherwise

t
andCoS(&b)= COS(6) cos Ob) + Sin(6) sin(db) COS(+ – #b). The mlgle ~b k the an-
gular distance from the th laser beam which is sited at the coordinates (db, ~b).

arrangement of the laser beams implies that the mass disttibutio’n
can be expressed as the sum of all Legendre polynomials summed over
beams:

0(6, #) = ~ an y ~n(cos(tb))

m

n=O b=l

(22)

where the coefficient an is themass amplitude of the nth mode. In an
analogous way to Fourier theory we can obtain the coefficient of the Mh mode
as follows. At selected times the mass distribution is obtained by integrating
from the centre through the shell to the outer boundary the product of the
density and radius squared. This is multiplied by the kth Lengendre polynomial
and integrated over all angles. This gives us a measure of the RT growth, which
we refer to as the mass mode amplitude. The evolution of the mass perturbation
is a signature of the RT instability; in secular growth no such movement of mass
would be noted. An alternative measure of the RT growth is to calculate the
$i~anc~ (AIZ1)betweenthetipofthespike(l?lm~.)and theheadofthebubble
\Jtlm==).

To assess the non-linear behaviour the initial amplitude of the perturbation
was set to 80 = O.lR1 andw = 0.5R1 so that the linear regime saturated quickly.
We have plotted in figure 2theinnersurfaceoftheshell(l?l),definedssthesur-
facewhosedensityisl/eofthemaximum densityat1.04nsecs. We see a single
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Figure 2: The inner surface of the shell (defied as the surface of constant
density equal to l/e of the maximum density) at 1.04 nsecs. This shows the
bubble-ridge arrangement.

well-defined bubble rising up surrounded by a series of interconnecting spikes
falling to form ridges. We have termed this the ‘bubble-ridge’ arrangement.

When we invert (6R --+ –JR) the initial perturbation, which physically
means having strongly focussed beams with little beam overlap, the shell distorts
quite differently. This is shown in figure 3. Now thin spikes penetrate into the
fiel which are surrounded by a valley of interconnecting bubbles. This we have
termed the ‘valley-spike’ arrangement. Although the initial perturbation is a
pure inversion the simulation does not remain purely inverted. In particular the
bubble in the bubble-ridge arrangement breaks through the back of the shell,
which was not observed in the valley-spike arrangement.

In figure 4 we plot the evolution of AR1 for both arrangements. There
appears to be no difference in the evolution and growth of each arrangement.
We achieved a best fit to an qgt2 law with a valueofq = 0.23.We havecompared
thiswithcorrespondingsimulationsin2D sphericalandcylintilcalgeometries.
The 2D sphericalcasehasa slightlylargerq of0.25.However,incylindrical
geometryq = 0.18.

The mass mode amplitude evolves in quite a different way (figure 5). Now
the bubble-ridge arrangement has a higher growth rate than valley-spike. In
both cases the mass mode amplitude evolves proportional to gt2. Mass is redis-
tributed more quickly in the bubble-ridge arrangement resulting in the earlier
disruption of the shell. This conclusion is supported by 2D simulations. 2D
spherical simulations with the bubble centred on the pole of the coordinate sys-
tem show growth comparable with the 3D bubble-ridge arrangement. However
2D cylindrical simulations show lower growth. -

We can explain the differences between 2D and 3D and between the two 2D
geometries by considering the nature of the ‘bubble’ in the different geometries.
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Figure 3: The inner surface of the shell (defined as the surface of constant density
equal to I/e of the maximum density) at 1.04nsecs.Thisshowsthevalley-spike.
arrangement.

E
a 25

ls

5 * , 1 t *
0.7 0.8 0.9 10 l.1 1.2

tins(nsecs)

Figure 4: The time evolution of the difference (AR1) between the head of the
bubble and the tip of the spike for the bubble-ridge (A) and valley-spike (B)
arrangements.

In the bubble-ridge arrangement we have a truly 3D bubble surrounded by a
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Figure 5: The time evolution of the sixth order mass mode amplitude for the
bubble-ridge (A) and the valley-spike (B) arrangements.

ridge of interconnecting spikes. In the 2D spherical case, where the bubble is
centred on the pole, the bubble is essentially 3D, surrounded by a ridge around
the waist. The 2D cylintilcal case, however does not have a bubble; in this
case it is like a valley running around the sphere. In the 3D cases and the 2D
spherical case the bubble has a larger boundary to feed mass into the spike than
in the 2D cylindrical case.

Sakagami and Nishihara find a much larger difference between 2D and 3D.
They &d 0.2 in 2D, but q = 0.8—1.1 in 3D. The growth is characterised by
them in terms of a mode amplitude calculated by integrating the mass density
in the radial direction away from the centre of the target. This can only be
related to gt2 (a distance) by scaling the amplitude by a dimensional quantity.
There is considerable uncertainty in the required scaling factor which is further
complicated by the change in density and size of the target as it compresses. We
suspect that the explanation of their large q lies in the choice of scalhg factor.

Let us now examine the differences between the two forms of 3D evolu-
tion by looking at the mass distribution a(t?, +). The bubbl-ridge arrangement
always has less mass in its minimum radial line (a~i~ (6, ~)) and the rate at
which it thins is always greater than in the valley-spike arrangement. Con-
versely the valley-spike arrangement always has more mass in its maximum
radkd line (on~z (4, #)) and the rate at which it thickens is always greater than
in the bubble-ridge arrangement. The bubbl~ridge arrangement is essentially
better at bubble development, whereas the valley-spike arrangement is bet ter at
spike development. Shell thinning is therefore more rapid in the bubble-ridge
arrangement. This shell thinning can cause the shell to breakup, preventing
further compression and allowing the fuel to escape. As the bubble increases in
size so the mass of the shell at the bubble head is reduced leading to a higher
acceleration relative to the rest of the shell. The bubble then sheds mass more
quickly.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have reported 3D simulations of the RT instability in the decelera-
tion phase of an I.C.F. target. We have found a faster mode evolution in 3D
simulations than in 2D cylindrical geometry. This has been attributed to the
greater bubble-spike boundary in 3D. We have observed two possible geometries
in which the RT instability can grow in 3D: the bubble-ridge and valley-spike
arrangements. The mass mode evolution of the bubble-ridge geometry is faster.
Shell integrity is maintained for longer if the shell is driven more strongly im-
mediately under the beams rather than at the intersections of the beams. We
do not find the much greater non-linear growth in 3D found by Sakagami and
Nishihara.
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EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONS FOR ~
MIXING OF GASES AT THE PLANE INTERFACEUNDER
THE INFLUENCEOF THE DECELERATINGSHOCKWAVE

A.M. Vaeilenko, V.I. Olhovskaya, O.V. Buryekov,V.G.Yakovlev
All-Union Research Institute of Technical Physics,454070

Ohelyabinek 70,P.O. Box 245 USSR.

ABSTRAOT

Investigation results for the development of turbulent
mixing of gases caused by Rayleigh - Taylor instability are
presented in this paper. Instability development was observed
after the interface hss been passed by the strong decelerating
shock wave, generated in the electromagnetic shock tube. The
phenomenon was recorded by the Shlieren-system of the -51
device. Experiments were analyzed by means of numerical.one-
dimensional calculations of the flow with assumed stable contact
boundaries. Mixing zone width is shown to be in linear relation
to the decelerating path covered by the interface. The empirical
form of the mixing zone width - as density difference relation at
the contact boundary will be determined.

INTRODUCTION
Turbulent mixing arising because of Rayleigh-Taylor

instability i is of great significance for inertial confinement
of thermonuclear plasma in the problem of laser nuclear fusion. A
rather detailed review of literature on this point is given in
the papers of Y.Birkhoff z end D.Sharp s, where different stsges
of R-T instability development ere systematized. Since
theoretical research of the mixing turbulent stage presents a lot
of difficulties, then experimental investigations sre necesssry
to understand this phenomenon.

Turbulent mixing of liquid media under qyasistationsry
acceleration was studied by D.Youngs A, E.Heshkov S snd B.Stuz=
tevant d investigated turbulent mixing of gases under the action
of the shock wave front.

The objective of the given work is experimental
investigation of the turbulent stage of R-T instability under the
combined action of shock snd quasi-stationary acceleration.

1. Experimental set-up

1.1. The scheme of performing the experiments.
Experiments were performed in the electromagnetic shock

tube, schematically given in Fig.1.l. The shock tube channel with
the cross-section of 100x1OO mmz was partitioned off in the
places of compartments joints by two flat nitrocellulose
membranes 0.4 mkm thick and was filled with various noble gases,
as $t is shown in Fig.1.1, and the discharging compartment was
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usually filled with helium.

Schli.rea-13~t3t em

Shock tube
I I
I 1

Fig.i.l. Experti-tal set-up and phenomenon recording.
l~ischarge compliment (SW-shockwave; m- wave ~=sion;
Heworking medium);
2,3-left and right sides of the measuring compartment
(pz> pa-the order of gases filling: He, Ar, Kr, Xc);
CI1, C12 -contact interfaces;
M - the right boundary separating the shock tube channel
from environment air; L - mixing zone width.

Such system of gases layers was affected by the decelerating
shock wave, and this caused the second interface to be
gravitational unstable in accordance with Taylor criterion 1,
since quasi-stationary acceleration generated by the unloading
wave is directed from the side of the gas of less density.
Application of noble gases made it possible to preserve the
relationship of gases densities after the breek-down of interface
rupture to be constsnt. The first interface appeared to be
stable. Such an arrangement of gases is caused by the necessity
to place the most light noble gas, as a pushing one, in the
discharge compartment. This allowed to simplify both the
procedure of calibrating the mathematical model of flow, and the
aeation of necesssry conditions for the rapid thermal membrane
destruction at the cost of shock wave intensity increase when
passing across the interface of the gas having greater density.
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These conditionswere consideredto be met if the temperatureof
even one gas at the interface exceeded the temperatureof
nitroceluloseflash.

Phenomenon monitoring was pcmformed by means of
Schlieren-eystem of the device ~ - 451 optically matched with
two csmeras COP - 2H, and by photographing the instability
development in the modes of slit sweep and frame photography.

1.2.The description of the flow being generated in the
Electronmgnetic Shock Tube.

In virtue of the short-term action of discharge current the
flow in the electromagnetic shock tube is characterized by the
realization of flow modes being close to the automodel flow or to
the limit ones under powerful explosion T and short-term shock
upon the free surface of a gas.

In the given shock tube design, preceding the one with the
vacuum compartment s, the flow is characterized by the presence
of the secondery shock wave erising when vacuum cavities collapse
after termination of discharge current action.

The moment of reaching the mixing zone by the secondary
shock wave terminated, as a rule, the process of phenomenon
observation. But in the experiments with dense gases (Xc, Kr, Ar)
the secondary shock wave - the interface interaction took place
at the initial stage of the instability development. In such
cases the analyses of experimental results was made taking into
account the flow perturbations of the secondary shock wave.

2. Experimental Results end Discussion

2.1. Interpretation and processing of experimental results.
The mixing zone of gases is determined by the lines of sharp

changes in the film blacking, of adjacent to the areas of pure
gases. These lines were interpreted as mixing zone boundaries.

Mathematical processing of experimental results was carried
out by the procedure given in s end by similer procedure 4 in
term of the relation

(1.1)

where L - is mixingzone width,h - is the initialmixing zone,
A.*

s- is the deceleration path (S = UOt - x), t - is time action of
.

deceleration, x - is the shift of the interface, J - is intensity
of turbulent mixing (J = dL/d2S).

Uhen analyzing experimental results the values of J end Lo
where determined for each experiment separately end then averaged
taking into account that in every experiment the individual set
of initial perturbations 1s realized.

2.2. Experimental results.
Experiments were performed with following gases: He, Ar, Kr,
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Xe. Average atmospheric pressure was 0.976 bar. All the
experiments are divided into groups relative to the secondary
shock wave.

1. Experiments: He - Ar - He, He - Kr - He, He - Xe - He -
experiments with large ratio of gases densities at the interface.
The level of initial perturbations was estimated to be 0.6 mm.
The secondery shock wave doesn’t interact with the mixing zone.

2. Experiments: He - Kr - Ar, He - Xe - Kr, He - Xe - Ar.
The secondary shock wave interacts with the mixing zone.

The mixing zone at the initial stage of development is a
compact area practically not transmitting

t
light and having weekly

expressed protuberances at the boundary see Fig, 2.1.).

b.

o mks

128 mks

8 mks 16 XllkS

144 mks 160 mk$

t

24 mks

176 IdWl

Fijz. 2.1. Mixin~ zone development at the flat interface Ar -
‘Flow paramet~rs: incident-shock Ml = 4.3, passing shock

M2 = 2.37, G= 3.OX1O6 m/sz, gases density ratio N = 6.35.
a. Photosweep of the phenomenon. b. Frame photographs.
1- the front of the shock wave, 2 - the mixing zone,
3- the unloading wave, 4 - the contact boundary i,
5- the front of the shock wave 2, 6 - bench mark lines,
Ar- up, He - down.

He

The inner structure of the mixing zone can be observed at a
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later stage. On frame photographs (see Fig.2.2) it can be clearly
seen that more narrow jets of the heavy gas intrude into the
light one and there are vortexes on the jets apexes.

a.

b.
m

240 I&S

280 nki

248 mkS 256 mkS 264 B&i

288 mks 296 mks 304 mks

FiR. 2.2. Mixinjzzone development at the flat interfaceKr -He
F~ow parameter;: Ml =4.5, M~=2.02, G =2.1x1OO m/s2, N=II.96.
a. Photosweep of the phenomenon. b. Frame photographed.
1- the front of the shock wave 1, 2 - the mixing zone,
3- the front of the shock wave 2, 4 - bench mark lines,
Kr - up, He – down.

Prevalent development of longitudinal dimensions of jets are
observed. Jets position in variou; experiments is different, what
is indicative of the random nature of their generation, and this
is perhaps specified by the manner of perturbations distribution
of the membrane surface density. The jets, in turn, are not quite
smooth and have the traces of perturbations of smaller scales up
to those of Kolmogorov, where dissipation of turbulent energy
takes place.

Comparison of the zone fronts position with calculations
shows that mixing goes asymmetrically. A heavy gas intrudes to
the greater depth then the light one into the heavy one.

General course of the mixing zone width - time dependence
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Fig. 2.3. Mixing zone development
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Fig. 2.4. Mixing zone width against the deceleration path
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given i.n Fig. 2.3 in the logarithmic scale demonstrates gradual
approach to the quadratic law typical of the limit mixing mode.
The approach to the limit mixing mode is quite obvious when

processing data in the coordinate plane ~, @ (see Fig.2.4.) in
spite of interface acceleration decrease. Correlation coefficient

R(W, ~) is close to 1 and this is indicative of the close
linesr relation of these parameters. When a certain ratio of
these parameters is attained, linear relation between L and S is
interpreted as the approaching to the turbulent mixing mode.

Experiments of the second group are experiments with insig–
nificant difference in density. Besides, in these experiments ,we
had to take into account additional influence on the interface by
the secondary shock wave. When performing the analysis we consi-
dered contact boundary motion velocity.

Photos of the mixing development pattern for gases and
graphs of data processing are given in Fig.2.5 -2,7.

a,

b. F“-!u
62 II&
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556 Ilki
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891 mks 955 mks 1019mks 1083 D&

Fig. 2.5. Mixing zone development at the flat interface Xe -Kr
Flow parameters: M1=3,404, M2=2.906, G=O.55x10Bm/sq, N=l.4.
a.Photosweep of the phenomenon. b. Frame photographs.
Xe -up, Kr – down,

To judge by photos (see Fig. 2.5.), the process of instabi-
lity development in the given series,of experiments in principle
doesn’t differ from the process in the first group of experi-
ments.
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Fig.2.6. Mixing zone development in time
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Fig. 2.7. Mixing zone width against the decelerating path

It will be noted that contact area width in the initial
stage is far less than in the previous group of experiments. This
effect is likely to be related to the lower level of initial
perturbations of the contact boundary due to the higher density
of gases behind the film. Unfortunately, the level of initial
perturbations h eventually didn’t decrease because of the second
shock wave effect.
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“’=-._. __
2.3. Discussion of Experimental Results

Estimated results of turbulent mixing ~tensity for gases
were compsed with Atwood number (see Table.2.l.) being characte-
ristic of the gases density ratio at the contact boundary after

the rapture break-down.

Table 2.1. Pleasuring Results of Nixing Intensity for
Various Drops in Gases Densities

Run No N A J*u Lo,mm “Lo, mm
-T

& @~

1 11.96 0.846 0.246@.031 0.08 0.6 , 2.9/ ,0’1’j

2 6.35 0.728 0.22 Ml.02 1.0 0.6 ,30:”, .// ?
3 19.99 0.905 0.31&3.02 0.2 0.6
4

,$ -,.;’ ,073?
1.88 0.305 0.096MI.011 0.4 0.054 “:” ““”,(:/$./

s 1.4 0.167 0.057@.06 1.1 0.026
6

.3+/
2.76

,17/
0.468 0.139MI.09 0.22 0.054 .~’i? $tf’-~

—-
. , r)} 3T

u -root mean scattering, ~ - estimation of initial.roughness.

-------- -,------- . --,. ---- . ----, . ---- . ----, ---------- 0

J

0.30

0.20

0.10 ---------~--.- -.r----.--.-}---------l~-.----.--:

A

Fig. 2.8. Turbulent mixing intensity against Atwood number
*- experimental results with the flat interface of noble
gases, o - results of experiments on the electromagnetic
shock tube with the sinusoidal interface of noble gases g,
4- experimental results of Voskoboynikov D.with interso-
luble liquids,a- expsrimental results with nonmiscible
liquids and liquids - compressed gas systems 4.
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The results of measurements sre presented graphically in
Fig. 2.8. end have a linear form. The angular coefficient of the
straight line was determined according to the method of least
squares when the straight line went through the origin. This con-
dit ion resultsfrom a rather obvious assumption that the mixing
proper shouldn’t be observed in the uniform gas (A=O).

Finally, the relationship for the total width of the mixing
zone in the turbulent stage has the form:

N-1.2s,‘“arm (2. 1)

where a equals 0.31 ● 0.04.
“It should be noted that data of mixing intensity measure-

ments in the experiments with the flat interface coincide with
the experimental results.for sinusoidal interface g within error
limits. This means that even in case of setting artificial perio-
dical perturbations we can observe the seine“mixing zone width -
deceleration path’trelation as in the experiments with chaotic
initial pez%urbations. Such a stability of mixing intensity indi-
cates that the given jet structure of the mixing zone is typicel
for the phenomenon of gravitational instability. Having conducted
the comparison with the results of experiments performed with li-
quids one observes the agreement of mixing intensity with known
results of D.J. Voskoboynikov and J.J. Kikoin obtained for the
mutually soluble media under low accelerations G=(l.6+3.3)G0 (Go-
gravitational constant).

At the same time a far less intensity of mixing is observed
in the experiments of D. Youmgs & Y. Kucherenko g. It is possible
that the surface tension leading to capillery instability of jets
snd to additional turbulent energydissipation affects the pro-
cess of turbulent mixing.

CONCLUSION

Experimental investigations for turbulent mixing of gases
caused by Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the flat interface af-
fected by a strong decelerating shock wave having M=3.2+4.5 under
conditions of essential compressibility of gases were performed.

Instability and turbulent mixing development was observed
under accelerations of (5.5x1OS+ 3xI06) m/sz for contact bounda-
ries of noble gases having densities relations from 1.4 up to 20
(after the rupture break~own at the intdace).

Hixing zone development is estimated to take place propo~
tionally to the decelerating path covered by the interface under
the action of the unloading wave.

Turbulent mixing intensity of gases in the investigated in-
terval of the process development obeys the relation

J“+i’
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where a = 0.31* 0.04- is the constant of turbulent mixing.
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TWO- ‘ND THREE-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATIONS
‘7OF SHOCK /TUBE RICHTMYER-MESHKOV INSTABILITIES*

/
MichaelF,Wehner

LawnnceLiverrnoreNational Laboratory
Livemmre CA 94550 USA

Abstract

Thegeometryofthetwo-dimensionalstandardcomputationaltestproblemsisgeneralized
tothreedimensions.Resultscorrespondingtooneparticulartestproblemarepxesentedin
bothtwoandthreedimensionsforcomparison.

Prior totheSecondInternationalWorkshopon thePhysicsofCompressibleTurbulent
Mixing,heldinPleasantonCA in1989,a setoftwo-dimensionaltestproblemswas
distributedtointerestedpartiesinordertofacilitatetheintercomparisonofvarious
hydrodynamicscodesandalgorithms.Theseproblemswereintendedtotestthecalculation
ofexplicitlyresolvablefeaturesbelievedtoberelevanttoanunderstandingoftheturbulent
mixingoflayeredfluids.Inthiscontex~thetestroblemsweredesignedtosimulate

Jpreviousexperimentalshocktubeconfigurations.[1PriortothismeetingatRoyaumont,
the suite of problems was enlarged to include some substantially dtiferent and more
difficult shock conditions and geometries.[sl However, all the test problems shared a
common feature in their initial interface perturbations. Each experimental conilgumtion was
tested with two different interfaces. The first was a single wavelength perturbation given as

X = 0.24COS(2ny~)

whilethesecondwasamultiplewavelengthperturbationconsistingofasuperpositionof
fiveseparatewavelengthsgivenas

x = ~ ancos(hnymq

where(n,an)= (0.5,0.05),(1.5,0.10),(2.0,0.07),(3.5,0.11),(5.5,0.09)and W isthe
widthoftheshocktubeincentimeters.

Itshould be noted that some of the actual experiments were performed using the single
wavelength perturbation while some experiments had difl%siveinterfaces. No experiments
have been perfonmxi with this particular multiple-wavelength interface function. Also, the
calculationaltestproblems do not include any effect of the membrane.

Itisstraightforward to genemlize the single-wavelength initial perturbation from two to
three spatial dimensions by means of a rotation about the center of this function. The
resulting function is

z
= 024c0s(%4c0s(%5

JustasthetwMhnensionalsingle-wavelen@.hfbnctionk symmetricaboutthecenterofthe
shocktube,thisfunctionalsoissymmerncbutinathree-dimensionalsense.Thisfactcan

*Work performedunderthe auspicesoftheU.S.Deparunemof Energyby the LwTenceLNennore National
bbatory underContractNo. W-7405-ENG48.
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be utilized to reduce the computational domain of the problem by a factor of four, to
significantly aid in obtaining adequate resolution. The same procedure can be performed
about each of the individual wavelengths constituting the multiple wavelength perturbation
msuhing in

Note, that the rotationpoint is thewine for each wavelengthan~ as in the two-dimensional
case, thereis no symmetryin thisfimcnon to takeadvantageof.

TP3 andTP4 ofthesetof roblemsdisrnbutedbyD.Besnard[slsimulatetheshock-tube
?configurationofBenjamin11.Inthisexperiment,shockedairwasincidentonstationary

heliumataMach numberof1.24.Thetubewidthwas7.5cm acrossandarigidreflecting
wailwas8.5cm fromthemeaninterfaceposition.Forthetestproblem,perfectgasgamma
lawequationsofstateam presumedforbothgaseswithy=5/3fortheheliumand1.4for
theair.Thedensityoftheheliumis0.0001694gkxns.Behindtheshocktheairdensityk
0.0017285gkxnsandaheadofittheairdensityis0.001225g/ems.

In Fig. 1, results for the two-dimensioned single-wavelength perturbation version of this
problem are shown in the initial configuration and at approximately 200,300,400 and 500
microseconds after the shock has arrived at the interface. For these calculations, the air is
incident on the helium from right to left. The computational grid is composed of 0.025 cm
square zones in the entire region of interest. This resolution is fine enough to reasonably
resolve the bubble and spike structures characteristic of these experiments. The interesting
features to note are the regions of high vorticity just behind the tip of the penetrating spike
of air, resulting in the pronounced roll up or “mushroom” shape. The details of this
saucture are highly resolution dependent.

In Fig.2,resultsforthetwo-dimensionalmultiple-wavelengthperturbationareshownat
thesamesetoftimesandatthesamespatialresolution.Itisinterestingtonotethatthe
smctures,resultingfromh@herwavelengthcomponentsoftheinitialperturbation,begin
toform“mushroom”structuresatanearliertime.Additionally,theseswuctureshave
penetratedsubstantiallymoreintoeachotherleadingtoincreasedmixingofthematerials.

Unfortunately, spatial resolution to this degee is prohibitively expensive in three-
dimensionsl calculations. Although the single wavelength perturbation case has symmernes
to exploi~ the multiple wavelength case has none. In this presentation, the zone size chosen
was 0.1 cm on a side. Because the bubble and spike structure are so poorly represented at
this resolution, we show in Fig. 3 a two-dimensional single wavelength calculation at this
mesh size for ptq-posesof comparisons with the three-dimensional calculation. In Fig.4,
results for the three-dimensional single wavelength calculation are shown The incident air
is shown on top in blue and is uaveling downward. l%e target helium is shown on the
bottom in yellow. For refercyce, the reflecting wall at the end of the tube is at the bottom.
Because of the symmetry, only the center fourth of the problem from x = 1.875 to 5.625
cm and y = 1.875 to 5.625 cm is calculated. This domain is chosen to isolate the spike
into the middle of the calculation. In Fig.5, the resultsof the three-dimensionalmultiple
wavelengthcalculationareshown atthesametimesandwiththe samecolor scheme. In this
calculation theentireshock tubeis included. Certain comparisons are revealing. In F1g.4,a
very noticeable ripple is evident on the side of the helium bubble. This is a zoning effect
which may be ascertained by a comparison with the pair of two-dimensional single
wavelength calculations. The spike in Fig. 4 also shows a zone imprint at the very tip.
However, the degree of “mushrooming” is quite similar to the equivalently resolved two-
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dimensionalcalculation.Figure5 exhibitssimilarbehaviorto thetwo-dimensional
calculationinthatsome structuresaresubstantiallymore penetratingthaninthesingle
wavelengthresult.However,thesestructuresaremuch thinnerand tendtobreakup
becausetheyarenotresolved.Becauseof thecomplexityofthemultiplewavelength
perturbationflow,itisalsodifficulttoascertainthedegreeof“mushrooming”fromthese
two-dimensionalpicturesofthree-dimensionalobjects.One canbe certainthatgreater
resolutionisneedecL

Conclusions

A three-dimensionalgeneralizationof thetwo-dimensionaltestproblemgeometryis
presentedforbothsingle-andmultiple-wavelengthperturbations.Much greaterresolution
inthreedimensionsisobviouslyrequiredinorder10adequatelycharacterizethebubbleand
spikestructuresobservedinthesetypeofshocktubeexperiments.Itishopedthatfuture
workshopswillgenerategreaterintercomparisonsbetweenthree-dimensionalcodesand
algorithms.
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REMARKS ON THE EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

Experimental roundtable discussions microdensitometrv eXercise (C. Cavailler)

Flowvisualization(schlieren)photographsfromshocktubeexperimentswereprovidedby

4teams:Caltech,ENIN (Moscow),UniversityofProvenceandCEA Vaujours.Unfortunatelythe

datasetprepairedbyProf.ZaitsevwaslostinthedeliveryfromENIN toVaujoursviatheFrench

embassyinMoscow.Fromeachoftheother3 sets,4 pictureswerechosentobeanalysedbya

microdensitometeratVaujours.Eachpkmre(negativeorpositivetransparency)wasprocessedby

themicrodensitometeralong3 linesperpendicukutotheinterface.Thesizeoftheprobinglight

beamis25 or50 ~m (inthedirectionofthetraverse)by 250pm (paralleltotheinterface).

Everyoneagreedthat,inmostcases,theexperimenter’seyeballsareas efficientas the

microdensitometerforthedeterminationofthepositionoftheedgesofmixingzoneandforthe

distinction(whenpossible)betweentheturbulenceintheboundarylayerandthatoftheinterracial

mixingzone.One exceptionisprobablythecaseofcontinuousinterfaces(forinstancetheair-

heliumdiffusionzonerecordedatVaujours)fromwhichthemicrodensitometerprovides

Gaussian-likeshapessuitabletoastandardanalysissuchasdefiningthediffusionzonethickness

asthefullwidthathalfmaximum.Statisticalinformationonthescaleswhichmay beusefulto

modelerscanalsobetterbeobtainedbymicnxiensitome~thsnbytheeyeobservationalone.

co mments on thes hock tube and RavIei~h Taylor exueriments (J-F Haas)

By now several research teams have performed the simple class shock tube experiments:

i.e. low Mach number shocks interacting with planar discontinuous interfaces: among the new

conrnbutions since Pleasanton:

-Zaitsev et.al. (ENIN) with Mach 1.3 shocks interacting with air-helium or -SF6 interfaces

(7.5 cm square tube, 10 cm length for helium or SF6): conditions and results close to Brouillette’s

experiments.

-Cavailler et. al. (Vaujours) with SF6-air (Mach 1.45) and air-helium (Mach 1.3) (8 cm

square tube, 31 cm length downtream of membmne): determiningg a one dimensional mixing zone

thickness soon after the second reflected shock due to shock-boundaxy layer interactions proved to

be difficuk

-Houas et. al. (Marseilles) with air-C02, -helium and -argon interfaces (8.5 cm square

tube, 70 to 140 cm length downstream of membrane) and 1.3 shock waves. The one dimensional

mixing zone doesn’t survive long after the first reflected shock wave.

For completeness, in the case of the low Mach number benchmark experiments, the test

section of Caltech shock-tube used by Brouillette is 11.4 cm square and 10.5 cm or 50-109 cm

long downstream of interfa~, the AWE Foulness shock-tube is 5 by 20 cm in cross section and 14

cm long downstream for the air-helium case, and two interfaces case was also investigate@ the
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Meshkov air-helium experiments were performed with a tube 4 by12 cm in cross section and 16.9

cm long between interface and end plate.

Results horn high Mach number experiments (M=2.5-3.5, cross section 7.2 by 7.2 cm)

with large initial interface perturbation amplitudes were shown by Za.itsevet. al. at Royaumont.

Numerical test problems TP8 thru 11weredefinedaftertheseexperiments.We shouldalsokeep

inmindtheexpetintspresentedbyVassilienkoatPrinceton(highMachshockplusdeceleration

andperturbedinterface)and atPleasanton(lowMach shockplusdecelerationandplanar

interface).FortheRoyaumontworkshopVassilienkoet.rd.submittedtheresultsofexperiments

withhighshockMachnumberplusdecelerationandplanarinterfaces(crosssection10by10cm).

Because of the three-dimensional character of many shock-tube experiments and the wall

effects acting on all of them, traditional flow visualization techniques (shadowgraph-schlieren)

give ambiguous results. In Pleasanton we witnessed the emergence of new techniques applicable

to shock tube work such as diffenmtial holographic interferometry (AWE Foulness and Crantleld

Institute of Technology), planar section visualization by light scattering by smoke or aerosol

(Meshkov, Benjamin at LANL) and tlash X-ray photography (Bonazza and SturtevanL Caltech).

At Royaumons we saw the maturation of the X-ray method at C!altech(stressing the data reduction

procedure) and some preliminary calibration on test cells at Vaujours. The PLIF method (planar

laser induced fluorescence) used also at Caltech for the visualization of shocked cylindrical jets

(without membrane) and presented by Jacobs appeared to be as promising. One should also keep

in mind the spectroscopic methods presented earlier (iniia-red emission and absorption of shock-

heated C02) for mean density, concentration and temperature in mixing zones (University of

Provence).

As shown byBenjamin,themembranetransformstheincidentshockwaveintoaseriesof

uansmittedcompressionwaves:thismaycontributetothediscrepancybetweenexperimentaland

numericalgrowthrates.On theotherhan~accordingtoMeshkov,adifferentmemhanebehavior

causedthemuchhigherpost-reshockmixingzonethickeningrateofhisair-heliumexperiments

whencomparedtotheconespondingBrouilletteexperimen~

The structure of mix in incompressible Rayleigh-Taylor experiments is better known now

with the continuing progress at Cambridge (Linden et. al.). In the paper by Kucherenko et. al.,

appeared a review of the extensive wmk performed at Chelyabinsk on a Rayleigh-Taylor apparatus

driven by compressed gas with results for incompressible fluids similar to those *the Foulness

rccket rig. Other Rayleigh-Taylor experiments with compressible gases are described by Meshkov

and Nevmerzhitsky and by Zaitsev et. al. The experiments by Vassilienko lie in fact in the same

category. From all of these RTI experiments one can obtain different asymptotic growth rates

depending on compressibility or miscibility. These pmmedings also include a paper by Rogatchov

et. al. describing 2D experiments on the interaction of a gaseous detonation and a jelly layer.
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cornmentsonhighexolosivedn“venexwn“men&(P. Elias)

RTI and RMI experiments using high explosives as shock generator seem to interest most

laboratories. Explosively-driven experiments (or gun-driven expaiments with a flyer plate) can be

performed without membrsne in order to study the instability of liquid/liquid or liquid/gas

interfaces. Three papers regarding cylindrical (Toque and Legrand) or planar geomernes (Was et.

al. and Benjamin et. al., Phys. Fluids 30 (2), 1987) have been presented. During the experimental

roundtable discussion, Dr. N. Inogamov presented experiments made in a spherical conjuration

for simulating a supernova explosion (see Anisimov et. al., Progress in Astronautics and

Aeronautics Series, AI&L 1983, v.87). No direct comparison of RMI and RTI results was made,

but participants interested in such investigation may propose a future benchmark experiment

Cornrne ts on n laserdn“venexmm “merits(PA. Holstein)

In the field of Inertial confinement Fusion two kinds of experiments have been done

-Ablation front instabilities experimen~ usually they are devoted to the study of the exponential

growth of a monomode perturbation imposed in a conugated target

-Intexface instabilities experiments: they are devoted to the study of the turbulent mixing due to

instabilities starting Iiom the “natural” rugosity of the interface in a bilayer target.

The first kind of experiments use the face-on radiography of the target as main diagnostic

(B.Remington’s communication): it has good spatial and temporal resolutions. There is good

agreement with Takabe’s formula for the growth. Lasnex 2D simulations are in good agreement

with the experimental results. The future experiments will be devoted to the study of the mode

coupling and the saturation of the growth.

For the second kind of experiments, two diagnostics have been used: point-projection

spectroscopy (LLNL and AWE) or emission spectroscopy (CEA-Lirneil). The point-projection

spectroscopy allows them to to deduce mix thickness. But the diagnostic is diillcult to use and

gives results with insufficient resolution. Moreover the results are difficult to process. So far, the

emission spectroscopy must be improved to give quantitative results about the mix. In both cases

the interpration is also difficult and is done with a k-& model implemented in a hydrocode.

However it seems clear now that the Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities due to the shock passage

plays a major role in the developpement of the mixing.

The major part of the physicists came up with the following ideas: firs~ to separate as much as

possible Rich@nyer-Meshkovand Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Secondly, to use as diagnostic the

face-on radiography associated with a corrugated interface because this is the only diagnostic able

to give the necessary resolutions for the time being. Two projects have been presented to study

the mixing in these new conditions. For Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities, a laser pulse with a

sharp rise must be used (experiment proposed by GBimonte and K.Mikaelian from LLNL). A

second diagnostic is planned: the side-on radiography with point X-ray source but also with a
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source asshort as possible: it could give information on the mix thickness. On the other hand, to

favour the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, a laser puke with a gentle rise must be used (experiment

designedly B.Remington fforn LLNL).

Concluding comments (&ad. Sturtevant)

The most notable aspect of experimental studies of R-M instability repmwxl at this workshop was

how closely the diagnostics and results tim laser and shock tube experiments had come together

in the last two years, despite the vastly different spatial, temporal and energy scales that they

explore. This also holds uue for the high-explosive driven experiments. That all tluee approaches

are now using X-ray techniques to obtain quantitative data on mix will be a stimulus to further

development of diagnostic methods and collaboration of scientists in these different fields.

With these developments there is now great potential for designing experiments to discover the

imponant physical processes to be treated in theoretical and numerical models. It is hoped that this

will ultimately lead to reduction of the gap between the parameters which are subject to

experimental measurement and the parameters which are used in turbulence models.

The shock tube experiments do not seem to have rwdized all the potential for further development

that was promised by results presented at the Pleasanton meeting. There were no reports of further

development of planar light scattering and holographic methods. One might say that the “easy”

work has been done (or possibly even that it already had been done 20 years ago after the

pioneering experiments) and now there remains the more difficult (and expensive?) but rewarding

job of carrying out research with new diagnostics and new facilities. Shock tubes used in RM

experiments are still of small diameter, so boundary layer effects may obscure the results. This

problem is espwialiy serious because it is not lmown apn”on in any given experiment whether the

apparentlayer thickness may be too great (due, say, to lack of instrumental discrimination of

boundary layer mixing) or too small (for example, caused by suain thinning by vertical

structures). It is irnpommt that new experiments be canied out in larger facilities, of which they are

several a.lmady in existence throughout the world. Additional benefits deriving from large scale

experiments would be increased test time and a larger range of turbulent scales. More attention

should be given to other possible large scale, possibly unconventional, experiments, such as the

suggestion by E. E. Meshkov during this workshop of a huge water-air experiment at 1 g, to be

held at a location where large amounts of water and power for pumping are available.

It is also extremely important that shock tube experiments be tied out at higher Mach number, to

cover a larger range of excitation energies more representative of the applications. It is gmdfying to

see some new high Mach number experiments in progress. They will almost certainly exhibit some

new, or at least more vigorous, physics. Increased mixing rates at higher Mach numbers will in
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part compensate for limited test time in present experiments. Research at higher Mach number will

substantially eliminate problems arising from use of membranes because materials can be used

which will pyrolize or vaporize. This will eliminate the effects not only of membrane strength but

perhaps also on fine scale roughness on membranes.
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A PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF SOME NUMERICAL TEST PROBLEMS

prepared by Didier Besnard and Jean-Frangois Haas
CEA, Centre d’t%udesde Limeil-Valenton
94195 Villeneuve Saint-Georges Ckdex

Abstracti We present the definition of the test problems suggested for the numerical
round table of the Royaumont workshop and discuss some of the results provided by the
participants to the numerical roundtable.

1-INTRODUCITON

The Royaumont Workshop was the third a series of such conferences about the physics
of compressible turbulent mixing. What are the goals of such studies? The main one is to
acquire a predictive capability about instability-induced mixing of different fluids. More
precisely, this means that we need estimates about the mixing zone growth rate, as well as the
velocity fluctuations energy that is produced during this interpenetration, as a precursor of
turbulence. These diagnostics are related to the hydrodynamics of the flow. In contrast, flow
patterns, and scales, are also crucial to understand, in view of coupling to other physical
processes (combustion, ...). Therefore, a second important goal is to obtain accurate
information about the details of the mixing patterns (free mix versus coarse mix, two-field

) The question is: are we closer to these goals after thisscales versus turbulent scales, ... .
workshop ? To address this question, we present here some results chosen from the large
number of diagnostics asked for the numerical roundtable. They exemplify both agreement for
large scale patterns between different codes and discrepancies for small scale patterns (as
expect@ because most codes considered here solve Euler equations only).

2-TEST PROBLEMS

Eleven test problems were proposed. Among them, two addressed the problem of
Rayleigh-Taylor instabili~ induced mixing (one 2D simulation and one ID mixing model
calculation), and nine were simulations of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in shock-tube
experiments (low Mach number, high Mach number, 2D simulations and ID turbulent mixing
models calculations). The 2D simulations were to be performed with multimaterial codes
treating Euler’s equations and without turbulence models. The following reproduces the
definition of the test problems sent to the prospective participants.

i/Rayleigh-Taylorinducedmixingexpimans

The constant acceleration case was not considered among the test cases of the last
worskhop (Heasanton, CA, November 1989). The test problems TPl and TP2 are based on
2D calculations described in /1/ and on the results of AWE experiments f2/ for the lD turbulent
model calculations (as originally proposed by D-L. Youngs /3/).

-Test Problem 1

Computational cell: Xl= O.,XU= 1.75 u Y1= O.,Yu = 3.5 m,
X-horizontal axis, Y-vertical axis
Suggested printing times t= 1 10-3s, 2 10-3s, 310-3 x
Suggested mesh: 100 x 20Ck
Equation of state, perfect gases with w = 1.4 (air), y== 1.67 (helium);
Gravitational acceleration: g =0.25 m/msec2 (about 2.55 l@ Earth gravities),
VeltiCfly downwards (1 msec = 10-3 S).

In@face definition:
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y = Yu/2 + Z~5,11)Ak Sill (Vk(x-Xl) - $k) , XI < X< xu ,

where vk = 2* / (XU - Xl), and A and $ are given by the following table:

5 6 7 8 9 10

A(m) -0.015435 0.00145 -0.021477 0.001488 -0.019203 -0.019989

$(deg)188.77 -100.4 224.38 233.97 148.9 311.15

(J@@ 3.2947 -1.7521 3.9162 4.0835 2.5988 5.4306

Density and pressure suati15catiomisothermal about Y = Y@, reference density of air pM

=12.25 10-4 gcm-3, reference density of helium p,o = 1.69410-4 gcm-3, ambient pressure Po =
1.013 bar (1 atm);

Spatial pressureanddensitydistribution

pb(y) = PboexP(~b (Y-V)S pb(Y) = cbo2Pt@) /Yb , Y1~ Y~ Y@ ,

-a plot of the x-averaged density versus y, for each timq
-same for the volume ffaction of aiq
-a plot of the mixed layer width versus time, where the layer is defined as the distance over which
the x-averaged volume iiaction varies from 5% to 95%, —— —
-the value of the fluctuation part of the kinetic energy defined as puz -

()
pu 2/ p ,where the

bar indicates an average over x and y, p is the density, u is the y-directed velocity, calculated over
the mixed region.
-a plot of the fluctuadng energy, where the average is taken over x only, as a function of y, for each
time (see test problems 3-11 for more details on this diagnostics, valid if one interchanges x and y);
-Interface position for each dmq
-2D color and/or contour pressure plot for each timq
-2D color and/or contour density plot for each timq
-2D color and/or contour vorticity plot for each timq
-2D color and/or contour divergence of vorticity plot for each time.

Number of initial bubbles= 9 (information only)

Compressibility (M2 = Ag/w2s .42 per bubble) (information only).

-Test problem 2

zdTwo fluid problenx
fluid 1:0 c x c 10 cnL density p=l g/cm3;

fluid 2:10< x <20 cm, density p=3 g/cm3;

Equation of state for both fluids ix p = ~ p e where e is the internal energy.
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Initial pressure gradient is such that g lb=---- = 5 I@ crn/s2, about 51 Earth gravities, close to

that obtained in some rocket-rig exp~ents. The problem has been calculated on a lD
compressible Lagrangian code with boundary conditions p = 4106 baryes at the left of fluid 1
and p = 2106 baryes at the right of fluid 2. The fluids are almost incompressible and the
undisturbed region moves with acceleration close tog.

b/Three fluid problem
fluid 1:0 c x c 10 mm density p=l g/cm3;

fluid 210 c x c 11 cm, density p=~3 g/cm3;

fluid 3:11 c x c 21 cm, density p=3 g/cm3;
same equation of state, boundary conditions (now on fluids 1 and 3) and acceleration.

Suggested diagnostics
plots of volume fraction, turbulence kinetic energy lGits dissipation& and length scale 1at 0.06
sec., versus x, time evolution of mixing zone thickness, x integrated turbulence ldnetic energy
up to 0.07 sec.; mesh size suggested in /4L Ax = 0.5 cm except for the intermediate layer (three

fluid problem) for which Ax= 0.25 cm.

ii/LowMachnumbershocktubeexperiment

In the Pleasanton workshop, some low Mach number shock tube experiments were
simulated, and a number of results were discussed. They come from experiments with
membrane (air-helium and air/SF6, planar interface/4/, single wave length/5/).A reviewhas
beenpresentedatRoyaurnontandisdescribedseparatelyintheseproceedings,butpeoplesill
interestedinsimulatingthemwereinvitedtodoso.ThesetestproblemsaredenotedbyTP3-6.
A newtestcase(TP7)wasproposedforRoyaumont,correspondingtoanexperimentwithout
membrane(SF6-air,planarinterface/6/).

-T~ 1

x=O,meanpositionof the interfacq W shock tube width

region 1: helium at rest (8.5 cm), left of interface, density= 0.0001694 g/cm3, pressure
= 1.013106 baries, y = 1.67;

region 2: air at res~ density = 0.001225 g/cm3, pressure = 1.013106 baries, y = 1.4
region 3: shocked air, velocity = 12.29 cmhns, Mach = 1.24, density= 0.0017285

g/cm3, pressure= 1.6482, ‘y= 1.4.

d 2D simulations
Initial interface: single wavelength perturbation x = 0.24 cos 2X 2yfW, where W =7.5

cm.
For comparison use t=o when the incident shock reaches x=Q Outputs close to 0.12,

0.22,0.32 mS Bounday conditions: at Xmax, applied pressure= 1.6482 bar, at Xmin, Ymin,
Ymax rigid wall (zero normal velocity); Suggested initial mesh: square cells, size 0.25 mm in
the mixing zone.

b/ lDmodels
Forcompnisonuset=owhentheincidentshockreachesx=Q Boundaryconditions:at

Xmax,appliedpressure=pressureofshockedfluid,at Xmin rigid wall (zero normal velocity]
suggestedinitialmesh:2.510-5g/cm2/cell.
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-TestProblem4

same as for TF3, except for initial interface perturbation.

initial interfaceperturbation at x=(k multiple wavelength perturbation x = 2 an cos 2K
ny/W , (n,an) = (0.5,0.05), (1.5,0.10), (2.,0.07), (3.5,0.11), (5.5,0.09).

-Test Problem 5

region1:SF6atrest(10cm),density=0.006187g/cm3,pressure= 1.013106baies,
‘y=1.M,

region 2: air at res~density=0.001225g/cm3,pressure= 1.013bar,y= 1.4,
region3:shockedair,velocity=15.95cmhns,Mach= 1.32,density=0.0019g/cm3,

pressure= 1.8993106baries,y= 1.4.

al 2D Simldations
Initialinterfaceperturbationatx=O:singlewavelengthperturbationx = 0.24 cos 2X

2y/w , W=ll.3 cm.
For comparisonuset=o whentheincidentshockreachesx=Q Outputsclose to 0.70,

1.10,1.65m, Bounday conditionsatXmax,appliedpressure=1.8993bar,atXmin,Ymin,
Ymaxrigidwall(zeronormalvelody); Suggestedinitialmesh:squarecells,size0.25 mmin
themixingzone.

b/ lDmodels
Forcomparisonuset=owhentheincidentshockreachesx=(JBoundaryconditions:at

Xmax,appliedpressure=pressureofshockedfluid,atXminrigidwall(zexunormalvelocity}
suggestedinitialmesh:2.5105g@n2/celL

-Test Rob lem 6

same as forTP5, except for initial conditions.

initial interface perturbation at x4. multiple wavelength perturbation x = Z an cos 2Z
ny/W , (n,an) = (0.5,0.05), (1.5,0.10), (2.,0.07), (3.5,0.11), (5.5,0.09).

-TestProblem 7 (lD)

region 1: airatrest(13.2 cm), density= 0.001225g/cm3, pressure= 1.013b=, y =
1.4

region2: SF6atrestjdensity= 0.006187gkxns,pressure=1.013bar,y = l.Od
region3: shockedSF6,velocity = 9.725 cxnhns,Mach= 1.45,density= 3.42710-3

glcms, pressure=2.07106 baries,y = 1.06.

Initial widthofmolecular diffksion zone, based on volume fraction between 5% and
95% = 1.7 cm.

iii/HighMachnumbershock-tubeexpaimam
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Numerical diamostics. for test oroblems 3-11:

d m simulations

-a plot of the y averaged density versus x, for each time (indicated in the initial problem
definition);
-same for the volume fraction of the gas in region 1;
-a plot of the mixed layer width versus time, where the layer is defined as the distance over
which the y averaged volume fraction varies iiom 590to 95%; ——
-the value of the fluctuating part of the kinetic energy (FKE) defined as PU2 - ( pu )2 / ~,

where the bar indicates an average over x and y, p is the density, and u is the x directed
velccity, calculated over the mixed layer.
-a plot of the fluctuating energy, where the average is taken over y only, as a function of x, for
eaeh time.

In a second mailing sent to the prospective participants (titled corrections to the numerical
diagnostics, yet with some errors), the y only averaged EKE was specified as RUU+RWwhere
the R’sare the components of the fluctuations energy tensor. It should be

RUU+RW= (=)2 (~)2
p(uz+vz) - — - — ,

P P
w

where — denotes the y-averaging, i.e.: ~ = Aw~fdy .
—

Note that RUU+RW= 2 p ~ where k is the fluctuations kinetic energy.

Ml
—

Itshuegnxedvalueoverthemixingzonek definedas FKE. pkdx .

Defining the directed energy in the mixing zone as DKE = ~
Ml

jU2dx,

—.
where U is the density averaged velocity pu / p , an additional variable of interest is the
nondimensional ratio FI@DKE, which is analogous to the ratio used for theoretical estimates
of the turbulent energy produced by the interaction of a shock and a random interfaee.

-a 2D plot of density for each tirntx
-a 2D plot of pressure for eaeh timty
-a 2D plot of vortieity for each ~,
-a 2D plot of the divergence of veloeity for each time.

b/ lD models

-Mixing mnethicknessand integratedturbulentkineticenergyversustime.
-profilesof theconcentrationof thegasinregions2 and3, theturbulentkineticenergyk, and
its dissipation rate e, for eaeh output time.

Suggested units are in cgs, i.e. pressure in baryes, densities in gcm-3, k in (crn/s)2,
RUU+RW (y averaged) in baryies, erg/cm3 or g em- 1s-2 for the space profiles. For the time
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Behind low Mach number shocks, the flow is subsonic and in some cases
incompressible. The next step is to look at compressibility effects, due to the higher velocity of
the gas flow obtained behind higher Mach number shock waves. The simulations are based on
planar interface (argon-helium and helium-argon) experiments /7/, while retaining the same
definition of interface geometry as for the low Mach simulations. The test problems are denoted
by TP8-11.

-Test problem8(seefigures3asnd3b)

region 1: helium at rest (37 cm), density = 8.31710-5 g/cm3, pressure= 5.065105

baries, y = 1.6Z
region 2: argon at res~ density = 8.31710-4 g/cm3, pressure = 5.065 1($ baries, ‘y=

1.67;
region 3: shocked argon, velocity = 7.5485104 cm/s, Mach = 3.45, density= 2.6495

1(P3g/cm3,pressure= 7.4143106 baries,y = 1.67.

Initial interf~ single wavelength perturbation x = 0.24 cos 2X2ylW, where W=8 cm.
For comparison use t=o when the incident shock reaches x=Q Output times 230

microseconds, 300 microseconds, and 400 rnicrosecondx Boundq conditions: at Xmax,
applied pressure = 7.4143106 baies, at Xmin, Yrnin, Ymax rigid wall (zero normal velocity);
suggested initial mesh square cells, size 0.25 mm in the mixing zone.

For ID models, no initial perturbadon.

sameasforTP8,exceptforinitialinterfaceperturbation.

initial interface perturbation at x=(k multiple wavelength perturbation x = ~ an cos 2X
ny/W , (n,an) = (0.5,0.05), (1.5,0.10), (2.,0.07), (3.5,0.1 1), (5.5,0.09).

-Test nroblern 10 (see figures 8 a and 8 b)

region 1 : argon at rest (37 cm), density = 8.317 10~ g/cm3, pressure = 5.065105

baries, y = 1.67;

region 2 helium at res~ density = 8.31710-5 ghmil, pressure = 5.065105 baries, y =
1.67;

region 3: shocked heliurq velocity = 1.8198105 cm/s, Mach= 2.77, density= 2.3861
l@4 g/cm3, pressure = 4.7344106 baxies, y = 1.67.

Initialinterfaceperturbationatx=O:singlewavelengthperturbationx = 0.24cos27c
2ylW,W=8 cm.

Forcomparisonuset=owhentheincidentshockreachesx=Q Outputtimes340
microseconds,380microseconds,and500microseconds;BoundaryconditionsatXmax,
appliedpressure=4.7344106baries,atXmin,Ymin,Ymaxrigidwall(zeronormalvelocity);
suggestedinitialmesh:squarecells,ofsize0.25mm inthemixingzone.

-Test probIem11

sameasfcmTP1O,exceptforinitialconditions.

initial interfaceperturbation at x=O multiple wavelength perturbation x = Z an cos 2n
ny/W , (n,an) = (0.5,0.05), (1.5,0.10), (2.,0.07), (3.5,0.11), (5.5,0.09).
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evolutions,FKE integratedoverthewidthofthemixingzoneking S-2orerg/cm2whileFKE
averagedoverthemixingzonewidthisingcm-is-2.

Eachcorrespondingsimulationcouldbeperformedeitherwitha 2D codeora ID
model,orboth.To providea theoreticalbasisforcomparisonoftheresults,a short
presentationofeach2D code(10run)was askedtoeachparticipantfollowedby the
presentationof the results, in a predetermined fcmnat (10 run). Regarding turbulence models, it
was proposed that each participant makes a short presentation of his model, his choice of
coefficients, and his initialization procedure.

This set of test problems was too large to be performed by each participant to the round
table. Due to the short duration of the round table (3 hours), we proposed to limit the number of
test problems for discussion during the round table to TPl, TP2, TP9, and TPl 1. However,
we strongly suggested to use the TP definitions given here for additional calculations, to
enhance the quality of the comparison between codes. Participants were of course encouraged
to present their results also as posters.

To maximisetheeffectiveness of these comparisons, it seemed crucial to present
numerical diagnostics in a predetermined format. That is why, we suggested that, apart from
paper copies of the figures, participants furnish a floppy disk of their data. This would ease the
task of processing all the data to extract significant figures. A possible choice of software and
microcomputer could be Cricket Graph, and Macintosh.

3-A COMPARISON OF SOME TEST PROBLEMS

As suggested by the organizers, the participants to the numerical round table provided a
lot of dam color maps of pressure, density, vorticity and compression, streamwise profdes of
spanwise averaged density, pressure, volume or mass fraction and RUU+RW as well as the
time evolution of the mixing zone thickness and its FKE (the kinetic energy of the velocity
fluctuations). Some of this data was provided in the form of files, in order to superimpose on
the same figure results from different codes, but because of time constraints from our parL we
are only able at this time to juxtapose in a much reduced format some of the black and white
figures. The comparisons shown here are sketchy: rather straightforward for density, pressure
or volume fraction profiles as well as mixing zone width but more difficult for EKE because of
different choices of dimension and unk

-Test oroblems 1-2

Results fromTPlcalculationsperformedbyBellandMarcus(BM,seepaperbyNhmus
et.al.)andGlimm(G,F13Ucode,seepaperbyGlirnmet.al.)aregiveninfigures1and2.
Figures1&b,caredensitycontoursobtainedbyBM attime1,2and3ms,whilefigures1a
e,f,gareinterfaceplotshornG atO,1,2and3ma.WindowsizeforBM andG is0-1.75m
inthehorizonuddirection,O-3.5m intheverticaldimensionforBM.Theevolutionsofthe
widthofthemixedregionversustimeappearingonfigs.1h(BM,scalesO-3.2msand0-0.8
m)and1i(G,scalesO-3msand0-1m)differslightly:at3ms:theyarerespectively0.7and
0.83m.

Space profdes of spanwise (x)-averaged density (window size 0.95-2.6 m and 0-0.9
k#m3), averaged fluctuating ldnetic energy (window size 0.95-2.6 m and 0-18 kJ/m3) and
volume fractions (window size 1.2-2.3 m and O-1) from BM for the three instants are shown on
figures 2 c, d and e. The corresponding profiles from G are given on figures 2 f, g, h (averaged
density in l@ gkrr$, 2 i, j, k (FKE integrated over the span in x and cell size in z, unit kJ/m)
and 21, IILn (volume fraction). There is an approximate agreement between the shapes of those
profiles (but BM is smoother than G). Multiplying the FKE values from BM profdes by 1.75 m
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times 0.0175 m ( = 0.0306 m2) brings them closer to the core onding values from G: for
?instanceat 2 ms, peakFKEfromBM, 13.5kJ/m3times0.0306m yields0.413kJ/m whichis

closeto thepeakof theEf profilefkomG: 0.4Wm.

The evolutions of fluctuating kinetic energy FKE (averaged over the mixing zone)
versus time for BM (fig. 2 & scales O-3.2ms and 0-1.75 l&3 kg/m ms2 or 1.75 kJ/m3) and
(integrated over the mixing zone) for G (fig. 2 b, scales O-3ms and 0-0.06 I@ are similar. To
reconciliate the units and compare the two calculations, the BM values should be multiplied by
the mixing zone volume a product of the span (1.75 m), the mixing zone width and the cell size
(1.75 cm). For instance, at 3mx 1.6 kJ/m3 from BM multiplied by 0.0306 m2 times 0.7 m
(width) becomes 0.0343 kJ to be compared to 0.053 kJ from G.

TP2 calculations (using turbulence models) performed by Spitz and Haas and by
Neuvazhaev are described elsewhere in these proceedings. Let us just notice a discrepancy
between the mixing zone width for the two fluids problem at 50 mx from Neuvazhaev’s fig. 3,
h = 5.5 cm (versus 7.6 cm quoted for Youngs) and from Spitz& Haas figs. 4 and 5, h = hl

(1+9) = 8.4 cm.

-Test mob lerns 3-7

TP3-6 will not be described he= as they were treated in Pleasanton and partly analysed
in the corresponding review enclosed in the present proceedings (by Besna@ Glimm et. al.).
Note these calculations were also performed for the Royaumont workshop by other participamx
lD calculations for all test problems by IGamer and Dairiki (Lagrangian hydro calculation with
dynamic mix model from W.P. Crowley, not published in these proceedings), 2D simulations
by Anuchina and Volkov (see their paper) and Bell and Marcus (TP3, AMR code). There is
good agreement between the two-dimensional codes as far as the averaged quantities are
concerned. 2-D plots also show the same general features with differences only on the small
details.

TP 7 was approximately treated in the paper by Cavailler et. al. in /6/ (initial length of
sin 13.2 cm) and in these proceedings (initial lengtlx 31 cm). No comparison was possible
since no other calculations were presented of this pmblen

We will discuss in more details the results from the comparison of the high Mach
number 2D simulation TP8-9 on figures 3-7 and TP1O-11 on figures 8-12. The results shown
here are from Haas and Besnard (EAD code from CEL-V), Mac6 (GAD code from CEL-V), V.
Rupert (VR, AMR code from LLNL), M. Wehner (M’W,LLNL) and Bell & Marcus (BM,
AMR code, LLNL). TP9 and TP11 were also calculated by Donald Griswold (DG, CALE
code, ILNL).

The definition of TP8-9 is recalled on figs. 3 a, b from VR. The interface plots
calculated by MW (figs. 4 z b, c for TP8 and figs. 4 &e, f for TP9) are representative of most
calculations. Some slight differences between the two initially identical waves are noticeable at
late time (fig. 4 c, also observed in the EAD results). Some details on the interface vary tim
code to code and depend on the numerical scheme or the mesh size for a given code (eg. EAD,
between cell size 0.5 mm and 0.29 mm) and this influences slightly some of the large scale &ta
such as mixing zone width. FortheGAD code,horizontal cell size varies tim 0.5 mm at end
wall to 0.9 mm at interface, vertical cell size is 0.5 mm.

In spiteof some differences in mesh size and in the definition of the mixing zone
thickness, there is good agreement between EAD and GAD for TP8 as fu as the mixing zone
trajectory is concerned (fig. 5 f,).Note that for EAD and GAD, one has to substract 37 cm to the
space variable x and 2710-6 sec. to the time. The comesponding trajectories obtained by VR
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for TP 8 and 9 are shown on figs. 5 g and 5 h. For TP8-9, the effect of the incident shock is to
accelemte the interface and change its phase, while the reflected shocks slowdown the inttiace
and excite the instability growth rate.

Density profdes (in gkms) for TP8-9 from VR at 0.23, 0.3 and 0.4 ms are shown on
figs. 3 c, d, e, on figs. 5 &b from MW for TP8 and TP9 respectively and on fig. 5Cfor TP8
from GAD. Fig. 5 d is the averaged pressure profile horn GAD (TF’8).

FKE or RUU+RWprofiles (in er~cms or g/cm S2or baryes) at 0.23,0.3 and 0.4 rns are
shown on figs. 3 f, g, h from VR (TP8-9), on fig. 5 e from GAD (TP8) and on fig. 6 from
EAD (TP8: a 228 ps, b 303 ps, c 403 W, square cell size 0.29 mm and TP9: d 233 I.M,e 303

ps, f 403 ys square cell size 0.5 mm). A comparison of the shapes of FKE profiles from VR,
EAD and GAD shows that the absissa of the maximum are close while the values at maximum
obtained by VR are above those from EAD and GAD, presumably because of their coarser cell
size. There are significant differences between the details of the profile shapes.

The mixing zonethicknessfromBM (TP8-9, fig. 7 a), VR (TP8, fig. 7 b and TP9, fig.
7 c), MW (TP8, fig. 7 d) and EAD (TP8-9, fig. 7 f, cell size 0.29 and 0.5 mm respectively)
show similar evolutions. In the single mode case (TP8) maximum thickness just before reshock
compression are between 3 and 3.1 cm for all codes while in the multimode case (TW),
maximum thickness is 3.6 cm for VR but only 2.6 cm for EAD, 2.7 cm for BM and 2.3 cm for
DG.

FKE evolutions are more di.ii3cultto compsre: the EAD results in erg/cm2 or g/s2 units
shown in log scale (fig. 7 g) are integrated over the thickness of the mixing zone while the BM
results (fig. 7 e) in linear scale expressed in g/cm msz are averaged. To reconfllate the units,
the BM results should be multiplied by 106 times the mixing zone width in cm. Thus, peak
FKE at reshock time (0.24 ms) for TP8 are from BM 6.45106 g/s2 (2.15 106 g/cm S2times 3
cm) versus 2.5 106 g@ (EAD, 0.5 mm) and 2.8 106 g/s2 (EAD, 0.29 mm and GAD). For
TP9, peak FKE at reshock are 4.725106 g/s2 (BM, 1.75106 g/cm S2times 2.7 cm) and 1.5
106ghz (EAD, 0.5 mm). These significant differences cannot be explained by mesh size alone.

The definition ofTP1O-11 is given on figs. 8 a, b horn VR. The interface plots
calculated by MW (figs. 9 a, b, c for TP8 and figs. 9 d, e, f for TP9) are similar to other
calculations (except at the last time), with perhaps some more differences for MW between the
two initially identical waves at late time (TP1O,fig. 9 c).

The mixing zone trajectory in the t-x diagram from VR for TP1O (fig. 10 f) can be
compand to the corresponding ones from EAD (lines, 0.5 and 0.29 mm cells) and GAD
(points, horizontal cell size decreasing from 0.7 rum at end wall to 0.4 mm at the initial interface
position, verncal cell size 0.5 mm) seen on fig. 10 h. Note that the mixing zone was defined by
mass concentration thresholds (5-95%) for EAD and volume fraction thresholds (5-95%) for
GAD and other codes and that for EAD and GAD, one has to substract 37 cm to the space
variable x and 11 1(bb sec to the time. Fig. 10 h shows significant differences at late time
between the three TP1O calculations whereas the mixing zone trajectories for the TP8
calculations did not differ much (fig. 5 f). In TP1O-11, this is probably due to the change of
sign of the mean interface velocity at reshock time and the complicated phase inversion which
follows.

Averaged density profiles (in gkzns) at the three prescribed times (0.34, 0.38 and 0.5
ms) appear on figs. 8 c, d, e (TP1O, VR), fig. 10 a (TP11, BM), fig. 10 b (TP1O, BM) and
fig. 10 c ~ 10, GAD). Fig. 10 d is an averaged pressure profile horn GAD (TP1O).

FKE profiles (in g/cm 52)for TP1O from GAD appear on fig. 10 e and on figs. 8 f, g, h
from VR. On fig. 11 are FKE profiles from EAD at approximately the three prescribed times
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(337 I.LS,a,& 381 ps, b, e; 509 p.s, c, f,)for TP 10 (a, b, c, square cell size 0.29 mm) and
TPl 1 (d, e, 5 square cell size 0.5 mm). The comparison of the shapes of FKE profiles for
TPIO horn VR, EAD and GAD again shows that the absissa of the maximum are close while
the values at maximum obtained by VR are significantly higher than those from EAD and GAD,
with the least difference at the intermediate time 0.38ms.

Plots of time evolution of mixing zone thickness shown on figs. 12a(BM,TP1O-11),
12 b (VR TP1O), 12 c (NIW TP1O) and 12 f (EAD, TP1O-11) are similar. For TP1O, the
maximum widths just before the reshock phase are 4.45 cm (VR and BM), 4.85 cm (GAD) and
5cm(EA.DandM’W).ForTP11, they are again 4.45 cm for BM, 5 cm for EAD and DG (but
not corresponding to a maximum).

ThelatetimedifferencesbetweenEAD and GAD mixing zone widths result in
differences for FKE (integrated over the mixing zone) shown on fig. 10 g (units: erg/cm2 or
g/s2 in log scale). This also appearsinthedimensionlessratio:FKE/DKE (fig.12 d,
continuousline:0.29mm EAD) whereDKE isthekineticenergyofthemixingzonein
horizontalmotion(thusFK13/DKEisanalogoustoaturbulentintensity).Thetimeevolutionof
FKE (averagedoverthemixingzonewidth)iiomBM (unitsg/cmms2inlinearscale,fig.12e)
canbecomparedwiththeEAD andGAD results(unitserg/cm2org/s2,logscale,figs.12g
and10g)aftermultiplyingtheBM resultsby106timesthemixingzonewidthincm.Thepeak
valueofFKE forTP1O atreshocktime(0.345ma)yields2.07107g/s2(4.65106g/cmS2
times4.45cnLBM),3.21(Y5g/s2(EAD)and3.8106g/s2(GAD).ForTPl1,thesequantities
are:1.67107g/s2(3.75106@cm S2times4.45cm BM) and2.2106@2 (EAD).These
differencesmaypointouttoanotherdiscrepancyinaveragingdefinition.

4- CONCLUSIONS

Ftom a practical point of view, there is still a need to nmmalize the averaging techniques
and choice of units for the ldnetic energy outputs, and to display the results in such a way that
they can be plotted together. The high Mach number test problems(T’P8-11) have proved to be
more trying for the codes than the low Mach number ones (TP3-6), mainly because the
conditions (higher flow velocity and longer travel distances) made the instabilities much more
violent. The more general goals stmxl in the introduction will not be discussed here and we
refer the reader instead to the conclusion of the Pleasanton numerical roundtable and to the
concluding remarks from Alan Spero (all in these proceedings). We thank those who have
proposed test problems, who have canied out the calculations for the roundtable snd finally
Viviane Rupert for her suggestions on this review.
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Figure1:TPl: two dimensional simulations of the Rayle@Taylor Instability.
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Figure2:TPl: two dimensional simulationsoftheRayleigh-’l’aylorInstabiliW.
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PROBLEM DEFINlllON : A@e
Figure3: TP8-9 Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability (tire V. Rupert).
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TP8 Figure 4: TP8-9: InterFace plots (from M. Wehner).
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TP8 Figure 6: FKE profflesfromEAD TP9
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Figure 8: TPIC-I1:Richtmyer-Mes~ov Instability (from V. Rupert).
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TP1O
Figure 9: TP1O-11:
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TP1O Figure 11:FKE profiles from EAD TPl 1
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Figure 12 :TP1O-11 :dmeevolutionofmixingxmewidthandFKE
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Summary oftheNumericalRound Table

by
Alan Spero

LawrenceLivernme NationalLaboratory

The purpose of the numerical round table was to provide a forum in which the

various researchers could make detailed comparisons of the performance of their computer

codes on certain standard problems. The problems, which were disrnbuted before hand,

included idealized test problems as well as problems meant to represent selected shock tube

experiments. The goal was to determine the validity of the numerical results by comparing

them with each other and with experimental data. Questions that come to mind in this

context are many. What can we accomplish with these codes? What is the most

appropriate numerical technique(s)? Should we add more physics to the codes (for

example: subgrid scale models, surface tension, material strength, transport modeling)?

How can we improve the algorithms?

In my summary I will try to touch upon most of the issues that arose during this

round table. The breath and depth of the work presented was very impressive, making the

raconteur’s job difficult. If I have forgotten to mention someone’s work, or if I

misrepresent a resul~ please forgive me.

Let me begin with a few general comments. I was impressed with the wide variety

of codes used to simulate fluid motion and with the wide range of numerical techniques.

We saw codes that used pure Eulerian techniques, free Lagrangian techniques, adaptive

mesh approaches with both Eulerian and/or Lagrangian bases, and the Front Tracking
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Method.Allspatialdimensionalitieshorn1-Dto3-Dwereused.My generalimpression

of the progresswith simulationcodes was thatthey aregiving very good results.

The simulation codes were evaluated by comparing their performance on test

problems proposed at the 2nd Workshop. For modest Mach numbers, in the bubble and

spike growth regime, with both single and multi-mode initial conditions and both

Rayleigh/Taylor and Richtmyer/Meshkov instabilities the agreement among many of the

simulations was impressive. For some of the problems we were able to overlay the

interface plots born several different codes (and different numerical methods) and observe

remarkable identity. This was even true for the early time development of test problem

TP1O which investigated a higher Mach number regime. Other quantities, such as mixing

widths were also in good agreement. Some of the test problems showed some sensitivity

to mesh size and the interface tracking technique used, but this sensitivity manifested itself

only in the details of the interface, particularly when fine filaments developed..

The calculations tended to diverge at late times, after the interfaces had been

reshocked, This probably reflects the integrateddiscrepancies between the calculations,

and is therefore perhapsnot surprising. We also saw evidence of symmetrybreaking at

late times in some calculations. This was undoubtedly due to numerical noise. It does

raise concerns, makes one circumspectabout believing the late timeresultsfrom any one

code calculation,andraisesquestionsaboutthepredictabilityof thesystem.

In general,my impressionwas thatthecapabilityto simulatelarge scaleinstabilities

(“mushroom dynamics”) is quite advancedandthatat leastthegross featuresof theresults

in thenonlinear case are independentof the code or algorithmused. Small scale features

seemed much more dependanton the zoning chosen, and some of the codes may not be

flexible enough to a&pt to the fast changing spectrumatlatertimes. I believe it would be
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interesting, although it is probably a side issue, to see just how far the intercede agreement

extends as one looks at smaller arid smaller scales.

Among the various researchers there appears to be a recognition that the turbulent

flows resulting tim interface instabilities may not be as completely random as we thought.

Most of the calculations showed the presence of persistent structures. The role of these

structures in the development of the flows and the impact they may have on interpreting

experimental diagnostics is yet to be understood.

I was impressed with the capabilities of adaptive mesh schemes used by some of

the codes. The clear message these results bring us isthat one should “put the zones where

the turbulence is!” Others were equally impresse& and there was agreement among the

participants that we should concentrate more of our efforts on mesh refinement algorithms.

We also observed that there were large disagreements between the one dimensional

ke calculations presented by Dairiki and Kramer and the two dimensional simulations. The

1-D model was calculating a compression ten times greater than that fkom the simulation.

The source of this discrepancy has not yet been elucidated. Since no other 1-D calculation

was presented it is not possible to assess whether the discrepancy was an inherent feature

of the model or its particular implementation in the work presented.

It was clear that the age of color videos and animation has arrived. Several of the

participants in the plenzuy sessions presented their calculations on the video monitor. We

were all entranced. This proved to be a very effective way of getting a global

understanding of the calculated fluid motion, and I think it will become a more and more

common technique.

However, I believe that we should not let the beauty of these animations retard

efforts to develop better diagnostics. To understand the numerical results, animation is not
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enough. Part of the utility of a simulation is that it permits one to extinct information about

field variables which may or may not be experimentally accessible. Provided the

simulation is physically correct, we can then use the simulation in lieu of experiment and

get information which allows us to develop more intuition about the important processes.

In particular, we could extract from the numerical simulations information about the

turbulent fields which are used in 1-Din models such as the kE models discussed below.

This will enable us to use the excellent simulation results to understand and validate the

models.

We should devote more effort to exmacting from the simulations quantities which

are measured by the experimentalists. Examples are velocity correlation functions or time-

dependent density gradients. It may also be possible to “post-process” the simulations in

such away as to duplicate the experimental diagnostics. Ima=@neif we had the capability to

simulate a shock tube experiment (a 3-Dcodewouldprobablyberequired)andthe

Schlierenphotographydiagnostic.We couldthendirectlycomparethenumericalresult

withtheexperiment.Thismightfacilitateprogresson questionssuchasthe

importance/dominanceoftheboundarylayerintheshocktube.

As an aside (and a call to arms for the experimentalists) let me comment that the

diagnostic simulation capability mentioned above should not relieve the community of the

need to develop “cleaner” experiments. One of the difficulties in comparing shock tube

experiments with simulations is that we cannot simulate the effects of the membranes used

in the experiments, nor can we exactly reproduce the (unknown) initial conditions of those

experiments which do not use membranes. Thus we cannot know whether the

discrepancies with experiment are due to problems with the codes or details of the

experiments which are not modelled comectly. Relief from this problem would be

welcome. The papers by Benjamin, Meshkov, and Toque et al suggest some approaches

that may offer a solution.
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-The experiments are typically three dimensional. To date most of the codes are at

most two dimensional, but this is changing. At the round table and in the plenary session

there were reports on three dimensional codes. These simulations showed the same

persistent structures observed in the two dimensional simulations, but the dissipation of

these structures seemed to be greater in three dimensions.

What can we expect to see horn simulations at the next Workshop? Clearly the

field of three dimensional simulation seems to hold a great deal of promise. I expect a rapid

increase in research in this area since it seems to be ripe and to offer the potential for

increased understanding of experimental results. I also think that we will see increased

attention to persistent structures (in both two and three dimensional simulations) and a

greater understanding of their role in turbulent mixing phenomena. The role of

dimensionality in dissipative processes will get more attention with a advent of the three

dimensional codes. We need to assess this effect if we are to confidently compare our two

dknensional simulation results with the inherently three dimensional experiments.

I expect that the people comparing two dimensional simulations will turn more

attention to reshocked interfaces, since that is where the calculations seemed to disagree the

most. This reshock problem probably demands some of the adaptive mesh algorithms we

heard discussed at the Royaumont Workshop. Attempts to include more of the

experimental details should also increase. We should look forward to simulation of the

membrane (already begun by Benjamin) and boundary layers.

Finally, I hope that we will see more researchers address the key question to what

extent can an experimentally validated simulation code be used to help develop an

instability/turbulence model.
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Overview of the Roundtable discussion on theoretical problems

The purpose of this roundtable discussion was to review briefly the state of the

art and to compare viewpoints on current theoretical issues in the field of compressible

turbulent mixing.

The participants were N. AUBRY (B. Levich Institute, City University of New-

York), D. BESNARD (CEAj Centre d’Etudes de Limeil-Valenton), A.C. BUCKINGHAM

(Lawrence Livermore National Lab.), N.A. INOGAMOV (Landau Institute, Moscow),

M. LESIEUR onstitut de M6canique de Grenoble), K.O. MIKAELIAN (Lawrence Llvermore

National Lab.), Y. POMEAU (Lab. de Physique Statistique, Ecole Normale Sup&ieure,

Paris), B. SITT (CEA, Centre d’Etudes de VaW”ours-Moronvilliers, discussion moderator),

D. VANDROMME @stitut National des Sciences Appliques, Rouen),

D.L. YOUNGS (Atomic Weapons Establishment, Aldermaston).

The different problems to be discussed were arranged under four main headings.

l- One W int closure models for compressible turbulence.

(with a view to specific phenomena that must be accounted for : strong gradients,

shock fronts, two-phase mix@ turbulence production due to generating instabi-

lities, i.e. Rayleigh - Taylor, Richtmyer - Meshkov, Kelvin - Helmholtz).

2- Initialiition of turbulent state.

(phenomenological models for numerical simulation purposes, empirical and

theoretical background, perspectives of improvement)

3- Transition phase to turbulence.

(the theoretical context : dynamical system approach for chaotic-flow, coherent

structures, etc...; the computational context : direct numerical simulation ;

a new approach in between : the method of the proper othogonal decomposition).

4- Other theoretical approches for fullv develoD@ turbulence.

(statistical theories, spectral one-point closure models for non-equilibrium

situations, large eddy simulation and subgrid-scale modeling).
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AU the participants contributed actively to the discussions, which were very

stimulating. We will not go here into a detailed account, and we will only mention

a few particular topics that appear to be of critical importance and interest :

- limited capability of one-point closure models, despite continuing progress and

intensive theoretical and practical use, to simulate in a correct way important

features (especially three-dimensional structures) of turbulent flow (VANDROMME,

BESNARD);

- crudeness of initialization procedures of turbulent state for numerical computation

- still existing gap between dynamical systems approach applied to a wide variety of

specific chaotic flows (POMEAU), and “classical” approaches of transitional or fully

developed turbulent flow.

As farasnumericalcomputationisconcerned,DirectNumerical

Simulationand LargeEddy Simulationaremakingimpressiveprogress

(LESIEU~ YOUNGS), and arebecomingeffectivetoolsforrealflowanalysisand

modellingstudiesaswell.

A more detailed review of the above-mentionned topics in the context of this

roundtable discussion is given below by A. BUCKINGHAM (LLNL), who was one of

the organizers of the first International Workshop in this series (Princeton, 198S).

M.LESIEUR,who wasrapporteurofthisroundtableatthefinalsummarysessionthen

givesa shortpresentationofhisreport.

B. SITT (CEA/CEV-M, Roundtable Organizer)
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Theoretical Panel

The following topics discussed are not listed m the order in which they were presented.

Instead they are oniered in congmence with notions about their relationship to each other and

the current state of progress in theoretical understanding and advancesin modeling and

numerical simulation procedures. These comments are rntended to place sole emphasis on the

basic theme subject the physics of compressible turbulent mixing. The discussion is further

restricted to notions germaine to high speed (high Mach number) compressible flow situations,

where the turbulent acoustical modes can be considered substantially excited and where wave

transport of the resulting pressure fluctuations may contribute significantly to the evolution of

the turbulence.

K. Mlkaelian. LLNL Livermore.Ck {Oninitialization).

Mikaelian’sdiscussionofinitialconditioninfluencesin computations was effectively

confined to the sub-transitional linear to non-linear evolution of variable density flow

instabilities subjected to shock accelerations.Mikaelianhasstudiedthesehighacceleration,

stratifiedlayerdensity,instabilitygrowthsituationsextensively.Hisoriginaltheoretical

studieshavecontributedsubstantiallytotheunderstandingofthedynamicsofthesesub-

transitionalandtransitionalprocesses.Theyhaveprovidedausefulbasisforanalysis of laser

interaction with multi-density layered inertial confinement fusion targets. He has also

derived an approximation for estimating the amount of directed shock energy that is converted

into transitional random velocity excitation during the interactive passage of a shock wave

with a distotied two-fluid rnterface or distorted single fluid contact discontinuity separating

regions of different density.

Unfortunately a similar level of understanding has not been developed for the model

initialization process itself in modeled turbulent flow computations. This is by no means a

criticism of the thorough and innovative studies on sub-transitional processes of which

Mikaelian’s work is a notable example. However, there is, at present, insufficient datato

providenew theoreticalinsight on the transitionfromlamrnartoturbulentflow.Thisldnd of

insight is required for the development and application of consistently effective initialization

procedures for modeled, simulated, or experimentally designed studies of the post-transitional

(substantially evolved and developed) turbulence ptucess itself.
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Initial conditions assigned for computing the evolution of turbulent flows or predictions of

the influence of experimental initial conditions on the experimental flow development

unfortunately share a common drawback The influences on the developing statistical structure

lack uniqueness. There is also an inadequate expenmental/numaical data base and a lack of

scientific experienceand evidence to enable investigator to reliably test and analyze these

mnditional influences. Of course, one expects this condition to improve rapidly as more

experimental evidence is accumulated in supemonic/hypemmic speed flows. For these flows, of

particular interest to this community, compressl%ility and the assoaated additional degrees of

freedom in the dynamics of the process increase the complexity. For example, compressible

flows tend to remain Iaminar at larger values of critical Reynolds Number than their

incompressible counte~arts. Moreover, even at much higher Reynolds numbers than that

considered sufficient to maintain fully developed turbulent flow, high favorable pressure

gradients (accelerations) imposed on compressible flow have been observed to cause the

initially turbulent flow to relamrnanze.

Examples of this unsatisfactory state of knowledge are particularly evident in the rather

dismal record accumulated m predicting transition fmm compressible Iaminar to turbulent flow,

predicting turbulent flow separation and reattachment, and in predicting the decay of

turbulence energy and the variation m turbulent scales of motion at advancingly large distances

behrnd a shockwave through which the turbulence was processed.

Some fairly recent, unexpected experimental obsewations on other curious behavior in

high speed Cornpxessiile turbulent shear layem have been obtarned and reproducibly confirmed.

These show the’ unmistakable imptint of indefinitely persistent rnitial forced eigenfrequency

excitation influences throughout the evolutional stages of compressible turbulent shear flows.

In the folly developed turbulent flow the rnitial imprint can be readily detected and measuned.

Moreover, these forcing influences have been successfully tested as a technique for controlling

the development of harmonically sympatheti~ low frequency, quasi-coherent flow structures

in the downstream shear layer. This evidence appears to contradict the traditional view that

fully developed turbulence has no persistent initial condition memory and that the fully

developed tubulent state is thereby dynamically isolated from its initiation.

What are some common procedures for initializinga simulation or a model computation?

Perhaps a short, albeit not comprehensive list might be usefulm this review.
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A commonly adopted approach in initializing a direct numerical simulation (DNS), for

example, is to numerically develop the desired stationary statistical turbulent field for study

throughout the grid domain by a computational evolution from a dynamically perturbed

unstable laminar flow initial state. The laminar to turbulent transition is numerically

simulated starting with an impressed unstable disturbance (for example a two-dimensional

ToIlmein-Schlichting wave velocity defect profile) on an otherwise steady mean background

flow. Under the influence of the explicitly computed nonlinear velocity interactions that

result from the initial instability, the flow field evolves, often over many hundreds of

computational cycles, until the statistical stmcture has been established to within some

satisfactory closeness to the desired ensemble averages and spectral stmcture of the pre-

selected “stationary’ state. This “fully developed” turbulent flow field is then stored and

may be used for analysis or even as the initial conditions for a variety of direct numerical

simulation experiments. It must be emphasized that these numerical simulation experiments

are not a replacement of physical experiments but rather an almost infinitely analyzable

supplement to a limited sub range of statistical dynamic flow behavior. This follows, since the

numerical results am severelyrestrictedm theirstatisticaldynamicrangeby theverysevere

lowReynoldsnumberconstraintsimposedbymemo~ andcomputationalspeedlimitationsof

eventhemostadvancedcompute=.

Large eddy simulations (LES)and directnumericalsimulations(DNS) are also often

initiated with a random “seed” of turbulence distributed throughout the computational

domain. Care must be taken that the petiurbation field is statistically realizeable and that

the balance expressed by the mean and variance of all perturbed quantities is physically

consistent with an equilltium (production and dissipation of turbulence ldnetic energy are in

balance) limit in the physical state being simulated.

Some current examples of such initially “seeded” computations at the LLNL include

Leith’s LES studies of subgrid scale statistical influences on developing turbulent free shear

layers. Leith makes use of a space and time white noise potential function, whose point

derivatives provide random fluctuational accelerations to the velocity field. The point

accelerations are the initial seeds for his studies on stochastic back scatter influences Ii’om the

non-resolvable sub-grid scale motions.
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Recent LLNL LES computations also include those of Rotman who makes use of random

white noise accelerations for seeding either velocity or density rnitial pembations applied

individually as simulations of existing physical expe~ents under average value constraints

selected to mimic and recreate the shock tube shockwave turbulence interaction experimental

results of Hesselink and Sturtevant at Cal Tech (1976). In addition, Buckingham adapts the

Leith initial seed procedure together with Monte Carlo shock structure computations for LES

studies of shockwave rnduced viscoelastic turbulent field response.

Initialization and growth of turbulence tlrom unstable flow sources such as RTI and RMI

perturbed discontinuous density interfaces have been commonly used m conjunction with K-E

single pornt closure model studies of shock tube mixing experiments such as those discussed

dutingthe cunent Royaumont Conference. This procedure has been automated to a large extent

through use of a sequence of models from instabl%ty growth rnto the non-linear mEdngphase

andself-similarturbulentmixinglayerevolutioninuptothreespacedimensionsbyYoungsat

theAWE. CrowleyattheLLNL initiateshis modeled comparisons-with-experiment of the

shock enhancement and relaxation of turbulence energy m the compmssiile turbulent bounda~

layer by irntial value adjustment within the K-C model to conditionally match experimental

results. The model is adjusted to provide rnitial turbulence energy and appmpnate dissipation

balance from these expefientally measured values on selected streamlines, in the Princeton

University experiments of Smits and Mouclc, (1986).

In a search for a more physically reasonable function to mimic the size scale disinibution

in evolving compressible turbulence ( i.e. the dissipation function,&, in the K-& closure scheme)

Wilcox (1988, 1989) has modified and extended the original (Saffman-Wilcox1971)K-O1

single point closure notions m anew multiscale formulation. This formulation exploits the more

physically satisfactory identification of the second parameter, a), as the experimentally

measurable reciprocal time scale variation of the excited eddy motions being modeled. This

identification and model exploitation of o with measurable reality was probably, in part,

due to an original suggestion by Reynolds at Stanford Univesity (1980).
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The K-(II formulation is used as the framework for WilcoXs efforts in developing a more

universally applicable multiscale model for compressible high speed turbulent flow

calculations. Universally applicable here refers to the lack of need for adjustment of

coefficients when when the modeled flows va~ from boundary layers to free shear layers or

jets or wakes. This model is currently gaining some popularity in NASP (National Aerospace

Plane) modeling applications to supersonic and hypersonic bounda~ layer flows, separated

flows, and a few ti’ee shear layer mixing computations.

The initiation topic is (if anything is) a ubiquitous obstacle in both modeling and

simulation. The variety of prescriptions applied for initiating even the same class of models or

simulation tools multiplies almost as the product of the number of modelem with the number of

different flow situations. The search for uniform initialization procedures will probably

continue. However, it is the writer’s view that the growth of spe~alized procedures for each

characteristically different application and, of course for each class of model, will continue to

proliferate much more rapidly than the development of any useful initialization uniformity.

Before moving onto some impressions of the other theoretical panel membex% rntemsting

contributions, comment is offered on a topic that was only touched on implicitly. The topic is

the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. Little formal theoretical progress has been made

since the development of the systematic momentum small perturbation theo~ now more than

thirty years in its maturity (Mack ,1960).

Compressible flow carries with it added degrees of freedom over and above

incompressl%le flow with correspondingly richer nonlinear dynamical interactions occuring

befme the transition process can be considered complete The momentum criteria based on small

perturbation instability analysis Carnes only slightly into the nonlinear interaction regime. It

would appear that further substantial progress m formal development of a transition theo~

and criteria needs much more than a “kick-stafin to advance formal systematic theoretical

development. It follows that it is probably overly optimistic to suggest that sufficient

understanding and some high confidence predictive capability of the transition process will be

obtained in a timeframe useful for cument and continuing applications and model development.

Simple indicatom such as momentum thickness Reynolds number criterion, or other computed

measures used in conjunction with experimentally determined average mixing layer growth

rates, when suitably modified for compressibility influences, will probably have to serve

model developers for the immediate future.
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It is not a completely negative picture, however. As seen m the coarnseof the Royaumont

meeting the congruence between mmputed and experimental results for shocked instability

growth and rnterfluid penetration is quite promising. Further emphasis must be given to other,

more prease definitions of mixing and transport in the unstable Iamrnar to turbulent flow

transition regime. In particular, another scale, that of component concentration in a mixing

layer, must be measured and later modeled successfully in shock accelerated flows. The

measured and successfully computed variation in both concentration and apparent mixing zone

penetration growth and evolution should, automatically, provide new information on the

compmssiile flow tmnsition process from unstable to fullyrnvolved turbulent transport regimes.

The two following panelehsts provided a somewhat more optimistic view.

JK Aubrv ._ Inst ~ U- of New Y~

Karhunen-Loeve decomposition, or that vasiant for modeling and analysis of low wave

number structures m turbulent flow termed proper orthogonal decomposition was elegantly

presented at the workshop as a potential technique for developing an understanding of the

dynamics of turbulent flow. Aub~ and her former thesis advisor, Lumley, provide a ve~

effective argument based on their studies of large scale turbulence structure m incompressible

bounday layers. The relatively low order of the degrees of freedom for such techniques can be

supplemented or expanded, it is claimed, by establishing a larger data base, experimentally or

numerically, and then continuing to apply this procedure which yields progressively better

approximations to the eigenfunctions characteting the underlying equations as the data base

and the order of the expansions are increased.

Current discussion and questions develop with respect to the potential of application of a

technique such as this to studies of compressible turbulence or of the laminar to turbulent

transitional states. The conceptual difficulties relate to possible limitations m developing

suitable theoretical descriptions of compressible three dimensional flow structure and

transition with the a resultingly large number of dynamical interaction scales using essentially

a low order system with a practical limit on the degrees of freedom. However, the cummt

success with very complicated wall bounded flows helps to stimulate optimism on application

to the possl%ly even more challenging high speed compressible flow situations from later

developments of this promising theoretical procedure.
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The foreseen difficulties in applying the previously discussed Karhunen-Loeve

decomposition procedure to compressible flow situations possessing a substantially enlarged

potential dynamic degrees of freedom heirarchy and correspondingly more complexitythan

that represented by a low order strange attractor system have parallels in considerations about

the general applicability of dynamical systems analysis. However, Pomeau provided a

spirited defense for the potential development and use of dynamical systems procedures for

substantive theoretical analysis and increased understanding of turbulent flow structure and

evolution.

Emphasis is often placed on the potential for findrngrnfonnation on the transition process

and the existence of an exact finite bound on the degrees of freedom for two dimensional

turbulence. This boundedness comment stimulated one of the more spirited discussions on the

panel. This was occasioned by the lively discussions between Pomeau and Lesieur. Lesieur

pornted to vast number of scales of excitation that must be dealt within gmeral analysis of

even m a simple homogeneous turbulent flow. This number Lesieur suggested maybe estimated

(with inertial range separation and Obukov-Kolmogorov dimensional analysis arguments) as a

number equivalent to the flow Reynolds number raised to the 9/4 power for three space

dimensions.

One can be reasonably sure that the spirited arguments between the dynamical systems

approach advocates and almost all of the other schools of turbulence theo~ will continue

indefinitely. It also seems equally reasonable to assume that the continuing debate and

supporting theoretical and experimental efforts m dynamical systems studies will continue to

provide useful reformation and guidance m further understanding the nature of the transition

process.

A (somewhat surprisingly) pessimistic view was advanced by Vand romme on the lack of

promise of single point closure modeling m compmssiile flows. Hisfocus appeared to center on

several flow features that provide a conceptual challenge for model development in

compressible high Reynolds Number flow. These include the unmodeled influence (intrusion?)

on the dynamics of compressible turbulence arising lhm the known anisotropic 3D large scale,

almost coherent structures, the apparent persistence of these structures and their influence on

scale variations, and the influence of shockwaves.
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These processes and their influences may be lost or hidden m the conventional time or

even mass averaging procedures used to develop the traditional single point closure schemes.

Their ?mown presence, however, has been and is an argument for application of both DNS and

LES procedures to supplement the sparse experimental data base and to provide needed

reformation for model development.

Another difficulty, emphasized by Vand romme, was three dimensionality which

preval% even to a larger extent in high speed compressible boundary layer flows, where wall

curvature and shock layer curvature are rntemelated. It is useful to recall that in such flows

there may exist strongly interacting transverse pressure distribution influences on both the

fluctuatingvelocityfieldand the energy-density (entropy ) field. Another problem area was

the prediction or treatment of transition and attendant unsteady phenomena such as shock

augmented flow separation and reattachment These topics have been pnwiously mentioned

While most of the Workshop participants would probably vote affirmatively to the list

of difficulties, a generally pessimistic view seems out of place. This is particularly true since

we, by necessity, are required to seek, modify, or even develop more promising modeling

approaches to meet current programmatic needs and to provide a data base for future

compaison and refinement

There is grounds for some @imism based on the advances m DNS, LES, spectral methods,

and second order moment methods as well as advances in new experimental diagnostics

techniques for non-intrusive measurement. Complementary advances have been made on both

diagnostic techniques and and numerical-theoretical procedures for 3 dimensional flow

nxonstruction and database enlargement from a limited number of experimental obsewations.

These procedures may be and are berng applied for refinement and application of single point

closure models.

A more optimistic view of single point closure development for compressible flow

modeling was provided by Besnard Development and application of a spectral decomposition

procedure has been shown to provide rough confirmation of term and coefficient identification

in the ubiquitous K-e model, as well as more detailed information on fundamental

characteristics of evolving turbulence, such as scale variation questions and a fresh

interpretation of the dissipation questions.
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It is apparent that many of the participants are awaiting later compressible turbulent

flow versions of this development that will permit analysis and accurate prediction of the

influence of the pressure velocity triple correlation , compressible production, and

compressible dissipation of turbulence energy.

In addition, Besnand illustrated the utility of the second order closure procedure (BHR

method), m augmenting the development of lower order but easily applied single pornt closure

models. One must note that the BHR framework, simplified by presrxiption of selected

moment interrelations, has been and is the basis of at least one of the mok generally successful

compresslie flow closure models at Los Alamos National Laboratory.

In summa~, detailed numerical simulations and more elaborate but time demanding

higher order and spectral decomposition procedures and the results they generate for analysis

have a demonstrated and important role in practical single pornt closure model development.

D.y~ d@m@ment~h ~
Thistopic title is supplied by the witer m response to personal impressions of the special

significance of some of D. Youngs group’s many contributions to the present state of modeling.

The transition and initialization processes are combrned by preliminary modeling of the shock

driven instability growth into the non-lrnear and final self-similar stages of behavior.

Emphasis is placed initially on interface tracking as a measure of mixture layer

development and penetration. Later efforts include emphasis on the other often neglected but

sorely needed measure of the concentration dishibution of mixture constituents. This effort was

characteristically and thoughtfully planned early on several years ago with the research

collaboration of Paul Linden at DAMTP, Cambridge University. It seems to be progressing

satisfactorilyinto higher Mach Number flow investigations.

Special emphasis is placed by Youngs on the necessity of test, simulation and eventually

model incorporation of three dimensional influences. Systematic progress, well planned and

executed experimental /modeling interactive programs characterize this group’s exemplary

advances and contributions to the present state of understanding.
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e ieur~)

Lesieur briefly but compellingly explored the present status of LES and DNS procedures for

analysis and numerical evaluation and test of fundamental theoretical ideas on the evolution

of turbulent Structure He pointed out the access provided for attention to coherent structure

influences on the statistical field, isolating new dynamics associated with three dimensional

degrees of freedom, vortex dynamics reattachment and splitting processes, the spectral cascade

m compressible flows and similar physics that will probably always be difficult to access

experimentally. He did not emphasize (obviously because of time limitations) the continued

development and exploitation of multi-pornt closure methods although he has had much to do

with their advances and use m theoretical turbulence analysis.

for~flows

The writer was askedto contribute a few comments on the promise or lack of it of

mukiscale methods applied to single pornt closure modeling. Time did not permit adequate

outlrning of this promising approach. Let me briefly summarize some of the themes that might

be addressed given sufficient time. The basic idea of multiscale modeling has been summaized

in Launder and Schiestel (1980), Schiestel (1987), Wilcox (1988), and in related recent

literature from the NASA researchers at both the AMES and Langley Research Centers.

A basic point is that single point, single scalar (e) dissipation cascade turbulence closure

modelrng is too limited to show the appropriate influence of both large and small scales of

excitation on the turbulent field. It is also apparent that under the constraints imposed by the

limited classical single pornt model flexibility, changes m the vector mean strain field cannot

be incorporated when rapid changes occur due to contmctions or due to shock or expansion

interactions. Departurefromand return to isotropy is not accounted for, and most of the aspects

of strong impressibility can be satisfied for only one part of the spectral range of motions.

Anomalies develop when addressing real flow situations and sevens model adjustments must be

made when moving from strong to weak sheafig motions and ~ shear flows to jets, or wakes,

etc.
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In contrast, multiscale procedures implement a separate transpofi equation for each

significant range of the dynamic spectrum of excited motions. Initially two spectral ranges and

corresponding transport equations have been used to considerably enhance the applicability

and universality of the closure to a wider vanet y of physical situations. Even two schemes

eliminate the troublesome and obviously limited dependence on a single Boussinesq (gradient

transport) term. Currently under development is a three band model which includes a special

(viscoelastic relaxation) phase in the low wave number spectra associated with transient shock

interaction effects. (Buckingham, 1991).

Alfred c. BUCKINGHAM (LLNL)
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REPORTONTHE THEORETICAL ROUND TABLE

There were threemain topicsdiscussedduringthisround table,namely

classicalon-pointclosuremodellingapproach,themathematicalproblemsrelatedto

the

two

and threedimensionalturbulence,and the possibilittiesof directand large-eddy

simulations.

1)Classicalone-pointclosuremodellingapproach.

Some pessimismwas expressedconcerningtheabilityofthisapproachtoproperlytake

intoaccountcoherentstructures,shocks,and compressib~ltyeffectsin general. As a

matter of fact, these methods need to be validated with the aid of physical experiments

and numerical simulations, either direct-numerical simulations (DNS) or large-eddy

simulations (LES). On the contrary, one can be optimistic with new multiscales

techniques which are being develope4 they are based on two-point closures such as the

Direct-Interaction Approximation (LX@ or the Eddy-Damped Quasi-Normal Markovian

theory (EDQNM). Of the same family is also the Renormalization-Group approach (RNG).

These multiscale techniques may be very useful for the development of a new modelling

intermediate between one-point closures and LES.

2) Mathematical problems in 2 and 3 dimensions.

There are still a lot of questions posed (in 3D)

Navier-Stokes equations (existence for arbitrary

concerning the solutions of Euler or

times, uniqueness, regularity, etc...).

Other mathematics arise from the instability theory (linear, secondary, nonlinear).

Another important question concerns the dimension of the manifold of Navier-Stokes

equations : the standart phenomenology of turbulence, based on classical Kolmogorov
vanalysis, suggests that the dimension is *Re *where Re is the Reynolds number. TKIS is

very high.On theotherhand,thereareconjectures,basedon an analogywithKuramoto-

Sivashinskyequation,thatthedimensioncouldbe low,so thatdynamical-systemtheory

couldapply.Thisissuportedby a studydone for the turbulent boundary layer using the

so-called proper-orthogonal expansions.
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3)The possibilities of DNS and LES.

They enable to study the nonlinear stages, and give exact access to the fields. Efficient

graphics allow to characterize the three-dimensional dynamics of the coherent votices,

and how they cascade into small-scale turbulence. They have proven their efficiency in

dealing with compressibility. For developed turbulence, the future of these techniques lies

in large-eddy simulations, which require efficient subgrid scale models. With the rapidly

increasing computing power and speed, these DNS and LES techniques are extremely

promising tools to explore the mysteries of the nature of turbulence.

M. LESIEUR (1.M.G.)
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colorized version of a black and white Schlieren photograph of a mixing zone between

air (top, red color) and sulphur hexafluonde (sF6, bottom,blue) induced by the RichtrnYer-

Meshkov instability in the Vauiours vertical shock tube (horizontal scale 7.5cm). The inci-

dent shock in SF6 (Mach 1.45)has accelerated upward a 1.7 cm wide molecular diffu-

sion zone with a weak embedded perturbation due to the retraction (from right to left) of

a separating blade. The picture shows the amplification of these perturbations, 3.15 ms

aher the initial interaction, and about the time of passage of the second shock refld from

the end plate of the shock tube (located 54.4 cm above the blade). On ihe original schlieren

picture (printed upside down on page 25 in CHOCS 2,CEA DAM scientific and technical

iournal) the fine scales visible on the SF6 side are the signature of turbulent mixing in the

boundary layers, but the more puzzling smoothness of the edges of the interpenetrating

air bubble (center) and SF6 spikes (on its sides) may be due to an optical effect. These

details are somewhat erased by the colonization process which was performed by the laser

experiments group at Limeil.

Q reprographic CEA-CESTA
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